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3. How to Become a Service Provider: 
 http://www.ddsn.sc.gov/providers/becomeqpl/Pages/default.aspx 
 
4. Provider Reporting Dashboard: 
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 http://www.ddsn.sc.gov/about/Pages/HowToReportAbuse.aspx 
 
7. Medicaid Waiver Services: 
 http://www.ddsn.sc.gov/providers/medicaidwaiverservices/Pages/default.aspx 
 
8. Contacts: 
 http://www.ddsn.sc.gov/about/contacts/Pages/DDSNClassified.aspx 
 
9. Events Calendar: 
 https://calendar.google.com/calendar/embed?src=jbreidling@ddsn.sc.gov&ctz=America/New York 
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Agency Office Locations 
Please list the physical address, mailing address, and phone number for each office location.  
You can continue onto the next page if additional space is needed. 
 

DDSN State Office 

Central Office 3440 Harden Street Ext. 
Columbia, SC 29203 

(803) 898-9600 

 

District Offices 

District Office I – Midlands/Piedmont 28373 Hwy 76 East 
Post Office Box 239 
Clinton, SC  29325 

(864) 938-3497 
 

District Office II – Coastal/Pee Dee 9995 Jamison Road 
Summerville, SC 29485 

(843) 832-5567 

 

Regional Centers 

Coastal  9995 Jamison Road 
Summerville, SC 29485 

(843) 821-5802 

Midlands 8301 Farrow Road 
Columbia, SC 29203 

(803) 935-7502 

Pee Dee 714 National Cemetery Road 
Florence, SC 29508 

(843) 664-2635 
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Saleeby Center 714 Lewellen Avenue 
Hartsville, SC 29550 29550 

(843) 332-4104 

Whitten 28373 Hwy 76 E 
Post Office Box 239 
Clinton, SC 29325 

(864) 938-3422 

 

Autism Offices 

Charleston - Coastal 9995 Miles Jamison Road 
Summerville, SC  29485   

(843) 832-5561 

Columbia - Midlands 8301 Farrow Road 
Columbia, SC 29203 

(803) 935-5090 

Florence - Pee Dee 714 National Cemetery Road 
Florence, SC 29506 

(843) 664-2720 

Spartanburg - Piedmont 269 S. Church St., Suite 309 
Spartanburg, SC  29306 

(864) 594-4907   
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A.  QUESTIONS 

A.  Questions 
Please type the agency’s responses to each question directly below the question.  For the questions 
which ask the agency to complete an Excel chart, complete the chart and attach it to the end of this 
document when the agency submits the .pdf version. 
 
Agency Snapshot 

  
1. What are 3-4 items the agency considers as successes?  

Waiting List Reduction Initiative:  Increasing the number of people served and reducing the length of 
time waiting for services 
 
The SC Department of Disabilities and Special Needs (DDSN) is in the midst of the largest expansion of 
disability services in our State’s history.  Through the leadership and generosity of the Governor and 
General Assembly, DDSN is significantly reducing its waiting lists for services.  This enormous effort is 
being coordinated in partnerships with its statewide network of local service providers, advocates, and 
the South Carolina Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS).  DDSN is the operating entity for 
Medicaid waivers on behalf of DHHS.  As of April 1, 2017, almost 13,000 individuals’ names have moved 
off three special waiver waiting lists.  Two waiting lists are for waivers serving adults and children with 
Intellectual and Related Disabilities and Autism Spectrum Disorder and the third is the Head and Spinal 
Cord Injury waiting list.  Over 10,800 of these individuals were enrolled in specialized Medicaid Waiver 
State funded services (35.3%), opted for other services, declined or failed to complete the process (36.3%) 
or moved/were deceased/could not be found (8.6%).  A small percentage were determined ineligible 
(3.3%).  The process of locating and contacting individuals/families, and assisting them through 
establishing eligibility, approve Medicaid Level of Care, development of a service plan, choice of provider, 
service authorization and ultimately approval of actual service delivery, is labor intensive, has multiple 
components and requires a great amount of time.  Enrollment in waiver programs is still pending for 
slightly over 2,100 individuals (16.5%).  All staff efforts have been focused on moving citizens into services 
as quickly as possible.  DDSN staff assignments and duties were altered and managers worked to 
reprioritize staff duties and workloads in their areas to meet goals.  This included developing and 
monitoring in coordination with SCDHHS staff, and DDSN’s network of providers, streamlined processes 
to maximize staff efficiency and ease for consumers and families.  We still have many individuals and 
families to assist to meet targets for the year. 

This effort continues as new funds appropriated for FY 2016 and FY 2017 are being used for the purpose 
of providing access to services to people formerly included on DDSN’s waiting lists and ensuring provider 
capacity is sufficient to expand services statewide.  This unprecedented new funding is used for both in-
home supports and residential expansion.  This funding allowed for an expansion of approximately 1850 
individuals receiving in-home supports.  Residential capacity was expanded by 190 beds.  This means 
service capacity was expanded by over 2,000 people who are now in the process of receiving new or 
additional services.  DDSN has been able to continue serving the Head and Spinal Cord Injury (HASCI) 
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population at a pace that is resulting in no waiver waiting list for the year.  The number of participants in 
the HASCI waiver is 853, the highest it has ever been with another 190 individuals completing the 
enrollment process.   

From the beginning of the waiting list reduction effort, the length of time individuals remain on the waiting 
list has been dramatically reduced.  On July 1, 2014, the wait for the Intellectual Disability and Related 
Disabilities (ID/RD) Waiver was 6.8 years and on July 1, 2016, the wait was 3.5 years.  On April 1, 2017 the 
wait time is up slightly to 4 years.  The upward trend is due to DHHS waiting for a federal approval from 
the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid.  South Carolina cannot exceed the stated number of people to 
be served in this waiver without incurring the Medicaid match costs for the services.  Therefore DDSN 
cannot increase the number of people served in this waiver and must limit new enrollment.  Once the 
waiver renewal is approved, the agency can once again allow increased movement from the ID/RD waiting 
list.  On July 1, 2014, the wait for the Community Supports Waiver was 4.5 years and on July 1, 2016, the 
wait time had been reduced to 1.5 years.  On April 1, 2017, the wait is now down to 7 months.  There is 
currently no wait for HASCI Waiver services.  While continued improvement needs to be made, a 
significant reduction in the length of time individuals and families are waiting for services has been 
achieved. 

Serving More Individuals in Their Homes, or in the Least Restrictive Setting: 

DDSN’s emphasis on supporting individuals in their own family homes is the most cost efficient model.  
This is better for the individual and the family.  It also fosters greater community inclusion and allows the 
Agency to stretch limited dollars to serve more people.  Approximately 87 percent of all individuals served 
by DDSN live at home.  Serving people with severe lifelong disabilities in their homes with family is best 
for the person, preferred by families and is the most cost-efficient service alternative for taxpayers.  Of 
the thousands of persons with intellectual disability and related disabilities and Autism Spectrum Disorder 
receiving services from DDSN, 71 percent live with family caregivers compared to 56 percent nationally 
and 57 percent in the southeast.  Residential services are limited to those individuals living in critical 
circumstances and for whom in-home supports cannot adequately address their needs. 

When residential services are warranted, they are provided in the least restrictive and least expensive 
manner appropriate.  DDSN provides residential services in a very cost efficient manner.  The vast majority 
of individuals live in Community Training Homes (CTH), one of the least expensive residential options.  On 
average, DDSN’s community residential services continue to be less than one-half of the Regional Center 
(Intermediate Care Facilities for Individuals with Intellectual Disability) daily cost.  Within the FY 2016 and 
FY 2017 residential expansion, concerted efforts were made to work with providers to grow less restrictive 
and less expensive options and pilot new less restrictive models.  These service options enable individuals 
to exercise greater independence over their lives and result in a heightened level of consumer satisfaction.  
Over 34 percent of the new residential options developed during FY 2016 fell into this less restrictive 
category.  During FY 2017 the agency continued to focus on residential development of less restrictive 
settings, but also expanded focus to residential settings targeted for individuals identified as needing a 
high level of behavioral or other intensive supports.  

SCDDSN directly operates five (5) regional centers.  This is  the most expensive residential service option.  
The per diems at these centers are below the national average reflecting a leaner, more efficient system.  
Efficiency has been demonstrated in the Regional Centers by maintaining health and safety and meeting 
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the needs of the consumers with one of the lowest per diem rates in the country.  The Regional Centers’ 
per diem is $405 per day while the national average is $701 per day based on most recent data (2013).  
South Carolina’s institutional per diem is far less than the United States average and the southeastern 
average.  DDSN’s institutional rate is 58 percent of the national average rate.  (Data source – University of 
Minnesota RISP FY13/14 Report)  

Disability Prevention, Early Intervention and Specialized Rehabilitation 

1. Primary Prevention: 

Primary prevention efforts produce the greatest return on investment of time and dollars.  DDSN’s effort 
to reduce the rate of infants born with neural tube defects (NTDs) is conducted in partnership with the 
Greenwood Genetic Center.  The rate of NTDs per 1,000 live births in South Carolina has steadily declined 
over the last two decades.  The result is the prevention of 70 infants born each year with an NTD, resulting 
in a $24 – $34.5 million savings in lifetime medical care costs.  Twenty years ago, South Carolina’s rate of 
NTDs was three times the national average; it is now closer in line with the national average. 

In partnership with Greenwood Genetic Center and DHEC, DDSN provides complex care and treatments 
to infants born with one of 55 metabolic conditions.  This system of treatment is necessary for these 
children to avoid the disabling consequences associated with these metabolic disorders.  The Metabolic 
Treatment Program consistently includes 75-100 children across the ages of birth to seven years and 
includes curative treatment to prevent severe lifelong developmental disabilities.  Treatment and 
monitoring are most important in these early years when the brain is still developing.  This treatment 
saves about $40 million per year in Early Intervention (EI) medical costs, which would be necessary if the 
newborns were not identified and successfully treated. 

2. Early Intervention: 

Early Intervention is essential to increase skills and promote development of infants and children.  DDSN 
has two primary Early Intervention programs.  The first is a family-focused, in-home service for children 
from birth to age 6 years of age.  An Early Interventionist helps families understand their child’s 
development and give specific training to assist the family in addressing these areas of delay.  Family 
Training and Service Coordination are provided in accordance with an Individualized Family Service Plan 
(IFSP) for children to birth to 3 or a Family Service Plan (FSP) for children 3 to 6 years of age.  Approximately 
6,600 children and families receive this type of Early Intervention from DDSN’s network of local providers. 

The second intervention program is specialized.  DDSN operates an evidence-based program for children 
with a Pervasive Developmental Disorder (PDD) now known as Autism Spectrum Disorder.  Interventions 
are based on Early Intensive Behavior Intervention (EIBI) and focus on enhancing cognition, 
communication, adaptive behavior and social skills, all of which are significant issues for children with 
Autism Spectrum Disorder.  DDSN’s model is a home-based treatment program that requires parental 
involvement to ensure interventions are carried out throughout the child’s day.  To date, DDSN has 
provided EIBI programs to almost 2,700 children ages three (3) through ten (ten) years old.  The outcomes 
of these individualized programs are remarkable.  

3. DDSN provides a post-acute rehabilitation program for individuals who experience a traumatic brain 
or spinal cord injury: 
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For best outcomes, this specialized post-acute rehabilitation to individuals who have experienced a 
traumatic brain or spinal cord injury should begin as soon as possible following medical stabilization or 
discharge from acute care.  Without appropriate rehabilitative treatment and therapies in the first weeks 
or months after injury, people are not able to achieve optimal neurological recovery and maximum 
functional improvement.  Research shows lack of timely treatment results in more substantial levels of 
permanent disability and limits the individual’s ability to work.  As a consequence, there are greater needs 
for long-term care, and other health, mental health and social services.  Lack of rehabilitation options 
causes extended acute care hospital stays following injury for many people.  Higher rates of subsequent 
hospitalizations also occur for people who do not receive rehabilitation.  DDSN is able to fund post-acute 
rehabilitation to approximately 50 individuals annually. 

This effort works to address the serious gap in access to post-acute rehabilitation that is specialized for 
traumatic brain injury or spinal cord injury.  While some people receive some rehabilitation or therapy 
benefits through private health insurance, Medicare, and other sources such as Worker's Compensation, 
adequacy of coverage varies.  Some private insurance carriers fund only acute care or a limited amount 
of generic rehabilitation rather than specialized rehabilitation.  The South Carolina Medicaid program 
presently does not adequately fund inpatient/outpatient rehabilitation specialized for traumatic brain 
injury or spinal cord injury.  This was identified as a need in a report DHHS submitted to the federal 
government several years ago.  The state also has a large number of uninsured persons who cannot access 
rehabilitation.  Many individuals become disabled as a result of their injury, and later qualify for Medicaid.  
As a result, subsequent costs to the Medicaid program are higher than if these people had received 
specialized post-acute rehabilitation.  Since DDSN’s program began in 2008, more than 350 individuals in 
this insurance coverage gap were able to access care and benefit from timely specialized rehabilitative 
services experiencing. 

Emergency Preparedness and Responding to Natural Disasters 

1. October 2015 Flood: 

The SC Flood experienced in October 2015 constitutes an additional area of successful performance for 
DDSN.  DDSN staff successfully and efficiently coordinated with the SC Department of Health and 
Environmental Control, the State Fire Marshal, the Federal Emergency Management Agency, FEMA, and 
DDSN community providers to execute the Agency’s Emergency Management Plan.  Flood impact was 
experienced in eleven counties - Lexington, Richland, Sumter, Lee, Clarendon, Florence, Horry, 
Williamsburg, Dorchester, Jasper, and Charleston - resulting in relocation of 34 individuals across 5 homes.  
The health and safety of all of these individuals was maintained with as little disruption as possible.   

In addition to the successful implementation of the Emergency Management Plan, DDSN completed four 
actions in order to further enhance and strengthen the strategies in place.  First, the DDSN Emergency 
Management Plan was enhanced to include recommendations and actions to avoid both during and after 
an event in order to mitigate outcomes.  This information has been communicated in DDSN network local 
provider counterpart meetings and was added to the DDSN emergency preparedness directives and plan.  
Second, DDSN Central Office staff worked with DDSN Regional Center staff to increase and improve on-
site water and meal ready to eat (MRE) supply.  Staff have also pre-determined triggering events that 
would cause a facility to increase its supply of water on hand in preparation for a possible need.  In further 
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support of food preparation, DDSN increased/improved food service preparation/water purification 
equipment and back up measures.  Third, DDSN continued its effort to ensure providers have access to 
additional generators to better utilize day program facilities as temporary service shelters.  DDSN received 
grant approval from FEMA for the purpose of installing additional generators at provider locations.  
Fourth, DDSN developed a protocol for building licensure exceptions within the agency’s authority during 
emergencies.  This allows for temporary licensure for alternate facilities during an emergency in order to 
provide seamless service delivery for the individuals DDSN supports.  Each addition further strengthened 
the emergency planning and response of DDSN to form a continuous improvement process to best 
support the continuous provision of services during an emergency event. 

2. Hurricane Matthew:  

Despite the difficulty of care and the weather events associated with the Hurricane Matthew in October 
2016, the health and safety of all DDSN’s supported individuals was maintained through intentional, 
skilled emergency management.  Zero negative outcomes were experienced due to successful responses 
of DDSN community providers through the days leading up to and after Hurricane Matthew.  DDSN staff 
worked with the SC Emergency Management Division, DHEC and the Governor’s Office to address various 
storm-related issues across eighteen directly impacted counties.  Estimated damages across the DDSN 
system totaled $578,500.  A total of 898 people were evacuated and displaced through the beginning of 
the weather event and its aftermath.  This number is composed of 538 supported individuals and 360 staff 
involved with providing their supports and services across the DDSN community provider network.  

The multi-day Hurricane Mathew event required devotion, commitment and personal sacrifice among the 
staff providing support to individuals served through DDSN.  Demonstrating their dedication to the people 
they serve, staff members often left their own families to voluntarily arrive to work prior their shift start 
time in anticipation of the storm and stayed through their shift to work multiple shifts.  In many instances, 
staff stayed on site for multiple days in order to provide continuity of care and comfort.  In appreciation 
of the unselfish, devoted performance of employees of the Regional Centers and the DDSN Autism 
Division who worked continuous shifts across the days of emergency response during Hurricane Matthew 
as identified by the Centers, the DDSN Commission approved a $150 bonus for 254 qualifying employees. 

2. What are 3-4 items the agency considers as its current challenges or issues?  These can include 
things the agency already has a plan to improve.  

Addressing Work Force Issues 

The DDSN service delivery system continues to experience a significant level of difficulty recruiting and 
retaining employees in direct support professional positions.  Community providers and regional centers 
continue to experience higher vacancy rates for these key support positions.  Quality cannot be reduced 
despite recruitment and retention challenges and staffing ratios must meet compliance standards and be 
maintained over time.  Wage compression exists in which longtime quality employees earn the same wage 
as new hires.  In the last few years, large private companies, like Walmart and McDonalds, have raised 
their hiring pay rate to remain competitive.  Since the educational and experience requirements are 
similar, this increase draws direct support professionals to these higher paying jobs.  Loss of longtime 
quality employees due to wage levels not keeping up with industry benchmarks increases turnover, affects 
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the quality of consumer care, results in higher contract cost, increases the cost of background checks and 
training new staff to perform these vital services. 

As part of the DSN Commission’s strategic planning efforts last year, the recruitment and retention of staff 
was identified as one of the key goals for the Agency’s strategic plan.  DDSN staff met with providers and 
advocates to develop an action plan to best address this growing concern.  New funding is required to 
both address the hiring rate and development of a career ladder for direct support professionals as a 
recruitment and retention improvement strategy.  Direct care wages are no longer competitive.  An 
increased hiring wage of $12.00 to $13.00 per hour is needed to be highly competitive.  Potential 
candidates will not apply if the starting pay is not reasonable.  Interested applicants expect a professional 
career ladder and the potential for wage increases.   

DDSN requested help from the Legislature to support moving toward that goal using a multi-year 
approach.  The first step is to increase the hiring wage to $11.00 per hour, an 8.8 percent increase from 
$10.11 an hour.  In its FY 2017-2018 budget request, DDSN requested $9 million in recurring funds 
required to meet this first step.  An additional request of $1,000,000 in new state funds was also requested 
based on an approximately 3-4 percent compression increase for all direct care staff and nurses that have 
been employed for at least five years or more.   

The provision of new funds will ensure that the number of consumers served in the community and in the 
regional centers, and the quality of those services, are maintained.  Additional funding will ensure 
compliance with current and new federal regulations.  The most important consequence of the State not 
funding this challenge is the risk that community providers and regional centers will have to reduce the 
number of people served and reduce the quality of the services below acceptable Medicaid standards.  If 
new funds are not identified to meet this need, DDSN will have to redirect service funding to cover 
necessary wage increase costs instead of serving new individuals waiting for services.  Eventually these 
costs must be covered by additional funds or services have to be reduced or eliminated to use existing 
state funds.  Reducing quality to reduce expenditures is not an option due to the nature of the services. 

The intended impact of meeting this wage level challenge is to increase the ability to recruit and retain 
quality staff.  The services most impacted by addressing these workforce issues are the residential and 
day support programs due to the intensity of service that must be provided.  These services, by definition, 
provide direct care, supervision and nursing.  The individuals attending the day programs and residing in 
residential settings need these essential supports.  The families receiving day supports need the services, 
so they can go to work and keep their son or daughter with a disability at home.  For those individuals 
supported in residential care, it has already been determined that living at home is no longer an option.  
These services must be maintained and staffing ratio requirements must be met.  Addressing workforce 
issues is necessary to avoid crisis.  At the time of this report, both the House and Senate versions of the 
FY 2018 state budget include a new appropriation of $9 million to raise the minimum hourly wage.  While 
the budget process for FY 2018 is not complete, DDSN is very optimistic and very appreciative.  This would 
be an important first step toward addressing this challenge. 
 
In addition to addressing wages and compression, conditions related to employee job satisfaction are also 
being considered.  Some of these include opportunities for job-related trainings and certifications and pay 
increases associated with the completion of desired trainings or certifications.  Others include increased 
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availability for supervisory training to improve the quality of supervision available to direct support 
professionals.  DDSN and service providers are working together to improve job appeal and job 
satisfaction.   

Increasing Residential Service Capacity to Serve Individuals on the Critical Needs Waiting List:  

Residential services funded by DDSN are reserved for individuals who have critical needs that jeopardize 
their health and safety.  This includes Individuals in life-threatening situations requiring immediate 
services.  Some individuals whose chronic and severe challenging behavior are in situations that present 
an imminent risk of jeopardizing their health and safety require immediate action.  These people are 
considered by DDSN to have a critical need.  Once an individual is determined to meet the critical needs 
criteria, his/her name remains on the Critical Needs Waiting List until an appropriate service resolution 
and provider are identified.  

DDSN’s goal is to remove individuals from the Critical Needs Waiting List in less than sixty (60) days.  This 
goal was met for many years but was not met last year and is not being met this year.  The primary reason 
is that most of the individuals exhibit extreme behaviors, are often very difficult to serve and fewer 
providers are willing to assume the risk of serving them. 

DDSN faces numerous challenges posed by serving individuals with chronic severe challenging behavioral 
needs.  These individuals usually require residential services as a result of meeting the critical needs 
criteria or are court-ordered to the Agency.  This population can be very difficult to serve as they often 
pose a safety threat to themselves and/or others.  Very few of the existing community service providers 
will agree to develop new services to support these individuals.  This is reportedly due to inherent risk.  
Sophistication of staff skills are necessary for care and to appropriately manage the complexity of 
behaviors.  

Currently new residential funding received in the FY 2017 budget is restricted to serving individuals with 
significant behavioral needs or offering services in less restrictive settings.  DDSN increased the payment 
rate to support individuals with behavioral needs in response to provider feedback.  Despite this 
intervention, there remains a lack of interest by most community providers in serving individuals with 
significant behavioral needs.  DDSN has also communicated with several national providers that specialize 
in supporting individuals with significant behavioral needs in order to assess potential interest in 
expanding services in South Carolina.  Since similar demands exist in other states and many of them have 
higher payment rates than South Carolina, these providers are unwilling to come to our state to develop 
services.   

DDSN convened a provider work group to identify steps that the Agency could take to address provider 
concerns about serving individuals with extensive behavioral needs with a goal to increase the number of 
providers willing to serve this group.  One of the major needs identified by the providers was a more 
robust Crisis Response system.  DDSN would like to begin building regionalized crisis intervention capacity.  
Building capacity to address the intense, short-term needs of individuals in crisis would prevent 
emergency hospitalizations and expensive long-term residential placements.  Increased access to 
psychiatric support for individuals receiving community services and support is also an essential 
component.  The primary objective is to prevent a crisis situation, intervene to support an escalating 
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individual and stabilize individuals in crisis so they can remain in the care of family at home.  These timely 
interventions can also allow individuals to remain in community residential settings and avoid more 
restrictive placement. 

Crisis intervention and stabilization would provide intensive supports to individuals in a crisis to preserve 
and maintain their living situation.  Intensive supports would be provided in the individual’s current living 
environment.  The regionalized crisis system would also include some beds to provide time-limited 
intensive supports by highly trained staff in temporary residential settings.  Individuals would receive this 
intensive service and ultimately return home or to a less restrictive setting in the community.   

DDSN sought Crisis Response funding for the fiscal year and included a similar request in the FY 2018 
budget plan submitted.  Recurring funds are required to meet this need.  Without recurring resources the 
agency will be unable to respond to individuals in need of crisis stabilization.  If new funds are not 
identified to meet this need, response to individuals escalating to crisis status will be delayed.  This results 
in unnecessary and unwanted stays at hospital emergency departments.  This in turn creates additional 
demand for more expensive residential service settings  

An equally important impact is to comply with court orders and appropriately serve individuals who 
require high management residential services.  In response to the growing need, DDSN must develop 
more high management/forensic residential beds.  New funds will be necessary to increase the provider 
rate to cover the actual cost of providing a high intensity supports required for individuals with aggressive 
and chronic, severe challenging behaviors.  The number of providers willing to serve this intense 
population is extremely limited.  If provider rates are not adequate to cover the actual cost of high 
management services, the state cannot increase the service capacity necessary to meet the needs.  Each 
year DDSN receives more court ordered residential placements for individuals with challenging behaviors 
and the agency must comply with judges’ orders.  Recurring funds are required to comply with the court 
orders which often necessitate residential placement by DDSN. 

In response to the difficulties recruiting additional providers of high management services, DDSN 
determined an intermediate plan.  The number of individuals on the DDSN Critical Needs List and the 
average length of time an individual has to wait on the Critical Needs List to access residential services has 
increased.  In order to ensure residential service options are available to this population, DDSN will open 
six community homes directly operated by the agency.  DDSN is working with local providers in the 
identification of homes in the community with the intent to transfer direct operation of the homes to the 
local provider at some point in the future. 
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Offering Relief for Aging Caregivers 

As of December 31, 2016, there are over 1,400 individuals with severe lifelong disabilities being cared for 
by parents age 72 and over in South Carolina.  Over 600 of these caregivers are 80 years old or older 
themselves and their sons or daughters with a disability are in their 50's and 60's.  As parental age 
increases, the likelihood of becoming disabled or dying increases significantly.  Additionally, individuals 
with severe disabilities are being cared for by siblings, grandparents, or people other than their parents.  
When these fragile family arrangements disintegrate, DDSN must respond immediately to the health and 
safety risk of the individual with the disability who cannot care for him/herself through independent living. 

The state needs to respond to aging caregivers now who have provided care in the home for their sons 
and daughters for fifty plus years.  While offering this relief would be an expansion of DDSN’s current 
community residential programs, it only addresses the priority to be proactive for these families instead 
of waiting and then reacting to them once in crisis.  Aging parents and caregivers need peace of mind 
regarding the care of their loved ones as they age and once they are gone.  Providing services now 
prevents waiting until the family is in crisis resulting in situations that place their health and safety in 
jeopardy.  It also allows a transition period for the person with a disability while his/her parent(s) is still 
living and can be actively involved in their care and in their lives.  Being relieved of 24/7 care for aging 
caregivers prior to a family crisis is a compassionate approach that is best for everyone. 

3. What are 3-4 emerging issues the agency anticipates having an impact on its operations in the 
upcoming five years?  

Compliance with the new CMS Final Rule for Home and Community Based Settings:  

In January 2014, the Centers for Medicare/Medicaid Services (CMS) issued the new Final Rule for Home 
and Community Based Settings which more clearly defines the definition of community inclusion.  This 
rule, which went into effect in March 2014, requires states to transform their service delivery systems to 
be more community inclusive and rely less on segregated service settings.  The rule applies across all 
populations served in CMS Home and Community Based Service systems, including the elderly, those with 
physical disabilities, mental illness, intellectual and related disabilities, and people with Autism Spectrum 
Disorder.   

Each state must submit a statewide transition plan on how the service delivery system will be transformed 
to be more community inclusive.  SC Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) is the lead agency 
for the transition plans because they are the Medicaid agency for the State of South Carolina.  However, 
the populations served by DDSN are at the core of the intent of the Final Rule and therefore DDSN is 
extremely involved in the development of these plans and the implementation of the changes.  During 
the past three years, DDSN has participated in numerous work groups involving other state agencies, 
families, and providers focused upon the development of the transition plans.  South Carolina submitted 
its transition plan to CMS for the Intellectual Disability/Related Disability Waiver to CMS for approval in 
September 2014.  The State submitted the statewide transition plan for compliance in February 2015.  
CMS is currently requiring the states to come into full compliance with the New Final Rule within five (5) 
years, 2019.   
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Over the past two years, CMS has issued further guidance and formal Q & A response documents relating 
to the specifics of the new Final Rule.  While there is still much that is unknown on the specifics of 
compliance expectations and requirements, this guidance has been helpful in the planning stages for the 
states.  Even though the states are over three years into the five-year timeframe for compliance, it is still 
very much a work in progress.  DDSN staff time and resources are redirected to actively work on this effort.  
One major focus was and continues to be increased communication with DHHS, as the lead agency and 
other system stakeholders concerning significant changes to the service delivery system.  The lack of 
concrete guidance by CMS regarding the specific expectations of the new Final Rule has led to much 
uncertainty and speculation on behalf of the families and providers alike.  DDSN communicates at every 
opportunity with stakeholders – consumers, families, advocates and providers the new expectations as 
we understand them.  This is helping to develop a higher level of understanding of system dynamics and 
operational details involved with the implementation of the Final Rule.  A large part of the challenge is the 
unknown interpretations and expectations of the federal government.  There is far more gray area than 
black and white area at this time.   

A second focus is assessment and problem solving with providers.  One particular area for compliance is 
South Carolina’s day program service.  The current service system and families are heavily dependent on 
this service model.  DDSN and its network of service providers are actively changing to address perceived 
expectation changes despite inexact guidance from CMS.  The shift to more person-centered, individual 
choice-driven services continues.  A new “Employment First” directive was issued expressing the DDSN 
philosophy that employment is the best or first priority for people.  The Individual Employment Services 
Pilot was completed.  This resulted in a new program for individualized community integrated 
employment services. 

Compliance With Conflict Free Service Delivery (Conflict Free Case Management) 

CMS is requiring all states to come into compliance with the concept of conflict free service delivery. CMS 
has indicated that Medicaid providers of home and community-based services (HCBS), which include 
waiver services, or those who have an interest in, or are employed by a provider of HCBS must not provide 
case management or develop the person centered service plan.  A potential conflict of interest exists in 
assuring and honoring free choice, overseeing quality and outcomes, and the fiduciary relationship when 
the same entity helps individuals access services and provides those services.  DDSN’s existing local DSN 
Board structure in which the Board provides both direct services and case management to the same 
individual, is not compliant with this expectation.  SCDHHS is the lead agency responsible for the statewide 
plan to transition providers of waiver services to a conflict free system.  While the details of this plan are 
still under development, this will involve a significant change in service delivery structure for the local DSN 
Boards.  DDSN ensured private providers within the statewide network became compliant with this 
expectation when the agency initially issued its RFP to recruit new qualified service providers. 

Consideration of Moving Disability Services Into Managed Care 

South Carolina Department of Health and Human Services (SCDHHS) continues to move more Medicaid 
services into managed care.  Currently, South Carolina’s disability services are currently structured under 
the fee for service model.  Some states across the nation have transitioned services for people with 
disabilities under the managed care structure, and this likely will be considered by SCDHHS.  Many 
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Medicaid beneficiaries with disabilities are costly and difficult to serve, primarily because of the wide-
ranging needs of the population.  This increases the importance of coordinating and synchronizing services 
and supports across multiple service delivery systems.  The fact that Medicaid recipients with disabilities 
often require both health care services and long-term supports adds to the complexity of the service 
delivery equation, since the latter services, historically, have been provided through networks that 
operate outside the health care delivery system.  The potential of increased effectiveness of integrating 
health and disability supports, as well as other potential cost savings, seem to be the driving forces in 
increasing Medicaid services under the managed care model.   

Transitioning disability services to managed care in South Carolina will come with challenges in terms of 
quality of service and yielding expected cost savings.  Managed Care Organizations (MCO) are 
predominantly experienced in managing medical care.  Most MCO experience in managed long term care 
services and supports is with individuals who are elderly.  MCOs often have little to no experience with 
individuals with intellectual, developmental, or related disabilities.  There may be potential cost savings 
to the state system, but these must be managed through policy to ensure the continued quality of life 
measures focusing on individualization through person centered planning, employment, community 
integration, and self-direction.   

Medicaid Restructuring Under the American Health Care Act 

There is much discussion at the national level about significant structural changes to Medicaid.  While it 
is not currently known exactly what the future changes will be to the structure of Medicaid, it is likely 
these changes will significantly affect South Carolina’s service delivery system.  DDSN heavily utilizes 
federal Medicaid matching funds in order to serve the most individuals within the limits of state 
appropriated funds.  People with disabilities account for 15% of total national Medicaid enrollment but 
42 % of program spending due to their greater health care needs.  This is especially true for long term care 
in the community and nursing homes that are generally unavailable through private health insurance and 
too costly to afford out-of-pocket.  Medicaid covers a broad range of medical and long term care services 
to meet the diverse needs of adults with disabilities allowing them to live independently and safely in the 
community. 

Adults with disabilities may be especially affected by a per capita cap.  Most disabilities related coverage 
pathways and many services important to people with disabilities, such as communit-based long term 
care, are provided at the option of the state, making them subject to cuts if states are faced with federal 
funding reductions.  A per capita cap could lock in historical state differences in scope of coverage and 
spending for people with disabilities.  Many home and community-based services important to people 
with disabilities are provided through optional waivers, which put them at risk for cuts as states look for 
ways to limit spending in the face of substantial federal funding reductions.  Future decisions on the 
fundamental structure of Medicaid could cause significant changes in the service delivery model in the 
state of South Carolina for the individuals and providers DDSN supports.  

Agency Legal Directives, Plan & Resources (Study Step 1) 
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4. Please provide the history of the agency by year, from its origin to the present, in a bulleted list.  

Include the names of each director with the year the director started, and major events (e.g. 
programs added, cut, departments/divisions changed, etc.).  

 
History of 

SC Department of Disabilities and Special Needs 
(Formerly known as SC Department of Mental Retardation) 

  
The South Carolina Department of Mental Retardation (DMR) was the first independent state agency 
created to serve people with intellectual disability and related disabilities in the United States. 
  
During its history, DMR/DDSN has advocated dignity, respect, privacy and protection from harm for 
people with intellectual disability or related disabilities and later people with autism, brain injury or spinal 
cord injury as well.  The agency also encourages opportunities for people with disabilities to make choices 
about places of residence and employment as well as participation in community activities. 
  
1916 – 1917 South Carolina conducted a survey of people who were considered "feebleminded"  The 
survey results recommended establishing a residential institution for people with mental retardation. 
  
The General Assembly authorized construction of the SC State Training School for the Feebleminded in 
Clinton.  The institution would be operated as a corporate body under direction of the Board of Regents 
at the State Hospital.  It would have a separate management and location from the State Hospital and 
serve people with only mental retardation. 
  
1952 The State Board of Regents became the South Carolina Mental Health Commission.  The State 
Training School fell under the commission's jurisdiction. 
  
The General Assembly authorized construction of Pineland State Training School and Hospital near 
Columbia.  Pineland would be an institution for black people with mental retardation operated by the 
Mental Health Commission. 
  
The legislature also authorized programs for children who were considered to be "educable mentally 
retarded." The programs would be operated by the state Department of Education. 
  
1954 – 1963 The State Training School in Clinton was renamed Whitten Village in honor of its founder, Dr. 
Benjamin Whitten.  The General Assembly removed Whitten Village from the jurisdiction of the Mental 
Health Commission.  The institution was governed by its own board of trustees. 
1963 The General Assembly authorized construction of a third institution, the South Carolina Retarded 
Children's Habilitation Center.  The center would be in Ladson, just outside Charleston. 
  
President Kennedy's administration earmarked federal funds for each state to develop a plan for serving 
people with mental retardation.  Governor Donald Russell appointed an advisory council to plan long-
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term mental retardation services.  The council later became the Governor's Interagency Council on Mental 
Retardation Planning.  Its work continued into the administration of Governor Robert E. McNair. 
  
1967 The SC Department of Mental Retardation was created in May.  DMR was the first independent state 
agency created to serve people with mental retardation in the United States.  Governor Robert McNair 
appointed the members of DMR's first commission. 
  
Approximately 3,700 people with mental retardation were receiving care in the state's institutions, and 
nearly 1,300 people were on a waiting list to receive care. 
  
1969 The state was divided into four regions for efficient service delivery in the Coastal, Midlands, 
Piedmont and Pee Dee areas of the state. 
  
1970 On April 16, Gov. John C. West signed the Mentally Retarded Persons Act into law.  The law defined 
DMR's function and provided structure for delivering a full range of programs for people with intellectual 
disabilities. 
  
The names of the state's institutions were changed to reflect the new regional administration.  Pineland 
State Training School was transferred from the SC Department of Mental Health to the new SC 
Department of Mental Retardation and became Midlands Center, and the SC Retarded Children's 
Habilitation Center became Coastal Center. 
  
  
1972 – 1973 Coastal Center established the first office of legal advocacy for people with mental 
retardation.  The office was established to share responsibility for safeguarding individuals' rights with 
parents and members of the community.  When Protection and Advocacy for the Handicapped was 
established, the office was no longer needed (please see 1975). 
  
DMR purchased Live Oak Village, a nursing home in Summerville.  Live Oak Village became a satellite 
skilled-nursing facility of Coastal Center. 
  
1974 – 1975 Governor John C. West signed Act 1127 into law.  The new law set forth guidelines for the 
establishment and membership of county mental retardation boards.  Laurens and Greenville counties 
established the first mental retardation boards.  South Carolina developed mental retardation boards to 
serve all 46 counties.  Services provided in the community through the local mental retardation boards 
offered families an important option to regional center services. 
  
DMR purchased the Hartsville Nursing Home.  The facility was renovated and renamed the Thad E. Saleeby 
Developmental Center. 
  
1993 The Restructuring Act of 1993 created the new Department of Disabilities and Special Needs 
(DDSN).  It was formed to represent people with lifelong disabilities at the highest level of state 
government.  Three divisions were created within the agency:  Mental Retardation Division, Head and 
Spinal Cord Injury Division and the Autism Division.  Mental retardation (MR) boards became disabilities 
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and special needs (DSN) boards.  The Program for Individuals with Autism (PIA) was transferred from the 
Department of Mental Health to DDSN.  DDSN’s mission was expanded to serve individuals with brain 
injury, spinal card injury or similar disabilities.  
  
1998 Person-Centered Services were implemented to increase self-determination and choice of services 
and service providers.  
  
2002 Committed to offering individuals and families additional choices of qualified providers, DDSN 
worked with the State Budget and Control Board’s Material and Management office (MMO) to issue a 
nationwide recruitment of new providers of disability services.  Some disabilities and special needs boards 
chose to expand services into other counties and numerous private providers began offering services.  An 
RFP to recruit more service providers continues today. 
 
2006 The General Assembly created the Pervasive Developmental Disorder (PDD) Program via special 
proviso to provide Early Intensive Behavioral Intervention to young children on the Autism Spectrum. 
  
2011 Governor Nikki Haley signed Act 47 which removed the “R” (Retardation) word in South Carolina. 
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Time line of State Directors 
July 1969 Charles D. Barnett, Ph.D. 
July 1988 Philip S. Massey, Ph.D. 
September 1996 Stan Butkus, Ph.D. 
March 2009 Eugene A. Laurent, Ph.D. (Interim) 
November 2009 Beverly A. H. Buscemi, Ph.D. 

 
5. Please provide information about the body that governs the agency and to whom the agency head 

reports.  Explain what the agency’s enabling statute outlines about the agency’s governing body 
(e.g. board, commission, etc.), including, but not limited to: total number of individuals in the 
body; whether the individuals are elected or appointed; who elects or appoints the individuals; 
the length of term for each individual; whether there are any limitations on the total number of 
terms an individual can serve; whether there are any limitations on the number of consecutive 
terms an individual can serve; and any other requirements or nuisances about the body which the 
agency believes is relevant to understanding how it and the agency operate.  If the governing 
body operates differently than outlined in statute, please describe the differences.  

Pursuant to SC Code §44-20-210, SCDDSN is governed by a seven member commission.  Each 
Commissioner represents a congressional district.  Commissioners are appointed by the Governor with 
the advice and consent of the Senate.  The appointments are for four year terms, however a Commissioner 
may serve until a successor is appointed.  Commissioners can be removed by the Governor and the 
Governor may appoint a new Commissioner to the unexpired term.  The Commission appoints the Agency 
Director. 

The Commission meets approximately twelve times each year.  Information about upcoming Commission 
meetings is posted on the agency website and all agency locations.  The meetings are broadcast via video 
conference technology to three regional centers and several community provider locations.  All minutes 
of the meetings and accompanying documentation are posted on the agency website.  The Commission 
has two standing Committees (1) Finance and Audit and (2) Policy.  These Committees meet a minimum 
of twice a year, but usually more frequently.  For more information about the Commission meetings, 
please contact the agency.  

6. Please provide information about the agency's internal audit process including: whether the 
agency has internal auditors, a copy of the internal audit policy or charter, the date the agency 
first started performing audits, the names of individuals to whom internal auditors report, the 
general subject matters audited, name of person who makes the decision of when an internal 
audit is conducted, whether internal auditors conduct an agency-wide risk assessment routinely, 
whether internal auditors routinely evaluate the agency’s performance measurement and 
improvement systems, the total number of audits performed in last five fiscal years; and the date 
of the most recent Peer Review of Self-Assessment by SC State Internal Auditors Association or 
other entity (if other entity, name of that entity).    

Currently, the agency has an Internal Audit Division (IAD) which employs eight FTEs and one temporary 
employee (see division organizational chart 6-1).  A copy of the Internal Audit Directive (see 6-2) as well 
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as the Internal Audit Charter (see 6-3) are attached.  Based on documentation (see 6-4) on file within the 
Division, the first audit report was issued in August 1978.  The IAD Director reports administratively to the 
agency’s State Director and functionally to the DDSN Commission (see agency organizational chart 6-5).  
The DSN Commission has a standing Finance/Audit Committee (for current members see 6-6). 
 
The IAD audit universe includes the DDSN Provider network, DDSN regional centers, as well as DDSN 
operations.  The vast majority of DDSN funding flows to the provider network and as such the majority of 
audit resources are devoted to this area.  The IAD conducts a systemic risk assessment and based on these 
results, the IAD Director in consultation with Internal Audit staff determine when an entity is audited.  A 
total of 115 audits were published in the last five fiscal years, FY12 – FY16 (see 6-7 for listing by fiscal year).  
The IAD recently conducted a self-assessment, the documentation of which is housed in the IAD and is 
available for review.  A copy of the Independent Validator Statement (see 6-8) is included in this packet.    

7. Please complete the Laws Chart, which is a tab in the attached Excel document. 

DDSN has completed the attached document. 
 

8. Please complete the Deliverables Chart, which is a tab in the attached Excel document. 
 
DDSN has completed the attached document. 

 
9. Please complete the Organizational Units Chart, which is a tab in the attached Excel document. 

 
DDSN has completed the attached document. 

 
10. Please complete the 2015-16 Strategic Spending Chart, which is a tab in the attached Excel 

document, to provide the Committee information on how the agency spent its funding in 2015-16 
 
DDSN has completed the attached document. 

 
11. Please provide the following information regarding the amount of funds remaining at the end of 

each year that the agency had available to use the next year (i.e. in 2011-12, insert the amount of 
money left over at the end of the year that the agency was able to carry forward and use in 2012-
13), for each of the last five years.   
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SC Department of Disabilities & Special Needs
Carryforward Amounts
3/1/2017

10010000
State Funds

37640000 
Medicaid

Other 
Operating/
Restricted/

Federal Total
FY 2011-2012 2,490,231        3,870               2,414,093        4,908,194        
FY 2012-2013 1,928,548        1,531,456        460,215           3,920,218        
FY 2013-2014 822,002           6,048,773        984,738           7,855,513        
FY 2014-2015 1,030,471        1,912,919        1,436,821        4,380,210        
FY 2015-2016 939,561           3,527,877        2,893,759        7,361,198         
 
(1) $5,000,000 of the total cash balance has been reserved for anticipated future Medicaid settlements. 

12. How much does the agency believe is necessary to have in carryforward each year?  Why?  

The department’s financial goal is to carryforward only those funds required needed to meet 
year-end obligations plus a small financial safety margin for unexpected expenses to avoid 
incurring a year-end negative state fund or cash balance.  For example, the most recent FY 2015-
2016 carryforward was $2.3 million net of a reserve for anticipated Medicaid cost settlements, 
which was less than ½ % of total FY expenses.  This is designed to maximize state funds to 
generate matching Medicaid funds, which in turn, maximizes providing consumer services.   

13. Please complete the 2016-17 Strategic Budgeting Chart, which is a tab in the attached Excel 
document, to provide the Committee information on how the agency plans to utilize the funds it is 
receiving in 2016-17, including any additional funds it plans on applying for during the year such as 
federal grants. 

 
DDSN has completed the attached document. 

 
14. Please provide the following regarding the agency’s information in the General Appropriations 

Act. 
a) Does the agency have the ability to request a restructuring or realignment of its General 

Appropriations Act programs? (Y/N)  
 

Yes, the Agency has the ability to request a restructuring or realignment of its appropriation. 
 

b) In what year did the agency last request a restructuring or realignment of its General 
Appropriations Act programs? (see example of what is meant by General Appropriations 
Act programs to the right)  

 

(1)
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In September 2016 as part of the budget plan for FY 2018, the department requested some 
realignment of the Agency’s appropriation budget to better align the budget authority by the 
projected level of spending. 

 
c) What was requested and why?  

 
The realignment was requested to better align the Agency’s base funds.  A request was made 
to move $2.4 million in state funds appropriated for service and fringe programs to other 
service areas within the Agency’s budget.  The realignment properly allocates the base funds 
already appropriated for the Agency to the needed service area.   

 
d) Was the request granted? (Y/N) If no, who denied the request and why was it denied?  

 
This requested realignment is in both the House and Senate versions of the 2018 budget plan 
thus far through the budget process. 

 
e) Would an individual be able to clearly see how much the agency is spending toward each of 

the goals in its Strategic Plan by looking at the hierarchy of agency General Appropriation 
Act programs? (Y/N)  

 
Yes, an individual would be able to clearly see how much the agency is spending towards the 
strategic plan goals. 

 
f) Could the agency make a request to the Executive Budget Office, Senate Finance 

Committee, and House Ways and Means Committee to realign or restructure its General 
Appropriations Act programs so that the agency’s goals from its strategic plan were the 
highest level of its General Appropriations Act programs in the hierarchy?  (Y/N)  

 
Yes 
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Performance (Study Step 2) 
15. Please complete the Performance Measures Chart, which is a tab in the attached Excel document.  

 
DDSN has completed the attached document. 

 
16. After completing the Performance Measure Chart, please provide the following:  Graphs/Charts 

which shows trends over the last five time periods for at least three performance measures 
(separate graph/chart for each performance measure) the agency believes are vital to knowing 
whether the agency is successful. 

Please see the attached Performance Measure Charts for the following measures: 

• Living Arrangements for Persons with Intellectual Disability/Related Disabilities (ID/RD) 
Receiving Services Comparing South Carolina with Southeast and United States 

• Large Residential Settings and Resource Utilization Comparing South Carolina with the 
Southeastern Region and United States 

• Delivery of Services per Consumer Need and Choice - Home and Community Based Settings 
(Waiver) Versus Institutional (ICF/IID) 

• Number of Persons with Intellectual Disability/Related Disabilities (ID/RD) Served (Consumers) 
Comparing South Carolina with the Southeastern Region and United States 

• Length of Time Individuals on Critical Needs List Wait for Services  
• Community Supports Waiver Waiting List Individuals Added and Removed by Fiscal Year  
• Intellectual Disability/Related Disabilities Waiver Waiting List Individuals Added and Removed by 

Fiscal Year  
• Head and Spinal Cord Injury Waiver Waiting List Individuals Added and Removed by Fiscal Year  
• Length of Time on the Waiting Lists  
• Additional Analysis of the Number of Individuals Waiting for DDSN Services   

17. Please complete the Strategic Plan Summary Chart, which is a tab in the attached Excel document. 
 
DDSN has completed the attached document. 
 

Agency Ideas/Recommendations (Study Step 3) 
18. Please list any ideas the agency has for internal changes at the agency that may improve efficiency 

and outcomes.  These can be ideas that are still just ideas, things the agency is analyzing the 
feasibility of implementing, or things the agency already has plans for implementing.  For each, 
include the following details:  

a. Stage of analysis; 
b. Objectives and Associated Performance measures impacted and predicted impact;  
c. Costs of the objectives that will be impacted and the anticipated impact;  
d. On which objective(s) the agency plans to utilize additional available funds if the 

change saves costs, or obtain funds if the change requires additional funds, and 
how the objective(s) receiving or releasing the funds will be impacted; and  

e. Anticipated implementation date.   
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Internal Change: Evaluation of Abuse, Neglect, and Exploitation (ANE) reporting and follow up system.  
 
• The Legislative Audit Council (LAC) reviewed DDSN in 2014 and made several recommendations 

related to the ANE system.  Last year DDSN asked the South Carolina Inspector General (SIG) to 
conduct a review of one of the private providers, SC Mentor.  In this review the SIG made several 
recommendations about the South Carolina statewide ANE system.  Most of the recommendations 
related to ANE centered around improving timely investigation and ensuring appropriate follow 
through of ANE allegations by the individual service provider and DDSN. 

• DDSN hosted meetings with state agencies involved in the statewide ANE reporting and investigation 
process to discuss the potential implementation of the recommendations.  DDSN does not have 
authority to unilaterally change this statewide process; it requires the cooperation of multiple 
agencies.  This multi-agency group has referred several recommendations to the Adult Protection 
Coordinating Council as the entity best suited for further discussion and possible decision making on 
some of the recommendations.  A specific recommendation of South Carolina having a single point of 
entry for all reports of potential ANE, regardless of the location or age of the vulnerable individual is 
being specifically discussed in multiple agency work groups.  

 
 DDSN staff are currently participating in meeting with the Institute of Medicine and Public Health 

to establish an Adult Abuse Registry.  The need for an Adult Abuse Registry has been noted in 
several prior reviews of DDSN and other agencies supporting vulnerable adults.  DDSN also 
continues representation on the Adult Protection Coordinating Council where a sub-group is 
working on the need for a single contact point for all allegations of abuse, neglect or exploitation 
towards vulnerable adults.  The current system is complex and requires different entities to 
receive reports, depending on the age of the person affected or where the person lives.  

 
 DDSN staff are currently reviewing Standard of Care related data from the State Long-Term Care 

Ombudsman’s office to improve transparency in the data shared with the public.  Based on 
Federal guidelines, the SLTCOP uses 101 classifications for Standard for Care violations.  DDSN is 
organizing similar complaint types into 7 distinct categories for internal reporting purposes.  This 
information can them be used to target specific agency training aimed at improving consumer 
satisfaction and the overall quality of care.  

• DDSN has modified some of the agency process to implement other aspects of the recommendations 
of the SIG or LAC and others are still under consideration.  

a) Stage of analysis; Recommendations are complete; some internal changes have been 
implemented; some are still under consideration; and others require discussion, approval and 
implementation by multiple entities, including state agencies or local law enforcement.  

b) Objectives and Associated Performance measures impacted and predicted impact;  

• Annual Rate of Substantiated Allegations of Abuse/Neglect/Exploitation Per 100 Served 
in Community Residential Settings: The recommendations center around ways to improve 
the existing statewide ANE system, which included better program review and enhanced 
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resources improve timeliness of investigative closures and follow through from the 
provider and DDSN.  These have the potential to improve the overall reporting and 
investigation of ANE allegations.  If recommendations result in improved response and 
follow through and remediation of the circumstances surrounding allegations of ANE, 
potentially, the likelihood of repeated situations resulting in allegations of ANE will be 
lessened.  

• Annual Rate of Substantiated Allegations of Abuse/Neglect/Exploitation Per 100 Served 
in Regional Centers: Many of the recommendations centered around those allegations 
that result in referrals to Local Law Enforcement (LLE).  Most allegations of ANE at the 
regional centers are investigated by the South Carolina Law Enforcement Division (SLED) 
unless the allegation involves a minor, in which case the investigation will be referred to 
the South Carolina Department of Social Services (DSS).  The response time for these 
investigations are generally quicker than LLE.  However, other changes in the overall 
statewide system could affect the Regional Centers as well.  

c) Costs of the objectives that will be impacted and the anticipated impact;  

• Objective 3.1.8: The annual rate of substantiated ANE per 100 served will be less than 
0.07% in community residential settings and 0.25% in Regional Centers.  Changes 
internal to DDSN or to the statewide system of reporting and investigation of ANE 
have potential to impact the reporting and tracking of the allegations as well as the 
quality of care resulting in the number of allegations.  

d) On which objective(s) the agency plans to utilize additional available funds if the change 
saves costs, or obtain funds if the change requires additional funds, and how the 
objective(s) receiving or releasing the funds will be impacted;  

• The cost of implementation is not yet known.  

e) Anticipated implementation date: Still under consideration and review; unknown.  

 
Internal Change: Changes to the Tracking and Reporting of Critical Incidents 
 
• DDSN tracked medically-oriented "critical incidents" and determined that they account for about 60% 

of all Critical Incident Reports submitted through the agency's web-based reporting system.  Based on 
the fact that DDSN serves a population that is aging in place and some are receiving end of life care in 
their residential settings, DDSN will transition the medically-oriented events to Therap General Event 
Reporting (GER).  The events that will be transitioned to Therap include hospitalizations, emergency 
room visits, illnesses such as flu or pneumonia, and major medical events (cardiac events, stroke, 
uncontrolled seizures, and admission to ICU or CCU).  These events are medical in nature and are not 
the result of any action or inaction by staff supporting the DDSN service recipient.  

• Falls, choking incidents, and any accidents involving serious injury will continue to be reported as 
"Critical Incidents."  This will allow for better reporting of true "critical incidents" and better assist 
DDSN in supporting provider agencies with training and technical assistance with prevention efforts. 
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a) Stage of analysis: DDSN has already changed how these critical incidents are reported to the DSN 
Commission and other stakeholders.  The change the data collection utilizing Therap will occur in 
summer 2017. 

b) Objectives and Associated Performance measures impacted and predicted impact:  
• Annual Rate of Critical Incidents Per 100 Served in Community Residential Settings: Shifting 

reporting and tracking of more routine medical incidents will allow the agency and providers 
to more appropriately focus on true critical incidents.  This will likely afford more opportunity 
to engage in prevention efforts and remediation after an incident and therefore reduce the 
overall number of incidents. 

• Annual Rate of Critical Incidents Per 100 Served in Regional Centers: Shifting reporting and 
tracking of more routine medical incidents will allow the agency and providers to more 
appropriately focus on true critical incidents.  This will likely afford more time and opportunity 
to engage in prevention efforts and remediation after an incident and therefore reduce the 
overall number of incidents. 

• Annual Rate of Fall Related Critical Incidents Per 100 Served in Community Residential 
Settings: This measure will continue to be measured through the Critical Incident 
Management System, but shifting the reporting and tracking of less critical, routine medical 
incidents will allow the agency and providers to more appropriately focus more severe 
incidents.  

• Annual Rate of Fall Related Critical Incidents Per 100 Served in Regional Centers: This measure 
will continue to be measured through the Critical Incident Management System, but shifting 
the reporting and tracking of less critical, routine medical incidents will allow the agency and 
providers to more appropriately focus more severe incidents.  

c) Costs of the objectives that will be impacted and the anticipated impact: 
• Objective 3.1.6: Annual rate of falls leading to injury per 100 consumers served in community 

residential and Regional Centers will be less than 1.12.  This data will continue to be measured 
through the Critical Incident Management System, but shifting the reporting and tracking of 
less critical, routine medical incidents will allow the agency and providers to more 
appropriately focus more severe incidents.  

• Objective 3.1.7: Annual rate of critical incident report per 100 consumers should not exceed 
19 in residential settings and 39 in Regional Centers.  Shifting reporting and tracking of more 
routine medical incidents will allow the agency and providers to more appropriately focus on 
true critical incidents.  This will likely afford more opportunity to engage in prevention efforts 
and remediation after an incident and therefore reduce the overall number of incidents.  

• Objective 3.1.8: Modify the critical incident reporting program to focus collection on relevant 
incidents and eliminate benign incidents; establish criteria for proactive inquiry; and establish 
criteria for proactive inquiry; and establish performance benchmarks within 90 days after 
initiating modified process.  Performance measure for this new initiative.  

d) On which objective(s) the agency plans to utilize additional available funds if the change saves 
costs, or obtain funds if the change requires additional funds, and how the objective(s) receiving 
or releasing the funds will be impacted:   There is no anticipated cost to the agency.  This is a shift 
in how data is tracked and reported utilizing functions in the new electronic record system DDSN 
is implementing statewide.  
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e) Anticipated implementation date:   Late summer 2017 
 
Internal Change: Direct Service Operations – DDSN to develop and directly operate six small community 
based group homes for eighteen individuals with significant behavioral challenges. 
 
• Historically DDSN has utilized the community network of local Disabilities and Special Needs Boards 

and Qualified residential providers to develop and operate community services.  This service network 
currently provides a wide array of community residential services to approximately 4,725 individuals. 

• This action is being taken due to the growing number of individuals on the DDSN Critical Needs List 
and the increase in the average time that an individual placed on the Critical Needs List has to wait to 
access residential services.  The individuals placed on the Critical Needs List typically require out-of-
home residential services to address their needs.  The growth in the Critical Needs List and increased 
wait time to access residential services is attributable to a growth in the number of individuals with 
significant behavioral needs and a limited interest by the existing community service network to serve 
individuals with significant behavioral needs.   

• DDSN approached residential service providers specializing in supporting individuals with significant 
behavioral needs operating in other states but was unsuccessful in getting additional providers to 
come to South Carolina.  While DDSN could opt to serve some of these individuals with significant 
behavioral needs in the DDSN operated regional centers, this would be contrary to the federal and 
state requirement to serve people with disabilities in the least restrictive community setting possible.  
To ensure availability of appropriate residential settings for individuals with significant behavioral 
needs DDSN will open and directly operate a small quantity of homes in the community.  
 
a) Stage of analysis: Change is in the beginning stages and is projected to be completed late summer 

2018.  
b) Objectives and Associated Performance measures impacted and predicted impact: This initiative 
will create more community based residential options for individuals with significant behavioral 
needs.   

• Ratio of Persons Served in HCB Waivers Versus ICF/IID will be at least 9.6 to 1 – By serving 
individuals with significant behavioral challenges in community waiver funded homes instead 
of regional centers, the ratio of persons served in HCB Waivers versus ICFs/IID will be 
strengthened.  

• Number of Persons Served Per 100,000 General Population in 16 + Bed Facilities will be lower 
than the National Average – By serving individuals with significant behavioral challenges in 
community waiver funded homes instead of regional centers, the number of persons served 
in 16 + bed facilities will be prevented from increasing.  

• Average Length of Wait for Individuals Place on Critical Needs List will be less than 60 Days - 
As additional community residential services for persons with significant behavioral 
challenges are developed, this will allow those individuals with significant behavioral 
challenges to be served from the Critical Needs List more quickly.  

• Develop 6 DDSN directly operated community homes – this initiative is this performance 
objective.   

c) Costs of the objectives that will be impacted and the anticipated impact: 
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• Strategy 2.2: Community Residential Services (residential habilitation services while still in the 
community)– Directly operating community residential services for persons with significant 
behavioral needs will avoid the higher costs associated the more restrictive ICF/IID facilities.  
DDSN will operate these homes at the same rate paid to community providers for this 
population, therefore the incurred cost is the same to the agency.  This avoids placement of 
individuals into more restrictive and therefore more costly settings; generating savings which 
may be utilized by the agency and community provider network to serve more individuals.  

d) On which objective(s) the agency plans to utilize additional available funds if the change saves 
costs, or obtain funds if the change requires additional funds, and how the objective(s) receiving 
or releasing the funds will be impacted: DDSN will operate these homes at the same rate paid to 
community providers for this population, therefore the incurred cost is the same to the agency 
for Community residential services expansion for this population.  This does avoid placement of 
individuals into more restrictive and therefore more costly settings.  In doing so, this generates 
cost reductions which may be redirected by the agency and community provider network to serve 
more individuals.  

e) Anticipated implementation date:   August 2018 
 
Internal Change: Plan Review and Service Authorization - Move the approval of the Case Management 
Annual Support Plan and Medicaid Waiver Service Requests away from Case Management providers and 
to the DDSN Central Office. 
 
• Currently, each waiver participant’s case manager is responsible for assessing, planning and 

authorizing waiver services for the participant.  For most waiver services, the authority to approve the 
plan of care, including the amount of service a participant may receive, lies with the case 
manager.  The State (DDSN and DHHS) conducts reviews of plans but do not approve plans prior to 
implementation. 

• Bestowing this authority on the case manager, is not consistent with 42 CFR§441.301(b)(1)(i) and 
creates potential inconsistency and a conflict of interest in that case managers and/or Medicaid 
Targeted Case Management (MTCM) providers may, to address the same need, determine that 
differing amounts of waiver services are required to address the need.  While some variances are to 
be expected, having this authority could be used by an MTCM provider to attract or maintain 
clientele.  The current waiver documents also include the service of Waiver Case Management which, 
when implemented by DHHS, would put the Case Managers in a position to be authorizing the delivery 
of the service which they are being paid to provide.  

• DDSN is in the process of developing policies and procedures for a system in which the Annual Plan 
and any changes throughout the year must be approved by DDSN Staff.  This system change will 
benefit Case Management providers through increased system efficiencies and less opportunity for 
errors that result in recoupment of Medicaid funds.  It will also benefit the individuals served through 
creating an approval environment that is consistent in its approval methodology and free of any 
potential operational conflict including the authorization of Waiver Case Management.  

 
a) Stage of analysis: Change is in the final stages and will be implemented late summer 2017.  
b) Objectives and Associated Performance measures impacted and predicted impact: This change 

will create a more consistent approval process for individuals served across the state while also 
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minimizing the errors in the Support Plan that cause recoupment of funds.  This also removes 
some of the inherent conflict of interest present in the case of a Case Manager approving their 
own level of service and authorizing themselves to provide that service as required by CMS.   

• Percent of Total Served Supported in Home and Compare to National Benchmark - As services 
are approved more consistently, the Measure of Average Annual Per Person HCB Waiver Cost 
may change as a more consistent approval process is utilized.  The agency ensures that people 
are served at the most appropriate level and service dollars are used to support individuals 
appropriately in their homes avoiding more expensive residential placement whenever 
possible.  

• Number of Persons Served Per 100,000 General Population and Compare to National 
Benchmark - As services are approved more consistently, the Measure of Average Annual Per 
Person HCB Waiver Cost may change as a more consistent approval process is utilized and 
therefore more individuals may be served with the same amount of funds.  

• Average Annual Per Person HCB Waiver Costs and Compare to National Benchmark - As 
services are approved more consistently, the Measure of Average Annual Per Person HCB 
Waiver Cost may change as a more consistent approval process is utilized and therefore more 
individuals may be served with the same amount of funds. 

• Number of Individuals on DDSN Managed HCB Waiver Waiting Lists - As services are approved 
more consistently, the Measure of Average Annual Per Person HCB Waiver Cost may change 
as a more consistent approval process is utilized and therefore more individuals may be 
served with the same amount of funds.  

• Begin Centralization of Annual Service Authorizations by DDSN – this initiative is this 
performance objective.   

c) Costs of the objectives that will be impacted and the anticipated impact: 

• Strategy 2.1: In-Home Family Support Services (least restrictive community setting)– 
Approving waiver services at the central level will insure that services are utilized as intended, 
help prevent abuse and allow for more equitable distribution of funds/services. 

• Strategy 4.1: Monitor organizational effectiveness through benchmarks – This will help ensure 
the in-home supports are appropriate and therefore help increase maximum utilization. 

d) On which objective(s) the agency plans to utilize additional available funds if the change saves 
costs, or obtain funds if the change requires additional funds, and how the objective(s) receiving 
or releasing the funds will be impacted: Savings generated from this initiative will be utilized by 
the DDSN community provider network to maintain financial solvency and assure consumers are 
receiving the appropriate services commiserate with identified needs. 

e) Anticipated implementation date:   August 2017 
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Internal Change: DDSN Outcome-based Provider Evaluation 

• DDSN is committed to understanding and responding to strategies that help improve organizational 
performance.  Activities in this area are based on the work of the Council on Quality and Leadership 
(CQL).  The strategies are based upon the organization, assessment and synthesis of reliable and valid 
data from multiple sources and have at their core common values and principles.  The logic of the 
organizing principles is to help us understand, implement and produce results for our primary 
customers and their families  

• The application of the Basic Assurances® involves two broad evaluation strategies – evaluation of 
both the system and the organizational practice.  The modified system will comprise three 
components: (1) Periodic Review-Each residential and day service provider will be reviewed on a 
three year rotation, beginning with residential providers scoring below 85% on the Contract 
Compliance Review; (2) Development of Quality Enhancement Plan- After the Basic Assurances ® 
Review, the Contractor will review the provider’s Quality Enhancement Plan, designed to move the 
provider towards person-centered services; and (3) Intermittent Review-after each provider has their 
initial review, the Contractor will monitor the provider’s Quality Enhancement Plan that develops for 
the Basic Assurance findings.  

a) Stage of analysis: DDSN has completed the changes necessary to issue the 5 year RFP for the 
contract with a Quality Improvement Organization (QIO) and will be submitting to the State 
Procurement Office of the State Fiscal Accountability Authority in early May 2017.  The State 
Procurement Office should post the RFP for bidding in the summer of 2017.   

b) Objectives and Associated Performance measures impacted and predicted impact:  
• Average overall contract compliance review score - While the actual percentage of the 

scores may not change, the review process will be increasingly focused on meaningful 
outcome measures of provider performance and less so on administrative compliance.  

• Annual number of community service providers with less than 70 % contract compliance 
review key indicator in one review area (total six possible review areas) – the increased 
focus on outcome and process measurements are expected to increase the overall level 
of compliance across multiple areas measured.  

c) Costs of the objectives that will be impacted and the anticipated impact: DDSN anticipates the 
overall cost of the contract with the QIO to increase due to the increased requirement of using 
Basic Assurances® as part of the quality review process.  

• Strategy 2.2: Community residential Services (residential habilitation service while still in 
the community) – this initiative is expected to increase focus on process and consumer 
outcomes and therefore increase the overall provision of services statewide.  

• Strategy 3.1: Quality assurance monitoring of providers’ compliance with contract 
operational performance; consumer health, safety and welfare, and facility licensing 
standards - this initiative is expected to increase focus on process and consumer outcomes 
and therefore increase the overall provision of services statewide. 

• Strategy 4.1: Monitor organizational effectiveness through benchmarks - this initiative is 
expected to increase focus on process and consumer outcomes and therefore increase the 
overall provision of services statewide. 
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d) On which objective(s) the agency plans to utilize additional available funds if the change saves 
costs, or obtain funds if the change requires additional funds, and how the objective(s) 
receiving or releasing the funds will be impacted: DDSN anticipates the overall cost of the 
contract with the QIO to increase due to the increased requirement of using Basic Assurances® 
as part of the quality review process.  This increase in cost will be absorbed in the basic operating 
costs of the agency.  

e) Anticipated implementation date:  Fall of 2017 

 
19. As the agency likely already has planned, please review the laws chart with executive management, 

as well as other employees, to determine ways agency operations may be less burdensome, or 
outcomes improved, from changes to any of the laws.  Also, check if any of the laws are archaic or 
no longer match with current agency practices.  Afterward, list any laws the agency would 
recommend the Committee further evaluate and possibly recommend revision or elimination of in 
the Committee's Oversight Report.  For each one, include the information below.  An example of 
the information to include and how to format the information is below and on the next page.  

f. Law; 
g. Summary of current statutory requirement and/or authority granted;  
h. Recommendation and Rationale for recommendation;   
i. Law wording;  
j. Other agencies that would be impacted by revising or eliminating the law.   

The agency’s governing body, the DSN Commission, desires to approve staff recommendations for 
legislative changes prior to submission by agency staff.  DDSN will submit an addendum to this report 
including the requested information in this section after the DSN Commission has discussed and approved 
agency recommendations.  The agency will use the legislative items identified in the laws chart for 
consideration that are inconsistent with current practice, irrelevant or unused, inconsistent with other 
aspects  of state or federal laws and regulations, or use outdated terminology or language in forming the 
recommendations for revisions to current legislation.    
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B.  ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS TO SUBMIT 

B.  Additional Documents to Submit 
Please submit the following additional documents in electronic format, saving them as instructed in the 
guidelines. 
 
20. Please submit electronic copies of the following:  

k. Audits performed on the agency by external entities, other than Legislative Audit 
Council, State Inspector General, or State Auditor’s Office, during the last 5 years;  

 
DDSN External Audits and Reviews 

 
2017 
 
DDSN Internal Audit Activity's Self-Assessment - Independent Validator Statement (March 16, 2017) - 
Attached 

In accordance with the Institute of Internal Auditor's (IIA's) Standards, DDSN engaged an 
independent Certified Internal Auditor in July 2016 to conduct an independent validation of the 
agency's internal audit activity's self- assessment. The Independent Validator Statement, issued 
March 2017, fully concurred with the internal audit activity conclusions and implementation of 
recommendations. 

 
2016 
 
Review of SCDDSN 2015 Financial Position - Greene, Finney & Horton Audit Report Year Ended June 
30, 2015 (June 8, 2016) - Attached 

Greene, Finney & Horton performed a full financial statement audit for the year ending June 30, 
2015. In the review, the financial statements were found to present fairly the financial position of 
the Department in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States. 
One deficiency in internal control was identified. The Department has implemented corrective 
actions to address the finding. 

 
Audit of DDSN Classification Delegation Authority for FY 2014-2015 (SCDA) (May 6, 2016) - Attached 

SC Department of Administration engaged an audit of DDSN Human Resources delegated 
transaction from July 1, 2014 to June 30, 2015.  Findings revealed no recommendations and stated 
all reclassification actions were sound and in compliance with the classification delegation 
agreement, an excellent audit result. 

 
Review of Allegations Involving SC Mentor-a Private Provider for DDSN (OIG) (September 2016) 

The State Office of the Inspector General reviewed allegations of abuse, neglect, and exploitation 
(ANE) at SC Mentor (Mentor), a private provider of residential services for DDSN consumers. The 
review determined Mentor had proportionately higher ANE allegations and sustained criminal 
incidents than peer facilities. However, the analysis did not indicate systemic abuse towards 
consumers inasmuch as the majority of the ANE reporting contained allegations more akin to 
staff/facility performance issues and the vast majority of all allegations were unsustained by 
independent investigations. The report had seven findings and nine recommendations, which are 
being addressed by DDSN. 
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2015 
 
SC Claimed Some Unallowable Room-and-Board Costs Under the ID/RD Waiver for State FY 2010 - OIG 
(April 2015) - Attached 

Office of the Inspector General - Review of Room and Board Costs Under the Intellectual and Related 
Disabilities Waiver for State Fiscal Year 2010. Report issued in 2015.  Found unallowable costs were 
included in the room and board calculations. A percentage of the administrative costs should have 
been included in the room and board calculations, and was not. Thus, Medicaid was overcharged 
for these costs and the consumers were undercharged.   DDSN paid back $1.4 M for FY 10. This is 
the same issue that was found in the previous OIG audit for FYs 07-09 and the calculations were 
corrected with the issuance of that report starting with cost reports for FY 11. This review was to 
catch the single year in between the scope of the first review and the year the corrected calculations 
went into effect. 

 
SC Claimed Some Unallowable Room-and-Board Costs under ID/RD Waiver – OIG (September 2012) 

State Office of the Inspector General - Review of Room and Board for individuals receiving Housing 
Assistance Payments (HAP). Found 9 providers inappropriately overcharged by misapplication of 
the HAP payment for consumers' room and board payments. These 9 providers overcharged 
consumers by $1.26 M for FYs 2013 and 2014. Two additional providers also had paybacks to 
consumers for miscalculations of room and board not related to HAP payments totaling $200 K. 
Another provider is currently being reviewed for Room and Board related to HAP who was not 
included in the original review. Potential payback amounts for 2015 are still under review. 

 
DDSN Employees & Residents with Disabilities Employed at Minimum Wages – US Department of 
Labor Wage and Hour Division (9/16-2015) - Attached 

In September, 2015, the US Department of Labor Wage and Hour Division audited employees and 
residents with disabilities employed at subminimum wages by the DDSN Pee Dee Regional Center. 
The investigation period was February 2, 2013 through February 1, 2015. The investigation report 
shows that no FLSA violations were found. 

 
SCDHHS' Program Integrity Audit of DDSN Service Delivery System (Began October 2014) 

SCDHHS has completed on-going reviews of DDSN’s Service Provider network with a focus on 
Waiver-Specific service authorization and case management. Four providers have completed the 
review cycle, while another 5 provider reports are pending. The first review took place in October 
2014. The reviews have focused on the case management functions and residential habilitation and 
day services related to the ID/RD Waiver, Community Supports Waiver, and the Head & Spinal Cord 
Injury Waivers.  In three of the four completed audits, financial recoupments were ultimately 
completed. (These reports are not included as attachments as they have a vast amount of protected 
health information of consumers supported by DDSN and the statewide provider network.)  

 
2014 
 
State of SC Info Security Vulnerability & Security Risk Assessment - Deloitte&Touche LLP (March 31, 
2014) 

Budget and Control Board hired Deloitte to conduct a statewide agency security assessment and 
audit. Deloitte preformed a Risk and Vulnerability assessment of DDSN Information Technology 
systems and network including 15 security domains. DDSN has taken the findings from those 
assessments and created a list of items to remediate. Many improvements have been made, and 
other continue to be implemented. The recommendations continue to be reviewed with the DDSN 
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Information Technology Steering Committee periodically. (Due to the security risk to the agency, 
this report is not subject to FOIA and is not included as an attachment.) 

 
State of South Carolina DDSN Review of Current Business - Public Consultant Group (July 2014) - 
Attached 

Public Consultant Group 2014 - Review of DDSN's Funding and Reimbursement of Services and 
DDSN's program oversight. 9 recommendations were identified in the report. DDSN has instituted 
4 of the recommendations. DDSN will need to work with other entities to accomplish other 
recommendations or work with its governing body to fully develop processes identified. 

 
Legislative Audit Council 2014 Review of DDSN Service Delivery System  

Legislative Audit Council Reviews of Department's services delivery systems and use of state 
appropriations in 2014. 49 recommendations were identified. DDSN has implemented 22 of the 
recommendations, 6 are partially implemented or in the process of being fully implemented, 10 
need legislative authority to implement, 6 are the responsibility of another entity to implement or 
cannot be implemented due to rules or regulations preventing implementation, and 5 have not 
been implemented. 

 
SCDHHS' Review of DDSN Cost Report Methodologies – (No Finalized Report) 

SCDHHS retained Myers and Stauffer in 2014 to conduct a comprehensive review of Medicaid 
funding and cost methodologies for all DDSN Medicaid services. This report was never released by 
DHHS because the report was never finalized. 

 
Statewide PEBA Review - Elliott Davis Decosimo (December 2014) - Attached 

In November, 2014, DDSN participated as part of a statewide audit of PEBA Retirement Services SC 
Deferred Compensation Program. DDSN was not the primary focus of the audit, but no concerns 
were shared with the agency. 
 

2013 
 
State Auditor's 2013 Agreed on Procedures Audit  

State Auditor Office agreed on procedures audit for FY 2013.  Nine (9) areas were reviewed and no 
exceptions were identified. 

 
SCDDSN Procurement Audit Report 4/1/08-12/31/11- SC Budget and Control Board (April 19, 2013) - 
Attached  

Material Management Office conducted a procurement audit of DDSN. Issued in May 2013. Some 
findings were identified; none was of a material nature.  DDSN's certification limits were granted at 
or above previous levels.  DDSN procurement levels are set at $250,000. 

 
Audit of DDSN Delegated Transactions 7/1/2011 to 6/30/2013 - SC Budget and Control Board 
(November 8, 2013) - Attached 

The State Office of Human Resources (now Division of State Human Resources) has delegated 
DDSN's HR the authority to hire employees above the minimum salary, provide temporary salary 
adjustments of up to 15 percent for no longer than one year, and appropriately classify its positions. 
In October, 2013, OHR audited DDSN's delegation authority and found no significant exceptions. 
The next such audit by DSHR will be scheduled this quarter. 
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2012 
 
State Auditor's 2012 Agreed on Procedures Audit 

State Auditor Office conducted an agreed on procedures audit for FY2012.  Nine (9) areas were 
reviewed and no exceptions were identified. 
 

2011 
 
Legislative Audit Council Statewide Procurement Card Review 

Legislative Audit Council Review of procurement cards performed in 2011, which was part of review 
of all state agencies that use procurement cards. Minor findings related to use of procurement cards 
by DDSN were noted. DDSN implemented procedures to correct the findings identified. 
 

Administrative Percentage Determination SCDDSN Position Paper - DHHS (March 30, 2010) - Attached 
SCDHHS retained Clifton and Gunderson to conduct a review of administrative overhead costs for 
DDSN in regards to the four Medicaid waivers that DDSN administers on behalf of Medicaid 
beneficiaries.  The review concluded an administrative rate to be included in the waivers of 0.40 %. 
This 0.40 percent represents a change in FFP from 70 % match to 50 % match.  The attachment says 
DRAFT, but this is the version that was submitted to CMS from SCDHHS. 

 
l. Audits performed by internal auditors at the agency during the last 10 years; 

 
06/10/16 Midlands Center Funds-Property-Cash Follow Up 
09/16/15 Pee Dee and Saleeby-Funds-Property-Procurement Follow Up 
04/10/15 Whitten Center Procurement 
06/24/14 Coastal Center Funds-Property-Procurement 
04/03/14 DDSN HASCI Self Directed Attendant Care Program 
08/28/12 DDSN IT Equip Inventory Follow-Up 
08/06/12 Midlands Autism-Funds-Property 
07/16/12 Pee Dee Center-Funds-Property-Cash 
04/18/12 Midlands Center Funds-Property-Cash 
08/12/10 DDSN IT Equip Inventory System 
12/29/08 Whitten Center Funds-Property 
12/19/07 DDSN Finance SURB 

 
m. Other reports, reviews or publications of the agency, during the last 10 years, 

including Fact Sheets, Reports required by provisos, Reports required by the 
Federal Government, etc.; and 

 
South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs 

Other Reports and Reviews  
 

Pervasive Developmental Disorder (PDD) Program Reports as required by Proviso  
• February 2017 
• October 2016 
• March 2016 
• October 2015 
• March 2015 
• September 2014 
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• March 2014 
• January 2014 
• January 2013 
• January 2012 
• September 2012 
• February 2011 
• June 2010 
• May 2009 
• June 2008 
• January 2008 
• August 2007 

Debt Service Account Report as required by Proviso 
• August 2016 
• July 2015 
• July 2014 

Carryforward Authorization Report as required by Proviso 
• September 2016 
• September 2015 

IMD Operations Report as required by Proviso 
• October 2016 
• October 2015 
• October 2014 
• November 2013 
• November 2012 
• December 2011 
• November 2010 

Means Test Report as required by Proviso 
• December 2016 
• January 2014 

First Steps/BabyNet Interagency Financial Statement as required by Proviso 
• December 2016 
• December 2015 
• January 2015 
• January 2014 

 
Agency Fact Sheets and Handouts 
Community Supports Waiver Information Sheets 

• September 15, 2015 
• September 11, 2015 

Environmental Modifications Fact Sheet 
• February 16, 2017 
• July 13, 2016 
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Head and Spinal Cord Injury Waiver Information Sheet  
• March 2016 
• September 15, 2015 
• August 2014 
• December 10, 2009 

Intellectual Disability/Related Disability (ID/RD) Waiver Information Sheet 
• September 23, 2015 
• September 15, 2015 
• September 2010 

Pervasive Developmental Disorder (PDD) Waiver Information Sheet 
• September 25, 2015 

Private Vehicle Modifications Fact Sheet for the ID/RD Waiver 
• July 13, 2016 

n. Organizational chart for the current year and as many years back as the agency 
has available.   
 
Please see attached Organizational Charts for the SC Department of Disabilities and 
Special Needs beginning FY 2017 going back FY 2002. 
 

Note: The Oversight Committee will collect the following documents, so do not provide 
copies of these: (a) Audits performed by the State Inspector General; (b) Audits performed 
by the Legislative Audit Council; (c) Audits or AUPs performed by the State Auditor’s Office 
during the last 5 years; and (d) Agency Accountability Reports. 

 
21. Please submit a Word document that includes a glossary of terms, including, but not limited to, 

every acronym used by the agency.  
 
Please see the attached documents titled “Glossary Provided by DDSN May 2017” and “Acronyms 
Provided by DDSN May 2017”. 
 

C.  FEEDBACK (OPTIONAL) 
C. Feedback (Optional) 
After completing the Program Evaluation, please provide feedback to the Committee by answering the 
following questions:  

 
22. What other questions may help the Committee and public understand how the agency operates, 

budgets, and performs? 
 

23. What are the best ways for the Committee to be able to compare the specific results the agency 
obtained with the money it spent?   

 
24. What changes to the report questions, format, etc. would the agency recommend? 

 
25. What benefits does the agency see in the public having access to the information in the report?  
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26. What are two-three things the agency could do differently next time (or it could advise other 
agencies to do) to complete the report in less time and at a lower cost to the agency?    

 
27. Please provide any other comments or suggestions the agency would like to provide. 
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Laws Chart

Item # Law Number Jurisdiction Type of Law Statutory Requirement and/or Authority Granted Does this law specify 
who the agency must 
serve?  (Y/N)

Does this law specify 
a deliverable the 
agency must or may 
provide?  (Y/N)

1 § 44-20-10 State Statute This chapter may be cited as the "South Carolina Intellectual Disability, 
Related Disabilities, Head Injuries, and Spinal Cord Injuries Act"

§ 44-20-20 State Statute Purpose of chapter No No
§ 44-20-30 State Statute Definitions No No
§ 44-20-210 State Statute Creation of South Carolina Commission on Disabilities and Special 

Needs; membership; terms of office; removal; vacancies
No No

§ 44-20-220 State Statute Duties of Commission; per diem; appointment of Director of 
Disabilities and Special Needs; advisory committees

No No

§ 44-20-230 State Statute  Powers and duties of director No No
§ 44-20-240 State Statute  Creation of Department of Disabilities and Special Needs; divisions No No

§ 44-20-250 State Statute  Powers and duties of Department Yes No
§ 44-20-255 State Statute Ownership of property confirmed in Department of Disabilities and 

Special Needs; retention of subsequent sales proceeds
No No

§ 44-20-260 State Statute Research programs No No
§ 44-20-270 State Statute Administration of federal funds Yes No
§ 44-20-280 State Statute Contracts for expansion of service Yes No
§ 44-20-290 State Statute Security guards; powers; bonds No No
§ 44-20-300 State Statute Motor vehicle liability insurance for employees of Department No No
§ 44-20-310 State Statute  Sale of timber from forest lands; disposition of funds No No
§ 44-20-320 State Statute Acceptance of gifts, etc. by Department; policies and regulations No No
§ 44-20-330 State Statute Granting of easements, permits, or rights-of-way by Department No No
§ 44-20-340 State Statute Records and reports pertaining to client; confidentiality of 

information; waiver
No No

Agency Responding
Date of Submission

Department of Disabilities and Special Needs
1-May-17

Title 44 20 South Carolina Intellectual Disability, Related Disabilities, Head Injuries, and Spinal Cord Injuries Act 

Note:  Delete any rows not needed; Add any 
additional rows needed
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Item # Law Number Jurisdiction Type of Law Statutory Requirement and/or Authority Granted Does this law specify 
who the agency must 
serve?  (Y/N)

Does this law specify 
a deliverable the 
agency must or may 
provide?  (Y/N)

§ 44-20-350 State Statute Reimbursement to State for its fiscal outlay on behalf of Department; 
charge for services; hearing and review procedures; collection of 
claims

Yes No

§ 44-20-355 State Statute Fee for Intermediate Care Facilities for persons with intellectual 
disability; proceeds to general fund

Yes Yes

§ 44-20-360 State Statute Midlands Center, Coastal Center, Pee Dee Center, and Whitten Center 
designated as independent school districts

No No

§ 44-20-365 State Statute Closing regional centers to be authorized by law No No
§ 44-20-370 State Statute Notification of applicant qualifying for services; county programs; 

training programs
Yes Yes

§ 44-20-375 State Statute County boards of disabilities and special needs; establishment; 
recognition

Yes Yes

§ 44-20-378 State Statute Composition of board; tenure No No
§ 44-20-380 State Statute Funds for county boards of disabilities and special needs Yes Yes
§ 44-20-385 State Statute  Additional powers and duties of county boards of disabilities and 

special needs
Yes No

§ 44-20-390 State Statute Initial intake and assessment service for person believed to be in need 
of services; service plans; residency requirements

Yes Yes

§ 44-20-400 State Statute  Admission of person to services of Department for evaluation and 
diagnosis; form for application

Yes No

§ 44-20-410 State Statute  Requirement for admission to services Yes No
§ 44-20-420 State Statute Designation of service or program in which client is placed Yes Yes
§ 44-20-430 State Statute  Final authority over applicant eligibility, etc Yes No
§ 44-20-440 State Statute Admission of client upon request of parent, spouse, lawful custodian 

or legal guardian, or upon request of applicant
Yes Yes

§ 44-20-450 State Statute Proceedings for involuntary admission; petition; hearing; service of 
notice; guardian ad litem; right to counsel; report; termination of 
proceedings; order of admission; appeal; confinement in jail 
prohibited

Yes Yes

§ 44-20-460 State Statute Discharge of client; detention of voluntarily admitted client; venue for 
judicial admission; protective custody for client

Yes No
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Item # Law Number Jurisdiction Type of Law Statutory Requirement and/or Authority Granted Does this law specify 
who the agency must 
serve?  (Y/N)

Does this law specify 
a deliverable the 
agency must or may 
provide?  (Y/N)

§ 44-20-470 State Statute Return of nonresident person with intellectual disability or related 
disability to agency of state of his residency; reciprocal agreements 
with other states; detention of person returned by out-of-state 
agency; expenses

Yes No

§ 44-20-480 State Statute Placement of client out of home; payment for services Yes No
§ 44-20-490 State Statute Placement of client in employment situation; sheltered employment 

and training programs; compensation of clients
Yes Yes

§ 44-20-500 State Statute Order of confinement for client Yes No
§ 44-20-510 State Statute  Attendance of client in community based public school classes Yes No
§ 44-20-710 State Statute Licensing of facilities and programs No No
§ 44-20-720 State Statute Minimum standards of operation and license programs No Yes
§ 44-20-730 State Statute Criteria for issuance of license No Yes
§ 44-20-740 State Statute Restrictions as to services; number of clients; form of application for 

license; term of license; license as not transferrable
Yes No

§ 44-20-750 State Statute Inspection of facilities; filing copy of bylaws, regulations, and rates of 
charges; inspection of records

No Yes

§ 44-20-760 State Statute Disclosure of inspections; protection of names of clients No No
§ 44-20-770 State Statute Denial, suspension or revocation of license; grounds No Yes
§ 44-20-780 State Statute Notifying operator of program of deficiencies; time for correction; 

notice of impending denial, suspension or revocation of license; 
exception for immediate threat

No Yes

§ 44-20-790 State Statute Promulgation of regulations governing hearings No No
§ 44-20-800 State Statute  Appeal of decision concerning deficiencies, licenses, etc No No
§ 44-20-900 State Statute Injunctions; sufficiency of complaint; fines and penalties Yes No
§ 44-20-1000 State Statute Licensing by department to be done in conjunction with licensing by 

agency having responsibility outside the department's jurisdiction; 
cooperative agreements

No Yes

§ 44-20-1110 State Statute Department's authority as to State's disabilities and special needs 
services and programs

Yes No

§ 44-20-1120 State Statute Raising of money for construction of improvements No No
§ 44-20-1130 State Statute  Limitation on amount of state capital improvement bonds No No
§ 44-20-1140 State Statute Improvements for residential regional center or community facility; 

application
No No

§ 44-20-1150 State Statute Powers and duties concerning application for improvements No No
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Item # Law Number Jurisdiction Type of Law Statutory Requirement and/or Authority Granted Does this law specify 
who the agency must 
serve?  (Y/N)

Does this law specify 
a deliverable the 
agency must or may 
provide?  (Y/N)

§ 44-20-1160 State Statute Use of monies derived from revenues No No
§ 44-20-1170 State Statute Special funds; disposition of revenues; withdrawal of funds No Yes

2 § 44-38-10 State Statute Head and Spinal Cord Injury Information System created; purpose No No
§ 44-38-20 State Statute Definitions No No
§ 44-38-30 State Statute Head and Spinal Cord Injury Information System Council; 

establishment and purpose; composition; election of chairman; 
appointment of advisors; compensation and expenses

No No

§ 44-38-40 State Statute Duties of council No No
§ 44-38-50 State Statute Reporting of required information; follow up to persons entered in 

registry; gathering information from other states; approval of and 
participation in research activities

No No

§ 44-38-60 State Statute Confidentiality of reports and records; nondisclosure under Freedom 
of Information Act

No No

§ 44-38-70 State Statute Council to submit annual report No No
§ 44-38-80 State Statute Qualified immunity from liability for release of information in 

accordance with article
No No

§ 44-38-90 State Statute Penalty for intentional noncompliance with article No No
§ 44-38-310 State Statute Service Delivery System established Yes Yes
§ 44-38-320 State Statute Definitions Yes No
§ 44-38-330 State Statute Primary functions of system Yes Yes
§ 44-38-340 State Statute  Duties of department Yes Yes
§ 44-38-370 State Statute  Eligibility criteria for case management services Yes No
§ 44-38-380 State Statute Advisory Council to System No Yes
§ 44-38-390 State Statute Article does not establish entitlement program or benefit No No
§ 44-38-510 State Statute Spinal Cord Injury Research Board No No
§ 44-38-610 State Statute  South Carolina Brain Injury Leadership Council Yes No
§ 44-38-620 State Statute Duties of the Council No No
§ 44-38-630 State Statute Membership of Council; officers of council; compensation Yes Yes
§ 44-38-640 State Statute Authority to apply for grants No No

Title 44 Chapter 38 Head and Spinal Cord inJuries
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Item # Law Number Jurisdiction Type of Law Statutory Requirement and/or Authority Granted Does this law specify 
who the agency must 
serve?  (Y/N)

Does this law specify 
a deliverable the 
agency must or may 
provide?  (Y/N)

3 § 44-21-10 State Statute Legislative intent; intent of program; guiding principles Yes No
§ 44-21-20 State Statute Definitions Yes No
§ 44 21 30 State Statute Authority to contract or make grants No No
§ 44 21 40 State Statute  Focus of Family Support Program Yes No
§ 44 21 50 State Statute Contracted agency to assist families in assessing needs and preparing 

plan
No No

§ 44 21 60 State Statute Services included in Family Support Program Yes Yes
§ 44 21 70 State Statute Implementation contingent upon annual appropriations No No
§ 44 21 80 State Statute Regional tertiary level developmental evaluation centers Yes No

4 § 44-23-10 State Statute Definitions No No
§ 44-23-20 State Statute Inapplicability to Whitten Center No No
§ 44-23-40 State Statute Appeal to court from rules and regulations No No
§ 44-23-210 State Statute Transfer of confined persons to or between mental health or 

intellectual disability facility
No No

§ 44-23-220 State Statute Admission of persons in jail No No
§ 44-23-410 State Statute Determining fitness to stand trial; time for conducting examination; 

extension; independent examination; competency distinguished

No Yes

§ 44-23-420 State Statute Designated examiners' report No Yes
§ 44-23-430 State Statute Hearing on fitness to stand trial; effect of outcome No No
§ 44-23-460 State Statute Procedure when superintendent believes person charged with crime 

no longer requires hospitalization
Yes No

5 § 44-26-10 State Statute Definitions Yes No
§ 44-26-40 State Statute Determination of competency to consent to or refuse major medical 

treatment
Yes Yes

§ 44-26-50 State Statute Health care decisions of client found incompetent to consent to or 
refuse major medical treatment

Yes No

§ 44-26-60 State Statute Health care decisions of minor clients Yes No

Title 44 Chapter 21 Department of Disabilities and Special Needs Family Support Services

Title 44 Chapter 23 Provisions Applicable to Both Mentally Ill Persons and Persons with Intellectual Disability

Title 44 Chapter 26 Rights of Clients with Intellectual Disability
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Item # Law Number Jurisdiction Type of Law Statutory Requirement and/or Authority Granted Does this law specify 
who the agency must 
serve?  (Y/N)

Does this law specify 
a deliverable the 
agency must or may 
provide?  (Y/N)

§ 44-26-70 State Statute Human rights committees Yes Yes
§ 44-26-80 State Statute Appeal of decisions concerning services or treatment provided Yes Yes
§ 44-26-90 State Statute Rights of client not to be denied Yes Yes
§ 44-26-100 State Statute General rights of clients; limitations on rights Yes No
§ 44-26-110 State Statute Right to daily physical exercise Yes No
§ 44-26-120 State Statute Access to medical and habilitative records; grounds for denial of 

access; appeal of denial of access; disclosure form
Yes No

§ 44-26-130 State Statute Confidentiality of communications with, and records of clients; 
disclosure

Yes No

§ 44-26-140 State Statute Clients to receive least restrictive appropriate care and habilitation 
available; exceptions

Yes Yes

§ 44-26-150 State Statute Clients to be informed of rights upon admission; written individualized 
plan of habilitation; review of plan; revision of, or changes in, plan

Yes Yes

§ 44-26-16 State Statute Mechanical, physical or chemical restraint of clients Yes Yes
§ 44-26-170 State Statute Use of certain types of behavior modification Yes Yes
§ 44-26-180 State Statute Informed consent required for participation in research; promulgation 

of regulations
Yes Yes

§ 44-26-200 State Statute State Employment Services Division and State Agency of Vocational 
Rehabilitation to find employment for citizens with intellectual 
disability

No No

§ 44-26-210 State Statute Penalties for denying client rights accorded under this chapter No No
§ 44-26-220 State Statute Person making health care decision not subject to civil or criminal 

liability, nor liable for cost of care; health care provider not subject to 
civil or criminal liability or disciplinary penalty for relying on decision

No No

6 § 44-28-10 State Statute Establishment of Fund; purpose No No
§ 44-28-20 State Statute Definition of "self-sufficiency trust." No No
§ 44-28-40 State Statute Departments and Agency required to provide care or treatment using 

monies in Fund account; vouchers
No Yes

§ 44-28-60 State Statute Money not usable for supplemental care and treatment to be 
returned to depositing trust; interest

No No

Title 44 Health Chapter 28 Self-Sufficiency Trust Fund; Disability Trust Fund; Aid For Developmentally Disabled, Mentally Ill, and Physically 
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Item # Law Number Jurisdiction Type of Law Statutory Requirement and/or Authority Granted Does this law specify 
who the agency must 
serve?  (Y/N)

Does this law specify 
a deliverable the 
agency must or may 
provide?  (Y/N)

§ 44-28-80 State Statute Departments and Agency to promulgate regulations for 
implementation and administration of Fund

No Yes

§ 44-28-310 State Statute  Establishment of Fund; purpose No No
§ 44-28-360 State Statute Departments and Agency required to provide care or treatment to 

eligible beneficiaries using monies from Fund
No Yes

§ 44-28-370 State Statute Departments and Agency to promulgate regulations for 
implementation and administration of Fund

No Yes

7 § 44-44-40 State Statute Birth Defects Advisory Council established; membership; subject areas 
for recommendations; compensation

No No

8 § 44-66-10 State Statute Short title No No
§ 44-66-20 State Statute Definitions No No
§ 44-66-30 State Statute Persons who may make health care decisions for patient who is unable 

to consent; order of priority; exceptions
No No

§ 44-66-40 State Statute  Provision of health care without consent where there is serious threat 
to health of patient, or to relieve suffering; person having highest 
priority to make health care decision

No No

§ 44-66-50 State Statute  Provision of health care without consent to relieve suffering, restore 
bodily function, or to preserve life, health or bodily integrity of patient

No No

§ 44-66-60 State Statute  No authority to provide health care to patient who is unable to 
consent where health care is against religious beliefs of patient, or 
patients prior instructions

No No

§ 44-66-70 State Statute  Person who makes health care decision for another not subject to civil 
or criminal liability, nor liable for costs of care; health care provider 
not subject to civil or criminal liability

No No

§ 44-66-75 State Statute  Designating a family member with whom provider may discuss 
medical condition; exemptions

No Yes

§ 44-66-80 State Statute  Other laws mandating or allowing testing or treatment without 
consent unaffected

No No

Health Chapter 44  "South Carolina Birth Defects Act"

Title 44  Chapter 66 Adult Health Care Consent Act
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Item # Law Number Jurisdiction Type of Law Statutory Requirement and/or Authority Granted Does this law specify 
who the agency must 
serve?  (Y/N)

Does this law specify 
a deliverable the 
agency must or may 
provide?  (Y/N)

9 § 44-25-10 State Statute Compact enacted into law No No
§ 44-25-30 State Statute Director of Mental Health and Director of Disabilities and Special 

Needs shall be compact administrators
No Yes

 

10 § 44-7-260 State Statute Requirements for licensure No No
§ 44-7-264 State Statute Nursing home or community residential care facility licensure; 

fingerprint-based criminal records check; prohibition of issuance of 
license or requirement of revocation for certain crimes

No No

§ 44-7-2910 State Statute Criminal record check for direct caregivers; definitions No Yes
§ 44-7-2920 State Statute Criminal record check procedures No No

11 § 6-29-770 State Statute Governmental entities subject to zoning ordinances; exceptions No Yes

§ 40-35-20 State Statute Definitions No No
§ 40-35-30 State Statute Supervision of facilities and centers by licensed administrators Yes Yes

13 § 43-35-5 State Statute Short title No No
§ 43-35-10 State Statute Definitions No No
§ 43-35-13 State Statute Nonmedical remedial treatment by spiritual means is not abuse or 

neglect of vulnerable adult
No No

§ 43-35-15 State Statute Vulnerable Adults Investigations Unit; Long Term Care Ombudsman 
Program; Adult Protective Services Program; responsibilities; referral 
of reports

No No

§ 43-35-20 State Statute Additional powers of investigative entities No No
§ 43-35-25 State Statute  Persons required to report abuse, neglect, or exploitation of adult; 

reporting methods
No Yes

§ 43-35-30 State Statute Photographing of visible trauma on abused adult No Yes
§ 43-35-35 State Statute Reporting deaths where abuse or neglect suspected No Yes

Title 44. Health Chapter 25 Interstate Compact on Mental Health

Title 44 Chapter 7  Hospitals, Tuberculosis Camps and Health Service Districts

Title 6 Local Govenment Chapter 29 South Carolina Local Government Comprehensive Planning Enabling Act of 1994

Title 40 Professionls And Occupations Chapter 35 Long Term Health Care Administrators

Title 43 Social Services Chapter 35 Adult Protection (This chapter may be cited as the Omnibus Adult Protection Act)
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Item # Law Number Jurisdiction Type of Law Statutory Requirement and/or Authority Granted Does this law specify 
who the agency must 
serve?  (Y/N)

Does this law specify 
a deliverable the 
agency must or may 
provide?  (Y/N)

§ 43-35-60 State Statute Sharing of report information by investigative entities; public 
confidentiality

No No

§ 43-35-65 State Statute Notices to be displayed at facilities No Yes
§ 43-35-75 State Statute Immunity of person making report or participating in investigation in 

good faith
No No

§ 43-35-310 State Statute Council created; membership; filling vacancies (APCC) No No
§ 43-35-520 State Statute Investigations of deaths in facilities operated by the Department of 

Mental Health or the Department of Disabilities and Special Needs; 
death by natural causes in a veterans' nursing home

No No

§ 43-35-540 State Statute Access to medical information No Yes
§ 43-35-560 State Statute Vulnerable Adults Fatalities Review Committee; members; terms; 

meetings; administrative support
No No

14 § 63-7-310 State Statute Persons required to report No Yes
§ 63-7-315 State Statute Civil action created for wrongful termination based on employee 

having reported child abuse or neglect
No No

§ 63-7-360 State Statute Mandatory reporting to coroner No Yes
§ 63-7-380 State Statute Photos and x-rays without parental consent; release of medical 

records
No No

§ 63-7-390 State Statute Reporter immunity from liability No No
§ 63-7-410 State Statute Failure to report; penalties No No

15 § 88-105 State Regulation Scope No Yes
§ 88-110 State Regulation Licenses Issued Yes No
§ 88-115 State Regulation  Effective Date and Term of License No No
§ 88-120 State Regulation Applications for License No No
§ 88-125 State Regulation Denial, Suspension, or Revocation of License No Yes
§ 88-130 State Regulation Waivers No No
§ 88-135 State Regulation Validity of License No No
§ 88-140 State Regulation Separate Licenses No No
§ 88-210 State Regulation  Definitions Yes No

Title 63 Chapter 7 Child Protection and Permanency

Regulations CHAPTER 88 DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS
License Requirements for Facilities and Programs
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Item # Law Number Jurisdiction Type of Law Statutory Requirement and/or Authority Granted Does this law specify 
who the agency must 
serve?  (Y/N)

Does this law specify 
a deliverable the 
agency must or may 
provide?  (Y/N)

§ 88-310 State Regulation  Definitions No No
§ 88-320 State Regulation Supervision No No
§ 88-325 State Regulation  Personnel No No
§ 88-330 State Regulation Size of Staff No No
§ 88-335 State Regulation Personnel Records No No
§ 88-340 State Regulation General Health No No
§ 88-345 State Regulation General Safety No No
§ 88-350 State Regulation  Emergency Procedures No No
§ 88-355 State Regulation  General Sanitation Requirements No No
§ 88-360 State Regulation Housing in Residential Camps No No
§ 88-365 State Regulation  Nutrition and Food Service No No
§ 88-370 State Regulation  Transportation No No
§ 88-375 State Regulation Program No No
§ 88-380 State Regulation Waterfront Activity No No
§ 88-385 State Regulation General Care of Campers No No
§ 88-390 State Regulation  Confidentiality No No
§ 88-395 State Regulation Reserve Clause No No

§ 88-405 State Regulation Definitions No No
§ 88-410 State Regulation Personnel No No
§ 88-415 State Regulation Facility No No
§ 88-420 State Regulation Transportation No No
§ 88-425 State Regulation  Medical Care No No
§ 88-430 State Regulation Evaluations No No
§ 88-435 State Regulation Program No No
§ 88-440 State Regulation Records No No

§ 88-910 State Regulation Unclassified Facilities and Programs No No
§ 88-915 State Regulation Application for License of an Unclassified Program No No
§ 88-920 State Regulation Determination by the Department No No

Day Programs For Persons With Intellectual Disability

Unclassified Facilities And Programs

Recreational Camps For Persons With Intellectual Disability (No longer done)
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Item # Law Number Jurisdiction Type of Law Statutory Requirement and/or Authority Granted Does this law specify 
who the agency must 
serve?  (Y/N)

Does this law specify 
a deliverable the 
agency must or may 
provide?  (Y/N)

16 Fair Housing Act 42 U.S. C. 
§3601

Federal Statute No No

17 American with Disabilities Act 
42 U.S.C. 126 §12101 et seq

Federal Statute No No

18 Rehabilitation Act 29 U.S.C. § 
701

Federal Statute No No

19 Medicaid 42 U.S.C 1936n 
§1915 et seq

Federal Statute Yes No

20 Health Insurance Portability 
and Accounting Act (HIPPA) 42 
U.S.C. 1320-d

Federal Statute No No

21 IDEA 20 U.S. C. 33 §1400 et seq Federal Statute No No

22 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 36.1 Work Activity Programs No No
23 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 36.2 Sale of Excess Real Property No No
24 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 36.3 Prenatal Diagnosis No No
25 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 36.4 Medicaid-Funded Contract Settlements No No
26 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 36.5 Departmental Generated Revenue No No
27 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 36.6 Transfer of Capital/Property No No
28 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 36.7 Unlicensed Medication Providers No Yes
29 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 36.8 Pervasive Developmental Disorder Yes Yes
30 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 36.9 Child Daycare Centers No Yes
31 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 36.10 Debt Service Account No Yes
32 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 36.11 Traumatic Brain Injury Yes Yes
33 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 36.12 Greenwood Genetic Center Autism Research No No
34 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 36.13Medicaid Direct Billing No Yes
35 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 36.14Carry Forward Authorization No Yes
36 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 36.15 Service Providers Expenditure Requirement No No
37 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 117.24 TEFRA Yes Yes
38 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 117.54 ISCEDC Funding Transfer Yes Yes
39 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 117.73 IMD Operations Yes Yes

Federal Statutes

Appropriations
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Item # Law Number Jurisdiction Type of Law Statutory Requirement and/or Authority Granted Does this law specify 
who the agency must 
serve?  (Y/N)

Does this law specify 
a deliverable the 
agency must or may 
provide?  (Y/N)

40 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 117.91 Means Test No Yes
41 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 117.98 First Steps - BabyNet No Yes
42 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 117.118 Employee Compensation No Yes
43 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 118.16 Nonrecurring Revenue No Yes
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Note:  Delete any rows not 
needed; Add any additional 
rows needed

Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

1 When out-of-home 
placement is required, 
quality care and treatment 
is provided in the least 
restrictive environment 
practical.

§ 44-20-20 Require Yes Increased cost; lower quality of 
life; risk of non-compliance; 
litigation.

Consider updating zoning 
laws to comply with Federal 
Fair Housing Act-
recommendation pending 
approval by DSN 
Commission. 

DHHS Yes Yes Yes Yes

2 Shall establish a hearing and 
review procedure so that a 
client or his parent or 
guardian may appeal 
charges made for services.

§ 44-20-350 Require No Lack of due process. No No Yes Yes

3 Shall assess and collect a 
fee.  Shall pay all proceeds 
from the fee into the 
general fund of the State.

§ 44-20-355 Require No Loss of Revenue to General Funds. Yes Yes Yes Yes

4a Shall notify applicants when 
they have qualified;     

§ 44-20-370 Require No Lack of communication and 
understanding of service 
availability.

DHHS No Yes Yes Yes

4b Establish standards of 
operation and service for 
county disabilities and 
special needs programs;

§ 44-20-370 continued Require Yes Potential reduction in quality of 
services; non compliance with 
Federal and State requirements.

DHHS No No Yes Yes

Does the agency know the…

Agency Responding
Date of Submission

When adding laws under, Applicable Laws, please cite them as follows:
State Constitution:  Article # . Title of Article . Section # .  Title of Section  (Example - Article IV.  Executive Department.  Section 12.  Disability of Governor)
State Statute:  ##  - ##  - ## .  Name of Provision . (Example - 1-1-110. What officers constitute executive department.)
Federal Statute:  Title  # . U.S.C. Section  #  (Any common name for the statute )  
State Regulation:  Chapter #  - Section # (Any common name for the regulation)
Federal Regulation:  Title #  C.F.R. Section #  (Any common name for the regulation )
State Proviso: Proviso ## .#  (Proviso Description ), 2015-16 (or whichever year is applicable) Appropriations Act Part 1B (Example - 117.9 (GP: Transfers of Appropriations), 2014-15 
Appropriations Act, Part 1B.) 

Department of Disabilities and Special Needs
1-May-17

Deliverables Chart
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

4c Review service plans; § 44-20-370 continued Require No Incorrect amount or level of 
service provision.

DHHS No No Yes Yes

4d Review county programs; § 44-20-370 continued Require Yes Potential reduction in quality of 
services; non-compliance with 
Federal and State requirement.

Consider updating this  
statute to include language 
reflective of DDSN's entire 
provider network-including 
private service providers - 
recommendation pending 
approval by the DSN 
Commission. 

DHHS No No Yes Yes

4e Offer consulation and 
direction to county boards;

§ 44-20-370 continued Require Yes Potential reduction in quality of 
services; non-compliance with 
Federal and State requirement.

Consider updating statute to 
include language reflective 
of DDSN's entire provider 
network-including private 
service providers- 
recommendation pending 
approval by the DSN 
Commission. 

DHHS No No Yes Yes

4f Promote a high quality of 
services to persons;

§ 44-20-370 continued Require Yes Potential reduction in quality of 
services; non-compliance with 
Federal and State requirement.

DHHS No No Yes Yes

4g Shall seek to develop and 
utlize the most current and 
promising methods for 
training;

§ 44-20-370 continued Require Yes Potential reduction in quality of 
services; non-compliance with 
Federal and State requirement.

DHHS No No Yes Yes

4h Disseminate methods to 
County Boards and 
Programs.

§ 44-20-370 continued Require No Consider changing language 
in statute to reflect DDSN's 
entire provider network, 
including private providers - 
recommendation pending 
approval by the DSN 
Commission. 

Yes No Yes Yes
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

5 Shall recognize only county 
boards of disabilities and 
special needs that plan, 
administer, or provide 
services within a county or 
combination of counties 
which are created or 
established pursuant to this 
section.

§ 44-20-375 Require No Less accountability. No No Yes Yes

6 Shall review the applications 
from the county board.

§ 44-20-380 Require No Potential decrease in access to 
services statewide.

No No Yes Yes

7a Shall provide an initial intake 
and assessment service;   

§ 44-20-390 Require No Would not be able to establish 
target population; violate 
statutory duties of the agency 
within the limited appropriations 
of the state.

Yes Yes Yes Yes

7b Must provide clients with 
the delivery or coordination 
of services.

§ 44-20-390 continued Require Yes No services for individuals and 
families.

Yes Yes Yes Yes

7c Service plan must be 
designated for each person 
assessed.  

§ 44-20-390 continued Require Yes Generic, non-individualized and 
potentially inappropriate services 
resulting in over or under 
utilization of services and funding.

DHHS Yes Yes Yes Yes

7d Determine the least 
restrictive environment and 
may contract to provide the 
service.

§ 44-20-390 continued Require Yes Increased cost; lower quality of 
life; risk of non-compliance with 
Federal requirements; litigation.

DHHS Yes Yes Yes Yes

8 Appropriate services and 
programs must be 
determined by the evaluatio 
and assessment of the 
needs, interests, and goals 
of the client.

§ 44-20-420 Require Yes Generic, non-individualized and 
potentially inappropriate services 
resulting in over or under 
utilization of services and funding.

DHHS Yes Yes Yes Yes
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

9 Shall prescribe the form of 
the application for services.

§ 44-20-440 Require Yes Lack of uniformity and risk of 
inconsistency in the 
determination of service needs.

No No Yes Yes

10a A report of the person in 
charge of the examination 
of the person alleged to 
have intellectual disability or 
a related disability at the 
diagnostic center referred to 
in "Requirement for 
Admission" must be 
submitted to the court at 
the hearing in probate or 
family court.  

§ 44-20-450 Require No Violation of state law, court 
orders and the defendant's due 
process rights.  Hinder the court's 
ability to render an informed 
finding.

Judicial System
DMH
DJJ

No No Yes Yes

10b The department shall inform 
the court as soon after the 
date of the order as 
practical that suitable 
accommodations and 
services are available to 
meet the needs of the 
person with intellectual 
disability or a related 
disability.

§ 44-20-450 continued Require No Violation of state law, court 
orders and the defendant's due 
process rights.  Hinder the 
counrt's ability to render an 
informed finding.

Judicial System
DMH
DJJ

No Yes Yes Yes

11 Shall establish minimum 
standards of operation and 
license programs provided 
for in "Facilities and 
Programs must be 
Licensed."

§ 44-20-720 Require No Reduced quality of services 
provided.

No Yes Yes Yes
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

12 In determining whether a 
license may be issued, the 
department shall consider if 
the program for which the 
license is applied conforms 
with the local and state 
service plans and if the 
proposed location conforms 
to use.

§ 44-20-730 Require No Reduced quality of services. No Yes Yes Yes

13 Shall make day program 
inspections as it may 
prescribe by regulation.

§ 44-20-750 Require No Reduced quality of services. No Yes Yes Yes

14 The department shall deny, 
suspend, or revoke a license 
on any of the following 
grounds:  failure to establish 
or maintain proper 
standards of care and 
service as prescribed by the 
department; conduct or 
practices detrimental to the 
health or safety of residents 
or employees of the day 
program; violation of the 
provisions of this article or 
regulations promulgated 
under it. 

§ 44-20-770 Require No Reduced quality of services. No No Yes Yes

15 The department shall give 
written notification to the 
governing board or if none, 
the operator of a program of 
deficiencies.

§ 44-20-780 Require No Reduced transparency. No No Yes Yes
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

16 Licensing by the department 
must be done in conjunction 
with and not in place of 
licensing by an agency 
having responsibilities 
outside the department's 
jurisdiction.

§ 44-20-1000 Require No Wasted resources and increased 
redundancy.

No No Yes Yes

17 Shall remit to the State 
Treasurer all its revenues, 
including accumulated 
revenues not applicable to 
prior obligations, for credit 
to a special fund.

§ 44-20-1170 Require No Agency would not pay incurred 
debit if it had any.

No No No No

18 The department must 
develop, coordinate, and 
enhance the delivery of 
services to persons with 
head and spinal cord 
injuries; must coordinate 
case management services 
provided pursuant to this 
article with the Department 
of Vocational Rehabilitation.

§ 44-38-310 Require No Unnecessary duplication of 
services; waste of resources.

Vocational Rehabilitation Yes Yes Yes Yes

19 Responsible for these 
functions of the system are 
planning, intake and 
referral, case management, 
and education and 
prevention.

§ 44-38-330 Require No Lack of coordination and 
government waste.

Yes Yes Yes Yes
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

20a Develop a state plan for a 
comprehensive system of 
services for persons with 
head and spinal cord 
injuries, including short-
term and long-term goals 
and objectives for 
implementing the plan;   

§ 44-38-340 Require No Lack of coordination of services 
and government waste.

No No Yes Yes

20b Receive surveillance data 
from the South Carolina 
Head and Spinal Cord Injury 
Information System to use in 
developing and revising the 
state plan to meet the 
changing needs of this 
population;

§ 44-38-340 continued Require No Lack of evidence for decision 
making and anticipated funding 
allocation.

No No No No

20c Identify gaps in services for 
head and spinal cord injured 
persons and spearhead 
development of those 
services needed for the 
comprehensive system of 
service delivery;

§ 44-38-340 continued Require No Lack of coordination of services; 
government waste; lack of 
provision of services.

Vocational Rehabilitation No Yes Yes Yes

20d Develop licensing, program, 
and contract guidelines to 
be used by case managers in 
working with service 
delivery agencies;   

§ 44-38-340 continued Require No Potential reduction in quality of 
services.

No Yes Yes Yes

20e In conjunction with other 
state agencies, prepare, 
coordinate, and advocate 
for state appropriations 
needed to fund and to 
develop services needed to 
implement the state plan;

§ 44-38-340 continued Require No Lack of funding for service 
provision.

Vocational Rehabilitation
DHHS

No No No No
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

20f Seek funding from other 
sources, private and federal, 
including, but not limited to, 
medicaid waivers and 
expansion of the medicaid 
program, to provide services 
outlined in the state plan;

§ 44-38-340 continued Require No Lack of funding for service 
provision; significantly less people 
receiving services.

DHHS No Yes Yes Yes

20g Evaluate the state plan 
including, but not limited to, 
how well head and spinal 
cord injured persons are 
identified, referred, and 
served by the system and its 
impact on their quality of 
life, including reintegration 
and productivity in the 
community;

§ 44-38-340 continued Require No Lack of coordination of services; 
government waste.

No Yes Yes Yes

20h Promote public awareness 
through programs relating 
to head and spinal cord 
injury prevention, 
treatment, and 
rehabilitation;

§ 44-38-340 continued Require No Lack of public awareness; 
potential increase for injury and 
therefore increased service cost 
needs.

Vocational Rehabilitation No Yes No No

20i Promote research on the 
causes, effects, prevention, 
treatment, and 
rehabilitation of head and 
spinal cord injuries;

§ 44-38-340 continued Require No Decrease in effectiveness of 
treatment; lack of public 
awareness; potential increase for 
injury and therefore increased 
service cost needs.

No Yes No No
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

20j Serve as the central and 
initial point for receiving 
referrals for case 
management services from 
the South Carolina Head and 
Spinal Cord Injury 
Information System and all 
other sources; 

§ 44-38-340 continued Require No Lack of service coordination; lack 
of Medicaid participation; 
increased cost of services; less 
people served; more institutional 
placements.

No Yes Yes Yes

20k Determine a person's 
eligibility for case 
management services based 
on criteria provided in 
Section 44-38-370, conduct 
an assessment of services 
needed, and provide 
appropriate case 
management based on an 
individualized treatment 
plan designed to meet the 
specific needs of the person;

§ 44-38-340 continued Require No Would not be able to establish 
target population; violate 
statutory duties of the agency 
within the limited appropriations 
of the state.

No Yes Yes Yes

20l Develop policies and 
procedures to be used by 
the case managers to 
ensure, among other things, 
that a person with a head or 
spinal cord injury receives 
equal access to available 
services and that case 
management services 
maximize the person's self-
determination and self-
advocacy;

§ 44-38-340 continued Require No Lack of coordination of services; 
government waste; inappropriate 
service levels.

No No Yes Yes
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

20m Develop training programs 
for case managers and other 
professionals to prepare and 
assist them in working with 
persons with head and 
spinal cord injuries;

§ 44-38-340 continued Require No Reduction in quality of services. No No Yes Yes

20n Coordinate the delivery of 
services and ensure that 
services are appropriate and 
delivered in a timely 
manner;

§ 44-38-340 continued Require No Lack of coordination of services; 
government waste.

No Yes Yes Yes

20o Advocate for persons with 
head and spinal cord injuries 
to assist them in receiving 
equal access to services and 
services which promote 
independence and 
productivity.

§ 44-38-340 continued Require No Lack of quality care in appropriate 
settings; most efficient use of tax 
dollars.

No No No No
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

21 The director or designee 
shall serve ex officio on the 
Advisory Council to the 
South Carolina Head and 
Spinal Cord Service Delivery 
System.

§ 44-38-380 Require No Lack of representation and 
advocacy on behalf of this 
population.

The chairman, Developmental 
Disabilities Council, Office of 
the Governor, the chairman of 
the Joint Committee to Study 
the Problems of Persons with 
Disabilities, the State Director 
of the State Department of 
Mental Health, the 
Commissioner of the 
Department of Vocational 
Rehabilitation, the Director of 
the State Department of 
Disabilities and Special Needs, 
the Director of the South 
Carolina Department of Health 
and Environmental Control, 
the Director of the South 
Carolina Department of Health 
and Human Services, Dean of 
the University of South 
Carolina School of Medicine, 
the Dean of the Medical 
University of South Carolina, 
the Executive Director of the 
South Carolina Hospital 
Association, one 
representative from each of 
the head injury advocacy 
organizations, and one 
individual with a spinal cord 
i j

No No No No
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

22 Agency shall have appointee 
to serve ex officio on South 
Carolina Brain Injury 
Leadership Council.

§ 44-38-630 Require No Lack of representation and 
advocacy on behalf of this 
population.

The chairman, Developmental 
Disabilities Council, Office of 
the Governor, the chairman of 
the Joint Committee to Study 
the Problems of Persons with 
Disabilities, the State Director 
of the State Department of 
Mental Health, the 
Commissioner of the 
Department of Vocational 
Rehabilitation, the Director of 
the State Department of 
Disabilities and Special Needs, 
the Director of the South 
Carolina Department of Health 
and Environmental Control, 
the Director of the South 
Carolina Department of Health 
and Human Services, Dean of 
the University of South 
Carolina School of Medicine, 
the Dean of the Medical 
University of South Carolina, 
the Executive Director of the 
South Carolina Hospital 
Association, one 
representative from each of 
the head injury advocacy 
organizations, and one 
individual with a spinal cord 
i j

No No No No
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

23 Services in the Family Support 
Program include, but are not 
limited to, family support services 
coordination, information, 
referral, advocacy,  educational 
materials, emergency and 
outreach services, and other 
individual and family-centered 
assistance services such as:  (1) 
respite care; (2) personal 
assistance services; (3) child care; 
(4) homemaker services; (5) minor 
home and work site modifications 
and vehicular modifications; (6) 
specialized equipment and 
maintenance and repair; (7) 
specialized nutrition and clothing 
and supplies; (8) transportation 
services; (9) health-related costs 
not otherwise covered; (10) 
licensed nursing and nurses' aid 
services; (11) family counseling, 
training, and support groups; (12) 
financial assistance; (13) 
emergency services; (14) 
recreation and leisure needs.

§ 44-21-60 Require Yes Reduction in services to families; 
greater liklihood of increased 
service needs; greater liklihood of 
out-of-home placement needs 
resulting in increased costs.

No Yes Yes Yes

24 Evaluate defendants for 
competency to stand trial; 
do report ,File report with 
court .

§ 44-23-410 Require No Lack of due process; violation of 
court orders.

Judicial System
DMH

No No Yes Yes

25 Health care decision are 
made by using Adult 
Healthcare consent act .

§ 44-26-40 Require No Increased guardianship of people 
supported; lack of medical care 
when needed.

No No No No
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

26 Human rights committees 
must be established for 
each regional center and for 
each county/multicounty 
program.  Human rights 
committees must be 
appointed by the director or 
his designee.  The 
department shall establish 
policy and procedures for 
the operations of the 
committees.

§ 44-26-70 Require No Potential violation of individual 
rights; potential for adverse 
treatment.

No No Yes No

27 The department shall 
establish policies and 
procedures for the review of 
grievances and the appeal of 
decisions. 

§ 44-26-80 Require No Potential violation of due process 
rights; potential for inappropriate 
reduction or denial of service.

No No Yes Yes

28 Protect the rights of clients § 44-26-90 Require No Potential violation of human 
rights.

All/multiple No No Yes Yes

29 Clients receiving services for 
intellectual disability shall 
receive care and habilitation 
suited to their needs and in 
the least restrictive 
appropriate care and 
habilitation available.  The 
department shall make 
every effort, based on 
available resources, to 
develop services necessary 
to meet the needs of its 
clients.  

§ 44-26-140 Require No Generic, non-individualized and 
potentially inappropriate services, 
resulting in over or under 
utilization of services and funding.

Yes Yes Yes Yes
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

30 Within thirty days of 
admission a client or his 
representative must be 
provided with a written 
individualized plan of 
habilitation formulated by 
an interdisciplinary team 
and the client's attending 
physician.  An intellectual 
disability professional shall 
review each client's 
individual records quarterly 
in relation to goals and 
objectives established in the 
habilitation plan.  Review 
must be documented and 
entered into the client's 
record.

§ 44-26-150 Require No Generic, non-individualized and 
potentially inappropriate services, 
resulting in over or under 
utilization of services and funding.

Yes Yes Yes Yes

31 No client residing in an 
intellectual disability facility 
may be subjected to 
chemical or mechanical 
restraint or a form of 
physical coercion or 
restraint unless the action is 
authorized in writing by an 
intellectual disability 
professional or attending 
physician as being required 
by the habilitation or 
medical needs of the client 
and it is the least restrictive 
alternative possible to meet 
the needs of the client. 

§ 44-26-160 Require No Violation of human rights; 
violation of federal regulations; 
litigation; physical and 
psychological harm.

DHHS 
DHEC

No No Yes Yes

(for DDSN 
directly 
operated 
facilities)
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

32 Behavior modification 
programs involving the use 
of aversive stimuli are 
discouraged and may be 
used only in extraordinary 
cases where all other efforts 
have proven ineffective.

§ 44-26-170 Require No Violation of human rights; 
violation of federal regulations; 
litigation; physical and 
psychological harm.

DHHS
DHEC

No No Yes Yes

33 The department shall 
promulgate regulations to 
obtain informed consent 
and to protect the dignity of 
the individual for 
participation in research.

§ 44-26-180 Require No None.  This is achieved through 
DDSN directives.  

This is achieved through 
DDSN directives, not 
regulations. DSN 
Commission to discuss 
possible recommendation 
for repeal. 

No No No No

34 The South Carolina 
Department of Disabilities 
and Special Needs must 
provide care or treatment 
for a beneficiary from 
monies available from the 
beneficiary's account 
maintained in the Self-
Sufficiency Trust Fund.

§ 44-28-40 Require No This was never established and 
therefore there is no negative 
impact.

New ABLE Act serves same 
purpose. DSN Commission 
to discuss possible 
recommendation for repeal. 

State Treasurer's Office; 
DMH; Vocational 
Rehabilitation.

No No No No

35 The South Carolina 
Department of Disabilities 
and Special Needs, the State 
Department of Mental 
Health, and the State 
Agency of Vocational 
Rehabilitation shall 
promulgate regulations 
necessary for the 
implementation and 
administration of the Self-
Sufficiency Trust Fund.

§ 44-28-80 Require No This was never established and 
therefore there is no negative 
impact.

New ABLE Act serves same 
purpose. DSN Commission 
to discuss possible 
recommendation for repeal. 

State Treasurer's Office; 
DMH; Vocational 
Rehabilitation.

No No No No

(for DDSN 
directly 
operated 
facilities)
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

36 The South Carolina 
Department of Disabilities 
and Special Needs must 
provide care or treatment 
for the beneficiary from 
monies available from the 
Disability Trust Fund.

§ 44-28-360 Require No This was never established and 
therefore there is no negative 
impact.

New ABLE Act serves same 
purpose. DSN Commission 
to discuss possible 
recommendation for repeal. 

State Treasurer's Office; 
DMH; Vocational 
Rehabilitation.

No No No No

37 The South Carolina 
Department of Disabilities 
and Special Needs, the State 
Department of Mental 
Health, and the State 
Department of Vocational 
Rehabilitation shall 
promulgate regulations 
necessary for the 
implementation and 
administration of the 
Disability Trust Fund.

§ 44-28-370 Require No This was never established and 
therefore there is no negative 
impact.

New ABLE Act serves same 
purpose. DSN Commission 
to discuss possible 
recommendation for repeal. 

State Treasurer's Office
DMH
Vocational 
Rehabilitation.

No No No No

38 The State Directors of the 
Departments of Mental 
Health and Disabilities and 
Special Needs shall be the 
compact administrators for 
the mentally ill and persons 
with intellectual disability, 
or those with a related 
disability, respectively, and, 
acting jointly with like 
officers of other party 
states.

§ 44-25-30 Require No Minimal.  Is very rarely used now 
that services are not 
institutionally based and are more 
community based.

DMH
DHHS

No No Yes Yes
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

39 A direct care entity such as a 
residential program 
operated or contracted for 
operation by the 
Department of Mental 
Health or the Department of 
Disabilities and Special 
Needs; employing or 
contracting with a direct 
caregiver shall conduct a 
criminal record check as 
provided in this section prior 
to employing or contracting 
with the direct caregiver. 

§ 44-7-2910 Require No Inappropriate individuals serving 
as caregivers to vulnerable adults; 
therefore, increased risk of 
negative outcomes.

Consider changing language 
to reflect background checks 
prior to contact with 
vulnerable individuals (not 
pre-employment) to 
continue to protect 
individuals and allow 
providers to hire employees 
more timely and start new 
employee orientation, thus 
reducing the delay in hiring; 
assisting with employee 
recruitment - 
recommendation pending 
approval by the DSN 
Commission. 

DSS
DMH
DHEC
LLR
SLED

Yes Yes Yes Yes

40 Prior to locating the home 
for the handicapped 
persons, the appropriate 
state agency or department 
or the private entity 
operating the home under 
contract must first give prior 
notice to the local governing 
body administering the 
pertinent zoning laws, 
advising of the exact site of 
any proposed home.

§ 6-29-770 (section E) Require No None.  Negative impact if remains 
due to non-compliance with 
federal statutes and CMS 
expectations.

Consider modifying 
subsection E to remove 
requirement that notice 
must be given if a home is 
for persons with disability as 
it violates the Federal Fair 
Housing Law - 
recommendation pending 
approval by the DSN 
Commisison.   Positive 
impact on community 
inclusion and compliance 
with Federal statutes if 
removed.

No No No No
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

41 A physician, nurse, dentist, 
optometrist, medical examiner, 
coroner, other medical, mental 
health or allied health 
professional, Christian Science 
practitioner, religious healer, 
school teacher, counselor, 
psychologist, mental health or 
intellectual disability specialist, 
social or public assistance worker, 
caregiver, staff or volunteer of an 
adult day care center or of a 
facility, or law enforcement officer 
having reason to believe that a 
vulnerable adult has been or is 
likely to be abused, neglected, or 
exploited shall report the incident 
in accordance with this section.  
the Vulnerable Adults 
Investigations Unit of the South 
Carolina Law Enforcement Division 
for incidents occurring in facilities 
operated or contracted for  
operation by the Department of 
Mental Health or the Department 
of Disabilities and Special Needs.

§ 43-35-25 Require No Risk of harm to vulnerable 
individuals; lack of investigation 
and/or possible prosecution of 
perpetrators.

DMH
DSS
SLED
Local Law Enforcement
DHEC
LLR
Dept. of Education
DHHS

No No Yes Yes

42 A person required to report 
under this chapter as a 
member of the staff of a 
medical facility, public or 
private institution, school, 
facility, or agency 
immediately shall notify the 
person in charge or the 
designated agent of the 
person in charge who shall 
take or cause to be taken 
color photographs of visible 
trauma.

§ 43-35-30 Require No Risk of harm to vulnerable 
individuals; lack of investigation 
and/or possible prosecution of 
perpetrators.

DMH
DSS
SLED
Local Law Enforcement
DHEC
LLR
Dept. of Education
DHHS

No No Yes Yes
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

43 All deaths involving a 
vulnerable adult in a facility 
operated or contracted for 
operation by the 
Department of Mental 
Health, the Department of 
Disabilities and Special 
Needs, or their contractors 
must be referred to the 
Vulnerable Adults 
Investigations Unit of the 
South Carolina Law 
Enforcement Division for 
investigation.

§ 43-35-35 Require No Lack of investigation and/or 
possible prosecution of 
perpetrators; risk of harm to 
others.

DMH
DSS
SLED
Local Law Enforcement
DHEC
LLR
Dept. of Education
DHHS

No No Yes Yes

44 A facility as defined in 
Section 43-35-10 shall 
prominently display notices 
stating the duties of its 
personnel under this 
chapter and contact 
information.

§ 43-35-65 Require No Lack of knowledge on behalf of 
employees and visitors of 
repoirting requirements; 
therefore, increased risk of harm.

DMH
DSS
SLED
Local Law Enforcement
DHEC
LLR
Dept. of Education
DHHS

No No Yes Yes
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

45 Upon request of the 
Vulnerable Adults 
Investigations Unit of the 
South Carolina Law 
Enforcement Division and as 
necessary to carry out the 
unit's duties, the unit 
immediately must be 
provided:  access to 
information and records 
regarding a vulnerable adult 
whose death is being 
investigated by the unit or 
reviewed by the committee; 
and information and records 
of social services and health 
agencies that provided 
services to the vulnerable 
adult or family.

§ 43-35-540 Require No Inability for investigative entity to 
complete a proper investigation 
as required by law.

DMH
DSS
SLED
Local Law Enforcement
DHEC
LLR
Dept. of Education
DHHS

No No Yes Yes
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

46 A physician, nurse, dentist, optometrist, 
medical examiner, or coroner, or an 
employee of a county medical examiner's 
or coroner's office, or any other medical, 
emergency medical services, mental 
health, or allied health professional, 
member of the clergy including a Christian 
Science Practitioner or religious healer, 
school teacher, counselor, principal, 
assistant principal, school attendance 
officer, social or public assistance worker, 
substance abuse treatment staff, or 
childcare worker in a childcare center or 
foster care facility, foster parent, police or 
law enforcement officer, juvenile justice 
worker, undertaker, funeral home director 
or employee of a funeral home, persons 
responsible for processing films, computer 
technician, judge, or a volunteer non-
attorney guardian ad litem serving on 
behalf of the South Carolina Guardian Ad 
Litem Program or on behalf of Richland 
County CASA must report in accordance 
with this section when in the person's 
professional capacity the person has 
received information which gives the 
person reason to believe that a child has 
been or may be abused or neglected as 
defined in Section 63-7-20. 

§ 63-7-310 Require No Risk of harm to vulnerable 
individuals; lack of investigation 
and/or possible prosecution of 
perpetrators.

DMH
DSS
SLED
Local Law Enforcement
DHEC
LLR
Dept. of Education
DHHS

No No Yes Yes

47 A person required under 
Section 63-7-310 to report 
cases of suspected child 
abuse or neglect, including 
workers of the department, 
who has reason to believe a 
child has died as the result 
of child abuse or neglect, 
shall report this information 
to the appropriate medical 
examiner or coroner.

§ 63-7-360 Require No Lack of investigation and/or 
possible prosecution of 
perpetrators; risk of harm to 
others.

DMH
DSS
SLED
Local Law Enforcement
DHEC
LLR
Dept. of Education
DHHS

No No Yes Yes
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

48 Shall provide the 
opportunity for the patient 
to designate a family 
member or other individual 
they choose as a person 
with whom the provider 
may discuss the patients 
medical condition and 
treatment plan.

§ 44-66-75 Require No Inability to discuss care and 
treatment with family or 
appropriate individuals; lack of 
compliance with federal statutes.

DHEC
DHHS
DSS
any health care provider

No No Yes No

49 No program shall be 
operated in part or in full for 
the care, maintenance, 
education, training or 
treatment of more than two 
persons with intellectual 
disability unless a license is 
first obtained from the 
South Carolina Department 
of Mental Retardation.

Reg. 88-105 Require No Potentially negative; potential 
reduction in quality of services

Consider changing language 
to reflect current name of 
agency; designation of two 
or more persons is overly 
restrictive and is out of 
compliance with other 
federal regulations requiring 
community inclusion and 
best practices for services 
for people with Intellectual 
Disability - recommendation 
pending approval from the 
DSN Commission.

Administrative Law Court 
and the court system.

No Yes No Yes

50 The Department may, 
suspend or revoke a license. 
The Department shall notify 
the licensee by registered 
mail, stating the reasons for 
the suspension or 
revocation of the license, 
and shall advise the licensee 
of his rights to hearings and 
appeals.

Reg. 88-125 Require No Lack of due process. Administrative Law Court 
and the court system.

No No No No
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

51 Establish curriculum and standards 
for training.

Proviso 36.7 Unlicensed 
Medication Providers

Require No Lack of uniformity in training. No No No No

52 Report semi-annually to the 
General Assesmbly and Governor 
and develop plan to transition 
children in PDD program to the 
Medicaid State Plan.

Proviso 36.8 Pervasive 
Developmental Disorder

Require Lack of Early Intervention. DHHS Yes Yes No Yes

53 Provide reimbursement for 
services to department eligible 
children.

Proviso 36.9 Child 
Daycare Centers

Require No Reduction in revenue to Anderson 
County DSN Board.

DSS No No No Yes

54 Utilize uncommitted dollars in 
debt service account for 
operations and services not 
funded by the appropriations bill.  
Report on remaining balance 
amounts and purposes for which 
account was used in prior fiscal 
year.

Proviso 36.10 Debt 
Service Account

Require No Lack of reporting. No No No No

55 Use appropriated funds for only 
TBI/Spinal Cord Injury Post Acute 
Rehabilitation.

Proviso 36.11 Traumatic 
Brain Injury

Require No Lack of services post rehab. No Yes No Yes

56 Facilitate Medicaid direct billing. Proviso 36.13 Medicaid 
Direct Billing

Require No Lack of provider choice. DHHS No No No Yes

57 Report balance carried forward of 
any General funds.

Proviso 36.14 Carry 
Forward Authorization

Require No Reduction in service funds. No No No No

58 Review and identify existing state 
appropriations within  budget that 
can be used as state match to 
serve children.

Proviso 117.24 TEFRA Require No Reduction in service funds. DHHS
DSS
DHEC
DMH
COC

No No No No

59 Transfer funds to Department of 
Social Services for the Interagency 
System for Caring for Emotionally 
Disturbed Children.

Proviso 117.54 ISCEDC 
Funding Transfer

Require No Reduction in service funds. DMH
DJJ
DSS

No No No No

Appropriations
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

60 Report on funds received as child 
placing agency and applied for out 
of home placement by providers 
licensed by DSS or DHEC.

Proviso 117.73 IMD 
Operations

Require No Lack of reporting. DSS
DOE
DJJ
DMH
DHEC
COC

No No No No

61 Report all criteria and fiscal data 
established as standards on 
criteria if means testing where 
allowed in federal guidelines.

Proviso 117.91 Means 
Test

Require No Lack of reporting. All agencies providing 
healthcare services.

No No No Yes

62 Report outlining all programs 
provided for BabyNet and all state 
and federal funds expended on 
BabyNet.

Proviso 117.98 First 
Steps - BabyNet

Require No Lack of reporting. First Steps
DHHS

No Yes No Yes

63 Pay increase of 3.25%. Proviso 117.118 
Employee Compensation

Require No Local healthcare providers do not 
receive funding for pay increases.

Department of 
Administration

No Yes Yes Yes

64 Pay Lander Equestrian Center 
$300,000.

Proviso 118.16 
Nonrecurring Revenue

Require No Reduction in revenue to Lander 
Equestrian Center.

Lander University No No No Yes
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Agency Responding Department of Disabilities and Special Needs
Date of Submission 5/1/2017
Agency Code:     

Did the agency have an exit interview and/or survey, 
evaluation, etc. when employees left the agency in 
2013-14; 2014-15; or 2015-16? (Y/N)

Yes Note:  Delete any rows not needed; 
Add any additional rows needed

Organizational Unit Purpose of Unit Turnover Rate in 
the 
organizational 
unit in 2013-14; 
2014-15; and 
2015-16

Did the agency evaluate 
and track employee 
satisfaction in the 
organizational unit in 
2013-14; 2014-15; and 
2015-16? (Y/N)

Did the agency allow for 
anonymous feedback from 
employees in the 
organizational unit in 2013-
14; 2014-15; and 2015-
16? (Y/N)

Did any of the jobs in the 
organizational unit require a 
certification (e.g., teaching, 
medical, accounting, etc.) in 2013-
14; 2014-15; and 2015-16? (Y/N)

If yes, for any years in the previous 
column, did the agency pay for, or 
provide in-house, 
classes/instruction/etc. needed to 
maintain all, some, or none of the 
required certifications?

AGENCY HEAD - EXECUTIVE SUITE Division of the State Director of DDSN, and the key leadership 
positions of organizational units created to deliver the 
established mission of the agency.

2013-14: 0%
2014-15:  0%
2015-16: 0%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: Y

2013-14: Y
2014-15: Y
2015-16: Y

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N

GENERAL COUNSEL The Office of General Counsel is legal counsel for the agency. 
Duties include representing the agency in state courts, 
monitoring cases handled by outside counsel, and offering legal 
advice on varied agency issues.

2013-14: 0%
2014-15: 0%
2015-16: 0%

2013-14: Y
2014-15: Y
2015-16: Y

Some

GOVERNMENT AND COMMUNITY RELATIONS Is the agency’s liaison and representative before the Governor’s 
Office, General Assembly, legislative staff, 
media, stakeholders and the general public. Responsible for 
managing constituent concerns, FOIA requests and general 
inquiries. Advises the State Director and Executive Staff with 
regard to policies, regulations, legislation, media communication, 
and community education.

2013-14: 0%
2014-15: 0%
2015-16: 0%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N

ADMINISTRATION OFFICE The division of the chief financial officer, the division directors of 
the units created to ensure fiscal accountablity of the agency.

2013-14: 0%
2014-15: 0%
2015-16: 0%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N

Organizational Units Chart
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Organizational Unit Purpose of Unit Turnover Rate in 
the 
organizational 
unit in 2013-14; 
2014-15; and 
2015-16

Did the agency evaluate 
and track employee 
satisfaction in the 
organizational unit in 
2013-14; 2014-15; and 
2015-16? (Y/N)

Did the agency allow for 
anonymous feedback from 
employees in the 
organizational unit in 2013-
14; 2014-15; and 2015-
16? (Y/N)

Did any of the jobs in the 
organizational unit require a 
certification (e.g., teaching, 
medical, accounting, etc.) in 2013-
14; 2014-15; and 2015-16? (Y/N)

If yes, for any years in the previous 
column, did the agency pay for, or 
provide in-house, 
classes/instruction/etc. needed to 
maintain all, some, or none of the 
required certifications?

BUDGET OFFICE Responsible for the oversight, planning, development, 
organization and maintenance of the agency's complete 
budgetary system, totaling approximately $740M.   The division 
evaluates policies, plans and programs for cost effectiveness and 
overall fiscal impact.  Budget division conducts research and 
analyses to support decision making and monitors agency 
expenditures and revenues.  The division is responsible for 
external budgetary policy interpretation and participation in 
development of internal procedures. The division coordinates 
with staff outside the agency concerning budgetary and planning 
requirements.  

2013-14: 0%
2014-15: 0%
2015-16: 14.3%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N

FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING Ensures that all revenues and expenditures for the agency are 
properly processed and accounted for according to generally 
accepted accounting principles and SC state laws and 
regulations.  The division is also responsible for processing all 
Medicaid claims for eligible services provided to consumers in 
our network.

2013-14: 0%
2014-15: 14.3%
2015-16: 50%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N

COST ANALYSIS Responsible for developing and maintaining rates paid to 
Providers; developing and reconciling contracts with Providers; 
filing Cost Reports for the Department; and ensuring that 
Providers are paid timely. The Division also performs a variety of 
analyses to track expenditures, trends, and contract compliance.

2013-14: 40%
2014-15: 16.7%
2015-16: 33.3%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N

ENGINEERING & PLANNING Ensures that buildings owned by the Department are 
constructed, renovated, and life cycle maintained in good 
condition for the health and safety of clients, staff, and others, 
and in accordance with SC state laws and regulations.  The 
division is also responsible for procurement of professional 
design services, procurement and contract administration for 
construction contracts, and procurement of inspection services 
related to building systems.  The division assists other DDSN 
divisions and provider organizations with various capital and 
construction projects related to DDSN’s mission.

2013-14:  0%
2014-15:  0%
2015-16:  0%

2013-14: Y
2014-15: Y
2015-16: Y

Some
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Organizational Unit Purpose of Unit Turnover Rate in 
the 
organizational 
unit in 2013-14; 
2014-15; and 
2015-16

Did the agency evaluate 
and track employee 
satisfaction in the 
organizational unit in 
2013-14; 2014-15; and 
2015-16? (Y/N)

Did the agency allow for 
anonymous feedback from 
employees in the 
organizational unit in 2013-
14; 2014-15; and 2015-
16? (Y/N)

Did any of the jobs in the 
organizational unit require a 
certification (e.g., teaching, 
medical, accounting, etc.) in 2013-
14; 2014-15; and 2015-16? (Y/N)

If yes, for any years in the previous 
column, did the agency pay for, or 
provide in-house, 
classes/instruction/etc. needed to 
maintain all, some, or none of the 
required certifications?

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY Directs and manages the agency's information technology 
program. This  including planning, policy development, 
technology procurement, program management, systems 
development, design and operation of the agencies  information 
technology systems. The Information technology division is also 
responsible for the agencies office automation , information 
technology architecture, information technology infrastructure, 
and records management systems. All of these systems have 
significant impact upon the agency’s ability to successfully carry 
out its mission.

2013-14: 0%
2014-15: 13.3%
2015-16: 8.9%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N

PROCUREMENT Responsibility to oversee the following functions agency wide:  
Procurement Services, Fixed Assets, Vehicle Management, 
Nutrition Services, Mail Services, Laundry Services, Housekeeping 
Services, Ground Maintenance, Regional Inventories, Drug & 
Alcohol Testing for CDL Drivers, Surplus Property, Contract 
Administration, Copier Management, SCEMIS (State Fleet) 
Coordinator, Building Card Access System, Recycle Program, 
Building Maintenance & Services, State Contracts, P-Card 
Administration, and Gas Card Security.

2013-14: 91.7%
2014-15: 0%
2015-16: 50%

2013-14: Y
2014-15: Y
2015-16: Y

POLICY OFFICE The Office of Policy develops and maintains policies to provide 
guidance to and requirements of the Agency. The following 
Divisions are contained within the supervision of the Office of 
Policy: Autism Division, Eligibility Division, Head and Spinal Cord 
Injury Division, Intellectual Disability/Related Disabilities Division, 
Quality Management Division and Waiver Administration 
Division.

2013-14: 0%
2014-15: 0%
2015-16: 0%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N

INTELLECTUAL DISABILITIES & RELATED Develop policies, procedures and standards that govern the 
delivery of services provided through the agency; operate two 
(2) Medicaid Home and Community Based Waivers; facilitate the 
coordination of Agency services with services provided by other 
state agencies; assist in the qualification of providers of Agency 
services; provide training, assistance and support to the Agency's 
qualified providers.

2013-14:  0%
2014-15:  0%
2015-16:  15.4%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N
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Organizational Unit Purpose of Unit Turnover Rate in 
the 
organizational 
unit in 2013-14; 
2014-15; and 
2015-16

Did the agency evaluate 
and track employee 
satisfaction in the 
organizational unit in 
2013-14; 2014-15; and 
2015-16? (Y/N)

Did the agency allow for 
anonymous feedback from 
employees in the 
organizational unit in 2013-
14; 2014-15; and 2015-
16? (Y/N)

Did any of the jobs in the 
organizational unit require a 
certification (e.g., teaching, 
medical, accounting, etc.) in 2013-
14; 2014-15; and 2015-16? (Y/N)

If yes, for any years in the previous 
column, did the agency pay for, or 
provide in-house, 
classes/instruction/etc. needed to 
maintain all, some, or none of the 
required certifications?

AUTISM DIVISION Responsible for providing training and consultation to parents 
and professionals on matters pertinent to Autism Spectrum 
Disorder (ASD), and for conducting evaluations to determine the 
presence of ASD.

2013-14: 22.05%
2014-15: 5.06% 
2015-16: 16.34%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N

HEAD & SPINAL CORD INJURY DIVISION Oversee the delivery of services provided through DDSN, operate 
the Head and Spinal Cord Injury Waiver, provide training  and 
technical support to DDSN qualified providers, and to support 
and implement prevention and awareness initiatives.

2013-14: 50%
2014-15: 0%
2015-16: 66.7%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N

QUALITY MANAGEMENT DIVISION Works to improve the health, safety and welfare of DDSN's 
service recipients and monitors compliance with State and 
Federal Regulations and Medicaid requirements.

2013-14: 0%
2014-15: 0%
2015-16: 16.7%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N

ELIGIBILITY DIVISION Determines DDSN Eligibility based on set criteria and completes 
administrative duties such as determining Level of Care for 
Medicaid Waivers and TEFRA eligibility.

2013-14:20%
2014-15: 8.3%
2015-16: 0%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N

OPERATIONS OFFICE Provides oversight and leadership to the District I and District II 
Offices, four ICF/IID Residential Regional Centers, the Office of 
Clinical Services and the Office of Children’s Services.  Most areas 
are directly involved in serving individuals directly or training and 
monitoring DSN Boards and private providers serving eligible 
individuals.

2013-14: 0%
2014-15: 0%
2015-16: 0%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N

CHILDREN'S SERVICES Responsible for monitoring and training the DSN Board and 
private Early Intervention providers delivering early intervention 
services to children birth to six years old.  Staff also serve on 
numerous interagency committees.

2013-14: 0%
2014-15: 25%
2015-16: 25%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N

CLINICAL SERVICES Responsible for conducting psychological evaluations of 
individuals charged with a crime who are thought to be unable to 
competently stand trial. Staff in this unit are responsible for 
arranging in-home and residential services for judicially admitted 
individuals; arranging in-home and residential services for 
children with dual developmental and psychiatric disabilities; and 
are also involved in numerous interagency initiatives.

2013-14: 45%
2014-15: 0%
2015-16: 58.3%

2013-14: Y
2014-15: Y
2015-16: Y

None
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Organizational Unit Purpose of Unit Turnover Rate in 
the 
organizational 
unit in 2013-14; 
2014-15; and 
2015-16

Did the agency evaluate 
and track employee 
satisfaction in the 
organizational unit in 
2013-14; 2014-15; and 
2015-16? (Y/N)

Did the agency allow for 
anonymous feedback from 
employees in the 
organizational unit in 2013-
14; 2014-15; and 2015-
16? (Y/N)

Did any of the jobs in the 
organizational unit require a 
certification (e.g., teaching, 
medical, accounting, etc.) in 2013-
14; 2014-15; and 2015-16? (Y/N)

If yes, for any years in the previous 
column, did the agency pay for, or 
provide in-house, 
classes/instruction/etc. needed to 
maintain all, some, or none of the 
required certifications?

DISTRICT OFFICES: I & II Provide training to the DSN Boards and private providers 
delivering community services to individuals residing in the 
western (District I) and eastern (District II) halves of the state.  
These staff also review and respond to individuals who are in 
crisis.  The District I Director supervises Midlands Regional 
Center's and Whitten Regional Center's facility administrators.  
The District I Office is located on the grounds of Whitten Center.  
The District II Director supervises Coastal Regional Center's and 
Pee Dee/Saleeby Regional Center's facility administrators.  The 
District II Office is located on the grounds of Coastal Center.  

2013-14: 0%
2014-15: 6.7%
2015-16: 0%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N

MIDLANDS REGIONAL CENTER Residential ICF/IID facility located in Columbia.  Staff at this unit 
are responsible for providing a broad array of medical, 
therapeutic, recreational, and personal care to individuals with 
some of the most severe disabilities of any served by DDSN.  
Services are provided 24 hours per day/365 days per year.  Must 
operate in compliance with extensive federal regulations 
governing all facets of operation. 

2013-14: 25.11%
2014-15: 26.91%
2015-16: 32.72%

2013-14: Y
2014-15: Y
2015-16: Y

NONE

PIEDMONT (WHITTEN) REGIONAL CENTER Residential ICF/IID facility located in Clinton. Staff at this unit are 
responsible for providing a broad array of medical, therapeutic, 
recreational, and personal care to individuals with some of the 
most severe disabilities of any served by DDSN.  Services are 
provided 24 hours per day/365 days per year.  Must operate in 
compliance with extensive federal regulations governing all 
facets of operation. 

2013-14: 43.86%
2014-15: 39.16%
2015-16: 36.14%

2013-14: Y
2014-15: Y
2015-16: Y

None

COASTAL REGIONAL CENTER Residential ICF/IID facility located in Summerville. Staff at this 
unit are responsible for providing a broad array of medical, 
therapeutic, recreational, and personal care to individuals with 
some of the most severe disabilities of any served by DDSN.  
Services are provided 24 hours per day/365 days per year. Must 
operate in compliance with extensive federal regulations 
governing all facets of operation. 

2013-14: 20.79%
2014-15: 27.59%
2015-16: 29.45%

2013-14: Y
2014-15: Y
2015-16: Y

None
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Organizational Unit Purpose of Unit Turnover Rate in 
the 
organizational 
unit in 2013-14; 
2014-15; and 
2015-16

Did the agency evaluate 
and track employee 
satisfaction in the 
organizational unit in 
2013-14; 2014-15; and 
2015-16? (Y/N)

Did the agency allow for 
anonymous feedback from 
employees in the 
organizational unit in 2013-
14; 2014-15; and 2015-
16? (Y/N)

Did any of the jobs in the 
organizational unit require a 
certification (e.g., teaching, 
medical, accounting, etc.) in 2013-
14; 2014-15; and 2015-16? (Y/N)

If yes, for any years in the previous 
column, did the agency pay for, or 
provide in-house, 
classes/instruction/etc. needed to 
maintain all, some, or none of the 
required certifications?

PEE DEE/SALEEBY REGIONAL CENTER Residential ICF/IID facilities located in Florence and Hartsville. 
Staff at this unit are responsible for providing a broad array of 
medical, therapy, recreational, and personal care to individuals 
with some of the most severe disabilities of any served by DDSN.  
Services are provided 24 hours per day/365 days per year.  Must 
operate in compliance with extensive federal regulations 
governing all facets of operation. 

2013-14: 16.65%
2014-15: 26.11%
2015-16: 27.15%

2013-14: Y
2014-15: Y
2015-16: Y

None

INTERNAL AUDIT Audit of the agency's and its contractors' processes and business 
practices; reporting to the DSN Commission.

2013-14: 14.29%
2014-15: 14.29%
2015-16: 0%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N

HUMAN RESOURCES Designs, implements, and monitors the administration and 
coordination of the agency's human resources programs. 
Anticipates and plans for long-term HR needs and trends.

2013-14: 20.03%
2014-15: 9.76%
2015-16: 4.55%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N
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Agency Responding
Date of Submission
Note: The details are requested to avoid agencies "arbitrarily" assigning numbers.

Does the agency have any money that is not tracked through SCEIS? (Y/N) (If yes, please outline further by 
responding to Line 15 under Part B1)

Yes 2015-16 Strategic Spending Chart

PART A1 - Cash Balances and Revenue Generated 
--> The amounts below relate to the agency's cash.  
--> The Committee understands the (a) agency is only permitted to spend amounts appropriated or 
authorized, which is addressed in Part A2; and (b) agency may have more cash than it is permitted to spend.

Funding Source Total
Funding Source (if funding sources are combined, do not combine recurring with one-time) n/a n/a

General Fund Appropriations Medicaid Reimbursements Other Earmarked Funds
Restricted Funds Education Improvement 

Act Federal Funds
General Fund Appropriations Non-

Recurring
2014-15 Total revenue generated $367,726,628 n/a $0 $364,058,775 $3,131,563 $257,915 $278,375 $0
2015-16 Total revenue generated $387,983,650 n/a $0 $385,234,319 $2,543,340 $31,891 $174,100 $0
Fund # and Description (Expendable Level - 8 digit) (full set of financials available for each through SCEIS) n/a n/a 10010000 General Fund 37640000 Medicaid Asst Payable Other Earmarked Funds (3000) 49730000 Educ Improvement Federal Funds (5000)

(FEMA & IDEA Grant)
10010000 General Fund

Cash Balances Total n/a
Fund # and Description (Expendable Level - 8 digit) (full set of financials available for each through SCEIS) n/a n/a 10010000 General Fund 37640000 Medicaid Asst Payments 30000000 Other Earmarked Funds 49730000 Educ Improvement

50000000 Federal Funds
(FEMA & IDEA Grant)

10010000 General Fund

Cash balance as of June 30, 2015 (end of FY 2014-15) $3,349,739 n/a $0 $1,830,962 $1,383,722 $268,788 -$133,733 $0
Cash balance as of June 30, 2016 (end of FY 2015-16) $6,421,636 n/a $0 $3,527,877 $2,877,569 $0 $16,190 $0

PART A2 - Funds Appropriated and Authorized for 2015-16 (i.e. Allowed to spend) 
--> The Committee understands the agency may be appropriated or authorized to spend additional money 
during the year.  
Funding Source
Funding Source n/a n/a

General Fund Appropriations Medicaid Reimbursements Other Earmarked Funds
Restricted Funds Education Improvement 

Act
 Federal Grant Funds General Fund Appropriations Non-Recurring

Recurring or one-time? n/a n/a Recurring Recurring Recurring Recurring Recurring Non-Recurring

Appropriation and Authorization Details Totals - Start of year Totals - End of year End of Year End of Year
Amounts appropriated, and amounts authorized, to the agency for 2014-15 that were not spent AND the 
agency can spend in 2015-16

$1,030,471 $1,030,471 $1,030,471 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Amounts appropriated, and amounts authorized, to the agency for 2015-16 $678,517,212 $678,517,212 $224,552,876 $449,693,900 $2,216,782 $613,653 $340,000 $1,100,001
Total Appropriated and Authorized (i.e. allowed to spend)  $679,547,683 $679,547,683 $225,583,347 $449,693,900 $2,216,782 $613,653 $340,000 $1,100,001

PART B1 - Utilization of Funds in 2015-16 
-->  The Committee understands amount the agency budgeted and spent per objective are estimates from 
the agency. The information is acceptable as long as the agency has a logical basis, which the Committee 
may ask the agency to explain, as to how it reached the numbers it provided. 
Funding Source Totals
Funding Source n/a n/a

General Fund Appropriations Medicaid Reimbursements Other Earmarked Funds
Restricted Funds Education Improvement 

Act
Federal Grant Revenue & FEMA Grant Revenue General Fund Appropriations Non-Recurring

Database(s) through which expenditures are tracked (See instructions for further details) n/a n/a SCEIS (State) SCEIS (state); ADL (agency) SCEIS (State) SCEIS (State) SCEIS (State) SCEIS (State)
Recurring or one-time? n/a n/a Recurring Recurring Recurring Recurring One-time One-time
External restrictions (from state or federal government, grant issuer, etc.), if any, on how the agency can use 
the money from each funding source

n/a n/a Per Proviso 36.14: For the current fiscal year, 
the department is authorized to carry forward 

any balance of General Funds appropriated 
for the reduction of the department's waiting 

lists in the prior fiscal year and must utilize 
these funds for the same purpose in the 

current fiscal year. All other expenditures are 
limited to those authorized in the budget.

Per Proviso 36.5: The department is 
authorized to continue to expend 

departmental generated revenues that 
are authorized in the budget.

Per Proviso 36.5: The department is 
authorized to continue to expend 
departmental generated revenues 
that are authorized in the budget.

Per Proviso 36.1: Funds are to be 
used for other operating expenses 

and/or permanent improvements of 
these Work Activity Programs.

EIA (Restricted to program items allowable 
under State Education Improvement Act.)

Restricted to program items allowable per 
federal grant provisions

Per Proviso 118.14 (SR:  Nonrecurring 
Revenue) (24 a,b,c) Autism Services , Special 

Family Resources, Savannah's Playground

State Funded Program # and Description n/a n/a 0100 - Administration                    9500 - Fringe 
Benefits           400* - Program Services

0100 - Administration                    9500 - 
Fringe Benefits                   400* - 

Program Services

0100 - Administration
 400* - Program Services

9500 - Fringe Benefits                  400* - Program 
Services

9500 - Fringe Benefits                  400* - Program 
Services

               400* - Program Services

Current Strategies Totals Planned to Utilize - 
Start of year

Totals Utilized - 
End of year

End of Year End of Year End of Year End of Year End of Year End of Year

General Fund Appropriations Medicaid Reimbursements Other Earmarked Funds
Restricted Funds Education Improvement 

Act
Federal Grant Revenue & FEMA Grant Revenue General Fund Appropriations Non-Recurring

Strategy 1.1:  Greenwood Genetics Center Services to Prevent & Mitigate Birth Defects $10,432,176 $10,366,281 $3,434,300 $6,931,981 $0 $0 $0 $0
Strategy 1.2:  Early Childhood Developmental Delay Services $30,978,087 $23,336,768 $6,892,188 $16,196,108 $0 $0 $148,472 $100,000
Strategy 1.3:  Post Acute Traumatic Brain or Spinal Cord Injury Rehabilitation Services $2,726,828 $2,692,717 $2,692,717 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Strategy 1.4:  Pervasive Developmental Disorder (Autism) Services $10,378,398 $8,111,577 $7,082,254 $1,029,323 $0 $0 $0 $0
Strategy 2.1:  In-Home Support Services (least restrictive community setting) $97,799,040 $66,851,682 $46,640,124 $19,180,823 $30,735 $0 $0 $1,000,000
Strategy 2.2:  Community Residential Services (residential services while still in a community setting) $322,630,197 $314,137,241 $65,245,061 $248,340,330 $409,279 $142,571 $0 $0
Strategy 2.3:  Regional Center Residential Services (severe or profound disabilities) $95,451,750 $86,111,572 $54,372,535 $31,148,197 $422,108 $158,108 $10,624 $0
Strategy 2.4:  Adult Development & Employment Services $74,262,075 $71,934,699 $24,709,698 $46,253,353 $971,648 $0 $0 $0
Strategy 2.5:  Service Coordination $23,939,774 $18,542,692 $7,719,319 $10,823,373 $0 $0 $0 $0

Department of Disabilities and Special Needs
5/1/2017
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Strategy 3.1:  Quality Assurance Monitoring of Provider Contract & Licensing Compliance $1,827,922 $1,827,922 $277,092 $1,550,830 $0 $0 $0 $0
Strategy 3.2:  Monitor Provider Financial Management & Operational Requirements $585,352 $585,352 $567,690 $17,662 $0 $0 $0 $0
Strategy 4.1:  Monitor Organizational Effectiveness through Benchmarks $8,536,084 $7,169,393 $5,010,809 $2,156,373 $2,211 $0 $0 $0
Strategy 4.2:  Organizational Initiatives to Improve Effectiveness embedded in 4.1 embedded in 4.1

Total utilized on Agency Strategies in 2015-16 $679,547,683 $611,667,896 $224,643,787 $383,628,353 $1,835,981 $300,679 $159,096 $1,100,000

Unrelated Purpose (pass through or other purpose unrelated to agency's strategic plan) Totals Planned to Utilize - 
Start of year

Totals Utilized - 
End of year

End of Year End of Year

Unrelated Purpose #1 - insert description: n/a n/a
Unrelated Purpose #2 - insert description:
Insert any additional unrelated purposes

Total utilized on purposes unrelated to Agency Strategies in 2015-16

PART B2 - Appropriations and authorizations remaining at the end of 2015-16
Totals Start of Year End of Year
Funding Source n/a n/a General Fund Appropriations Medicaid Reimbursements Other Earmarked Funds Restricted Funds Education Improvement Act Federal Grant Revenue & FEMA Grant Revenue General Fund Appropriations Non-Recurring
Appropriated and authorized $679,547,683 $679,547,683 $225,583,347 $449,693,900 $2,216,782 $613,653 $340,000 $1,100,001
(minus) Utilized on Agency Strategies in 2015-16 $679,547,683 $611,667,896 $224,643,787 $383,628,353 $1,835,981 $300,679 $159,096 $1,100,000
(minus) Utilized on purposes unrelated to Agency Strategies in 2015-16 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Amount of appropriations and authorizations remaining $0 $67,879,787 $939,560 $66,065,547 $380,801 $312,974 $180,904 $1
Amount remaining as % of total appropriations and authorizations 0.00% 9.99% 0.42% 14.69% 17.18% 51.00% 53.21% 0.00%

Explanation for Amount Remaining:
Excess authorization in Other Funds account for the$67.6M remaining.  Funds could only be expended 
if State Funds were available and expended to generate Medicaid revenue.  Other Funds authorization 
may be lower or higher than actual revenue. Agencies may spend the lesser of actual revenue or the 
amount of authorization in the budget.  To spend Other Funds an agency must have cash (revenue) 
and authorization.  The agency's spending plan for FY 16 was approximately $620M.  The agency 
expended approximately $612M leaving a difference of $8M or 1.29% between projected 
expenditures and actual expenditures.   
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Agency Responding
Date of Submission
Note: The details are requested to avoid agencies "arbitrarily" assigning numbers.

Line #
1 Does the agency have any money that is not tracked through SCEIS? (Y/N) (If yes, please outline 

further by responding to Line 15 under Part B1)
Yes

PART A1 - Cash Balances and Revenue Generated 
--> The amounts below relate to the agency's cash.  
--> The Committee understands the (a) agency is only permitted to spend amounts appropriated or 
authorized, which is addressed in Part A2; and (b) agency may have more cash than it is permitted 
to spend.

Line #
Funding Source

Total

2 Funding Source  (if funding sources are combined, do not combine recurring with one-time) n/a n/a
General Fund 

Appropriations
Medicaid Reimbursements Other Earmarked Funds

Restricted Funds 
Education 

Improvement Act
Federal Funds

General Fund 
Appropriations Non-

Recurring
3 2015-16 Total revenue generated $387,983,650 n/a $0 $385,234,319 $2,543,340 $31,891 $174,100 $0
4 2016-17 Total estimated revenue $390,571,874 n/a $0 $385,234,320 $3,743,414 $548,653 $1,045,487 $0
5 Fund # and Description (Expendable Level - 8 digit) (full set of financials available for each through 

SCEIS)
n/a n/a 10010000 General Fund 37640000 Medicaid Asst 

Payable
Other Earmarked Funds 

(3000)
49730000 Educ 
Improvement

Federal Funds (5000)
(FEMA & IDEA Grant)

10010000 General Fund

Cash Balances Total n/a
6 Fund # and Description (Expendable Level - 8 digit) (full set of financials available for each through 

SCEIS)
n/a n/a 10010000 General Fund 37640000 Medicaid Asst 

Payments
30000000 Other 
Earmarked Funds

49730000 Educ 
Improvement

Federal Funds
(FEMA & IDEA Grant)

General Fund 
Appropriations Non-

Recurring
8 Cash balance as of June 30, 2016 (end of FY 2015-16) $6,421,636 n/a $0 $3,527,877 $2,877,569 $0 $16,190 $0

PART A2 - Funds Appropriated and Authorized for 2016-17 (i.e. Allowed to spend) 
--> The Committee understands the agency may be appropriated or authorized to spend additional 
money during the year.  

Line #
Funding Source

9 Funding Source n/a n/a
General Fund 

Appropriations
Medicaid Reimbursements Other Earmarked Funds

Restricted Funds 
Education 

Improvement Act
Federal Grant

General Fund 
Appropriations Non-

Recurring
10 Recurring or one-time? n/a n/a Recurring Recurring Recurring Recurring Recurring Non-Recurring

Appropriation and Authorization Details Totals - Start of year Totals - End of year End of Year End of Year
11 Amounts appropriated, and amounts authorized, to the agency for 2015-16 that were not spent 

AND the agency can spend in 2016-17 $939,561
n/a

$939,561 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
12 Amounts appropriated, and amounts authorized, to the agency for 2016-17 $738,485,796 n/a $240,153,324 $494,201,528 $2,236,804 $548,653 $1,045,487 $300,000
13 Total Appropriated and Authorized (i.e. allowed to spend)  $739,425,357 n/a $241,092,885 $494,201,528 $2,236,804 $548,653 $1,045,487 $300,000

PART B1 - Utilization of Funds in 2016-17 
-->  The Committee understands amount the agency budgeted and spent per objective are 
estimates from the agency. The information is acceptable as long as the agency has a logical basis, 
which the Committee may ask the agency to explain, as to how it reached the numbers it provided. 

Department of Disabilities and Special Needs
5/1/2017

2016-17 Strategic Budging Chart
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Line #
Funding Source

Totals

14 Funding Source n/a n/a
General Fund 

Appropriations
Medicaid Reimbursements Other Earmarked Funds

Restricted Funds 
Education 

Improvement Act

Federal Grant Revenue 
& FEMA Grant Revenue

General Fund 
Appropriations - Non-

Recurring
15 Database(s) through which expenditures are tracked (See instructions for further details) n/a n/a SCEIS (State) SCEIS (state); ADL (agency) SCEIS (State) SCEIS (State) SCEIS (State) SCEIS (State)
16 Recurring or one-time? n/a n/a Recurring Recurring Recurring Recurring One-time Non-Recurring
17 External restrictions (from state or federal government, grant issuer, etc.), if any, on how the 

agency can use the money from each funding source
n/a n/a Per Proviso 36.14: For 

the current fiscal year, 
the department is 
authorized to carry 

forward any balance of 
General Funds 

appropriated for the 
reduction of the 

department's waiting 
lists in the prior fiscal 
year and must utilize 
these funds for the 

same purpose in the 
current fiscal year. All 

other expenditures are 
limited to those 

authorized in the 
budget.

Per Proviso 36.5: The 
department is authorized to 

continue to expend 
departmental generated 

revenues that are authorized 
in the budget.

Per Proviso 36.5: The 
department is authorized 

to continue to expend 
departmental generated 

revenues that are 
authorized in the budget.

Per Proviso 36.1: Funds 
are to be used for other 

operating expenses 
and/or permanent 

improvements of these 
Work Activity Programs.

EIA (Restricted to 
program items 

allowable under State 
Education 

Improvement Act.)

Restricted to program 
items allowable per 

federal grant provisions

Per Proviso 118.16 (SR:  
Nonrecurring Revenue) 
(26) Lander Equestrian 

Center

18 State Funded Program # and Description n/a n/a 0100 - Administration                    
9500 - Fringe Benefits           

400* - Program Services

0100 - Administration                    
9500 - Fringe Benefits                   

400* - Program Services

0100 - Administration
 400* - Program Services

9500 - Fringe Benefits                  
400* - Program 

Services

9500 - Fringe Benefits                  
400* - Program Services

           400* - Program 
Services

19 Current Objectives Totals Planned to Utilize - 
Start of year

Totals Utilized - 
End of year

Budgeted to utilize - 
Start of year

Budgeted to utilize - Start of 
year

Budgeted to utilize - Start 
of year

Budgeted to utilize - 
Start of year

Budgeted to utilize - 
Start of year

Budgeted to utilize - 
Start of year

General Fund 
Appropriations Medicaid Reimbursements Other Earmarked Funds

Restricted Funds 
Education 

Improvement Act

Federal Grant Revenue 
& FEMA Grant Revenue

General Fund 
Appropriations - Non-

Recurring
Strategy 1.1:  Greenwood Genetics Center Services to Prevent & Mitigate Birth Defects $11,811,376 n/a $3,934,300 $7,877,076 $0 $0 $0 $0
Strategy 1.2:  Early Childhood Developmental Delay Services $31,479,472 n/a $6,835,563 $24,420,909 $0 $0 $223,000 $0
Strategy 1.3:  Post Acute Traumatic Brain or Spinal Cord Injury Rehabilitation Services $3,100,000 n/a $3,100,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Strategy 1.4:  Pervasive Developmental Disorder (Autism) Services $10,323,590 n/a $7,023,590 $3,300,000 $0 $0 $0
Strategy 2.1:  In-Home Support Services (least restrictive community setting) $128,148,699 n/a $57,477,479 $70,566,220 $90,000 $0 $15,000 $0
Strategy 2.2:  Community Residential Services (residential services while still in a community 
setting) $339,047,125

n/a
$77,841,008 $259,273,570 $1,006,588 $220,472 $705,487 $0

Strategy 2.3:  Regional Center Residential Services (severe or profound disabilities) $100,833,502 n/a $56,499,910 $43,406,945 $496,466 $328,181 $102,000 $0
Strategy 2.4:  Adult Development & Employment Services $80,338,186 n/a $15,342,935 $64,060,251 $635,000 $0 $0 $300,000
Strategy 2.5:  Service Coordination $22,893,752 n/a $6,675,217 $16,218,535 $0 $0 $0 $0
Strategy 3.1:  Quality Assurance Monitoring of Provider Contract & Licensing Compliance $1,883,953 n/a $283,704 $1,600,249 $0 $0 $0 $0
Strategy 3.2:  Monitor Provider Financial Management & Operational Requirements $658,546 n/a $621,302 $37,244 $0 $0 $0 $0
Strategy 4.1:  Monitor Organizational Effectiveness through Benchmarks $8,907,156 n/a $5,457,877 $3,440,529 $8,750 $0 $0 $0
Strategy 4.2:  Organizational Initiatives to Improve Effectiveness embedded in 4.1 n/a $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total planned to utilize on Agency Strategies in 2016-17 $739,425,357 n/a $241,092,885 $494,201,528 $2,236,804 $548,653 $1,045,487 $300,000

Unrelated Purpose (pass through or other purpose unrelated to agency's strategic plan) Totals Planned to Utilize - 
Start of year

Totals Utilized - 
End of year

Budgeted to utilize - 
Start of year

Budgeted to utilize - Start of 
year

Unrelated Purpose #1 - insert description: n/a n/a
Unrelated Purpose #2 - insert description: n/a n/a
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Insert any additional unrelated purposes n/a n/a
Total planned to utilize on purposes unrelated to Agency Objectives in 2016-17 n/a n/a

PART B2 - Appropriations and authorizations remaining at the end of 2015-16
Totals Start of Year End of Year
Funding Source n/a n/a

Line #
Appropriated and authorized $739,425,357 n/a

20 (minus) Planned to utilize on Agency Objectives in 2016-17 $739,425,357 n/a
(minus) Planned to utilize on purposes unrelated to Agency Objectives in 2016-17 $0 n/a
Amount of appropriations and authorizations remaining $0 n/a
Amount remaining as % of total appropriations and authorizations 0.00% n/a

Explanation for Amount Remaining:
The agency spending plan outlines $670.4M in expected expenditures for FY 17.  This would 
leave approximately $69m in excess authorization at the end of FY 17. Funds could only be 
expended if State Funds were available and expended to generate Medicaid revenue.  Other 
Funds authorization may be lower or higher than actual revenue. Agencies may spend the lesser 
of actual revenue or the amount of authorization in the budget.  To spend Other Funds an 
agency must have cash (revenue) and authorization.  
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Agency Responding

Date of Submission:  May 1, 2017

actual  target national bench- mark

Annual Rate of Neural Tube Birth Defects Per 10,000 Live 
Births & Compare to National Benchmark

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 7.1 6.6 7.2      (7.0) 8.5      (8.0) 6.9 8.0 7.0 6.9

Annual # of Children with Metabolic Disorders Receiving 
Curative Treatment

Output Agency selected July 1 - June 30 204 106 118     (125) 174     (190) 208 190 208

Average % Gain in Standardized Adaptive Behavior Domain 
Scores for Children in the Pervasive Developmental Disorder 
(PDD) Waiver after Two Years of Service

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 11.8% 10.4% 10.4% (11.0%) 10.4%   (11.0%) 10.4% 11.0% 10.4%

% of Children Receiving Early Intervention Services Prior to 
Third Birthday

Outcome Agency selected July 1 80.6% 74.6% 75.6%   (77.0%) 84.4%   (87.5%) 86.2% 87.5% 86.2%

United Cerebral Palsy Community Inclusion Ranking (National 
Benchmark)

Outcome Agency selected Arizona Annual Report 13th 12th 6th  (6th) 9th  (6th) 14th 6th 25th 14th

# Children Served in PRTFs Outcome Agency selected July 1 18 61 75  (70) 62  (70) 64 55 64

# Children Served in Regional Centers Outcome Agency selected July 1 9 8 6  (4) 6  (4) 5 5 5

Ratio of Persons Served In HCB Waivers Versus ICF/IID Efficiency Agency selected Arizona July 1 6.39 7 7.4  (8.0) 8   (8.5) 9.6 8.5 9.6

# of Persons Served in Nursing Facilities Per 100,000 General 
Population & Compare to National Benchmark

Outcome Agency selected Ohio July 1 4.4 4 3.9  (3.8) 4.4  (4.0) 4.6 4 8.9 4.6

# of Persons Served in 16 + Bed Institutions Per 100,000 
General Population & Compare to National Benchmark

Outcome Agency selected Hawaii July 1 20.1 20.5 20.3  (20.1) 20.2  (20.1) 19.7 20.1 25.0 19.7

% of Individuals Receiving Day Services in an Integrated 
Employment Setting & Compare to National Benchmark

Outcome Agency selected Washington July 1 29% 30% 29%  (30%) 29%  (30%) 29% 30% 19% 29%

Average Length of Wait for Individuals Removed from the 
Critical Needs List

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 61 days 62 days                 
(45 days)

51 days             (45 
days)

56 days             (50 
days)

88 days 50 days 60 days

Average Annual Overall Contract Compliance Review (CCR) 
Score (%)

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 88.8% 93.1% 92.7%  (93.3%) 93.6%  (94.0%) 91.8% 94.0% 91.5%

Annual # of Community Service Providers with less than 70% 
Contract Compliance Review Key Indicator in One Review Area 
(Total Six Possible Review Areas)

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 10 8 10  (7) 6  (7) 20 5 19

Department of Disabilities and Special Needs

Actual Results (& 
Target Results)
Time Period #4 

Actual Results (& Target Results) Target Results
Time Period #6 

(current time period) 

Types of Performance Measures: 
Outcome Measure  - A quantifiable indicator of the public and customer benefits from an agency's actions.  Outcome measures are used to assess an agency's effectiveness in serving its key customers and in achieving its mission, goals and objectives.  They are also used 
to direct resources to strategies with the greatest effect on the most valued outcomes.  Outcome measures should be the first priority.  Example - % of licensees with no violations.
Efficiency Measure  - A quantifiable indicator of productivity expressed in unit costs, units of time, or other ratio-based units.  Efficiency measures are used to assess the cost-efficiency, productivity, and timeliness of agency operations.  Efficiency measures measure the 
efficient use of available resources and should be the second priority.  Example - cost per inspection
Output Measure  - A quantifiable indicator of the number of goods or services an agency produces.  Output measures are used to assess workload and the agency's efforts to address demands.  Output measures measure workload and efforts and should be the third 
priority.  Example - # of business license applications processed.
Input/Activity Measure  - Resources that contribute to the production and delivery of a service.  Inputs are "what we use to do the work."  They measure the factors or requests received that explain performance (i.e. explanatory).  These measures should be the last 
priority.  Example - # of license applications received

Note:  Delete any rows not needed; Add any additional rows needed

Performance Measure Type of Measure Agency selected; 
Required by State; or 
Required by Federal

Who performs the 
best in the country 
on this measure? 

Time Applicable Actual Results (& 
Target Results)
Time Period #1 

Actual Results (& 
Target Results)
Time Period #2 

Actual Results (& 
Target Results)
Time Period #3 

Performance Measures Chart
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Average Annual Overall Licensing Survey Compliance Score (%) Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 93.6% 93.6% 94.5%  (95%) 92.4%  (95%) 91.7% 95.0% 91.8%

actual  target national bench- mark

Annual # of Community Residential or Day Facilities with less 
than 70% Licensure Compliance

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 1 0  (0) 0  (0) 1 0 0

Average # of Deficiencies in Annual Compliance Review of 
Community ICF/IID Facilities

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 14.5 13.1 10  (9) 8.4  (9) 7.5 8.0 7.5

Average # of Deficiencies in Annual Compliance Review of 
Regional Center ICF/IID Facilities

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 26.1 17.3 12  (12.0) 12.9  (12.0) 9.6 12.0 9.6

Annual # of Community ICF/IID Immediate Jeopardy Findings Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 1 0 0  (0) 0  (0) 0 0 0

Annual # of Regional Center Immediate Jeopardy Findings Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 0 0 0  (0) 0  (0) 0 0 0

Annual Rate of Substantiated Allegations of 
Abuse/Neglect/Exploitation Per 100 Served in Community 
Residential Settings

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 0.2 0 0.3  (quarterly trend 
analysis)

0.1  (quarterly trend 
analysis)

0.07 0 0.07 & quarterly trend 
analysis

Annual Rate of Substantiated Allegations of 
Abuse/Neglect/Exploitation Per 100 Served in Regional Centers

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 0 0 0 (quarterly trend 
analysis)

0  (quarterly trend 
analysis)

0.3 0 0.25 & quarterly trend 
analysis

Annual Rate of Critical Incidents Per 100 Served in Community 
Residential Settings

Output Agency selected July 1 - June 30 16.81 16.91 15.61  (15) 16.53  (15) 19.14 15 19

Annual Rate of Critical Incidents Per 100 Served in Regional 
Centers

Output Agency selected July 1 - June 30 26.5 31.2 29.6  (29) 31.9  (29) 40.1 29.0 39.0

Annual Rate of Fall Related Critical Incidents Per 100 Served in 
Community Residential Settings

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 1.4 1.54 1.38  (1.25) 1.56  (1.30) 1.12 1.3 1.12

Annual Rate of Fall Related Critical Incidents Per 100 Served in 
Regional Centers

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 0.98 0.88 0.53  (.45) 0.93  (.75) 1.54 0.75 1.12

% of Total Served Supported In Home & Compare to National 
Benchmark

Output Agency selected Arizona July 1 71% 72% 72%  (73.0%) 71.0%  (73.0%) 71% 73% 56% 71%

# of Persons Served Per 100,000 General Population & 
Compare to National Benchmark

Output Agency selected Ohio July 1 369.5 368.8 368.6  (369.0) 370.4  (371.5) 365.9 371.5 358.8 365.9

% of Individuals Served in Regional Centers w/ Severe or 
Profound ID & Compare to National Benchmark

Efficiency Agency selected Kentucky July 1 81.7% 81.7% 84.5%  (86%) 84.5%  (86%) 84.5% 86.0% 76.0% 84.5%

Administrative Expenses as a % of Total Expenses Efficiency Agency selected July 1 - June 30 1.58% 1.51% 1.34%  (1.25%) 1.3%  (1.25%) 1.29% 1.25% 1.29%

Average Annual Per Person HCB Waiver Cost & Compare to 
National Benchmark

Efficiency Agency selected Mississippi July 1 - June 30 $39,286 $33,603 $29,966  ($30,000) $36,260  ($37,500) $29,689 $37,500 $44,160 $29,689

Average Annual Per Person Community ICF/IID Cost & 
Compare to National Benchmark

Efficiency Agency selected Alabama July 1 - June 30 $87,179 $70,018 $76,661  ($80,000) $89,487  ($92,500) $98,957 $92,500 $100,552 $98,957

Average Annual Per Person Regional Center Cost & Compare to 
National Benchmark

Efficiency Agency selected Mississippi July 1 - June 30 $122,275 $122,275 $114,245  ($120,000) $126,655 ($130,000) $126,655 $130,000 $237,250 $126,655

% of DDSN consumers served by only DDSN Efficiency Agency selected July 1 91.0% 91.5% 93.0%  (93.5%) 92.5%  (93.5%) 93.0% 93.5% 93.0%

# Individuals on DDSN Managed HCB Waiver Waiting Lists Outcome Agency selected July 1 7778 9436 11,212  (10,500) 10,660  (10,000) 10,464 10,000 10,300

Average Time of Wait (in years) for Individuals Enrolled in 
ID/RD Waiver

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 5.5 5.9 6.7  (5.0) 6.0  (5.5) 3.5 5.5 3.4

Target Results
Time Period #6 

(current time period) 

Actual Results (& 
Target Results)
Time Period #1 

Actual Results (& 
Target Results)
Time Period #2 

Actual Results (& 
Target Results)
Time Period #3 

Actual Results (& 
Target Results)
Time Period #4 

Actual Results (& Target Results)Performance Measure Type of Measure Agency selected; 
Required by State; or 
Required by Federal

Who performs the 
best in the country 
on this measure? 

Time Applicable
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Average Time of Wait (in years) for Individuals Enrolled in CS 
Waiver

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 2.6 3.1 4.1  (3.5) 3.4  (3.0) 1.5 3 1.4

actual  target national bench- mark

Average Time of Wait (in years) for Individuals Enrolled in 
HASCI Waiver

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 3.8 3.1 2.2  (1.0) 0  (0) 0 0 0

NEW in FY 16/17:  # of Transfers from Regional Centers to 
Community Residential Settings

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 24 by 6/30/2017

NEW in FY 16/17:  Complete Re-examination of Post Acute 
Rehabilitation Service Contracts

Outcome Agency selected July1 - June 30 complete by 
6/30/2017

NEW in FY 16/17:  # of New Residential Settings Developed Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 50 by  6/30/2017

NEW in FY 16/17:  # of DDSN Directly Operated Community 
Homes Developed

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 6 by 6/30/2018

NEW in FY 16/17:  Begin Centralization of Annual Service 
Authorization by DDSN

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 complete by 
6/30/2017

NEW in FY 16/17:  Complete the Modification of the Licensing 
and Contract Compliance Review Requirements and Submit 
RFP

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 complete by 
6/30/2017

NEW in FY 16/17:  Begin the Modification of the Critical 
Incident Reporting Program  

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 complete by 
6/30/2017

NEW in FY 16/17:  Complete the Re-examination of the 
Distribution of Audit Report Policy   

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 complete by 
6/30/2017

NEW in FY 16/17:  Complete Assessment if a Policy is Needed 
Requiring Private Health Care Providers Furnish an Annual 
Certified Financial Statement to DDSN

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 complete by 
6/30/2017

NEW in FY 16/17:  Assess if a Policy is Needed Establishing 
Monetary Penalties on Providers with Repeat Audit Findings of 
Substantial Non-compliance 

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 complete by 
6/30/2017

NEW in FY 16/17:  Carryforward Will Be Less Than 1% Net of 
Estimated Medicaid Settlement Cost Needs

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 1 percent

NEW in FY 16/17:  Establish Budget Priority Request to 
Increase Direct Care Workers' Wages and Proactively Advocate 
in all Appropriate Forums

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 complete by 
6/30/2017

Performance Measure Type of Measure Agency selected; 
Required by State; or 
Required by Federal

Who performs the 
best in the country 
on this measure? 

Time Applicable Actual Results (& 
Target Results)
Time Period #1 

Actual Results (& 
Target Results)
Time Period #2 

Actual Results (& 
Target Results)
Time Period #3 

Actual Results (& 
Target Results)
Time Period #4 

Actual Results (& Target Results) Target Results
Time Period #6 

(current time period) 
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Agency Responding Department of Disabilities and Special 
Needs

Date of Submission 5/1/2017

Total # of FTEs Total amount 
Appropriated and 
Authorized to 
Spend

Total # of FTEs Total amount 
Appropriated and 
Authorized to 
Spend

authorized-2122 
available-1987 
utilized-1697

$679,547,683 authorized-2122 
available-1987 
utilized-1685

$739,425,357 

Strategic Plan Part and Description 
(2016-17)
(e.g., Goal 1 - Insert Goal 1; Strategy 1.1 - Insert Strategy 1.1; 
Objective 1.1.1 - Insert Objective 1.1.1)

Intended Public Benefit/Outcome:
(Ex. Outcome = incidents decrease and 
public perceives that the road is safer)  

# of 
Consumers 
Served in FY 
2015-16

# of FTE 
equivalents 
utilized 

Total amount 
spent                 
(spending 
calculated at the 
strategy level)

# of FTE 
equivalents 
planned to utilize

 Total amount 
budgeted  

Associated Performance Measures Associated Organizational 
Unit(s)

Responsible Employee 
Name & Time staff member 
has been responsible for 
the goal or objective 

Does this 
person have 
input into  
strategy? 
(Y/N)

Partner(s), by segment, the 
agency works with to achieve the 
objective 

Goal 1: Prevent Disabilities and Ameliorate Impact of Disabilities See below

Strategy 1.1:  Greenwood Genetic Center Birth Defect 
Services 

prevent and mitigate birth defects 1669  <1  $       10,366,281 <1  $      11,811,376 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Objective 1.1.1:  Annual neural tube birth defect rate in SC will 
remain at or below national average (7.0 per 10,000 live births)

minimize incidents of neural tube defects 
and associated long-term medical costs

annual rate of neural tube defect births per 10,000 live births in SC Policy; and Administrative Beck; more than 3 years   
Waring; more than 3 years

Yes SCDHHS; Greenwood Genetics; and 
community organizations

Objective 1.1.2:  Provide curative treatment to all children with 
metabolic disorders

mitigate health impact of metabolic 
disorders and associated long-term medical 
costs

# of children receiving metabolic treatment at the Greenwood Genetic 
Center

Policy; and Administrative Beck; more than 3 years   
Waring; more than 3 years

SCDHHS; Greenwood Genetics; 
community organizations; and 
school districts

Objective 1.1.3:  Provide prevention education and awareness 
with specific contract deliverables

mitigate risk of future birth defects and 
associated long-term medical costs

compare Greenwood Genetics' annual contract deliverables with its 
end of the year results reporting

Policy; and Administrative Beck; new in FY 16/17    
Waring; new in FY 16/17

SCDHHS; Greenwood Genetics; 
community organizations; and 
school districts

Strategy 1.2:  Early Childhood Developmental Delay Services 
(BabyNet & Early Intervention)

mitigate developmental delays         (ages 
0-6)

9,098 2  $       23,336,768 2  $      31,479,472 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Objective 1.2.1:  At least 86% of at-risk children served should 
receive early intervention services prior to third birthday 

the earlier a child receives intervention 
services, the more likely higher 
developmental outcomes achieved 

percentage of total children receiving early intervention services prior 
to third birthday during the FY 

Operations Goodell; more than 3 years Yes First Steps; SCDHHS; DDSN 
qualified providers; and SCDOE

Strategy 1.3:  Post Acute Traumatic Brain or Spinal Cord 
Injury Rehabilitation Services 

ameliorate impact of traumatic brain and 
spinal cord injuries

54 <1  $         2,692,717 <1  $        3,100,000 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Objective 1.3.1:  Re-examine post acute rehabilitation service 
contracts with four providers to better individualize services and 
serve more individuals

serve more individuals complete contract re-examination by 6/30/2017 Policy Beck; new in FY 16/17 Yes private health care providers

Strategy 1.4:  Pervasive Developmental Disorder (Autism) 
Services

mitigate developmental disorders and 
associated long-term medical costs

1,255 -waiver 
6000-other

2  $         8,111,577 2  $      10,323,590 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Objective 1.4.1: Children completing PDD Program will 
experience average gain of 10% in standardized adaptive 
behavior scores after two years of service

mitigation of developmental disorders average gain in standardized adaptive behavior domain scores for 
children in PDD Program after two years of service

Policy Beck; more than 3 years Yes private health care providers; and 
SCDHHS

Strategic Plan Summary Chart

2015-16 2016-17

Mission:  Assist people with disabilities and their families through choice in meeting needs; pursuing 
Legal Basis:  SC State Code, Section 44-20-20
Vision:  To provide the very best services to all persons with disabilities and their families in South Carolina
Legal Basis:  SC State Code, Sections 44-20-20, 44-20-220 & 44-20-240 

2015-16 2016-17
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Strategic Plan Part and Description 
(2016-17)
(e.g., Goal 1 - Insert Goal 1; Strategy 1.1 - Insert Strategy 1.1; 
Objective 1.1.1 - Insert Objective 1.1.1)

Intended Public Benefit/Outcome:
(Ex. Outcome = incidents decrease and 
public perceives that the road is safer)  

# of 
Consumers 
Served in FY 
2015-16

# of FTE 
equivalents 
utilized 

Total amount 
spent                 
(spending 
calculated at the 
strategy level)

# of FTE 
equivalents 
planned to utilize

 Total amount 
budgeted  

Associated Performance Measures Associated Organizational 
Unit(s)

Responsible Employee 
Name & Time staff member 
has been responsible for 
the goal or objective 

Does this 
person have 
input into  
strategy? 
(Y/N)

Partner(s), by segment, the 
agency works with to achieve the 
objective 

Goal 2: Provide Services in Community Integrated and Least 
Restrictive Settings and Promote Individual Independence

See below

Strategy 2.1: In-Home Family Support Services (least 
restrictive community setting)

serves consumers at home, which is the 
least restrictive community based 
setting; promotes community 
integration, higher quality of life, 
consumer choice, lower costs, and 
individual independence

37,330 24  $       66,851,682 25  $   128,148,699 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Objective 2.1.1: The % of total individuals with ID/DD receiving 
services in home will be at or above the national average (56%)

maximize use of in-home supports & 
services enables individuals to live at home 
promoting higher quality of life, consumer 
choice, and lower costs

% of total served supported in-home divided by the total population 
served in-home, residential, and regional centers

Operations; 
Administrative; and Policy

Goodell; more than 3 years   
Waring; more then 3 years 
Beck; more than 3 years 

Yes SCDHHS; DDSN qualified provider 
network; private health care 
providers; and families

Objective 2.1.2:  Monitor community support waiver list 
(average wait time; total individuals) as a critical factor in 
budget requests and budget allocation decisions

increasing use of in-home supports & 
services enables individuals to live at home 
promoting higher quality of life, consumer 
choice, and lower costs

formerly monitor on no less than a quarterly basis Operations; and Policy Goodell; more than 3 years    
Beck; more than 3 years

Yes SCDHHS; DDSN qualified provider 
network; private health care 
providers; and families

Objective 2.1.3:  Maintain Head and Spinal Cord Injury (HASCI) 
waiting list at zero

maximize use of in-home supports & 
services enables individuals to live at home 
promoting higher quality of life, consumer 
choice, and lower costs

# of people on the HASCI waiting list Policy Beck; more than 3 years  Yes SCDHHS; DDSN qualified provider 
network; private health care 
providers; and families

Objective 2.1.4:  : Maintain a ratio of at least 9.6 to 1 of persons 
served in HCB waivers (ID/RD) compared to ICF/IID waiver

indicative of consumers being provided 
choice to live in the community or at home 
which improves quality of life and lowers 
costs

ratio of persons served In HCB waivers versus ICF/IID waiver Operations Goodell; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; DDSN qualified provider 
network; private health care 
providers; and families

Strategy 2.2:  Community Residential Services (residential 
habilitation services while still in the community)

serves consumers requiring residential 
habilitation services while still in a 
community based setting; promotes 
community integration, higher quality of 
life, consumer choice, lower costs, and 
individual independence

4,639 91  $     314,137,241 99  $   339,047,125 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Objective 2.2.1: South Carolina will rank in the top 10 in the 
annual United Cerebral Palsy (UCP) Community Inclusion Report 

indicative of consumers being provided 
choice to live in the community or at home 
which improves quality of life and lower 
costs

The annual United Cerebral Palsy Inclusion Report Operations Goodell; more than 3 years Yes United Cerebral Palsy Association

Objective 2.2.2:  Develop an additional 50 less restrictive 
residential settings 

increasing use of less restrictive community 
residential services enables individuals to 
live in the community promoting a higher 
quality of life, consumer choice, and lower 
costs

# of residential development of less restrictive settings during FY 
16/17

Operations Goodell; new in FY 16/17 Yes SCDHHS; DDSN qualified provides; 
and private health care providers

Objective 2.2.3: Average length of wait for individuals placed on 
Critical Needs List will be less than 60 days

decrease time to receive consumer services average of all consumer's wait time on the Critical Needs List during 
the FY

Operations Goodell; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; DDSN qualified provides; 
and private health care providers

Objective 2.2.4:  Develop 6 DDSN directly operated community 
homes

expand capacity to serve individuals on the 
Critical Waiting List

6 DDSN directly operated community homes will be operational by 
end of FY 17/18

Operations Goodell; new in FY 16/17 Yes DDSN qualified providers; and 
SCDHHS

Objective 2.2.5:  Psychiatric Residential Treatment Facilities will 
serve less than 65 children during the FY 

promotes children living with their families 
and in the community for a higher quality 
of life

# of children served in Psychiatric Residential Treatment Facilities 
during the FY

Operations Goodell; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Objective 2.2.6: Average annual per person HCB waiver cost will 
be less the national average ($44,160)

maximize resources available to serve 
additional individuals

average annual per person HCB waiver cost compared to national 
benchmark (Residential Information Systems Project Annual Report, 
University of Minnesota)

Operations Goodell; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Objective 2.2.7:  Monitor ID/RD waiver list (average wait time; 
total individuals) as a critical factor in budget requests and 
budget allocation decisions

increasing use of in-home supports & 
services enables individuals to live at home 
promoting higher quality of life, consumer 
choice, and lower costs

formerly monitor on no less than a quarterly basis Operations; and Policy Goodell; more than 3 years    
Beck; more than 3 years

Yes SCDHHS; DDSN qualified provider 
network; private health care 
providers; and families
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Strategic Plan Part and Description 
(2016-17)
(e.g., Goal 1 - Insert Goal 1; Strategy 1.1 - Insert Strategy 1.1; 
Objective 1.1.1 - Insert Objective 1.1.1)

Intended Public Benefit/Outcome:
(Ex. Outcome = incidents decrease and 
public perceives that the road is safer)  

# of 
Consumers 
Served in FY 
2015-16

# of FTE 
equivalents 
utilized 

Total amount 
spent                 
(spending 
calculated at the 
strategy level)

# of FTE 
equivalents 
planned to utilize

 Total amount 
budgeted  

Associated Performance Measures Associated Organizational 
Unit(s)

Responsible Employee 
Name & Time staff member 
has been responsible for 
the goal or objective 

Does this 
person have 
input into  
strategy? 
(Y/N)

Partner(s), by segment, the 
agency works with to achieve the 
objective 

Strategy 2.3:  Regional Center Residential Services (severe or 
profound disabilities)

serves fragile consumers with severe or 
profound disabilities where community 
based services are not appropriate 

666 1,495  $       86,111,572 1,765  $   100,833,502 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Objective 2.3.1: South Carolina will serve fewer individuals per 
100K population in 16 + bed institutions than the national 
average (25.0 per 100K)

indicative of consumers being provided 
choice to live in the community or at home, 
rather than a Regional Center ICF/IID, 
which improves quality of life and lowers 
costs

# of individuals served in 16 + bed institutions per 100K general 
population compared to a national benchmark (Residential 
Information Systems Project Annual Report, University of Minnesota)

Operations Goodell; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Objective 2.3.2: The % of individuals served at the Regional 
Center ICF/IIDs with severe or profound disabilities will be at or 
above the national average (76.0%)

indicative of Regional Center ICF/IID 
facilities being properly used to serve only 
the most severe ID/RD consumers

% of individuals served in Regional Center ICF/IIDs with severe or 
profound ID compared to national benchmark (Residential Information 
Systems Project Annual Report, University of Minnesota)

Operations Goodell; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS

Objective 2.3.3: South Carolina will serve fewer individuals with 
ID in nursing facilities than the national average (8.9 per 100K)

promotes consumer placement in facilities 
better suited for ID support

# of individuals served in nursing facilities Per 100K general population 
compared to national benchmark (Residential Information Systems 
Project Annual Report, University of Minnesota)

Operations Goodell; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; DDSN qualified providers;  
and private health care providers

Objective 2.3.4:  Have less than 6 children in Regional Centers promotes children living with their families 
and in the community for a higher quality 
of life

# of children served in Regional Centers Operations Goodell; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Objective 2.3.5:  Average annual per person ICF/IID waiver cost 
will be less than national average (community ICF - $100,556; 
Regional Center - $237,250)

maximize resources available to serve 
additional individuals 

average annual per person ICF/IID waiver cost compared to national 
benchmark (Residential Information Systems Project Annual Report, 
University of Minnesota)

Operations Goodell; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Objective 2.3.6:  Identify opportunities to support Regional 
Center consumers transfer to community residential settings 
with a projection of 24 transfers

indicative of consumers being provided a 
choice to live in the community, which 
improves quality of life and lowers costs

# of transfers of Regional Center consumers to community residential 
settings in FY 16/17

Operations Goodell; new in FY 16/17 Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Strategy 2.4:  Adult Development & Employment Support 
Services

promotes independence, community 
involvement, and quality of life

6,399 day   
2,359 employ

1  $       71,934,699 1  $      80,338,186 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Objective 2.4.1: The % of individuals receiving day services in 
integrated employment settings will be at or above the national 
average (19%)

employment correlates with increased 
quality of life

% of Individuals receiving day services in integrated employment 
settings  compared to national benchmark (Residential Information 
Systems Project Annual Report, University of Minnesota) 

Operations Goodell; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Strategy 2.5:  Service Coordination (Case Management) provides consumer advocate and 
logistical support to ensure consumer 
needs met 

17,237 5  $       18,542,692 5  $      22,893,752 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Objective 2.5.1:  Centralize annual consumer service 
authorization at DDSN

promotes conflict free case management DDSN's centralized system to authorized annual consumer service 
plans will begin by 6/30/2017

Policy Beck; new in FY 16/17 Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Goal 3: Protect Health, Safety & Welfare of Individuals Served See below

Strategy 3.1:  Quality assurance monitoring of providers' 
compliance with contract operational performance; 
consumer health, safety & welfare; and facility licensing 
standards

ensure quality outcomes consistent with 
contract requirements with emphasis on 
consumer health, safety & welfare

All Eligible 
Consumers

5  $         1,827,922 6  $        1,883,953 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Objective 3.1.1:  The average annual provider contract 
compliance review score will be 91.5% or above

assurance of substantial contract 
compliance

average of all providers contract compliance review scores during the 
FY

Policy Beck; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Objective 3.1.2:  The average number of provider contract 
compliance reviews with at least one section (six sections 
measured) scoring below  70% (substantial non-compliance) will 
be 6% or lower

assurance of substantial contract 
compliance

average of number of provider contract compliance reviews during FY 
with at least one section (six sections measured) scoring below  70% 
(substantial non-compliance)

Policy Beck; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Objective 3.1.3:  The average annual provider licensing 
compliance review score will be 91.8% or above; and there will 
be no individual provider with less than a 70% score

assurance providers meet licensing 
standards to operate facilities serving 
consumers

average of all providers licensing compliance review scores during the 
FY

Policy Beck; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Objective 3.1.4:  Modify the licensing and contract compliance 
review requirements and techniques emphasizing outcomes; 
establishing thresholds for proactive inquiry; and establish 
thresholds for contract non-compliance penalties

enhance assurance of contract 
performance and enhanced DDSN response 
for non-compliance 

develop requirements, issue, and submit RFP by 6/30/2017 Policy Beck; new in FY 16/17 Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers
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Strategic Plan Part and Description 
(2016-17)
(e.g., Goal 1 - Insert Goal 1; Strategy 1.1 - Insert Strategy 1.1; 
Objective 1.1.1 - Insert Objective 1.1.1)

Intended Public Benefit/Outcome:
(Ex. Outcome = incidents decrease and 
public perceives that the road is safer)  

# of 
Consumers 
Served in FY 
2015-16

# of FTE 
equivalents 
utilized 

Total amount 
spent                 
(spending 
calculated at the 
strategy level)

# of FTE 
equivalents 
planned to utilize

 Total amount 
budgeted  

Associated Performance Measures Associated Organizational 
Unit(s)

Responsible Employee 
Name & Time staff member 
has been responsible for 
the goal or objective 

Does this 
person have 
input into  
strategy? 
(Y/N)

Partner(s), by segment, the 
agency works with to achieve the 
objective 

Objective 3.1.5:  The community and Regional Center ICFs/IIDs 
will average less than 2% (8) and 3% (12) compliance 
deficiencies (388 DHEC compliance requirements), respectively, 
and neither will have an immediate jeopardy finding   

assurance of substantial compliance with 
DHEC certification standards for community 
and Regional Center ICFs/IIDs

average of compliance deficiencies for the FY for community and 
Regional Center ICFs/IIDs compared to standards, as well as determine 
if any immediate jeopardy finding issued

Operations Goodell; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Objective 3.1.6:  Annual rate of falls leading to injury per 100 
consumers served in community residential and Regional 
Centers will be less than 1.12

indicator of DDSN policies and provider 
preventative efforts to protect consumers' 
health, safety & welfare

total annual falls in residential settings or Regional Centers with 
injuries normalized to incidents per 100 consumers

Policy Beck; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Objective 3.1.7:  Annual rate of critical incident reports per 100 
consumers should not exceed 19 in residential settings and 39 in 
Regional Centers

indicator of critical incident reporting 
activity for trend analysis

# of critical incidents reported in residential settings and Regional 
Centers normalized per 100 consumers

Policy Beck; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Objective 3.1.8:  Modify the critical incident reporting program 
to focus collection on relevant incidents and eliminate benign 
incidents; establish criteria for proactive inquiry; and establish 
performance benchmarks within 90 days after initiating 
modified process 

enhance assurance of consumer health, 
safety & welfare through increased quality 
of incident reporting and enhanced DDSN 
response to trends or suspicious individual 
incidents

develop plan, obtain Commission approval, and begin implementing 
by 6/30/2017 

Policy Beck; new in FY 16/17 Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Objective 3.1.9:  The annual rate of substantiated ANE per 100 
served will be less than 0.07% in community residential settings 
and 0.25% in Regional Centers

indicative of DDSN policies and provider 
preventative efforts to protect consumers' 
health, safety & welfare

total annual ANE substantiated allegations (arrests) normalized per 
100 consumers for the community residential and Regional Center 
populations

Policy Beck; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Strategy 3.2:  Monitor providers' financial management and 
operational requirements 

provide assurance of providers 
compliance with DDSN contract and 
policy fiscal requirements 

All Eligible 
Consumers

8  $            585,352 8  $           658,546 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Objective 3.2.1:  Re-examine distribution of audit report policy 
to consider expanding distribution to stakeholders having a level 
of provider oversight   

ensures key stakeholders with a level of 
provider oversight are fully informed of 
audit results

propose policy on audit report distributions to the Commission for 
approval by 6/30/2017

Internal Audit Yacobi; new in FY 16/17 Yes private health care providers; and 
DDSN qualified providers

Objective 3.2.2:  Determine if a policy is needed requiring 
private health care providers furnish an annual certified financial 
statement to DDSN

facilitates DDSN contract monitoring by 
comparing contract budget with actual 
costs

propose, if warranted, new policy to Commission for approval by 
6/30/2017

Internal Audit Yacobi; new in FY 16/17 Yes DDSN qualified providers; and 
private health care providers

Objective 3.2.3:  Determine if a policy is needed establishing 
monetary penalties on providers for having repeat substantial 
non-compliance audit findings on an initial and follow-up audit. 

create financial incentive/deterrents for 
proper fiscal compliance 

propose, if warranted, new policy to Commission for approval Internal Audit Yacobi; new in FY 16/17 Yes DDSN qualified providers; and 
private health care providers

Goal 4: Meet the Needs of the Maximum Number of Eligible 
Individuals Through Efficient & Effective Use of Available 
Resources

See below DDSN qualified providers; and 
private health care providers

Strategy 4.1:  Monitor organizational effectiveness through 
benchmarks

provides indicators of organizational 
effectiveness to executive management, 
oversight, and the public

All Eligible 
Consumers

64  $         7,169,393 74  $        8,907,156 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Objective 4.1.1:  The % of total individuals with ID/DD served 
who are receiving services in home will be at or above the 
national average (56%)

maximize use of in-home supports & 
services enables individuals to live at home 
promoting higher quality of life, consumer 
choice, and lower costs

% of total served supported in-home divided to total population 
served in-home, residential, and regional centers compared to 
national benchmark (Residential Information Systems Project Annual 
Report, University of Minnesota)

Operations Goodell; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Objective 4.1.2:  Maintain a ratio of at least 9.6 to 1 of persons 
served in HCB waivers compared to ICF/IID

Indicative of consumers being provided 
choice to live in the community or at home 
which improves quality of life and lowers 
costs

ratio of persons served In HCB waivers versus ICF/IID waivers Operations Goodell; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Objective 4.1.3:  Administrative expenses will be less than 2% of 
total expenses

maximize resources available for consumer 
services

total FY administrative costs/total  actual costs Administration Waring; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS

Objective 4.1.4:  Average annual per person HCB waiver cost and 
ICF/IID waiver cost will be less than corresponding national 
average (HCB - $44,160; Community ICF - $100,556; Regional 
Center - $237,250)

maximize resources available to serve 
additional individuals

average annual per person HCB and ICF/IID waiver cost compared to 
national benchmark (Residential Information Systems Project Annual 
Report, University of Minnesota)

Operations Goodell; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Objective 4.1.5:  Carryforward will be less than 1% net of 
estimated Medicaid settlement cost needs

maximize resources to consumers along 
with obtaining available matching federal 
funds

end of FY carryforward less estimated Medicaid settlement costs/FY 
total actual costs

Administration Waring; new in FY 16/17 Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers
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Strategic Plan Part and Description 
(2016-17)
(e.g., Goal 1 - Insert Goal 1; Strategy 1.1 - Insert Strategy 1.1; 
Objective 1.1.1 - Insert Objective 1.1.1)

Intended Public Benefit/Outcome:
(Ex. Outcome = incidents decrease and 
public perceives that the road is safer)  

# of 
Consumers 
Served in FY 
2015-16

# of FTE 
equivalents 
utilized 

Total amount 
spent                 
(spending 
calculated at the 
strategy level)

# of FTE 
equivalents 
planned to utilize

 Total amount 
budgeted  

Associated Performance Measures Associated Organizational 
Unit(s)

Responsible Employee 
Name & Time staff member 
has been responsible for 
the goal or objective 

Does this 
person have 
input into  
strategy? 
(Y/N)

Partner(s), by segment, the 
agency works with to achieve the 
objective 

Objective 4.1.6:  Greater than 90% of DDSN consumers will not 
receive services by multiple state agencies

indicative of avoiding redundant services 
with sister state agencies delivering human 
services

% of total consumers who are not receiving services from another 
state agency

Operations Goodell; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Objective 4.1.7:  # of individuals served per 100K general 
population compared to national average (358.8)

degree which state is efficiently responding 
to service needs

total individuals served/SC population compared to national 
benchmark (Residential Information Systems Project Annual Report, 
University of Minnesota)

n/a n/a Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Objective 4.1.8:  Decrease turnover and increase candidate pool 
for direct care workers through a priority budget request to 
increase pay of direct care workers

improve systemwide operations, employee 
turnover, and excessive overtime costs 

include as budget priority budget request and proactively advocate in 
all appropriate forums

State Director Buscemi; new in FY 16/17 Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Total 1,697  $       611,667,896 1,987  $     739,425,357 
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SCDDSN Performance Measure 

Living Arrangements for Persons with Intellectual 
Disability/Related Disabilities (ID/RD) Receiving Services 

Comparing South Carolina with the Southeastern Region and 
United States 

Serving people with severe lifelong disabilities in their homes with family is best for the person, 
preferred by families and is the most cost-efficient service alternative for taxpayers.  Of the thousands of 
persons with intellectual disability and related disabilities (ID/RD) and Autism Spectrum Disorder 
receiving services from DDSN, 71% live with family caregivers compared to 56% nationally.  DDSN is 
doing a better job of keeping families together utilizing day services, respite, personal care, and other 
needed supports than the Southeastern region and United States. 

Note:  Approximately 85% of all individuals served by DDSN, not just those with ID/RD, live at home with 
their families or in their own home.  National data is unavailable to compare to the broader population 
served in South Carolina.  
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SCDDSN Performance Measure 

Large Residential Settings and Resource Utilization   

Comparing South Carolina with the Southeastern Region and 
United States  

DDSN serves 15% fewer person that the national average of persons per 100,000 population living in 
large (16 + beds) institutions.  Federal and South Carolina state laws require that people with intellectual 
disability and related disabilities (ID/RD) live in the least restrictive environment.  Receiving services in a 
smaller, family-like setting is preferred by individuals and families and is a more cost-efficient service 
alternative for taxpayers.  
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SCDDSN Performance Measure 

Delivery of Services per Consumer Need and Choice 

Home and Community Based Settings (Waiver) Versus 
Institutional (ICF/IID) 

DDSN provides services to consumers based on their level of need and choice of either institutional 
(Intermediate Care Facility for Individuals with Intellectual Disability - ICFs/IID) or home and community 
based waiver services.  DDSN designed and implemented home and community based options to 
facilitate people moving out of ICFs/IID and prevent people from having to move into ICFs/IID when 
determined to need out of home placement. 
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SCDDSN Performance Measure 

Number of Persons with Intellectual Disabilities/Related 
Disability (ID/RD) Served (Consumers)  

Comparing South Carolina with the Southeastern Region and 
United States  

This graph reflects the number of persons per 100,000 general population receiving in-home family 
support services and out-of-home residential services.  Compared to the national average, DDSN serves 
more persons with less expensive in-home family supports.  Utilization of this service delivery strategy 
has enabled DDSN to serve proportionately more persons with disabilities than are served in other 
states.  
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SCDDSN Performance Measure 

Length of Time Individuals on Critical Needs List 
Wait for Services 

DDSN prioritizes services to those persons with lifelong disabilities who have the greatest need.  
Individuals whose health and safety are at risk, who cannot care for him/herself and who meet critical 
criteria are served first.  DDSN has experienced difficulty finding appropriate placement for individuals 
identified as having Critical Needs as a result of significant behavioral needs or legal considerations.  
DDSN provider network has been less willing to serve high management individuals and therefore 
individuals are waiting for services longer.  
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DDSN External Audits and Reviews 
 

 2017 
 
DDSN Internal Audit Activity's Self-Assessment - Independent Validator Statement (March 16, 
2017) - Attached 

In accordance with the Institute of Internal Auditor's (IIA's) Standards, DDSN engaged an 
independent Certified Internal Auditor in July 2016 to conduct an independent validation 
of the agency's internal audit activity's self assessment. The Independent Validator 
Statement, issued March 2017, fully concurred with the internal audit activity conclusions 
and implementation of recommendations. 

   
2016 
  
Review of SCDDSN 2015 Financial Position - Greene, Finney & Horton Audit Report Year 
Ended June 30, 2015 (June 8, 2016) - Attached 

Greene, Finney & Horton performed a full financial statement audit for the year ending 
June 30, 2015. In the review, the financial statements were found to present fairly the 
financial position of the Department in accordance with accounting principles generally 
accepted in the United States. One deficiency in internal control was identified. The 
Department has implemented corrective actions to address the finding. 

 
Audit of DDSN Classification Delegation Authority for FY 2014-2015 (SCDA) (May 6, 2016) - 
Attached 

SC Department of Administration engaged an audit of DDSN Human Resources delegated 
transaction from July 1, 2014 to June 30, 2015.  Findings revealed no recommendations 
and stated all reclassification actions were sound and in compliance with the classification 
delegation agreement, an excellent audit result. 

 
Review of Allegations Involving SC Mentor-a Private Provider for DDSN (OIG) (September 
2016) 

The State Office of the Inspector General reviewed allegations of abuse, neglect, and 
exploitation (ANE) at SC Mentor (Mentor), a private provider of residential services for 
DDSN consumers. The review determined Mentor had proportionately higher ANE 
allegations and sustained criminal incidents than peer facilities. However, the analysis did 
not indicate systemic abuse towards consumers inasmuch as the majority of the ANE 
reporting contained allegations more akin to staff/facility performance issues and the vast 
majority of all allegations were unsustained by independent investigations. The report had 
seven findings and nine recommendations, which are being addressed by DDSN. 
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2015 
  
SC Claimed Some Unallowable Room-and-Board Costs Under the ID/RD Waiver for State FY 
2010 - OIG (April 2015) - Attached 

 
Office of the Inspector General  Review of Room and Board Costs Under the Intellectual 
and Related Disabilities Waiver for State Fiscal Year 2010. Report issued in 2015.  Found 
unallowable costs were included in the room and board calculations. A percentage of the 
administrative costs should have been included in the room and board calculations, and 
was not. Thus, Medicaid was overcharged for these costs and the consumers were 
undercharged.   DDSN paid back $1.4 M for FY 10. This is the same issue that was found in 
the previous OIG audit for FYs 0709 and the calculations were corrected with the 
issuance of that report starting with cost reports for FY 11. This review was to catch the 
single year in between the scope of the first review and the year the corrected 
calculations went into effect. 

 
SC Claimed Some Unallowable Room-and-Board Costs under ID/RD Waiver – OIG (September 
2012) 

State Office of the Inspector General  Review of Room and Board for individuals receiving 
Housing Assistance Payments (HAP). Found 9 providers inappropriately overcharged by 
misapplication of the HAP payment for consumers' room and board payments. These 9 
providers overcharged consumers by $1.26 M for FYs 2013 and 2014. Two additional 
providers also had paybacks to consumers for miscalculations of room and board not 
related to HAP payments totaling $200 K. Another provider is currently being reviewed for 
Room and Board related to HAP who was not included in the original review. Potential 
payback amounts for 2015 are still under review. 

 
DDSN Employees & Residents with Disabilities Employed at Minimum Wages – US 
Department of Labor Wage and Hour Division (9/16-2015) - Attached 

In September, 2015, the US Department of Labor Wage and Hour Division audited 
employees and residents with disabilities employed at subminimum wages by the DDSN 
Pee Dee Regional Center. The investigation period was February 2, 2013 through February 
1, 2015. The investigation report shows that no FLSA violations were found. 

 
SCDHHS' Program Integrity Audit of DDSN Service Delivery System (Began October 2014) 

SCDHHS has completed ongoing reviews of DDSN’s Service Provider network with a focus 
on WaiverSpecific service authorization and case management. Four providers have 
completed the review cycle, while another 5 provider reports are pending. The first 
review took place in October 2014. The reviews have focused on the case management 
functions and residential habilitation and day services related to the ID/RD Waiver, 
Community Supports Waiver, and the Head & Spinal Cord Injury Waivers.  In three of the 
four completed audits, financial recoupments were ultimately completed. (These reports 
are not included as attachments as they have a vast amount of protected health 
information of consumers supported by DDSN and the statewide provider network.)  
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2014 
 
State of SC Info Security Vulnerability & Security Risk Assessment - Deloitte&Touche LLP 
(March 31, 2014) 

Budget and Control Board hired Deloitte to conduct a statewide agency security 
assessment and audit. Deloitte preformed a Risk and Vulnerability assessment of DDSN 
Information Technology systems and network including 15 security domains. DDSN has 
taken the findings from those assessments and created a list of items to remediate. Many 
improvements have been made, and other continue to be implemented. The 
recommendations continue to be reviewed with the DDSN Information Technology 
Steering Committee periodically. (Due to the security risk to the agency, this report is not 
subject to FOIA and is not included as an attachment.) 

 
State of South Carolina DDSN Review of Current Business - Public Consultant Group (July 
2014) - Attached 

Public Consultant Group 2014  Review of DDSN's Funding and Reimbursement of Services 
and DDSN's program oversight. 9 recommendations were identified in the report. DDSN 
has instituted 4 of the recommendations. DDSN will need to work with other entities to 
accomplish other recommendations or work with its governing body to fully develop 
processes identified. 

 
Legislative Audit Council 2014 Review of DDSN Service Delivery System  

Legislative Audit Council Reviews of Department's services delivery systems and use of 
state appropriations in 2014. 49 recommendations were identified. DDSN has 
implemented 22 of the recommendations, 6 are partially implemented or in the process 
of being fully implemented, 10 need legislative authority to implement, 6 are the 
responsibility of another entity to implement or cannot be implemented due to rules or 
regulations preventing implementation, and 5 have not been implemented. 

 
SCDHHS' Review of DDSN Cost Report Methodologies – (No Finalized Report) 

SCDHHS retained Myers and Stauffer in 2014 to conduct a comprehensive review of 
Medicaid funding and cost methodologies for all DDSN Medicaid services. This report was 
never released by DHHS because the report was never finalized. 

  
Statewide PEBA Review - Elliott Davis Decosimo (December 2014) - Attached 

In November, 2014, DDSN participated as part of a statewide audit of PEBA Retirement 
Services SC Deferred Compensation Program. DDSN was not the primary focus of the 
audit, but no concerns were shared with the agency. 
 

2013 
  
State Auditor's 2013 Agreed on Procedures Audit  
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State Auditor Office agreed on procedures audit for FY 2013.   9 areas were reviewed and 
no exceptions were identified. 

 
SCDDSN Procurement Audit Report 4/1/08-12/31/11- SC Budget and Control Board (April 19, 
2013) - Attached  

Material Management Office conducted a procurement audit of DDSN. Issued in May 
2013. Some findings were identified; none was of a material nature.  DDSN's certification 
limits were granted at or above previous levels.  DDSN procurement levels are set at 
$250,000. 

 
Audit of DDSN Delegated Transactions 7/1/2011 to 6/30/2013 - SC Budget and Control Board 
(November 8, 2013) - Attached 

The State Office of Human Resources (now Division of State Human Resources) has 
delegated DDSN's HR the authority to hire employees above the minimum salary, provide 
temporary salary adjustments of up to 15 percent for no longer than one year, and 
appropriately classify its positions. In October, 2013, OHR audited DDSN's delegation 
authority and found no significant exceptions. The next such audit by DSHR will be 
scheduled this quarter. 

  
2012 
  
State Auditor's 2012 Agreed on Procedures Audit 

State Auditor Office conducted an agreed on procedures audit for FY2012.  9 areas were 
reviewed and no exceptions were identified. 

   
2011 
  
Legislative Audit Council Statewide Procurement Card Review 

Legislative Audit Council Review of procurement cards performed in 2011, which was part 
of review of all state agencies that use procurement cards. Minor findings related to use 
of procurement cards by DDSN were noted. DDSN implemented procedures to correct the 
findings identified. 
 

Administrative Percentage Determination SCDDSN Position Paper - DHHS (March 30, 2010) - 
Attached 

SCDHHS retained Clifton and Gunderson to conduct a review of administrative overhead 
costs for DDSN in regards to the four Medicaid waivers that DDSN administers on behalf 
of Medicaid beneficiaries.  The review concluded an administrative rate to be included in 
the waivers of 0.40 %. This 0.40 percent represents a change in FFP from 70 % match to 
50 % match.  The attachment says DRAFT, but this is the version that was submitted to 
CMS from SCDHHS. 
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          South Carolina George L. Kennedy, III, CPA 
Office of the State Auditor              State Auditor 
 
 

 
June 8, 2016 

 
 
 
The Honorable Nikki R. Haley, Governor 
                               and 
Members of the Disabilities and Special Needs Commission 
South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs 
Columbia, South Carolina 
 
 
 This report on the audit of the basic financial statements of the South Carolina Department of 
Disabilities and Special Needs for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2015, was issued by Greene, Finney & 
Horton, LLP, Certified Public Accountants, under contract with the South Carolina Office of the State 
Auditor. 
 
 If you have any questions regarding this report, please let us know. 
 
 Respectfully submitted, 

  
 George L. Kennedy, III, CPA 
 State Auditor 
 
GLKIII/trb 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1401 Main Street, Suite 1200 Columbia, S.C. 29201 (803) 253-4160 (803) 343-0723 FAX osa.sc.gov 
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT 

 
 
 
Mr. George L. Kennedy, CPA 
State Auditor 
Office of the State Auditor 
Columbia, South Carolina  
 
Report on the Financial Statements 
 
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activities, each major fund, and 
the aggregate remaining fund information of the South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs 
(the “Department”), as of and for the year ended June 30, 2015, and the related notes to the financial 
statements, which collectively comprise the Department’s basic financial statements as listed in the table of 
contents.  
 
Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements 
 
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance 
with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America; this includes the design, 
implementation, and maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of 
financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.  
 
Auditor’s Responsibility 
 
Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted our 
audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America and the 
standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards, issued by the 
Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain 
reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement. 
 
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the 
financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment of 
the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those 
risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation 
of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not 
for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control.  Accordingly, we 
express no such opinion.  An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and 
the reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall 
presentation of the financial statements. 
 
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our 
audit opinions. 
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Opinions  
 
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the respective 
financial position of the governmental activities, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund 
information of the South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs, as of June 30, 2015, and the 
respective changes in financial position for the year then ended in accordance with accounting principles 
generally accepted in the United States of America. 
 
Emphasis of Matter 
 
As described in Note 1, the accompanying financial statements of the South Carolina Department of 
Disabilities and Special Needs reporting entity are intended to present the financial position and the results of 
operations of only that portion of the financial reporting entity of the State of South Carolina that is attributable 
to the transactions of those divisions of the State that comprise the South Carolina Department of Disabilities 
and Special Needs reporting entity.  They do not purport to, and do not, present fairly the financial position of 
the State of South Carolina as of June 30, 2015 and the changes in its financial position for the year then ended 
in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.  Our opinion is 
not modified with respect to this matter. 
 
Change in Accounting Principle 
 
As discussed in Note 1 to the financial statements, in the year ended June 30, 2015 the South Carolina 
Department of Disabilities and Special Needs adopted the provisions of Governmental Accounting Standards 
Board Statement No. 68 Accounting and Financial Reporting for Pensions – an amendment of GASB 
Statement No. 27 and Governmental Accounting Standards Board Statement No. 71 Pension Transition for 
Contributions Made Subsequent to the Measurement Date – an amendment of GASB Statement No. 68.  Our 
opinion is not modified with respect to these matters. 
 
Other Matters 
 
Required Supplementary Information  
 
Accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America require that the management’s 
discussion and analysis, the budgetary comparison schedules, and the pension schedules, as listed in the table 
of contents, be presented to supplement the basic financial statements. Such information, although not a part of 
the basic financial statements, is required by the Governmental Accounting Standards Board who considers it 
to be an essential part of financial reporting for placing the basic financial statements in an appropriate 
operational, economic, or historical context. We have applied certain limited procedures to the required 
supplementary information in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of 
America, which consisted of inquiries of management about the methods of preparing the information and 
comparing the information for consistency with management’s responses to our inquiries, the basic financial 
statements, and other knowledge we obtained during our audit of the basic financial statements. We do not 
express an opinion or provide any assurance on the information because the limited procedures do not provide 
us with sufficient evidence to express an opinion or provide any assurance.  
 
Supplementary Information 
 
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions on the financial statements that collectively 
comprise the Department’s basic financial statements. The supplementary information, as listed in the table of 
contents, is presented for purposes of additional analysis and is not a required part of the basic financial 
statements.  
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The supplementary information is the responsibility of management and were derived from and relate directly 
to the underlying accounting and other records used to prepare the basic financial statements. Such information 
has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the basic financial statements and certain 
additional procedures, including comparing and reconciling such information directly to the underlying 
accounting and other records used to prepare the basic financial statements or to the basic financial statements 
themselves, and other additional procedures in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the 
United States of America. In our opinion, the supplementary information is fairly stated, in all material 
respects, in relation to the basic financial statements as a whole.  
 
Other Reporting Required by Government Auditing Standards 

 
In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued our report dated June 8, 2016 on our 
consideration of the Department’s internal control over financial reporting and on our tests of its compliance 
with certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements and other matters. The purpose of 
that report is to describe the scope of our testing of internal control over financial reporting and compliance 
and the results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on internal control over financial reporting or on 
compliance.  That report is an integral part of an audit performed in accordance with Government Auditing 
Standards in considering the Department’s internal control over financial reporting and compliance. 
 

 
Greene, Finney & Horton, LLP 
Mauldin, South Carolina 
June 8, 2016 
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SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS 
MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 

JUNE 30, 2015 
 

 
Management’s Discussion and Analysis (“MD&A”) of the South Carolina Department of Disabilities and 
Special Needs (the “Department”) provides an overview of the Department’s financial activities for the 
fiscal year ended June 30, 2015.  
 
FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS 
 
The Department prepared its financial statements on the Generally Accepted Accounting Principles 
(“GAAP”) basis and follows pronouncements from the Governmental Accounting Standards Board 
(“GASB”). 
 
Additionally, this is the first year of implementation of GASB Statement 34 – Basic Financial Statements 
and Management’s Discussion and Analysis for State and Local Governments (“GASB Statement 34”) 
for the Department. GASB Statement 34 provides that in the first year of implementation, only one year 
of government-wide data is required to be presented, however, since there is no previous fund level 
information for the Department, only one year of both government-wide and fund level information is 
presented in this MD&A. 
 
As of and for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2015: 
 

 The Department’s total net position decreased by $2,358,840 and its liabilities and deferred 
inflows of resources exceeded its assets and deferred outflows of resources (net position) by 
$70,357,217.  This includes $109,496,400 in Net Pension Liability that is required to be reported 
according to GASB Statement 68. 
 

 The Department’s total net position decreased by $2,358,840 and its liabilities and deferred 
inflows of resources exceeded its assets and deferred outflows of resources (net position) by 
$70,357,217. 
 

 The Department received $217,602,751 in appropriations from the State and received 
$371,135,227 in Medicaid reimbursements and patient fees. 
 

 The Department held $2,446,087 of cash and cash equivalents in an agency capacity for its 
clients. 

 
USING THESE AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
 
The audited basic financial statements presented in this document include both government-wide and 
fund financial statements. 
 
Government-wide Statements: 
Government-wide statements include a Statement of Net Position and a Statement of Activities. These 
statements display information about the Department as a whole. The government-wide financial 
statements of the Department are presented on the accrual basis of accounting and provide short-term and 
long-term information about the Department.  The Department has adopted the provisions of GASB 
Statement No. 63, Financial Reporting of Deferred Outflows of Resources and Deferred Inflows of 
Resources and Net Position.  The statement incorporated deferred inflows and outflows as required 
components of the residual measure of the government and renaming that measure as net position, rather 
than net assets. 
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SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS 
MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 

JUNE 30, 2015 
 
Fund Statements: 
The fund financial statements include the Governmental Funds Balance Sheet, Statement of Revenues, 
Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balances, and a Statement of Fiduciary Net Position – Agency Funds.  
The governmental fund financial statements are presented on the modified accrual basis of accounting 
which focuses on the near term inflows and outflows of resources available for expenditure for the current 
fiscal year.  The Statement of Fiduciary Net Position – Agency Funds is presented on the accrual basis of 
accounting.  These amounts are excluded from the Department’s government-wide financial statements 
because the Department is not to use these assets to benefit its operations.  
 
Notes to the Financial Statements:  
Immediately following the financial statements are notes that provide additional and pertinent information 
to the financial statement amounts. The notes are necessary to fully understand the financial statements.  
 
Required Supplementary Information:  
This section addresses budgetary matters and provides certain required reporting information that 
supplements the basic financial statements. Included in this section is a schedule that compares the 
Department’s legally adopted General Fund and Other Budgeted Funds budgets with actual expenditures 
paid for the year on the budgetary basis of accounting. Additionally, the required supplementary 
information section includes information on the Department’s pension programs: The South Carolina 
Retirement System and the Police Officers Retirement System 
 
Supplementary Information:  
Combining schedules for the nonmajor governmental funds are presented immediately following the 
required supplementary information.  
 
GOVERNMENT-WIDE FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 

 
Statement of Net Position and Statement of Activities – The Statement of Net Position provides a 
summary of the Department’s financial condition at the end of the 2015 fiscal year; and reports all assets 
and deferred outflows of resources and liabilities and deferred inflows of resources using the accrual basis 
of accounting. The Statement of Activities reports the revenues and expenses during the time period 
indicated. 

 
SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIALS NEEDS 

STATEMENT OF NET POSITION 
 

 2015  
Assets:  
Current and Other Assets $ 71,468,460  
Capital Assets, Net 20,185,003  
Total Assets 91,653,463  

Deferred Outflows of Resources 9,565,619  
  
Liabilities:  
Current liabilities 48,301,696  
Noncurrent Liabilities 114,042,204  
Total Liabilities 162,343,900  
  
Deferred Inflows of Resources 9,232,399  
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SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS 
MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 

JUNE 30, 2015 
 
Statement of Net Position and Statement of Activities (continued) 

 
SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIALS NEEDS 

STATEMENT OF NET POSITION (CONTINUED) 
 

Net Position:  
Net Investment in Capital Assets $ 20,185,003 
Restricted 15,828,671 
Unrestricted (106,370,891)
Total Net Position  $ (70,357,217)    

 
 

SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIALS NEEDS  
STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES 

 2015    
Program Expenses  
     Administration $    10,578,826 
     Prevention  9,866,376 
     Intellectual Disabilities  428,613,197 
     Autism  39,536,842 
     Head and Spinal Cord  17,497,483 

Regional Centers - Residential  85,993,992 
           Total Expenses  592,086,716 
  
Program Revenues  
 Charges for Services  370,567,964 
 Operating Grants and Contributions  151,375 
 Capital Grants and Contributions  127,000 
  Total Program Revenues  370,846,339 
  
General Revenues  
     State Appropriations  217,602,751 
     Education Improvement Act Funds  359,937 
     Donations  238,183 
 Investment Income  217,731 
 Fines  82,061 
     Other Revenues  380,874 
 Total General Revenues  218,881,537 
  
Change in Net Position  (2,358,840) 
Net Position, July 1 (67,998,377) 
Net Position, June 30 $ (70,357,217)    
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SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS 
MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 

JUNE 30, 2015 
 
Statement of Net Position and Statement of Activities (continued) 
 
Program revenues of the Department are largely dependent upon billable services provided to our 
consumers and reported by our Provider Network.  State dollars are leveraged to earn Medicaid revenue 
based on these reported services. 
 
The Department received $217,602,751 in appropriations from the State legislature.  These appropriations 
were expended for employee salaries, related fringe benefits, and other operating expenditures to include 
services to consumers. 
 
GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS FINANCIAL ANALYSIS: 

The focus of the Department’s governmental funds is to provide information regarding actual inflows and 
outflows of spendable resources.  
 
General Fund 
The General Fund is the chief operating fund of the Department.  The General Fund’s operating revenues 
are provided through appropriations from the State legislature as well as Medicaid reimbursements and 
fees for services.  Revenues are not budgeted by the Department; therefore, expenditures are typically 
matched with appropriations so long as expenditures do not exceed budgeted appropriations.  This 
resulted in revenues exceeding expenditures by $1,182,132 for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2015, which 
resulted in an ending fund balance of $7,286,653 for the General Fund. 
 
Capital Projects Fund 
The Capital Projects Fund accounts for revenues earmarked for the purchase of, improvements to or 
repairs and maintenance to real property, including the equipment in buildings. Expenditures for these 
assets are recorded in this fund and subsequently capitalized at cost in the government-wide financial 
statements if capitalization criteria are met.  The Capital Projects Fund expended and capitalized 
$2,837,557 on capital outlay out of total expenditures of $3,289,962.  The balance of expenditures was 
spent on repairs and maintenance.  Total revenues received by the Capital Projects Fund were $2,274,997 
which resulted in a decrease in fund balance of $1,014,965 to $13,443,787 as of June 30, 2015. 
 
Non-major Governmental Funds 
The non-major governmental funds include special revenue funds to account for financial activity for 
grants received from various Federal agencies and work activity programs in which clients perform work 
for various companies which contract with the Department.  Revenues are typically matched to 
expenditures based on the grant agreements.  Total revenues were $638,312 and total expenditures were 
$637,126 resulting in an increase in fund balance of $1,186. 

 
Budget Highlights: 
The State’s Annual Appropriations Act, its legally adopted budget, does not present budgets by GAAP 
fund.  Instead, it presents program-level budgets for the following two funds: 
 
General Funds – These funds are general operating funds.  The resources in the funds are primarily taxes.  
The State expends General Funds to provide traditional State government services. 
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SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS 
MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 

JUNE 30, 2015 
 
GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS FINANCIAL ANALYSIS (continued): 
 
Budget Highlights (continued): 
Total Funds – The Total Funds column in the Appropriations Act includes all budgeted resources.  
Amounts in this column include General Funds as well as most, but not all, federal and department-
generated resources.  Total Funds include portions of certain proprietary and capital project fund activities 
as well as most special revenue activities, but exclude the pension trust funds and some other fiduciary 
fund activities. 
 
Amounts obtained by subtracting the General Funds column in the Appropriations Act from the Total 
Funds column in the Appropriations Act are referred as to Other Budgeted Funds. 
 
The Department’s budget for J16 General Funds was originally $202,751,437 for the fiscal year ended 
June 30, 2015.  This compares to a final budgeted amount of $216,572,272.  The primary increase was 
due to increased appropriations for other operating expenses and services to include General Assembly 
appropriated pay increases and matching employee benefits, an increase in employer health insurance 
costs, the Lander Equestrian Center, Savannah’s Playground Autism project, and the Charles Lea Adult 
Day Program Initiative.  Actual expenditures, on the budgetary basis, totaled $216,572,272 ($1,030,479 
was carried forward to FY 2016).  These actual expenditures in addition to the carry forward amount were 
in line with the final budgeted amount. 
 
The Department’s budget for J16 Other Budgetary Funds was originally $429,935,617 for the fiscal year 
ended June 30, 2015.  This compares to a final budgeted amount of $429,935,617.  Actual expenditures, 
on the budgetary basis, totaled $371,245,070.  The final budgeted amount exceeded actual expenditures 
by $58,690,547.  This amount is excess authority that has to be earned through leveraging State dollars 
with Medicaid through services rendered. 
 
Current Conditions that are Expected to have a Significant Effect on the Department’s Financial 
Position: 
 
Currently, there are no known conditions that are expected to have a significant effect on the 
Department’s financial position.   
 
This MD&A is designed to provide a general overview of the Department’s finances for all of the State’s 
citizens, taxpayers, customers, investors and creditors. This financial report seeks to demonstrate the 
Department’s accountability for the funds it receives. Questions concerning any of the information 
provided in this report or requests for additional information should be addressed to: 
 
South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs 
3440 Harden Street Extension 
Columbia, South Carolina 29203 
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Governmental
Activities

60,706,184$                
408,336                       

10,136,463                  
217,477                       

71,468,460

NONCURRENT ASSETS

1,857,813

18,327,190
Total Noncurrent Assets 20,185,003

DEFERRED OUTFLOWS OF RESOURCES

Contributions to Retirement Plan after Measurement Date 6,463,007                    
Difference Between Expected and Actual Retirement Plan Experience 3,102,612                    

Total Deferred Outflows of Resources 9,565,619                    

Total Assets and Deferred Outflows of Resources 101,219,082                

34,806,574
6,786,173

Due to General Fund of the State 3,658,370
1,964,191
1,086,388

Total Current Liabilities 48,301,696

NONCURRENT LIABILITIES

Compensated Absences 4,345,553                    
Settlements Payable 200,251                       
Net Pension Liability 109,496,400                

Total Noncurrent Liabilities 114,042,204                

DEFERRED INFLOW OF RESOURCES

Difference Between Projected and Actual Investment Earnings 9,232,399
Total Deferred Inflows of Resources 9,232,399                    

Total Liabilities and Deferred inflows of Resources 171,576,299                

20,185,003                  
Restricted 15,828,671                  
Unrestricted (106,370,891)               

(70,357,217)$                

South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs
Statement of Net Position

June 30, 2015

Investments

Non-Depreciable Capital Assets

Primary Government

The notes to the financial statements are an integral part of these financial statements.  See accompanying independent 
auditor's report.

Inventories

CURRENT ASSETS

Cash and Cash Equivalents

Receivables, net

Total Net Position

Net Investment in Capital Assets

Total Current Assets

NET POSITION

Compensated Absences, Current

CURRENT LIABILITIES

Accrued Payroll and Employee Benefits

Depreciable Capital Assets, Net

Accounts Payable

Settlements Payable
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Governmental
Activities

Administration 10,578,826$               
Prevention 9,866,376
Intellectual Disabilities 428,613,197
Autism 39,536,842
Head and Spinal Cord 17,497,483
Regional Centers - Residential 85,993,992

592,086,716
PROGRAM REVENUES

Charges for Services 370,567,964               
Operating Grants and Contributions 151,375                      
Capital Grants and Contributions 127,000                      

Total Program Revenues 370,846,339               

Net (Expenses) (221,240,377)              

217,602,751
359,937
238,183
217,731

Fines 82,061
380,874

218,881,537

Change in Net Position (2,358,840)                  

Net Position - Beginning of year (67,998,377)                

Net Position - End of Year (70,357,217)$              

Total General Revenues

Investment Income

Other Revenues

The notes to the financial statements are an integral part of these financial statements.  See accompanying independent auditor's 
report.

South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs
Statement of Activities

June 30, 2015

Primary Government

PROGRAM EXPENSES

Total Program Expenses

GENERAL REVENUES

State Appropriations
Education Improvement Act Funds
Donations
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General Fund
Capital Projects 

Fund

Nonmajor 
Governmental 

Funds Total Governmental

49,465,967$           11,226,159$           14,058$                60,706,184$           
408,336                  -                              -                            408,336                  

9,720,523 112,828 303,112 10,136,463
Due from Other Funds - 2,200,000 - 2,200,000

217,477 - - 217,477
59,812,303$           13,538,987$           317,170$              73,668,460$           

34,436,583$           95,200$                  274,791$              34,806,574$           
6,744,980 - 41,193 6,786,173

Due to General Fund of the State 3,658,370 - - 3,658,370
Due to Other Funds 2,200,000 - - 2,200,000

1,964,191 - - 1,964,191
49,004,124 95,200 315,984 49,415,308

Deferred Inflows of Resources:
Unavailable Revenue 3,521,526 - - 3,521,526

Nonspendable 217,477                  -                              -                            217,477                  
Restricted 2,383,698               13,443,787             1,186                    15,828,671             
Assigned 3,862,510               -                              -                            3,862,510
Unassigned 822,968                  -                              -                            822,968

Total fund balances 7,286,653 13,443,787 1,186 20,731,626

59,812,303$             13,538,987$            317,170$               73,668,460$             

LIABILITIES, DEFERRED INFLOWS OF 
         RESOURCES, AND FUND BALANCES

Total Liabilities, Deferred inflows of
       Resources, and Fund Balances

Settlements Payable
Total liabilities

Fund balance:

The notes to the financial statements are an integral part of these financial statements.  See accompanying independent auditor's report.

South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs

Balance Sheet
Governmental Funds

June 30, 2015

ASSETS
Cash and Cash Equivalents
Investments
Receivables, net

Inventories
Total Assets

Liabilities:
Accounts Payable
Accrued Payroll and Employee Benefits
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Ending fund balance - governmental funds 20,731,626$        

20,185,003          

3,521,526            

3,102,612            

6,463,007            

(115,128,592)       

(9,232,399)           

Net position of governmental activities (70,357,217)$       

Deferred inflows from the retirement plan are not a use of current financial resources.

Contributions to the retirement plan after the measurement date are deferred outflows on the statement of net 
position, however this represents a use of current financial resources.

Long-term liabilities, including compensated absences and the long-term portion of settlements payable, and net 
pension liability are not due and payable in the current period and, therefore, are not reported in the funds.

Accounts receivable expected to be received after one year following year end, are not considered available 
resources are are therefore not recorded in the governmental funds.

South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs
Reconciliation of the Balance Sheet of Governmental Funds to the Statement of Net Position

June 30, 2015

Amounts reported for governmental activities in the statement of net position are different because:

Capital assets, net of accumulated depreciation, used in governmental activities are not financial resources and, 
therefore, are not reported in the funds.

Differences between expected and actual retirement plan experience are not a current financial resource, therefore 
the changes are not reported in the governmental funds. 

The notes to the financial statements are an integral part of these financial statements.  See accompanying independent auditor's report.
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General Fund
Capital Projects 

Fund

Nonmajor 
Governmental 

Funds
Total 

Governmental

2,818,578$         2,200,000$         -$                           5,018,578$         
217,602,751 - - 217,602,751
367,925,990 - - 367,925,990

142,734 74,997 - 217,731
Federal Grant Revenue - - 278,375 278,375
Education Improvement Act - - 359,937 359,937

701,118 - - 701,118
589,191,171 2,274,997 638,312 592,104,480

Personnel Services 84,930,442 - 359,937 85,290,379
2,136,980 - - 2,136,980

483,888,819 - 133,733 484,022,552
571,301 - - 571,301

97,428 - - 97,428
2,172,422 - - 2,172,422

127,372 - - 127,372
436,086 - - 436,086

2,563,945 - - 2,563,945
Repairs and Maintenance 1,787,323 452,405 - 2,239,728

5,294,872 - 16,456 5,311,328
136,052 2,837,557 127,000 3,100,609
207,627 - - 207,627

584,350,669 3,289,962 637,126 588,277,757

4,840,502 (1,014,965) 1,186 3,826,723

Intermediate Care Fees Remitted to the State (3,658,370) - - (3,658,370)
Total Other Financing Sources (Uses) (3,658,370) - - (3,658,370)

Net Change in Fund Balance 1,182,132 (1,014,965) 1,186 168,353

6,104,521 14,458,752 - 20,563,273

7,286,653$          13,443,787$        1,186$                   20,731,626$        

Total Expenditures

Fund Balances -- Ending

Excees (Deficiency) of Revenues Over 
Expenditures

 OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES)

Fund Balance -- Beginning

Supplies
Capital Outlay  
Other Expenditures

Travel
Utilities
Fees and Fines
Insurance
Contractual Services

EXPENDITURES

Current:

Communication and Other Services
Medical and Health Services
Leases and Rent

Total revenues

The notes to the financial statements are an integral part of these financial statements.  See accompanying independent auditor's report.

South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balances

Governmental Funds
For the Year Ended June 30, 2015

REVENUES

Patient Service Fees
State Appropriations
Medicaid Reimbursements
Investment Income

Other Revenues
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Net change in fund balances - total governmental funds 168,353$                

Expenditures for capital assets 3,100,609                      
Less current year depreciation (2,314,819)                     785,790                  

(2,176,353)              

(14,139)                   

289,649                  

2,307,128               

(959,392)                 

6,463,007               

(9,022,632)              

(200,251)                 

Change in net position of governmental activities (2,358,840)$            

The notes to the financial statements are an integral part of these financial statements.  See accompanying independent auditor's report.

Accrual of the long-term portion of settlements payable does not require the use of current financial resources 
and, therefore, are not reported as expenditures in governmental funds.

The difference between the actuarial deferred outflow and inflows of resources is not a use of current 
resources, however it is presented as an expense in the statement of activities.

Adjustments to compensated absenses reported in the statement of activities does not require the use of 
current financial resources and, therefore, are not reported as expenditures in governmental funds.

Amortization of the pension plan actuarial deferred inflows does not require the use of current financial 
resources and, therefore, is not reported as an expenditure in the governmental funds.

Amortization of the pension plan actuarial deferred outflows does not require the use of current financial 
resources and, therefore, is not reported as an expenditure in the governmental funds.

Costs of capital assets, less accumulated depreciation, that are disposed of are reported as expenses in the 
statement of activities.

Revenues that were recognized in the statement of activities in a prior year were available in the 
governmental funds in the current year and recognized as revenue.  

Pension plan contributions after the measurement date is a use of current resources for the governmental 
funds. However this is classified as a deferred outflow and therefore is not included in the statement of 
activities.

South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs
Reconciliation of the Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balance to the Statement of Activities

For the Year Ended June 30, 2015

Amounts reported for governmental activities in the statement of activities are different because:

Governmental funds report capital outlays as expenditures. However, in the statement of activities the cost of 
those assets is allocated over their estimated useful lives and reported as depreciation expense.
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Agency

2,446,087$             
2,446,087$             

LIABILITIES 
2,446,087$             
2,446,087$             

Cash and Cash Equivalents

South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs

Statement of Fiduciary Net Position
Fiduciary Fund
June 30, 2015

ASSETS

The notes to the financial statements are an integral part of these financial statements.  See accompanying 
independent auditor's report.

Total Liabilities

Total Assets

Due to Clients
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South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs 
Notes to the Financial Statements 

June 30, 2015 

 
 

 
NOTE 1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES 
 
The financial statements of all funds of the South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special 
Needs (the “Department”) were prepared in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles 
(“GAAP”) as applied to governmental entities. The Governmental Accounting Standards Board 
(“GASB”) is the accepted standard-setting body for establishing governmental accounting and 
financial reporting principles.  A summary of significant accounting policies follows. 
 
A. Reporting Entity 
 
The core of the financial reporting entity is the primary government which has a separately elected 
governing body. As required by generally accepted accounting principles, the financial reporting entity 
includes both the primary government and all of its component units. Component units are legally 
separate organizations for which the elected officials of the primary government are financially 
accountable. The primary government is the State of South Carolina. The State has determined that the 
Department is a part of the primary government, but is not legally separate. 
 
An organization other than a primary government may serve as a nucleus for a reporting entity when it 
issues separate financial statements. That organization is identified herein as a primary entity. The 
funds and account groups of the Department are included in the Comprehensive Annual Financial 
Report of the State of South Carolina. 
 
The primary entity is financially accountable if it appoints a voting  majority of the organization's 
governing body including situations in which the voting majority consists of the primary entity's 
officials serving as required by law (e.g., employees who serve in an ex officio capacity on the 
component unit's board are considered appointment by the primary entity) and (1) it is able to impose 
its will on that organization or (2) there is a potential for the organization to provide specific financial 
benefits to, or impose specific financial burdens on, the primary entity. The primary entity also may be 
financially accountable if an organization is fiscally dependent on it even if it does not appoint a voting 
majority of the board. An organization is fiscally independent if it holds all three of the following 
powers: 
 

1. Determine its budget without another government's having the authority to approve and modify 
that budget. 

2. Levy taxes or set rates or charges without approval by another government. 
3. Issue bonded debt without approval by another government. 

 
Otherwise, the organization is fiscally dependent on the primary entity that holds one or more of these 
powers. 
 
The Department of Disabilities and Special Needs is an agency of the State of South Carolina 
established pursuant to Section 44-20-10 et seq. of the 1976 Code of Laws of the State of South 
Carolina, as Amended. The laws of the State and the policies and procedures specified by the State for 
State agencies are applicable to the activities of the Department.  
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South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs 
Notes to the Financial Statements 

June 30, 2015 

 
 

 
NOTE 1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued) 
 
A. Reporting Entity (continued) 
 
The mission of the Department of Disabilities and Special Needs is to improve services for citizens 
with mental retardation, autism, head and spinal cord injuries, and related disabilities. The Department 
advocates for people with mental retardation, autism, head and spinal cord injuries or related 
disabilities both as groups and as individuals to achieve access to appropriate services from all public 
agencies in South Carolina. When needed services cannot be achieved through such public agencies, 
the Department seeks resources to provide such services. The Department coordinates through local 
service coordination those services provided by other agencies with those provided directly by the 
Department and county disabilities and special needs boards. 
 
The Commission of the Department of Disabilities and Special Needs, whose seven members are 
appointed by the Governor with the advice and consent of the Senate, is the governing body of the 
South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs. The Commission administers the 
programs of the Department by setting policy, which is implemented and carried out by the State 
Director and staff. The accompanying financial statements present the financial position and revenues, 
expenditures and changes in fund balances solely of the Department of Disabilities and Special Needs 
and do not include any other agencies, funds or account groups or units of the primary government of 
the State of South Carolina. 
 
B. Basis of Presentation  
 
Government – Wide Financial Statements 
 
The government-wide financial statements are prepared on the accrual basis of accounting and include 
a “Statement of Net Position” which discloses the financial position of the Department; and a 
“Statement of Activities” which demonstrates the degree to which the direct expenses by function of 
the Department’s programs are offset by program revenues. Direct expenses are those that are clearly 
identifiable with a specific function or segment. Program revenues include 1) charges to customers or 
applicants who purchase, use or directly benefit from goods, services, or privileges provided by a 
given function or segment and 2) grants and contributions that are restricted to meeting the operational 
or capital requirements of a particular function or segment. Other items not properly included among 
program revenues are reported instead as general revenues. The government-wide financial statements 
(i.e., the Statement of Net Position and the Statement of Activities) report information on all of the 
non-fiduciary activities of the primary government. 
 
Fund Financial Statements 
 
The Department uses funds to report its financial position and results of operations. Fund accounting is 
designed to demonstrate legal compliance and to aid financial management by segregating transactions 
related to certain government functions or activities.  
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Notes to the Financial Statements 

June 30, 2015 

 
 

 
NOTE 1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued) 

 
B. Basis of Presentation (continued) 
 
Governmental Funds 
 
Governmental funds are those through which most governmental functions typically are financed and 
are used to account for all or most of a government’s general activities, including the collection and 
disbursement of earmarked monies. Expendable assets are assigned to the various governmental funds 
according to the purposes for which they may or must be used; current liabilities are assigned to the 
fund from which they are to be paid; and, the difference between the assets and liabilities is fund 
balance. Governmental funds include the general, capital projects and nonmajor governmental funds. 
 
The General Fund accounts for State appropriations which are approved by the General Assembly to 
fund operations of the Department, Medicaid reimbursements, other revenues designated for 
Departmental operations, and discretionary contributions, as well as expenditures for carrying out the 
related objectives. Additionally, revenues which arise from collection of Intermediate Care Facilities 
for the Intellectually Disabled patient day fee, rental property, sale of surplus supplies and equipment 
and other miscellaneous transactions which are remitted to the General Fund of the State as required 
by statute are accounted for in the General Fund. 
 
The Capital Projects Fund accounts for revenues earmarked for the purchase of, improvements to or 
repairs and maintenance to real property, including the initial equipment in new buildings. 
Expenditures for these assets are recorded in this fund and subsequently capitalized at cost in the 
government-wide financial statements if capitalization criteria are met.  
 
The nonmajor governmental funds include special revenue funds to account for financial activity for 
grants received from various Federal agencies and work activity programs in which clients perform 
work for various companies which contract with the Department. 
 
Fiduciary Funds 
 
Fiduciary funds account for resources the Department holds as trustee or agent for individuals. 
Fiduciary funds include both trust and agency funds.  Currently, the Department has only an agency 
fund. 
 
The Agency Fund is custodial in nature and does not involve measurement of results of operations.  
Funds received by clients for their care and benefit are recorded in the Agency Fund.  Each residential 
center serves in a fiduciary capacity with respect to receiving and disbursing these funds on behalf of 
the clients.  The fund does not have any revenues or expenditures and therefore, does not have a fund 
balance. Transactions consist solely of receiving and disbursing funds belonging to clients. The 
Department is at all times liable to clients for the cash balances held as custodian. 
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South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs 
Notes to the Financial Statements 

June 30, 2015 

 
 

 
NOTE 1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued) 
 
C. Basis of Accounting 
 
The government-wide financial statements are reported using the economic resources measurement 
focus and the accrual basis of accounting. Revenues are recorded when earned and expenses are 
recorded when a liability is incurred, regardless of the timing of related cash flows. Grants and similar 
items are recognized as revenue as soon as all eligibility requirements imposed by the provider have 
been met. 
 
Governmental fund financial statements are reported using the current financial resources 
measurement focus and the modified accrual basis of accounting. Revenues are recognized as soon as 
they are both measurable and available. Revenues are considered to be available when they are 
collectible within the current period or soon enough thereafter to pay liabilities of the current period. 
For this purpose, the Department considers revenues to be available if they are collected within one 
year of the end of the current fiscal period. Expenditures generally are recorded when a liability is 
incurred, as under accrual accounting. 
 
D. Budget Policy 
 
The Department is granted an annual appropriation for operating purposes by the South Carolina 
General Assembly. The appropriation as enacted becomes the legal operating budget for the 
Department. The Appropriation Act authorizes expenditures from funds appropriated from the General 
Fund of the state and authorizes expenditures of total funds. The “Total Funds” column in the 
Appropriation Act for each individual budgetary unit authorizes expenditures from all budgeted 
resources. A revenue budget is not adopted for individual budgetary units. The General Assembly 
enacts the budget through passage of line-item appropriations by program within budgetary unit within 
budgetary fund category, state General Fund or other budgeted funds. Budgetary control is maintained 
at the line-item level of the budgetary entity. Agencies may process disbursement vouchers in the 
state's budgetary accounting system only if enough cash and appropriation authorization exist. 
 
Transfers of funds may be approved by the State Budget and Control Board under its authority or by 
the agency as set forth in Appropriation Act Proviso 117.9 as follows:  Agencies and institutions shall 
be authorized to transfer appropriations within programs and within the agency with notification to the 
Executive Budget Office and Comptroller General.  No such transfer may exceed twenty percent of the 
program budget.  Upon request, details of such transfers may be provided to members of the General 
Assembly on an agency by agency basis.   
 
Transfers of appropriations from personal service accounts to other operating accounts or from other 
operating accounts to personal service accounts may be restricted to any established standard level set 
by the Budget and Control Board upon formal approval by a majority of the members of the Budget 
and Control Board. During the fiscal year-end closeout period in July, agencies may continue to charge 
vendor, interagency, and interfund payments for the fiscal year to that fiscal year's appropriations. Any 
unexpended State General Fund monies as of June 30 automatically lapse to the General Fund of the 
State on July 1 unless authorization is received from the General Assembly to carry over the funds to 
the ensuing fiscal year.  
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NOTE 1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued) 
 
E. Cash and Cash Equivalents 
 
The amounts shown in the financial statements as "cash and cash equivalents" represent petty cash, 
cash on hand with the State Treasurer, and cash invested in various instruments by the State Treasurer 
as part of the State's internal cash management pool and cash on deposit in banks. 
 
Most State agencies, including the Department, participate in the State's internal cash management 
pool. Because the cash management pool operates as a demand deposit account, amounts invested in 
the pool are classified as cash and cash equivalents. The State Treasurer administers the cash 
management pool. The pool includes some long-term investments such as obligations of the United 
States and certain agencies of the United States, obligations of the State of South Carolina and certain 
of its political subdivisions, certificates of deposit, collateralized repurchase agreements, and certain 
corporate bonds.  
 
The State's internal cash management pool consists of a general deposit account and several special 
deposit accounts. The State records each fund's equity interest in the general deposit account; however, 
all earnings on that account are credited to the General Fund of the State. The Department records and 
reports its deposits in the general deposit account at cost, but it reports its monies in the special deposit 
accounts at fair value. Investments held by the pool are recorded at fair value. Interest earned by the 
Department's special deposit accounts is posted to the Department's account at the end of each month 
and is retained by the Department.  
 
Interest/investment earnings are allocated based on the percentage of the Department's accumulated 
daily interest receivable to the income receivable of the pool. Realized gains and losses are allocated 
daily. Unrealized gains and losses are allocated at year-end based on the percentage ownership in the 
pool. Investment income includes interest and dividend earnings, realized gains/losses, and unrealized 
gains/losses arising from changes in the fair value of investments. 
 
Some State Treasurer accounts are not included in the State's internal cash management pool because 
of restrictions on the use of the funds. For those accounts, cash equivalents include investments in 
short-term highly liquid securities having an initial maturity of three months or less. 
 
F. Investments 
 
The Department accounts for its investments at fair value in accordance with GASB Codification 
Section I50, Investments. Changes in unrealized gain (loss) on the carrying value of investments are 
reported as a component of investment income in the statement of activities. 
 
G. Inventories 
 
Inventories of food, medical supplies and drugs, and maintenance materials and parts are accounted for 
using the "purchase" method whereby inventories are recorded as expenditures on acquisition and 
inventories on hand at year end are reflected at  the lower of cost or market value in the assets section 
of the statement of net position and governmental funds balance sheet.  
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NOTE 1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued) 
 
H. Capital Assets 
 
Capital assets are recorded at cost on the date of acquisition. The Department follows capitalization 
guidelines established by the State. All land is capitalized, regardless of cost.  The Department 
capitalizes movable personal property with a unit value in excess of $5,000 and a useful life in excess 
of two years.  Routine repairs and maintenance are charged to operating expenses in the year in which 
the expense was incurred. Depreciation is computed using the straight-line method over the estimated 
useful lives of the assets as summarized below:  
 

Asset Category Capitalization Useful Life

Land All, regardless of cost Indefinite 
Non-depreciable land improvements All, regardless of cost Indefinite 
Depreciable land improvements Cost greater than $100,000 30 
Buildings and building improvements Cost greater than $100,000 30 
Vehicles, equipment, and furniture Cost greater than $5,000 5-12 

 
I. Compensated Absences 
 
Generally, all permanent full-time employees and certain part-time employees scheduled to work at 
least one-half of the agency’s work week are entitled to accrue and carry forward at calendar year-end 
maximums of 180 days sick leave and 45 days annual vacation leave. Upon termination of State 
employment, employees are entitled to be paid for accumulated unused annual vacation leave up to the 
maximum, but are not entitled to any payment for unused sick leave. The compensated absences 
liability includes accrued annual leave earned for which the employees are entitled to paid time off or 
payment at termination. The Department calculates the gross compensated absences liability based on 
recorded balances of unused leave. The entire unpaid liability for which the employer expects to 
compensate employees through paid time off or cash payments, inventoried at fiscal year-end current 
salary costs and the cost of the salary-related benefit payments, is recorded as a liability. 
 
J. Deferred Inflows and Outflows of Resources 
 
A deferred outflow or inflow of resources is a consumption or acquisition of net position that is 
applicable to a future reporting period.  The Department has recorded deferred outflows of resources 
for retirement plan experience and contributions subsequent to net pension liability measurement date 
related to its retirement plans.  The Department has recorded deferred inflows of resources for 
investment experience related to its retirement plans.  See the “Implementation of Recently Issued 
Accounting Pronouncements” section of this note for more information on the net pension liability. 
 
The Department has also recorded deferred inflows of resources in its governmental funds balance 
sheets for revenue that is not considered available under the terms of its revenue recognition policy 
discussed previously in this note. 
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NOTE 1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued) 
 
K. Net Position 
 
GASB Statement No. 63, Financial Reporting of Deferred Outflows of Resources, Deferred Inflows of 
Resources, and Net Position was effective for the Department for the year ended June 30, 2013.  
However, the Department implemented the standard in the year ended June 30, 2015, the first year it 
was required to do so as the Department had not previously issued financial statements. The statement 
incorporated deferred inflows and outflows as required components of the residual measure of the 
government and renaming that measure as net position, rather than net assets. 
 
The following categories of net position are now being used in the Statement of Net Position: 
 
Net investment in capital assets 
 
The net investment in capital assets component of net position consists of capital assets, net of 
accumulated depreciation, reduced by the outstanding balances of bonds, mortgages, notes, or other 
borrowings that are attributable to the acquisition, construction, or improvement of those assets. 
 
Restricted net position 
 
Restricted net position consists of assets with constraints place on the use either by external groups 
such as creditors, grantors, contributors, or laws or regulations of other governments; or law through 
constitutional provisions or enabling legislation. As of June 30, 2015, approximately $15.8 million of 
restricted net position was restricted by legislation. In all cases, if individual restricted net position 
categories are negative, the negative balance is eliminated and reclassified against unrestricted net 
position. 
 
Unrestricted net position 
 
The unrestricted component of net position is the net amount of assets, deferred outflows of resources, 
liabilities, and deferred inflows of resources that are not included in the determination of net 
investment in capital assets or the restricted component of net position. 
 
The Department’s policy is to first apply restricted resources when an expense is incurred for purposes 
for which both restricted and unrestricted net position is available. 
 
L. Fund Balance 
 
The following categories of fund balance are used in the fund level financial statements of the 
governmental funds:  
 
Nonspendable fund balance 
 
The nonspendable fund balance classification includes amounts that cannot be spent because they are 
either not in spendable form or legally or contractually required to be maintained intact.  The “not in 
spendable form” criterion includes items that are not expected to be converted to cash, for example, 
inventories and prepaid amounts.   
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NOTE 1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued) 
 
L. Fund Balance (continued) 
 
Restricted fund balance 
 
The restricted fund balance classification includes amounts that are either restricted externally by 
creditors, grantors, contributors, or laws or regulations of other governments or restricted by law 
through constitutional provisions or enabling legislation.   
 
Committed fund balance 
 
The committed fund balance classification includes amounts that can only be used for specific 
purposes pursuant to constraints imposed by formal action of the Department’s highest level of 
decision-making authority, which is the Department’s Board of Commissioners. The Board of 
Commissioners would have to pass a formal resolution to commit fund balance. Those committed 
amounts cannot be used for any other purpose unless the Department removes or changes the specified 
use by taking the same type of action it employed to previously commit those amounts. Committed 
fund balances also incorporate contractual obligations to the extent that existing resources in the fund 
have been specifically committed for use in satisfying those contractual requirements.  The 
Department recognizes committed fund balances that have been approved for specific purposes by the 
Department’s Board of Commissioners before the fiscal year end.  The Department did not have any 
committed fund balance at June 30, 2015. 
 
Assigned fund balance 
 
The assigned fund balance classification includes amounts that are constrained by the Department’s 
intent to be used for specific purposes but are not restricted or committed.  The authority for making an 
assignment is not required to be the Department’s highest level of decision-making authority and as 
such, the nature of the actions necessary to remove or modify an assignment does not require the 
Department’s highest level of authority. The Department’s Director can choose to assign fund balance 
for a specific purpose. Assigned fund balance amounts in the Department’s financial statements 
represent amounts approved by the Department’s Director to be transferred and spent after year end.   
 
Unassigned fund balance 
 
The unassigned fund balance classification includes amounts that have not been assigned to other 
funds and has not been restricted, committed, or assigned for specific purposes within the general fund.  
 
Based on the Department’s policies regarding fund balance classifications as noted above, the 
Department considers amounts that are restricted, committed, or assigned to be spent when the 
corresponding expenditure that has been designated by the Department’s Board of Commissioners or 
donors has been made.  After these fund balances have been depleted, unassigned fund balance will be 
considered to have been spent. 
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NOTE 1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued) 
 
M. Indirect Costs Recoveries 
 
The Department's indirect cost recoveries are calculated based on fixed rates negotiated annually. The 
Department records indirect cost recoveries paid under federal grants as revenues in the appropriate 
special revenue fund. The Department records indirect cost recoveries paid under non-federal grants 
and through Medicaid fees as revenues in the General Fund. Indirect cost recoveries must be remitted 
to the State General Fund except those received under research grants which may be retained by the 
Department. Federal grants and contracts whose annual award is two hundred thousand dollars or less 
are exempted from the requirement to remit recoveries to the State General Fund. 
 
N. Pensions 
 
In government-wide financial statements, pensions are required to be recognized and disclosed using 
the accrual basis of accounting (see note 9 and the required supplementary information immediately 
following the notes to the financial statements for more information), regardless of the amount 
recognized as pension expenditures on the modified accrual basis of accounting.  The Department 
recognizes a net pension liability for each qualified pension plan in which it participates, which 
represents the Department’s proportionate share of the excess of the total pension liability over the 
fiduciary net position of the qualified pension plan, measured as of the Department’s fiscal year-end.  
Changes in the net pension liability during the period are recorded as pension expense, or as deferred 
outflows or inflows of resources depending on the nature of the change, in the period incurred.  Those 
changes in net pension liability that are recorded as deferred outflows or inflows of resources that arise 
from changes in actuarial assumptions or other inputs and differences between expected or actual 
experience are amortized over the weighted average remaining service life of all participants in the 
respective qualified pension plan and recorded as a component of pension expense beginning with the 
period in which they are incurred.  Projected earnings on qualified pension plan investments are 
recognized as a component of pension expense.  Differences between projected and actual investment 
earnings are reported as deferred outflows or inflows of resources and amortized as a component of 
pension expense on a closed basis over a five-year period beginning with the period in which the 
difference occurred. 
 
O.  Other Postemployment Benefits 
 
Other Postemployment Benefits (“OPEB”) cost for retiree healthcare and similar, non-pension retiree 
benefits, is required to be measured and disclosed using the accrual basis of accounting, regardless of 
the amount recognized as OPEB expense on the modified accrual basis of accounting.  Annual OPEB 
cost is equal to the annual required contributions to the OPEB Plan, calculated in accordance with 
GAAP. 
 
P. Interfund Receivables and Payables 
 
The Department’s General Fund recorded amounts payable to the Capital Projects Fund in the amount 
of $2,200,000 as of June 30, 2015.  These amounts relate to revenues earned by the Department but are 
required to be deposited for future use on capital related projects. 
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NOTE 1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued) 
 
Q. Implementation of Recently Issued Accounting Pronouncements 
 
The Department implemented GASB Statement No. 68, Accounting and Financial Reporting for 
Pensions – An Amendment of GASB Statement No. 27 (“GASB No. 68”) and GASB Statement No. 71, 
Pension Transition for Contributions made Subsequent to the Measurement Date – An Amendment of 
GASB Statement No. 68 (“GASB No. 71”) in the year ended June 30, 2015 and has adjusted its 
beginning net position for its implementation accordingly.   
 
The primary objective of GASB No. 68 is to improve accounting and financial reporting by state and 
local governments for pensions. It also improves information provided by state and local governmental 
employers about financial support for pensions that is provided by other entities. GASB No. 68 
establishes standards for measuring and recognizing liabilities, deferred outflows of resources, 
deferred inflows of resources, and expense/expenditures. For defined benefit pensions, it identifies the 
methods and assumptions that should be used to project benefit payments, discount projected benefit 
payments to their actuarial present value, and attribute that present value to periods of employee 
service. 
 
The objective of GASB No. 71 is to address an issue regarding application of the transition provisions 
of GASB No. 68, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Pensions. The issue relates to amounts 
associated with contributions, if any, made by a state or local government employer or nonemployer 
contributing entity to a defined benefit pension plan after the measurement date of the government’s 
beginning net pension liability. GASB No. 71 requires that, at transition, a government recognize a 
beginning deferred outflow of resources for its pension contributions, if any, made subsequent to the 
measurement date of the beginning net pension liability. The provisions of GASB No. 71 are required 
to be applied simultaneously with the provisions of GASB No. 68. 
 
R. Use of Estimates 
 
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles 
requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets, 
liabilities, revenues, and expenditures and affect disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the 
date of the financial statements. Actual results could differ from those estimates. 
 
NOTE 2.  STATE APPROPRIATIONS 
 
The Department is granted an annual appropriation for operating purposes as authorized by the 
General Assembly of the State of South Carolina. State appropriations are recognized as revenue when 
received and available. Amounts that are not expended by fiscal year-end are required to be returned to 
the General Fund of the State unless the Department receives authorization from the General Assembly 
to carry the funds over to the next year. 
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NOTE 3.  DEPOSITS AND INVESTMENTS 
 
Substantially all deposits and investments of the Department are under control of the State Treasurer 
who, by law, has sole authority for investing State funds. 
 
DEPOSITS: 
 
With respect to investments in the state's internal cash management pool, all of the State Treasurer's 
investments are required to be insured or registered or are investments for which the securities are held 
by the state or its agent in the state's name. 
 
OTHER DEPOSITS: 
 
Funds not on deposit with the State Treasurer as of June 30, 2015 are Agency Funds with a carrying 
amount of $289,927 and a bank balance of $292,961. These funds are fully insured or collateralized 
with securities held by the Department's agent in the Department's name. 
 
INVESTMENTS: 
 
The accounts classified as "Investments" in the General Fund are comprised of donated corporate 
stocks held by the State Treasurer in the Department's name and mutual funds, which are held by the 
State Treasurer. Investments are carried at fair value. 
 
Custodial credit risk for investments is the risk that, in the event of a failure of the counterparty, the 
Pool will not be able to recover the value of the investments or collateral securities that are in the 
possession of an outside party. At June 30, 2015, all of the Department’s investments were insured and 
registered. 
 
Interest rate risk is the risk that changes in interest rates will adversely affect the fair value of an 
investment. This risk is managed within the portfolio using effective duration. Effective duration is a 
measure of the price sensitivity of a bond or a portfolio of bonds to interest rate movements given a 50 
basis point change in interest rates. It takes into account that expected cash flows will fluctuate as 
interest rates change and provides a measure of risk that changes proportionately with market rates. 
None of the Departments investments are exposed to interest rate risk as there is not a maturity on the 
stocks and mutual funds.  
 
Credit risk is the risk that an issuer or other counterparty to an investment will not fulfill its obligations 
to the Pool. The investment policy for credit quality of debt securities states that securities must bear 
an investment grade rating from at least two of the national rating agencies. Credit quality of cash 
reserves must carry a rating of A1/P1/F1 or D1 from at least one nationally recognized rating services. 
In the event that the rating of a security falls below investment grade, that security may continue to be 
held contingent upon an evaluation of the longer term investment merits of the security. Credit risk 
ratings are not required for obligations of the U.S. government or those obligations explicitly 
guaranteed by the U.S. government.  
 
Foreign currency risk is the risk that changes in exchange rates will adversely impact the fair value of 
an investment. At June 30, 2015, the Department did not have any investments denominated in foreign 
currencies. 
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NOTE 3.  DEPOSITS AND INVESTMENTS (continued) 
 
INVESTMENTS (continued): 
 
The Department's investments other than mutual funds are categorized to give an indication of the 
level of risk assumed by the entity at year-end. Category 1 includes investments that are insured or 
registered or for which the securities are held by the entity or its agent in the Department's name. 
Category 2 includes uninsured and unregistered investments for which the securities are held by the 
broker's or dealer's trust department or agent in the Department's name. Category 3 includes uninsured 
and unregistered investments for which the securities are held by the broker or dealer or by its trust 
department or agent but not in the Department's name. The Department has investments in Category 1. 
 
 

Investment Type Fair Value Credit Rating 

Stocks: 
Louisiana - Pacific Corporation $      6,982 Ba2 
Bank of America Corporation         49,562 Baa1 
Plum Creek Timber Company         11,116 Baa2 

Total Stocks         67,660 

Mutual Funds: 
Franklin U.S. Government Securities       109,016 A1 
Massachusetts Investor Trust       231,660 Aa2 

Total Mutual Funds       340,676 

Total Investments $ 408,336 
 
 
NOTE 4.  RECEIVABLES 
 
An analysis of significant receivables is as follows: 
 

Patient Receivables  $  5,163,162  
Other State Agencies    10,691,834 
Payments from County Disabilities Boards        274,246  
Other Receivables        370,383  
Allowance for Doubtful Accounts        (6,363,162) 

 $  10,136,463  

The Department’s significant amount of receivables from other State agencies is due primarily from 
the Department of Health and Human Services (“DHHS”) under various memorandums of agreement 
and fee reimbursement agreements.  The allowance for doubtful accounts is primarily related to 
receivables from patients and other State Agencies the Department has determined that will likely not 
be collected. 
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NOTE 4.  RECEIVABLES (continued) 
 
In accordance with the Department's revenue recognition policy as outlined in Note 1, the receivables 
presented on the governmental funds balance sheet are available to meet the current financial 
obligations which assume collection in less than one year.  Of the amounts presented above, 
$3,521,526 of receivables from DHHS are estimated to not be collected in one year and therefore 
considered unavailable revenue in the governmental funds balance sheet. Allowances for doubtful 
accounts are based on historical analysis.  See further details on receivables from other State agencies 
at Note 16. 
 
NOTE 5.  INVENTORIES 
 
Inventories at June 30, 2015 consist of the following: 
 

Food Inventories $ 53,776 
Medical Inventories         55,477 
Maintenance Inventories       108,224 

$ 217,477 
 
NOTE 6. CAPITAL ASSETS 
 

Beginning Ending 

Balance Balance 

July 1, 2014 Additions Disposals Transfers June 30 ,2015 

Governmental activities: 
Capital assets not being 

depreciated:  
Land  $   1,557,040   $              -    $            -     $            -     $    1,557,040  
Construction in progress       1,144,518         127,423                 -        (971,168)           300,773  

Total capital assets not 
being depreciated:        2,701,558         127,423                 -        (971,168)        1,857,813  

Capital assets being depreciated: 
Land and building 

improvements   100,574,299      2,589,042      (260,051)      971,168     103,874,458  
Vehicles       2,753,093         232,291      (154,644)                -           2,830,740  
Equipment       7,235,389         151,853      (139,140)                -           7,248,102  
Total capital assets being 

depreciated    110,562,781        2,973,186      (553,835)      971,168     113,953,300  

Less accumulated depreciation 
for:  

Land and building 
improvements   (85,202,399)   (1,994,135)      249,954                 -       (86,946,580) 

Vehicles     (2,670,924)        (32,059)      154,644                 -         (2,548,339) 
Equipment      (5,977,664)      (288,625)      135,098                 -         (6,131,191) 
Total accumulated 

depreciation    (93,850,987)   (2,314,819)      539,696                 -       (95,626,110) 
Total capital assets being 

depreciated, net      16,711,794         658,367        (14,139) 
               
 971,168        18,327,190  

Capital assets for governmental 
activities, net  $ 19,413,352   $    785,790   $   (14,139)  $            -     $  20,185,003  
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NOTE 6. CAPITAL ASSETS (continued) 
 
Depreciation expense for the year ended June 30, 2015, was $2,314,819.  Depreciation expense 
was allocated among the program expenses as follows: 
 

Administration $ 74,221 
Intellectual Disabilities  2,162,342 
Autism  11,516 
Regional Centers  66,740 
Total $  2,314,819 

 
As of June 30, 2015 the Department has commitments of approximately $125,000 with certain 
property owners, engineering firms, construction contractors, and vendors.  
 
NOTE 7. ACCOUNTS PAYABLE  
 
An analysis of significant accounts payables is as follows: 
 

Payables to County Disabilities Boards and Other 
Nonprofit Organizations  $ 26,500,819  

Medical and Health Services Payables  7,352,039  
Vendor Payables for Nonmedical Products and Services  628,294  
Other State Agencies  325,422 

 $  34,806,574  
 
NOTE 8. AMOUNTS DUE TO GENERAL FUND OF THE STATE 
 
The amount due to the General Fund of the State from the General Fund at June 30, 2015 of 
$3,658,370 represents primarily nursing home bed fees required to be remitted by Code of Laws 
Section 40-20-355. The nursing home bed fees were remitted in August 2015. 
 
NOTE 9. PENSION PLANS  
 
The South Carolina Public Employee Benefit Authority (“PEBA”), which was created July 1, 2012, 
administers the various retirement systems and retirement programs managed by its Retirement 
Division. PEBA has an 11-member Board of Directors, appointed by the Governor and General 
Assembly leadership, which serves as co-trustee and co-fiduciary of the systems and the trust funds. 
By law, the Budget and Control Board (restructured into the Department of Administration on July 1, 
2015), which consists of five elected officials, also reviews certain PEBA Board decisions regarding 
the funding of the South Carolina Retirement Systems (“Systems”) and serves as a co-trustee of the 
Systems in conducting that review. 
 
PEBA issues a Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (“CAFR”) containing financial statements 
and required supplementary information for the Systems' Pension Trust Funds. The CAFR is publicly 
available through the Retirement Benefits' link on PEBA's website at www.peba.sc.gov, or a copy may 
be obtained by submitting a request to PEBA, PO Box 11960, Columbia, SC 29211-1960. PEBA is 
considered a division of the primary government of the state of South Carolina and therefore, 
retirement trust fund financial information is also included in the comprehensive annual financial 
report of the state. 
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NOTE 9. PENSION PLANS (continued) 
 
Plan Descriptions 
 
• The South Carolina Retirement System (“SCRS”), a cost-sharing multiple-employer defined benefit 
pension plan, was established effective July 1, 1945, pursuant to the provisions of Section 9-1-20 of 
the South Carolina Code of Laws for the purpose of providing retirement allowances and other 
benefits for employees of the state, its public school districts, and political subdivisions. 
 
• The State Optional Retirement Program (“State ORP”) is a defined contribution plan that is offered 
as an alternative to certain newly hired state, public school, and higher education employees. State 
ORP participants direct the investment of their funds into a plan administered by one of four 
investment providers. 
 
• The South Carolina Police Officers Retirement System (“PORS”), a cost-sharing multiple-employer 
defined benefit pension plan, was established effective July 1, 1962, pursuant to the provisions of 
Section 9-11-20 of the South Carolina Code of Laws for the purpose of providing retirement 
allowances and other benefits for police officers and firemen of the state and its political subdivisions. 
 
Membership 
 
Membership requirements are prescribed in Title 9 of the South Carolina Code of Laws. A brief 
summary of the requirements under each system is presented below. 
 
• SCRS - Generally, all employees of covered employers are required to participate in and contribute 
to the system as a condition of employment. This plan covers general employees and teachers and 
individuals newly elected to the South Carolina General Assembly beginning with the November 2012 
general election. An employee member of the system with an effective date of membership prior to 
July 1, 2012, is a Class Two member. An employee member of the system with an effective date of 
membership on or after July 1, 2012, is a Class Three member. 
 
• State ORP - As an alternative to membership in SCRS, newly hired state, public school, and higher 
education employees and individuals newly elected to the S.C. General Assembly beginning with the 
November 2012 general election have the option to participate in the State ORP, which is a defined 
contribution plan. State ORP participants direct the investment of their funds into a plan administered 
by one of four investment providers. PEBA assumes no liability for State ORP benefits. Rather, the 
benefits are the liability of the investment providers. For this reason, State ORP programs are not 
considered part of the retirement systems for financial statement purposes. Employee and Employer 
contributions to the State ORP are at the same rates as SCRS. A direct remittance is required from the 
employers to the member's account with investment providers for the employee contribution (8 
percent) and a portion of the employer contribution (5 percent). A direct remittance is also required by 
SCRS for the remaining portion of the employer contribution (5.75 percent) and an incidental death 
benefit contribution (.15 percent), if applicable, which is retained by SCRS. 
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NOTE 9. PENSION PLANS (continued) 
 
Plan Descriptions (continued) 
 
Membership (continued) 
 
• PORS - To be eligible for PORS membership, an employee must be required by the terms of his 
employment, by election or appointment, to preserve public order, protect life and property, and detect 
crimes in the state; to prevent and control property destruction by fire; or to serve as a peace officer 
employed by the Department of Corrections, the Department of Juvenile Justice, or the Department of 
Mental Health. Probate judges and coroners may elect membership in PORS. Magistrates are required 
to participate in PORS for service as a magistrate. PORS members, other than magistrates and probate 
judges, must also earn at least $2,000 per year and devote at least 1,600 hours per year to this work, 
unless exempted by statute. An employee member of the system with an effective date of membership 
prior to July 1, 2012, is a Class Two member. An employee member of the system with an effective 
date of membership on or after July 1, 2012, is a Class Three member. 
 
Benefits 
 
Benefit terms are prescribed in Title 9 of the South Carolina Code of Laws. PEBA does not have the 
authority to establish or amend benefit terms without a legislative change in the code of laws. Key 
elements of the benefit calculation include the benefit multiplier, years of service, and average final 
compensation. A brief summary of the benefit terms for each system is presented below. 
 
• SCRS - A Class Two member who has separated from service with at least five or more years of 
earned service is eligible for a monthly pension at age 65 or with 28 years credited service regardless 
of age. A member may elect early retirement with reduced pension benefits payable at age 55 with 25 
years of service credit. A Class Three member who has separated from service with at least eight or 
more years of earned service is eligible for a monthly pension upon satisfying the Rule of 90 
requirement that the total of the member's age and the member's creditable service equals at least 90 
years. Both Class Two and Class Three members are eligible to receive a reduced deferred annuity at 
age 60 if they satisfy the five- or eight-year earned service requirement, respectively. An incidental 
death benefit is also available to beneficiaries of active and retired members of employers who 
participate in the death benefit program. 
 
The annual retirement allowance of eligible retirees or their surviving annuitants is increased by the 
lesser of one percent or five hundred dollars every July 1. Only those annuitants in receipt of a benefit 
on July 1 of the preceding year are eligible to receive the increase. Members who retire under the early 
retirement provisions at age 55 with 25 years of service are not eligible for the benefit adjustment until 
the second July 1 after reaching age 60 or the second July 1 after the date they would have had 28 
years of service credit had they not retired. 
 
• PORS - A Class Two member who has separated from service with at least five or more years of 
earned service is eligible for a monthly pension at age 55 or with 25 years of service regardless of age. 
A Class Three member who has separated from service with at least eight or more years of earned 
service is eligible for a monthly pension at age 55 or with 27 years of service regardless of age. Both 
Class Two and Class Three members are eligible to receive a deferred annuity at age 55 with five or 
eight years of earned service, respectively. An incidental death benefit is also available to beneficiaries 
of active and retired members of employers who participate in the death benefit program. Accidental 
death benefits are also provided upon the death of an active member working for a covered employer 
whose death was a natural and proximate result of an injury incurred while in the performance of duty. 
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NOTE 9. PENSION PLANS (continued) 
 
Plan Descriptions (continued) 
 
Benefits (continued) 
 
The retirement allowance of eligible retirees or their surviving annuitants is increased by the lesser of 
one percent or five hundred dollars every July 1. Only those annuitants in receipt of a benefit on July 1 
of the preceding year are eligible to receive the increase. 
 
Contributions 
 
Contributions are prescribed in Title 9 of the South Carolina Code of Laws. The PEBA Board may 
increase the SCRS and PORS employer and employee contribution rates on the basis of the actuarial 
valuations, but any such increase may not result in a differential between the employee and employer 
contribution rate that exceeds 2.9 percent of earnable compensation for SCRS and 5 percent for PORS. 
An increase in the contribution rates adopted by the board may not provide for an increase of more 
than one-half of one percent in any one year. If the scheduled employee and employer contributions 
provided in statute or the rates last adopted by the board are insufficient to maintain a thirty year 
amortization schedule of the unfunded liabilities of the plans, the board shall increase the contribution 
rates in equal percentage amounts for the employer and employee as necessary to maintain the thirty-
year amortization period; and, this increase is not limited to one- half of one percent per year. 
 

Required employee contribution rates for fiscal year 2014-2015 are as follows: 
   
SCRS   
 Employee Class Two  8.00% of earnable compensation 
 Employee Class Three  8.00% of earnable compensation 
   
State ORP Employee  8.00% of earnable compensation 
   
PORS   
 Employee Class Two  8.41% of earnable compensation 
 Employee Class Three  8.41% of earnable compensation 
   
Required employer contribution rates for fiscal year 2014-2015 are as follows: 
   
SCRS   
 Employer Class Two  10.75% of earnable compensation 
 Employer Class Three  10.75% of earnable compensation 
 Employer Incidental Death Benefit  0.15% of earnable compensation 
   
State ORP Employee   
 Employer Contribution  10.75% of earnable compensation1 
 Employer Incidental Death Benefit  0.15% of earnable compensation 
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NOTE 9. PENSION PLANS (continued) 
 
Plan Descriptions (continued) 
 
Contributions (continued) 
 

   
PORS   
 Employer Class Two  13.01% of earnable compensation 
 Employer Class Three  13.01% of earnable compensation 
 Employer Incidental Death Benefit  0.20% of earnable compensation 
 Employer Accidental Death Program  0.20% of earnable compensation 
   
1 Of this employer contribution of 10.75% of earnable compensation, 5% of earnable 
compensation must be remitted by the employer directly to the ORP vendor to be allocated to 
the member’s account with the remainder of the employer contribution remitted to SCRS. 

 
Actuarial Assumptions and Methods 
 
Actuarial valuations involve estimates of the reported amounts and assumptions about the probability 
of occurrence of events far into the future. Examples include assumptions about future employment, 
mortality, and future salary increases. Amounts determined during the valuation process are subject to 
continual revision as actual results are compared with past expectations and new estimates are made 
about the future. South Carolina state statute requires that an actuarial experience study be completed 
at least once in each five-year period. The last experience study was performed on data through June 
30, 2010, and the next experience study is scheduled to be conducted after the June 30, 2015 annual 
valuation is complete. 
 
The most recent annual actuarial valuation reports adopted by the PEBA Board are as of July 1, 2013. 
The net pension liability of each defined benefit pension plan was therefore determined by the 
consulting actuary, Gabriel, Roeder, Smith and Company (“GRS”), based on the July 1, 2013 actuarial 
valuations, using membership data as of July 1, 2013, projected forward to the end of the fiscal year, 
and financial information of the pension trust funds as of June 30, 2014, using generally accepted 
actuarial procedures. Information included in the following schedules is based on the certification 
provided by GRS. 
 
The following provides a summary of the actuarial assumptions and methods used in the July 1, 2013, 
valuations for SCRS and PORS. 

 SCRS  PORS 
Actuarial cost method Entry age  Entry age 
 Actuarial assumptions:    
 Investment rate of return 7.5%  7.5% 
 Projected salary increases levels off at 3.5%  levels off at 4.0% 
 Includes inflation at 2.75%  2.75% 
 Benefit adjustments lesser of 1% or $500   lesser of 1% or $500  

 
The post-retiree mortality assumption is dependent upon the member's job category and gender. This 
assumption includes base rates which are automatically adjusted for future improvement in mortality 
using published Scale AA projected from the year 2000. 
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NOTE 9. PENSION PLANS (continued) 
 
Actuarial Assumptions and Methods (continued) 
 

Former Job Class Males Females 
Educators and Judges RP-2000 Males (with White Collar 

adjustment) multiplied by 110%  
RP-2000 Females (with White 
Collar adjustment) multiplied by 
95%  

General Employees and Members of the 
General Assembly 

RP-2000 Males multiplied by 
100%  

RP-2000 Females multiplied by 
90%  

Public Safety, Firefighters and members of 
the South Carolina National Guard 

RP-2000 Males (with Blue Collar 
adjustment) multiplied by 115%  

RP-2000 Females (with Blue Collar 
adjustment) multiplied by 115%  

 
Net Pension Liability 
 
The net pension liability (NPL) is calculated separately for each system and represents that particular 
system's total pension liability determined in accordance with GASB Statement No. 67 less that 
System's fiduciary net position. As of June 30, 2014, the Department’s proportional share of the NPL 
amounts for SCRS and PORS are presented below: 
 

System 
Proportional Share of Net 

Pension Liability 
SCRS $ 109,462,821 
  
PORS $ 33,579 

 
The total pension liability is calculated by the Systems' actuary, and each plan's fiduciary net position 
is reported in the Systems' financial statements.  The Department’s proportionate share of the net 
pension liability was calculated on the basis of historical employer contributions. Although GASB 68 
encourages the use of the employer's projected long-term contribution effort to the retirement plan, 
allocating on the basis of historical employer contributions is considered acceptable.   For the year 
ending June 30, 2014, the Department’s percentage of the SCRS and PORS net pension liability were 
0.635795% and 0.00175%, respectively. 
 
Discount Rate 
 
The discount rate used to measure the total pension liability was 7.50 percent. The projection of cash 
flows used to determine the discount rate assumed that contributions from participating employers in 
SCRS and PORS will be made based on the actuarially determined rates based on provisions in the 
South Carolina State Code of Laws. Based on those assumptions, each System's fiduciary net position 
was projected to be available to make all projected future benefit payments of current plan members. 
Therefore, the long-term expected rate of return on pension plan investments was applied to all periods 
of projected benefit payments to determine the total pension liability. 
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NOTE 9. PENSION PLANS (continued) 
 
Net Pension Liability (continued) 
 
Long-term Expected Rate of Return 
 
The long-term expected rate of return on pension plan investments for actuarial purposes is based upon 
the 30 year capital market outlook at the end of the third quarter 2012. The actuarial long-term 
expected rates of return represent best estimates of arithmetic real rates of return for each major asset 
class and were developed in coordination with the investment consultant for the Retirement System 
Investment Commission (“RSIC”) using a building block approach, reflecting observable inflation and 
interest rate information available in the fixed income markets as well as Consensus Economic 
forecasts. The actuarial long-term assumptions for other asset classes are based on historical results, 
current market characteristics and professional judgment. 
 
The RSIC has exclusive authority to invest and manage the retirement trust funds' assets. As co-
fiduciary of the Systems, statutory provisions and governance policies allow the RSIC to operate in a 
manner consistent with a long-term investment time horizon. The expected real rates of investment 
return, along with the expected inflation rate, form the basis for the target asset allocation adopted 
annually by the RSIC. For actuarial purposes, the long-term expected rate of return is calculated by 
weighting the expected future real rates of return by the target allocation percentage and then adding 
the actuarial expected inflation which is summarized in the table on the following page. For actuarial 
purposes, the 7.50 percent assumed annual investment rate of return used in the calculation of the total 
pension liability includes a 4.75 percent real rate of return and a 2.75 percent inflation component. 
 

Asset Class 
Target Asset 

Allocation 

Expected 
Arithmetic Real 
Rate of Return 

Long Term 
Expected 

Portfolio Real 
Rate of Return 

Short Term  5.0%   
 Cash  2.0  0.3%  0.01% 
 Short Duration  3.0  0.6 0.02 
Domestic Fixed Income  13.0   
 Core Fixed Income  7.0  1.1 0.08 
 High Yield  2.0  3.5 0.07 
 Bank Loans  4.0  2.8 0.11 
Global Fixed Income  9.0   
 Global Fixed Income  3.0  0.8 0.02 
 Emerging Markets Debt  6.0  4.1 0.25 
Global Public Equity  31.0  7.8 2.42 
Global Tactical Asset Allocation  10.0  5.1 0.51 
Alternatives  32.0   
 Hedge Funds (Low Beta)  8.0  4.0 0.32 
 Private Debt  7.0 10.2 0.71 
 Private Equity  9.0 10.2 0.92 
 Real Estate (Broad Market)  5.0  5.9 0.29 
 Commodities  3.0  5.1 0.15 
 Total Expected Real Return  100.0%  5.88 
 Inflation for Actuarial Purposes   2.75 
 Total Expected Nominal Return    8.63% 
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NOTE 9. PENSION PLANS (continued) 
 
Net Pension Liability (continued) 
 
Sensitivity Analysis 
 
The following table presents the collective net pension liability of the participating employers 
calculated using the discount rate of 7.50 percent, as well as what the employers' net pension liability 
would be if it were calculated using a discount rate that is 1.00 percent lower (6.50 percent) or 1.00 
percent higher (8.50 percent) than the current rate. 
 

Sensitivity of the Proportional Share of Net Pension Liability to Changes in the Discount Rate 
System 1.00% Decrease (6.50%) Current Discount Rate (7.50%) 1.00% Increase (8.50%) 
SCRS $ 141,651,663 $ 109,462,821 $ 82,608,093 
PORS  46,926  33,579  22,536 

 
Deferred Outflows (Inflows) of Resources 
 
For the year ended June 30, 2015, the Department recognized pension expense of approximately 
$7,675,000.  At June 30, 2015, the Department reported deferred outflows (inflows) of resources 
related to pensions from the following sources:  
 

SCRS   PORS 

  
Deferred 

Outflows of 
Resources 

Deferred 
Inflows of 
Resources   

Deferred 
Outflows of 
Resources 

Deferred 
Inflows of 
Resources 

Pension contributions subsequent to 
 measurement date  $6,460,093  $  ̶   $ 2,914  $  ̶ 
Differences in actual and expected 
 experience   3,101,716  ̶    896  ̶ 
Net differences between projected 
 and actual earnings on plan 
 investments 

 
 ̶  9,228,514    ̶  3,885 

$9,561,809 $ 9,228,514   $ 3,810  $ 3,885 

 
The Department reported $6,463,007 as deferred outflows of resources related to contributions 
subsequent to the measurement date that will be recognized as a reduction of the net pension liability 
in the year ended June 30, 2016.  Other amounts reported as deferred outflows (inflows) of resources 
will be recognized in pension expense in future years. The following schedule reflects the amortization 
of the Department’s proportional share of the net balance of remaining deferred outflows (inflows) of 
resources at June 30, 2015. Average remaining service lives of all employees provided with pensions 
through the pension plans at June 30, 2014 was 4.233 years for SCRS and 4.856 years for PORS. 
 
Measurement Period 

Ending June 30, 
Fiscal Year Ending 

June 30, SCRS 
 

PORS 
2015 2016 $ (1,347,736)  $ (739) 
2016 2017  (1,347,736)   (739) 
2017 2018  (1,347,736)   (739) 
2018 2019  (2,083,590)   (772) 

Net Balance of Deferred Inflows of Resources $ (6,126,798)  $ (2,989) 
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NOTE 10. POST RETIREMENT AND OTHER EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 
 
Plan Description 
 
In accordance with the South Carolina Code of Laws and the annual Appropriations Act, the State 
provides post-employment health and dental and long-term disability benefits to retired State and 
school district employees and their covered dependents.  The Department contributes to the South 
Carolina Retiree Health Insurance Trust Fund (“SCRHITF”) and the South Carolina Long-Term 
Disability Insurance Trust Fund (“SCLTDITF”), cost-sharing multiple employer defined benefit 
postemployment healthcare and long-term disability plans administered by the Insurance Benefits 
Division of PEBA. 
 
Generally, retirees are eligible for the health and dental benefits if they have established at least ten 
years of retirement service credit.  For new hires beginning employment May 2, 2008 and after, 
retirees are eligible for benefits if they have established 25 years of service for 100% employer funding 
and 15 through 24 years of service for 50% employer funding.  Benefits become effective when the 
former employee retires under a State retirement system.  Basic Long-Term Disability (“BLTD”) 
benefits are provided to active state, public school district, and participating local government 
employees approved for disability. 
 
Funding Policies 
 
Section 1-11-710 of the South Carolina Code of Laws of 1976, as amended, requires these 
postemployment and long-term disability benefits be funded through annual appropriations by the 
General Assembly for active employees to the Insurance Benefits Division and participating retirees to 
the PEBA, except for the portion funded through the pension surcharge and provided from the other 
applicable sources of the Insurance Benefits Division, for its active employees who are not funded by 
State General Fund appropriations.  Employers are mandated by State statute to contribute at a rate 
assessed each year by the Office of the State Budget, 5.00% of annual covered payroll for 2015 and 
4.92% of annual covered payroll for 2014.  The Insurance Benefits Division sets the employer 
contribution rate based on a pay-as-you-go basis.  The Department paid approximately $2,935,000 and 
$2,799,000 to the trust fund for the fiscal years ended June 30, 2015 and 2014, respectively.  BLTD 
benefits are funded through a person’s premium charged to State agencies, public school districts, and 
other participating local governments.  The monthly premium per active employee paid to Insurance 
Benefits Division was $3.22 for the fiscal years ended June 30, 2015 and 2014.   
 
Effective May 1, 2008 the State established two trust funds through Act 195 for the purpose of funding 
and accounting for the employer costs of retiree health and dental insurance benefits and long-term 
disability insurance benefits.  The SCRHITF is primarily funded through the payroll surcharge.  Other 
sources of funding include additional State appropriated dollars, accumulated IB reserves, and income 
generated from investments.  The SCLTDITF is primarily funded through investment income and 
employer contributions. 
 
A copy of the separately issued financial statements for the benefit plans and the trust funds may be 
obtained by writing to the South Carolina Public Employee Benefit Authority – Insurance Benefits 
Division, P.O. Box 11960, Columbia, South Carolina 29211-1960. 
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NOTE 11.  CHANGES IN GENERAL LONG-TERM OBLIGATIONS 
 
Long-term liabilities consist of compensated absences and settlements payable.  Compensated absence 
and settlements payable activity for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2015, was as follows: 

 
Beginning Ending 

Balance Balance Current 

June 30, 2014 Increases Decreases June 30, 2015 Portion 

Compensated absences  $     5,721,590  $     5,431,941  $    (5,721,590)  $     5,431,941   $     1,086,388 

Settlements payable                      -           2,164,442                      -           2,164,442          1,964,191 

Total  $     5,721,590  $     7,596,383  $    (5,721,590)  $     7,596,383   $     3,050,579 

 
See Note 14 for further details on the settlements payable. 
 
NOTE 12. DEFERRED COMPENSATION PLANS 
 
Several optional deferred compensation plans are available to State employees. The multiple-employer 
plans, created under Internal Revenue Code Sections 457, 401(k), and 403(b), are administered by 
third parties and are not included in the Department’s financial statements. Compensation deferred 
under the plans is placed in trust for the contributing employee. The Department has no liability for 
losses under the plans. Employees may withdraw the current value of their contributions when they 
terminate State employment. Employees may also withdraw contributions prior to termination if they 
meet requirements specified by the applicable plan.  The Department made no contributions for the 
fiscal year ended June 30, 2015. 
 
NOTE 13. OPERATING LEASES 
 
Lease payments for real property during the year ended June 30, 2015 were approximately $32,000. 
Lease payments for equipment, including contingent rental payments, were approximately $259,000.  
The Department also leases State owned vehicles and incurred approximately $311,000 of expense 
related to vehicle use.  There are no future obligations with a remaining term in excess of one year. 
 
NOTE 14. CONTINGENCIES AND SETTLEMENTS PAYABLE 
 
The Department is involved in a number of legal proceedings and claims with various parties arising in 
the normal course of business. These proceedings and claims cover a wide range of matters including 
personal injury, medical malpractice, and negligence. In some of these cases, the remedies that may be 
sought or damages claimed are substantial. Because, in the opinion of management and counsel, the 
risk of material loss in excess of insurance coverage for these events is remote, the outcome of the 
legal proceedings and claims is not expected to have a material adverse effect on the financial position 
of the Department. Therefore, an estimated liability has not been recorded.  The outcome of any 
litigation has an element of uncertainty. 
 
During the year ended June 30, 2015 two settlements were reached by the Department.  The first 
related to miscalculations in establishing room and board charges to consumers residing in HUD 
financed properties.  Providers were instructed to repay consumers for overcharges related to fiscal 
years 2013 and 2014 and the Department’s Commission agreed to share in these reimbursements at a 
rate up to 50%.  The Department’s 50% share amounted to $764,914.  This amount will be paid over 
fiscal years 2016, 2017, and 2018 in the amount of $564,663, $147,797, and $52,454, respectively. 
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NOTE 14. CONTINGENCIES AND SETTLEMENTS PAYABLE (continued) 
 
The second settlement was the result of an audit performed during fiscal year 2015 by the Office of 
Inspector General of the United States Department of Health and Human Services over the 
Department’s fiscal year 2010 Medicaid waiver cost report.  The audit was performed as a follow-up 
to the 2007 through 2009 fiscal year audit that covered the allocation of administrative cost to 
unallowable room and board cost.  The 2015 audit disallowed $1,599,525 claimed in the Department’s 
costs reports.  The Department’s share of the disallowed costs is $1,399,528.  The Department expects 
to pay this amount during fiscal year 2016. 
 
NOTE 15. FUND BALANCE CLASSIFICATIONS 
 

Nonspendable Restricted Assigned Total 

General Fund $ 217,477 $ 2,383,698 $ 3,862,510 $ 6,463,685 

Capital Projects Fund  ―  13,443,787  ―  13,443,787 

Nonmajor Governmental Funds   ―   1,186   ―   1,186 

Total $ 217,477 $ 15,828,671 $ 3,862,510 $ 19,908,658 

 
Nonspendable 
 
This portion of fund balance is not available for expenditure because it is either in a form that cannot 
be spent, such as inventories, or is legally or contractually required to be maintained intact. 
 
Restricted 
 
General Fund 
The General Fund receives contributions for its Regional Centers.  These contributions are restricted to 
use at the Regional Center that received the donation. 
 
Additionally, the Department holds fund balances related to donations restricted to support the 
operations, maintenance, and facilities of the Whitten Center.  These amounts are restricted due to the 
terms of the donation. 
 
Capital Projects Fund 
Proviso 36.2 of the 2014-2015 Appropriations Act authorizes the Department to retain proceeds from 
the sale of excess real property in the capital projects fund and to use the funds for the purchase of land 
and the construction of community residences. 
 
The Department receives approval at various intervals to use excess debt service funds from client fees 
revenues for capital projects. The funds when collected remain in the debt service fund until they are 
transferred by the State Treasurer to excess debt service reserve account when capital projects are 
approved. Funds are transferred by the State Treasurer from the excess debt service reserve account to 
specific capital project accounts when needed to meet expenditures incurred. The amount of excess 
debt service funds transferred from the debt service fund to excess debt service reserve in the capital 
projects fund during the year ended June 30, 2015 was approximately $3,344,000. 
 
Nonmajor Governmental Funds 
The Department receives funds from various Federal and State sources that are restricted as to use of 
those funds as provided for under the grant or funding agreement. 
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NOTE 15. FUND BALANCE CLASSIFICATIONS (continued) 
 
Assigned 
 
General Fund 
The amount of assigned fund balance in the general fund is assigned by the Department primarily for 
the acquisition and construction of capital assets.  These amounts have not been formally restricted or 
committed for this purpose; however, the Department’s director has assigned the funds future use. 
 
NOTE 16.  TRANSACTIONS WITH STATE ENTITIES 
 
The Department has significant transactions with the State of South Carolina and various State 
agencies. As required by Section 44-20-355 of the 1976 Code of Laws of South Carolina, as Amended, 
the Department collected a $8.50 per day Patient Day Fee from all State Intermediate Care Facilities 
for the Mentally Retarded and remitted the fees to the General Fund of the State. The amount collected 
and remitted in the fiscal year end June 30, 2015 was $3,658,370.  
 
The Department also has significant transactions with the South Carolina Department of Health and 
Human Services (“HHS”).  Under various memorandums of agreement (“MOA”), HHS reimburses the 
Department for services provided by the Department or to reimburse administrative costs incurred 
during the year.  At June 30, 2015, $9,739,252 was due from HHS under the MOAs and approximately 
$3.5 million of the amount due related to current year transactions with HHS. 
 
The Department had an additional approximate $1,352,000 of accounts receivable due from other State 
agencies.  These receivables were related to services provided by the Department, Department 
expenditures that were reimbursable from other State agencies, or insurance related claims. 
 
Services received at no cost from State agencies include maintenance of certain accounting records and 
payroll and disbursement processing from the Comptroller General; check preparation, banking, and 
investment functions from the State Treasurer; legal services from the Attorney General; and records 
storage from the Department of Archives and History. Other services received at no cost from the 
various divisions of the South Carolina State Public Employee Benefit Authority include retirement 
plan administration and insurance plans administration. 
 
The Department had financial transactions with various other State agencies during the fiscal year. 
Significant payments were made to divisions of the South Carolina State Public Employee Benefit 
Authority for retirement and insurance plans contributions.  Payments were made to the South 
Carolina Budget and Control Board for telephone services, interagency mail and supplies. Significant 
payments were also made for unemployment and worker's compensation coverage for employees. The 
amounts of 2015 expenditures applicable to related party transactions were approximately 
$67,500,000.   
 
The Department provided no significant services to any other State agencies during the fiscal year 
ended June 30, 2015. 
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NOTE 17.  RISK MANAGEMENT 
 
The Department is exposed to various risks of loss and maintains State or commercial insurance 
coverage for certain of those risks. Management believes such coverage is sufficient to preclude any 
significant uninsured losses for the covered risks.  There were no significant reductions in insurance 
coverage from coverage in the prior year. 
 
Settled claims have not exceeded this coverage in any of the past three years. The Department pays 
insurance premiums to certain other State agencies and commercial insurers to cover risks that may 
occur in normal operations. 
 
The insurers promise to pay to or on behalf of the insured for covered economic losses sustained 
during the policy period in accord with insurance policy and benefit program limits except for the 
deductibles. 
 
State management believes it is more economical to manage certain risks internally and to set aside 
assets for claim settlement. Several State funds accumulate assets and the State itself assumes 
substantially all risks for the following: 
 

1. Claims   of   State   employees   for   unemployment   compensation benefits (Department 
of Employment  and Workforce); 

2. Claims of covered employees  for workers'  compensation  benefits for job-related  illnesses 
or injuries (State Accident Fund); 

3. Claims  of  covered  public  employees  for  health  and  dental  insurance  benefits  (Public 
Employee Benefit Authority); and 

4. Claims  of covered  public employees  for  long-term  disability  and  group-life  insurance 
benefits  (Public Employee Benefit Authority). 

 
Employees elect health coverage through either a health maintenance organization or through the 
State's self-insured plan. All of the other coverages listed above are through the applicable State self-
insurance plan except dependent and optional life premiums which are remitted to commercial carriers. 
 
The Department and other entities pay premiums to the State's Insurance Reserve Fund (“IRF”) which 
issues policies, accumulates assets to cover the risks of loss, and pays claims incurred for covered 
losses related to the following assets, activities, and/or events: 
 

1. Theft of, damage to, or destruction of assets; 
2. Real property, its contents, and other equipment; 
3. Motor vehicles; 
4. Torts; 
5. Natural disasters; and 
6. Medical malpractice claims against covered hospitals and employees. 

 
The IRF is a self-insurer and purchases reinsurance to obtain certain services and specialized coverage 
and to limit losses in the areas of property, boiler and machinery, automobile liability, and medical 
professional liability insurance. The IRF's rates are determined actuarially. 
 
The Department self-insures for collision damage to Department owned vehicles because it estimates 
the cost of repairs will be less than the cost of insurance. No material payments for collision damage to 
Department owned vehicles were made in the fiscal year ended June 30, 2015. 
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NOTE 17.  RISK MANAGEMENT (continued) 
 
The Department obtains up to $200,000 per occurrence coverage through a commercial insurer for 
employee fidelity bond insurance for all employees for losses arising from theft or misappropriation. 
The Department self-insures above this amount because it feels the likelihood of loss is remote. No 
payments for uninsured losses were made during the fiscal year ended June 30, 2015. 
 
The Department has recorded insurance premium expenditures in the applicable programmatic 
expenditure. 
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Variance

Original Budget Final Budget Actual Positive (Negative)

Administration

Commissioner 155,000$    155,000$    155,000$    -$     

Classified Positions 3,679,729   3,712,989  3,712,989   -   

Other Personal Services 20,000  198,435   198,435  -   

Special Item - Waiting List 13,293,825   -   -  -   

Program and Services

Prevention Program

Special Item - Greenwood Genetic Center 2,934,300   2,934,300  2,934,300   -   

Intellectual Disabilit ies - Family Support

Children's Services

Classified Positions 116,542  119,546   119,546  -   

Other Operating Expenses 2,935,037   3,204,454  3,204,454   -   

Special Item - BabyNet 3,725,000   3,725,000  3,725,000   -   

In-Home Family Support

Classified Positions 128,120  199,246   199,246  -   

Other Operating Expenses 24,882,226   20,687,190  20,687,190   -   

Adult Development and Support

Classified Positions 40,286  44,632  44,632  -   

Other Operating Expenses 15,139,344   22,445,237  22,445,237   -   

Service Coordination

Classified Positions 325,749  218,713   218,713  -   

Other Operating Expenses 6,239,098   5,180,626  5,180,626   -   

Case Services 2,000  -   -   

Autism Family Support

Autism Family Support Services

Classified Positions 509,706  522,616   522,616  -   

Other Personal Services 200   10,522  10,522  -   

Other Operating Expenses 3,272,233   2,812,997  2,812,997   -   

Pervasive Development Disorder

Classified Positions 90,000  84,494  84,494  -   

Other Operating Expenses 6,885,000   7,099,785  7,099,785   -   

Head and Spinal Cord Injury

Classified Positions 158,990  164,577   164,577  -   

Other Operating Expenses 5,784,000   6,691,275  6,691,275   -   

Other Personal Services -  2,617  2,617  -   

Case Services 12,000  -   -  -   

Intellectual Disabilit ies Residential

Classified Positions 1,829,977   2,176,612  2,176,612   -   

Other Personal Services 50,000  140,027   140,027  -   

Other Operating Expenses 46,507,981   69,100,559  69,100,559   -   

Case Services 900,800  549,200   549,200  -   

Budgeted Amounts
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Autism Community Residential Program

Classified Positions 1,209,713           1,148,749             1,148,749           -                         

Other Personal Services 166,312              277,714                277,714              -                         

Other Operating Expenses 3,927,592           3,479,918             3,479,918           -                         

Head and Spinal Cord Injury Residential

Other Operating Expenses 958,763              940,024                940,024              -                         

Regional Center Residential Program

Classified Positions 34,109,291         31,594,399           31,594,399         -                         

Other Personal Services 1,836,989           6,308,560             6,308,560           -                         

Lander University - Autism Services

Other Operating Services -                      300,000                300,000              -                         

Austism Services -                      1,150,000             1,150,000           -                         

Special Needs Park -                      200,000                200,000              -                         

Charles Lea Center -                      100,000                100,000              -                         

Employee Benefits

Employer Contributions 20,925,634         18,892,259           18,892,259         -                         

Total Expenditures 202,751,437$     216,572,272$       216,572,272$     -$                       
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SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS 
REQUIRED SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION - 

BUDGETARY COMPARISON SCHEDULE – OTHER BUDGETED FUNDS  
(NON-GAAP BUDGETARY BASIS – UNAUDITED) 

FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2015 
 

 
 

 

  

Variance
Original Budget Final Budget Actual Positive (Negative)

Administration
Classified Positions 166,137$            271,961$              271,961$              -$                    
Other Personal Services 137,637              137,637                66,927                  70,710                
Other Operating Expenses 2,781,871           2,677,157             1,802,885             874,272              

Program and Services
Prevention Program

Other Operating Expenses 257,098              257,098                198,000                59,098                
Special Item - Greenwood Genetic Center 6,534,076           6,534,076             6,534,076             -                      

Intellectual Disabilit ies - Family Support
Children's Services

Other Operating Expenses 11,805,226         11,550,142           8,768,787             2,781,355           
Special Item - BabyNet 5,587,500           5,587,500             5,587,500             -                      

In-Home Family Support
Classified Positions -                      41,603                  41,603                  -                      
Other Operating Expenses 32,843,261         18,311,342           17,410,293           901,049              
Case Services 10,000                10,000                  -                       10,000                

Adult Development and Support
Other Operating Expenses 49,215,777         65,543,484           53,600,430           11,943,054         

Service Coordination
Classified Positions -                      27,417                  27,417                  -                      
Other Operating Expenses 16,090,763         17,090,916           11,304,998           5,785,918           
Case Services 50,000                50,000                  8,100                    41,900                

Autism Family Support
Autism Family Support Services

Other Operating Expenses 8,921,170           8,304,070             4,438,001             3,866,069           
Case Services 17,000                17,000                  -                       17,000                

Pervasive Development Disorder
Other Operating Expenses 3,300,000           3,300,000             1,394,191             1,905,809           

Head and Spinal Cord Injury
Classified Positions -                      79,467                  72,605                  6,862                  
Other Operating Expenses 15,799,720         16,804,016           7,675,690             9,128,326           

Intellectual Disabilit ies Residential
Classified Positions 184,516              180,475                162,018                18,457                
Other Personal Services 160,000              160,000                72,487                  87,513                
Other Operating Expenses 200,076,532       193,867,176         184,224,312         9,642,864           
Case Services 13,962,263         16,399,830           16,338,908           60,922                

Autism Community Residential Program
Classified Positions 174,611              174,611                144,214                30,397                
Other Personal Services 133,384              133,384                11,650                  121,734              
Other Operating Expenses 17,892,592         18,199,198           16,124,790           2,074,408           
Case Services 33,025                28,624                  22,188                  6,436                  

Budgeted Amounts
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FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2015 
 

 
 

 

  

Head and Spinal Cord Injury Residential
Other Operating Expenses 2,081,769           2,706,769             1,878,137             828,632              

Regional Center Residential Program
Classified Positions 13,973,747         13,723,477           11,344,118           2,379,359           
Other Personal Services 2,621,784           2,621,784             1,058,358             1,563,426           
Other Operating Expenses 17,873,449         17,909,801           14,429,168           3,480,633           
Case Services 441,222              426,115                360,561                65,554                

Employee Benefits
Employer Contributions 6,809,487           6,809,487             5,870,697             938,790              

Total Expenditures 429,935,617$     429,935,617$       371,245,070$       58,690,547$       
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SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS  
NOTES TO REQUIRED SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION -  

BUDGETARY COMPARISON SCHEDULES 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2015 

 
1. Budgetary Funds 

 
South Carolina’s Annual Appropriation Act, the State’s legally adopted budget, does not present 
budgets by GAAP fund.  Instead, it presents program-level budgets for the following two funds: 
 
General Funds – These funds are general operating funds.  The resources in the funds are primarily 
taxes.  The State expends General Funds to provide traditional State government services.   
 
Total Funds – The Total Funds column in the Appropriations Act includes all budgeted resources.  
Amounts in this column include General Funds as well as most, but not all, federal and department-
generated resources.  Total funds include portions of certain proprietary and capital project fund 
activities as well as most special revenue activities but exclude the pension trust funds and some other 
fiduciary fund activities. 
 
Amounts presented as Other Budgeted Funds are obtained by subtracting the General Funds column 
in the Appropriations Act from the Total Funds columns.  Revenue is not presented in the budgetary 
schedule because it is budgeted at the Statewide level. 
 
As operating conditions change, the Department may transfer appropriations between programs and 
classifications within programs.  However, limits are placed on increasing/decreasing authorizations 
for personal services without Budget and Control Board approval.  Also, a revision of budgeted 
amounts over and above the total revenues appropriated requires approval of the Budget and Control 
Board. 
 
Substantially all the funds appropriated by the State and other budgeted funds are included within the 
General Fund for financial statement presentation under GAAP. 

 
2. Original and Final Budgeted Amounts; Basis of Presentation 

 
The original appropriations presented in the accompanying schedule for the General Funds include 
amounts in the Appropriations Act as well as any appropriation reductions specifically authorized by 
law to prevent duplicate appropriations.  The terminology, classification, and format of the 
appropriations section of the accompanying schedules are substantively the same as the legally 
adopted budget. The State allows the Department to transfer its appropriated funds to restricted 
accounts to allow for the opportunity for interest to be earned on these appropriated amounts.  
However, expenditures have been presented in accordance with the classifications provided for in the 
legally adopted budget. 
 
The State’s General Assembly does not approve estimated revenue or fund balance amounts for Other 
Budgeted Funds which include the Department’s General Fund.  However, Section 115 
(Recapitulations) of the Appropriation Act includes net source of funds amounts (i.e. estimated cash 
brought forward from the previous fiscal year plus estimated revenue for the current fiscal year minus 
estimated cash to be carried forward to the following fiscal year) for three categories of Other 
Budgeted Funds:  Federal, Earmarked, and Restricted.  A budget versus actual comparison for the 
Department’s General Funds and Other Budgeted Funds are presented as supplementary information. 
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SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS  

NOTES TO REQUIRED SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION -  
BUDGETARY COMPARISON SCHEDULES 

FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2015 
 

3. Legal Level of Budgetary Control 
 
The Department maintains budgetary control at the level of summary objective category of 
expenditure within each program of each department or agency which is the level of detail presented 
in the accompanying schedules. 
 

4. Basis of Budgeting 
 
Current legislation states that the General Assembly intends to appropriate all monies to operate State 
government for the current fiscal year.  Unexpended appropriations lapse on July 31 unless the 
department or agency is given specific authorization to carry them forward to the next fiscal year.  
Cash-basis accounting for payroll expenditures is used, while the accrual basis is used for other 
expenditures. 
 
State law does not precisely define the State’s budgetary basis of budgeting.  In practice, however, it 
is the cash basis with the following exceptions: 
 

 Departments and agencies shall charge certain vendor and interfund payments against the 
preceding fiscal year’s appropriations through July 13. 

 
 All revenues are recorded only when the State receives the related cash with the exception of 

certain tax amounts, such as motor fuel taxes and gas taxes, which are not received by the 
Department’s General Fund. 

 
5. Budget to GAAP Reporting Differences 

 
Budgetary accounting principles differ significantly from GAAP accounting principles.  Basis 
differences arise because the basis of budgeting differs from the GAAP basis used to prepare the 
statement of revenues, expenditures, and changes in fund balance.  The differences between the 
budgetary comparison schedules for the General Funds and Other Budgeted Funds as compared to the 
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balance are related to the modified 
accrual basis of accounting which include accounts receivable and accounts payable as revenues and 
expenditures in the current year while the budgetary basis would include those amounts in the year 
that payments were actually received or paid.  A reconciliation of the budgetary basis expenditures to 
the GAAP basis expenditures is below.   
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SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS 
NOTES TO REQUIRED SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION - 

BUDGETARY COMPARISON SCHEDULES 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2015 

5. Budget to GAAP Reporting Differences (continued)

Reconciliation of Budget Basis to GAAP Basis Expenditures 
For the Year Ended June 30, 2015 

 General Fund 
Other Budgeted 

Funds Total

Total expenditures, budgetary basis  $      216,572,272  $     371,245,070  $ 587,817,342 
Perspective difference: 

Other budgeted funds attributable 
to the General Fund for GAAP 371,245,070  (371,245,070) ―

Basis of accounting differences: 
Change in accrued salaries (185,326)  ―      (185,326) 
Change in accounts payable 62,339     ―   62,339   
Administrative fees on 

reimbursement are considered 
an expenditure for GAAP but 
not for budget 560,000 560,000

Intermediate care fees remitted not 
considered an expenditure for 
GAAP (3,658,370)    ―   (3,658,370)

Other basis differences (245,316)   ―   (245,316)

Total expenditures, GAAP basis  $       584,350,669  $    ―   $  584,350,669 
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SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS  
REQUIRED SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION - 

SCHEDULE OF THE PROPORTIONATE SHARE OF THE NET 
PENSION LIABILITY – SOUTH CAROLINA RETIREMENT SYSTEM 

AS OF JUNE 30, 2015 
LAST TWO FISCAL YEARS 

2015 2014
Department’s proportion of the net pension liability  0.635795%  0.635795% 
Department’s proportionate share of the net pension liability $ 109,462,821 $ 114,038,943 
Department’s covered – employee payroll $ 58,036,747  $ 57,944,213

Department’s  proportionate share of the net pension 
liability as percentage of covered-employee payroll 188.6% 196.8%

Plan fiduciary net position as a percentage of the total 
pension liability 59.9% 56.4%

Note: The amounts presented above were determined as of June 30th of the preceding year.  The Department 
implemented GASB #68 and GASB #71 during the year ended June 30, 2015.  Information prior to 2014 is not 
available.  
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SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS  
REQUIRED SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION - 

SCHEDULE OF CONTRIBUTIONS – SOUTH CAROLINA RETIREMENT SYSTEM 
AS OF JUNE 30, 2015 

LAST THREE FISCAL YEARS 

2015 2014 2013
Contractually required contribution $ 6,460,093 $ 6,118,522 $ 6,142,087 
Contributions in relation to the  
 contractually required contribution  6,460,093  6,118,522  6,142,087 
Contribution deficiency (excess) $ -  $ -  $ -

Department covered-employee payroll $ 59,266,908 $ 57,721,905 $ 57,944,213 
Contributions as a percentage of  
 covered-employee payroll  10.90%  10.60% 10.60%
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SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS  
REQUIRED SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION - 

SCHEDULE OF THE PROPORTIONATE SHARE OF THE NET 
PENSION LIABILITY – POLICE OFFICERS RETIREMENT SYSTEM 

AS OF JUNE 30, 2015 
LAST TWO FISCAL YEARS 

2015 2014
Department’s proportion of the net pension liability  0.00175%  0.00175% 
Department’s proportionate share of the net pension liability $ 33,579 $ 36,360 
Department’s covered – employee payroll $ 21,105 $ 21,105 

Department’s  proportionate share of the net pension 
liability as percentage of covered-employee payroll 159.1% 172.3%

Plan fiduciary net position as a percentage of the total 
pension liability 67.5% 63.0%

Note: The amounts presented above were determined as of June 30th of the preceding year.  The Department 
implemented GASB #68 and GASB #71 during the year ended June 30, 2015.  Information prior to 2014 is not 
available. 
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SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS  
REQUIRED SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION - 

SCHEDULE OF CONTRIBUTIONS – POLICE OFFICERS RETIREMENT SYSTEM 
AS OF JUNE 30, 2015 

LAST THREE FISCAL YEARS 

2015 2014 2013
Contractually required contribution $ 2,914  $ 2,710  $ 2,596 
Contributions in relation to the  
 contractually required contribution  2,914  2,710  2,596 
Contribution deficiency (excess) $ -  $ -  $ - 

Department covered-employee payroll $ 21,100 $ 21,105 $ 21,105 
Contributions as a percentage of  
 covered-employee payroll  13.81%  12.84%  12.3%
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Federal Grant Fund

Education 
Improvement Act 

Fund
Total 

Governmental

-$  268,788$              268,788$             
261,919 41,193 303,112
261,919$  309,981$              571,900$             

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES

6,003$  268,788$              274,791$             
Checks Written in Excess of Cash Balances 254,730 - 254,730

- 41,193 41,193 
260,733 309,981 570,714

Restricted 1,186 - 1,186 

1,186 - 1,186

261,919$  309,981$               571,900$               Total Liabilities and Fund Balances

Total Liabilities

Fund balance:

Total Fund Balances

Receivables, net
Total Assets

Cash and Cash Equivalents

Liabilities:
Accounts Payable

Accrued Payroll and Employee Benefits

South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs

Combining Balance Sheet
Nonmajor Governmental Funds

June 30, 2015

ASSETS
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Federal Grant Fund

Education 
Improvement Act 

Fund
Total 

Governmental

Federal Grant Revenue 278,375$            -$  278,375$            
Education Improvement Act - 359,937 359,937

278,375 359,937 638,312

Personnel Services - 359,937 359,937
133,733 - 133,733

Supplies 16,456 - 16,456
127,000 - 127,000
277,189 359,937 637,126

1,186 - 1,186

Net Change in Fund Balance 1,186 - 1,186

- - -

1,186$  - 1,186$  

Fund Balance -- Beginning

Fund Balances -- Ending

Total Expenditures

Excees (Deficiency) of Revenues Over 
Expenditures

Medical and Health Services

Capital Outlay

EXPENDITURES

Current:

Total Revenues

South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs
Combining Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balance

Nonmajor Governmental Funds
For the Year Ended June 30, 2015

REVENUES
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REPORT ON INTERNAL CONTROL OVER FINANCIAL REPORTING AND ON COMPLIANCE 
AND OTHER MATTERS BASED ON AN AUDIT OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS PERFORMED IN 

ACCORDANCE WITH GOVERNMENT AUDITING STANDARDS  
 

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT 
 
 

Mr. George L. Kennedy, CPA 
State Auditor 
Office of the State Auditor 
Columbia, South Carolina 
 
We have audited, in accordance with the auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America 
and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards issued by the 
Comptroller General of the United States, the financial statements of the governmental activities, each major 
fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information of the South Carolina Department of Disabilities and 
Special Needs (the “Department”), as of and for the year ended June 30, 2015, and the related notes to the 
financial statements, which collectively comprise the Department’s basic financial statements, and have issued 
our report thereon dated June 8, 2016. 
 
Internal Control Over Financial Reporting 
 
In planning and performing our audit of the financial statements, we considered the Department’s internal 
control over financial reporting (internal control) to determine the audit procedures that are appropriate in the 
circumstances for the purpose of expressing our opinions on the financial statements, but not for the purpose of 
expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Department’s internal control. Accordingly, we do not 
express an opinion on the effectiveness of the Department’s internal control. 
 
Our consideration of internal control was for the limited purpose described in the preceding paragraph and was 
not designed to identify all deficiencies in internal control that might be material weaknesses or significant 
deficiencies and therefore, material weaknesses or significant deficiencies may exist that were not identified. 
However, as described in the accompanying schedule of findings and questioned costs, we identified a 
deficiency in internal control that we consider to be a material weakness.   
 
A deficiency in internal control exists when the design or operation of a control does not allow management or 
employees, in the normal course of performing their assigned functions, to prevent, or detect and correct, 
misstatements on a timely basis. A significant deficiency is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in 
internal control that is less severe than a material weakness, yet important enough to merit attention by those 
charged with governance.  A material weakness is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in internal 
control such that there is a reasonable possibility that a material misstatement of the entity’s financial 
statements will not be prevented, or detected and corrected on a timely basis. We consider the deficiency 
described in the accompanying schedule of findings and questioned costs as item 2015-001 to be a material 
weakness. 
 
Compliance and Other Matters 
 
As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the Department’s financial statements are free from 
material misstatement, we performed tests of its compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations, 
contracts, and grant agreements, noncompliance with which could have a direct and material effect on the 
determination of financial statement amounts. However, providing an opinion on compliance with those 
provisions was not an objective of our audit, and accordingly, we do not express such an opinion. The results 
of our tests disclosed no instances of noncompliance or other matters that are required to be reported under 
Government Auditing Standards.  
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Department’s Response to Finding 
 
The Department’s response to the finding identified in our audit is described in the accompanying schedule of 
findings and questioned costs. The Department’s response was not subjected to the auditing procedures applied 
in the audit of the financial statements and, accordingly, we express no opinion on it. 
 
Purpose of this Report 
 
The purpose of this report is solely to describe the scope of our testing of internal control and compliance and 
the results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control or 
on compliance. This report is an integral part of an audit performed in accordance with Government Auditing 
Standards in considering the entity’s internal control and compliance. Accordingly, this communication is not 
suitable for any other purpose. 
 

 
Greene, Finney & Horton, LLP 
Mauldin, South Carolina 
June 8, 2016 
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SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS 
 
SCHEDULE OF FINDINGS AND RESPONSES 
 
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2015 
    
 
2015-001: VALUATION OF RECEIVABLES AND REVENUE RECOGNITION 
 
Condition & Effect: The Department recorded approximately $5.1 million in patient receivables and $1.2 million due from 

another state entity that were ultimately determined to be uncollectible.  In addition, the Department 
did not record at the fund level approximately $3.4 million in unavailable revenues that were not 
collected within the availability period.  Correcting adjustments were recorded by the Department once 
the information was brought to their attention.  Due to a portion of the adjustments impacting prior 
years, revenues for the year ended June 30, 2015 were ultimately reduced by approximately $3.7 
million.   

 
Repayments of the Department’s unexpended Education Improvement Act (“EIA”) funds to the South 
Carolina Department of Education were not recorded in the correct year.  The repayment of 
approximately $356,000 in unexpended funds related to the prior fiscal year’s funding was incorrectly 
recorded in the current fiscal year as a reduction in EIA revenues, and the repayment of approximately 
$269,000 related to current fiscal year’s funding was not recorded in the current year, but was instead 
recorded in the following fiscal year when the repayment was made. Correcting adjustments were 
recorded by the Department once the information was brought to their attention.  The impact of the 
adjustments increased EIA revenues by approximately $87,000 for the year ended June 30, 2015. 
 

Criteria: The Department should record revenues only when they are both measureable and available. 
 
Cause: In estimating the reserves for the patient receivables, the Department applied a collection rate to patient 

receivables based on historical collection rates; however, patient receivables outstanding as of June 30, 
2015 were comprised of unpaid balances that had accumulated over a number of years and thus, the 
collection rate on those receivables was much lower than the overall historical collection rate.  It was 
estimated that most of the receivables were uncollectible. 

 
The amount due from another state entity was written off when no written documentation was 
available to substantiate the amount due.  Negotiations surrounding this amount were held, but 
ultimately the other state agency declined to pay due to the lack of written documentation.   Ultimately, 
the Department decided that this receivable was uncollectible. 
 
The EIA revenues were initially recorded on a cash basis rather than a modified accrual basis due to 
historical treatment (i.e., the repayments of unexpended funds were recorded in the fiscal year in which 
the repayments were made). 

 
Recommendation: The Department has a process for reviewing patient receivables that includes evaluating those 

receivables for collectability; however, we recommend that the Department consider modifying its 
calculation of the allowance for doubtful accounts in order to apply a collection rate that is appropriate 
for the uncollected balances instead of one based on the overall collection rate for all billings. 

 
We recommend that the Department have written contracts or agreements with other state agencies to 
ensure collection of payments for services rendered.  In addition, we recommend that the Department 
investigate any amounts due from other state agencies that are over 90 days old and determine if those 
balances will be collected. 
 
We recommend that the Department record the repayment of unexpended EIA funds as a payable and 
reduction in EIA revenues in the year of allocation or include the repayment on the payables closing 
package remitted to the Office of the Comptroller General. 
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SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS 
 
SCHEDULE OF FINDINGS AND RESPONSES 
 
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2015 
    
 
2015-001: VALUATION OF RECEIVABLES AND REVENUE RECOGNITION (CONTINUED) 
 
Response: The Department of Disabilities and Special Needs has reviewed and concurs with the findings and 

recommendations as stated in item “2015-001: Valuation of Receivables and Revenue Recognition.” 
Accordingly, the Department will implement the following corrective actions effective immediately: 

 
1. The Department will modify its current methodology of calculating the allowance for 

doubtful accounts for patient receivables from one based on the aggregate collection rate for 
all accounts to a method based on an analysis of pertinent historical data for collection of each 
age category or class of accounts receivable.   The Department will continue to pursue patient 
receivables that are outstanding. 

2. The Department will implement the necessary procedures and safeguards prior to the 
provision of services for other state entities in order to enhance collection of payment for 
services rendered. 

3. The Department will analyze all unexpended EIA fund balances at each fiscal year-end and 
make all necessary accounting entries to record unused balances as deferred revenue in the 
book of record.   
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Independent Auditor's Report 
 
 
To the Members of the 
South Carolina Public Employee Benefit Authority 
Columbia, South Carolina 
 
 
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the State of South Carolina 457 Deferred 
Compensation Plan and Trust (the Plan) which comprise the statements of net position available for benefits as 
of December 31, 2014 and 2013, and the related statements of changes in net position available for benefits for 
the years then ended, and the related notes to the financial statements. 
 
Management's Responsibility for the Financial Statements 

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in 
accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America. This includes the 
design, implementation, and maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation 
of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. 
 
Auditor's Responsibility 

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits. We conducted our 
audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America. Those 
standards require that we plan and perform the audits to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the 
financial statements are free from material misstatement. 
 
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the 
financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor's judgment, including the assessment of 
the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those 
risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity's preparation and fair 
presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the 
circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity's internal 
control. Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of 
accounting policies used and the reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by management, as 
well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements. 
 
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our 
audit opinion. 
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2 

Opinion 

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial 
position of the State of South Carolina 457 Deferred Compensation Plan and Trust as of December 31, 2014 and 
2013, and the respective changes in financial position for the years then ended in accordance with accounting 
principles generally accepted in the United States of America. 
 
Other Matters 

Required Supplementary Information 

Accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America require that management’s discussion 
and analysis on pages 3 through 4 be presented to supplement the basic financial statements.  Such information, 
although not a part of the basic financial statements, is required by the Governmental Accounting Standards 
Board, who considers it to be an essential part of financial reporting for placing the basic financial statements in an 
appropriate operational, economic, or historical context. We have applied certain limited procedures to the 
required supplementary information in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States 
of America, which consisted of inquiries of management about the methods of preparing the information and 
comparing the information for consistency with management's responses to our inquiries, the basic financial 
statements, and other knowledge we obtained during our audit of the basic financial statements. We do not 
express an opinion or provide any assurance on the information because the limited procedures do not provide us 
with sufficient evidence to express an opinion or provide any assurance. 
 
 
 
Columbia, South Carolina 
June 19, 2015 
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This discussion and analysis of the financial performance of the State of South Carolina 457 Deferred 
Compensation Plan and Trust (the Plan) provides an overview of the Plan's financial activities as of and for the 
years ended December 31, 2014 and 2013.  It is intended to be a narrative supplement to the Plan's financial 
statements. 
 

Using this Financial Report 

Because of the long-term nature of a deferred compensation plan, financial statements alone cannot provide 
sufficient information to properly reflect the Plan's ongoing plan perspective.  This financial report consists of two 
financial statements and the notes to the financial statements. 
 

The Statement of Net Position Available for Benefits reports the Plan's assets, liabilities and resulting net position 
where Assets - Liabilities = Net Position Available for Benefits at the end of the Plan's year.  It can be thought of as 
a snapshot of the financial position of the Plan at that specific point in time. 
 

The Statement of Changes in Net Position Available for Benefits reports the Plan's transactions that occurred 
during the year where Additions - Deductions = Change in Net Position Available for Benefits.  It can be thought of 
as a recording of events that occurred over the specified time period of a year and supports the changes that have 
occurred to the prior year's Plan net position value on the Statement of Net Position Available for Benefits. 
 

The notes to the financial statements are an integral part of the financial statements and include additional 
information not readily evident in the statements themselves. 
 

Plan Highlights 

The following Plan highlights occurred during the years ended December 31, 2014 and 2013: 
 

 There were 23,774 and 24,431 participant accounts at the end of the 2014 and 2013 fiscal years, respectively, 
which is a decrease of 657 and 735 participant accounts, respectively. 

 

 Net position available for benefits increased by approximately $14 million during 2014 as compared to an 
increase of approximately $59 million during 2013.  This decrease in the change in net position available for 
benefits was primarily attributable to lower net investment earnings during 2014 than during 2013. 

 

 Net investment earnings decreased by approximately $36 million, or 43.25 percent, during 2014 as 
compared to net investment earnings during 2013.  This decrease was primarily due to the decrease in 
market gains from 2013 to 2014.  The S&P 500 and Dow Jones Industrial Average gained 29.6 percent and 
26.5 percent during 2013, respectively, compared to gains of 11.4 percent and 7.5 percent during 2014, 
respectively.  In addition, the majority of the Plan’s mutual funds distributed more share dividends during 
2014 than 2013.  These distributions increased the participant’s number of shares owned while decreasing 
the share price subsequent to the dividend date.  Dividend distributions are required by the IRS when the 
mutual fund incurs a realized gain on their investment.  Since the Plan is a tax deferred plan, this did not 
represent a taxable event to its participants.  

 

 Administrative expenses totaled just over $1.3 million during 2014, which represented an increase of 
approximately 1.91 percent from 2013.  This increase was primarily due to investment management and 
Plan administration fees, which generally increase proportionally with the total net position available for 
benefits.  During 2014 and 2013, Plan management elected to reimburse revenue sharing income of 
approximately $232,000 and $256,000, respectively, to participants in order to help offset their Plan 
administrative fees. 

 

 Benefit payments increased by approximately $5.8 million, or 8.95 percent, during 2014.  This increase is 
likely due, in part, to the maturing population of the Plan. 
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Summary comparative statements

Plan net position

Increase/ Increase/

(Decrease) (Decrease)

2014 2013 Amount Percent

Assets

Fixed income investments 525,818,373$   542,615,909$   (16,797,536)$    (3.10)%

Other investments 405,889,357     375,292,192     30,597,165        8.15 %

Receivables, net of allowance 6,438,642          6,253,743          184,899             2.96 %

Total assets 938,146,372     924,161,844     13,984,528        1.51 %

Total Plan net position 938,146,372$   924,161,844$   13,984,528$     1.51 %

Changes in Plan net position

Increase/ Increase/

(Decrease) (Decrease)

2014 2013 Amount Percent

Additions 

Net investment earnings 47,519,732$     83,733,631$     (36,213,899)$    (43.25)%

Contributions 37,933,763        40,541,195        (2,607,432)         (6.43)%

Revenue sharing income 231,858             255,675             (23,817)              (9.32)%

Miscellaneous income 94,300               108,129             (13,829)              (12.79)%

Total additions 85,779,653        124,638,630     (38,858,977)      (31.18)%

Deductions

Benefit payments 70,476,082        64,684,411        5,791,671          8.95 %

for notes receivable losses (7,547)                140,369             (147,916)            (105.38)%

Administrative expenses 1,326,590          1,301,671          24,919               1.91 %

Total deductions 71,795,125        66,126,451        5,668,674          8.57 %

Increase in Plan net position 13,984,528        58,512,179        (44,527,651)      (76.10)%

Beginning Plan net position 924,161,844     865,649,665     58,512,179        6.76 %

Ending Plan net position 938,146,372$   924,161,844$   13,984,528$     1.51 %

Increase (decrease) in allowance 

December 31,

For the years ended

December 31,

4
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2014 2013

Assets

Fixed income investments, at fair value

Stable value fund 281,386,469$       275,677,817$       

84-month guaranteed investment contracts 244,431,904         266,938,092         

Other investments, at fair value

Mutual funds 342,475,920         319,052,855         

Target retirement funds 57,762,721           52,093,196           

Schwab self-directed brokerage account 5,650,716             4,146,141             

Notes receivable from participants, net of allowance 

of $5,020,476 and $5,028,023, respectively 6,438,642             6,253,743             

Total assets 938,146,372         924,161,844         

Net position available for benefits 938,146,372$       924,161,844$       

See Notes to Financial Statements
5
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2014 2013

Additions

Investment income 34,691,579$          25,520,925$          

Net appreciation in fair value of investments 12,828,153            58,212,706            

Contributions from participants 37,933,763            40,541,195            

Revenue sharing income 231,858                 255,675                 

Miscellaneous income 94,300                    108,129                 

Total additions 85,779,653            124,638,630          

Deductions 

Benefit payments 70,476,082            64,684,411            

Increase (decrease) in allowance for 

notes receivable losses (7,547)                     140,369                 

Administrative expenses 1,326,590              1,301,671              

Total deductions 71,795,125            66,126,451            

Net increase 13,984,528            58,512,179            

Net position available for benefits,

Beginning of year 924,161,844          865,649,665          
End of year 938,146,372$       924,161,844$       

See Notes to Financial Statements
6
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Note 1.  General Description of the Plan 
 
The following description of the State of South Carolina 457 Deferred Compensation Plan and Trust (the Plan) is 
provided for general information only.  Users of the financial statements should refer to the Plan Document for 
complete information. 
 
General: 
 
The Plan is a defined contribution plan which was established by the South Carolina General Assembly on May 11, 
1977 through Act 97.  Enrollment in the Plan began in August 1980, and the first contributions were made in 
September 1980.  The South Carolina Deferred Compensation Commission (the Commission), established in 
Chapter 23 of Title 8 of the State of South Carolina (the State) Code of Laws, was the trustee of the Plan through 
December 31, 2013.  Effective after December 31, 2013, the Commission was abolished and all of the functions 
and duties of the Commission were devolved upon the Board of Directors of the South Carolina Public Employee 
Benefit Authority (PEBA). 
 
In September 2009, the Commission selected Great-West Retirement Services (Great-West) as the third party 
administrator for the Plan effective January 1, 2010. 

 
Approximately 482 South Carolina public sector entities (the employers) have employees who participate in the 
Plan.  These entities include state agencies, counties, municipalities, colleges and universities, and special purpose 
districts. 
 
Eligibility: 
 
Under Plan provisions, any employee who elects to participate in the Plan is eligible.  Contributions to the Plan are 
made through payroll deductions from their total compensation subject to certain limits.  At December 31, 2014 
and 2013, there were 23,774 and 24,431 participant accounts in the Plan, respectively.  
 
Contributions: 
 
For the years ended December 31, 2014 and 2013, participants could elect salary deferral contributions to reduce 
their compensation by not less than $10 per pay period and not more than 100% of their compensation; not to 
exceed the maximum contribution allowed by the IRS, which was $17,500 for 2014 and 2013.  An election must be 
made in dollar increments per pay period. For participants age 50 or older, the IRS allows a catch-up contribution 
of $5,500 per year for a maximum contribution of $23,000 for 2014 and 2013.  A separate catch-up contribution is 
allowed in the last three years preceding a participant's year of retirement, not to exceed twice the annual limit 
($35,000 for 2014 and 2013).  Participants are not allowed to make both catch-up contributions in the same year.  
Amounts contributed on a pre-tax basis by participants are deferred, subject to the limitations above, for federal 
and state income tax purposes until benefits are paid to the participants. 

 
Effective January 1, 2009, the Plan was amended to provide for matching contributions at the discretion of the 
employer.  This amendment permits employers to make contributions to the Plan on behalf of each employee who 
is a participant and who is active during the Plan year at an amount to be determined by the employer. 
Contribution limits are the same whether the contribution is made by the employee or by the employer. 
 
Effective January 1, 2011, the Plan was amended to provide for Roth contributions.  This amendment permits 
employees to contribute to the Plan with after-tax dollars. 
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Note 1.  General Description of the Plan, Continued 
 
Participant accounts: 
 
Each participant's account is credited with the participant's salary deferral contributions, employer discretionary 
contributions and Plan earnings or losses, and charged with an allocation of third party administrator fees.  The 
third party administrator fee allocations are based on participant account balances. 
 
Vesting: 
 
Participants are vested immediately in both their employee and employer contributions plus actual earnings 
thereon. 
 
Notes receivable from participants: 
 
Participants may borrow from their retirement plan accounts provided the note is at least $2,500 and not more 
than the greater of 50% of their vested account balance or $50,000.  The notes are repayable in one to five 
years except for notes for the purchase of a primary residence which may be paid back over twenty years.  
Interest is charged at a fixed rate over the term of the note.  The note’s interest rate is established based upon a 
prime interest rate plus an additional 2%, as listed in the Wall Street Journal on the last business day of the 
month prior to origination.  Interest rates charged on participant notes ranged from 5.25% to 10.25% for the 
years ended December 31, 2014 and 2013. The participant is charged a $50 issuance fee at the initiation of the 
note and a quarterly maintenance fee of $6.25 throughout the year. 

If a participant fails to repay a note at maturity or fails to make a scheduled payment by the end of the quarter 
following the quarter in which the payment was due, the note plus accrued interest is considered to be in default. 
If a defaulted note was issued prior to January 1, 2002, or if the participant is no longer active, the note is written 
off of the Plan’s books.  Due to Internal Revenue Service (IRS) recordkeeping regulations, if the defaulted note was 
issued after January 1, 2002, and the participant is still active, the note remains on the Plan’s books. Management 
believes it is unlikely that such notes will be repaid since they have been reported to the participant and the IRS as 
withdrawals from the Plan.  Therefore, management has recorded a 100% reserve for such notes. 
 
Payment of benefits: 
 
Participants may withdraw the present value of funds contributed to the Plan upon severance of employment 
from a participating employer, attainment of age 59½, or due to financial hardship, which requires approval of 
Great-West on behalf of PEBA.  In the event of a participant’s death, the participant’s beneficiary would be entitled 
to the present value of funds contributed to the Plan.  Participants may take a rollover from the Plan in order to 
purchase service credit in a defined benefit governmental plan such as the South Carolina Retirement System. 

Participants may select various payout options including lump-sum payments or installment payments for the 
following: a fixed period of time, a fixed dollar amount until the account is exhausted, or payments throughout the 
participants' life expectancy or joint life expectancy with a spouse. 
 
Reclassifications: 
 
Certain items in the 2013 financial statements have been reclassified to be consistent with the 2014 presentation.  
Such reclassifications had no effect on the Statements of Net Position Available for Benefits or the Statements of 
Changes in Net Position Available for Benefits. 
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Note 2.  Summary of Significant Accounting Policies 
 
The financial statements of the Plan have been prepared in conformity with accounting principles generally 
accepted in the United States of America (GAAP) as applied to governmental units.  The Governmental Accounting 
Standards Board (GASB) is the accepted standard setting body for establishing governmental accounting and 
financial reporting principles. The following are the significant accounting policies used in preparing the 
accompanying financial statements of the Plan. 
 
Basis of accounting: 
 
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the 
United States of America, including all applicable effective statements of the GASB and the accrual basis of 
accounting. 
 
Use of estimates: 
 
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United 
States of America requires PEBA to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets, 
liabilities, and the changes therein and disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities.  Actual results could differ 
from those estimates. 
 
Investment valuation and income recognition: 
 
The Plan's investments are stated at fair value. If available, quoted market prices are used to value investments. 
Mutual funds and the Schwab self-directed brokerage account are valued at the net position value of shares 
held by the Plan at year end.  Notes receivable from participants are valued at their unpaid balances plus 
accrued interest less an allowance for amounts deemed uncollectible by management.  Units of target 
retirement funds are stated at fair value as provided by their issuer, State Street Global Advisors, based on 
quoted market prices of the investments held in the collective trust fund.   
 
The fair value of the Stable Value Fund is determined as of the close of trading on each valuation date.  Short-
term securities with a maturity of 60 days or less are valued on the basis of amortized cost, due to their 
relatively short reset.  Fixed income securities in the underlying account are normally valued on the basis of 
quotations from brokers or dealers or pricing services, which take into account appropriate factors such as 
institutional-size trading similar groups of securities, yield, quality, coupon rate, maturity, type of issue, trading 
characteristics and other market data. 
 
Management considers all 84-month guaranteed investment contracts (GICs) to be “nonparticipating contracts” 
as defined in the GASB Codification Sec. I50, Investments.  84-month GICs are nonnegotiable and have 
redemption terms that do not consider future market rates.  Management has reported the 84-month GICs 
using a cost-based measure, under the assumption that the fair value of those contracts is not significantly 
affected by the impairment of the credit standing of the issuer or other factors.  The reported balance at 
December 31, 2014 and 2013 represents contributions received, plus interest credited less applicable charges 
and amounts withdrawn. 
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Note 2.  Summary of Significant Accounting Policies, Continued 
 

Investment valuation and income recognition (continued): 
 
Purchases and sales of securities are recorded on a trade-date basis. Investment income is recorded on the 
accrual basis. Dividends are recorded on the ex-dividend date.  Net realized and unrealized gains and losses on 
investments are included in the net appreciation in fair value of investments as reported on the statement of 
changes in net position available for benefits. 
 
Administrative expenses: 
 
All direct expenses of maintaining the Plan are paid from the Plan’s net position. 
 
New accounting pronouncements - adopted: 
 
Effective for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2014, the Plan adopted GASB Statement No. 65, Items 
Previously Reported as Assets and Liabilities. This statement establishes accounting and financial reporting 
standards that reclassify, as deferred outflows of resources or deferred inflows of resources, certain items that 
were previously reported as assets and liabilities and recognizes, as outflows of resources or inflows of 
resources, certain items that were previously reported as assets and liabilities. 
 
Subsequent events: 
 
These financial statements have not been updated for subsequent events occurring after June 19, 2015, which 
is the date these financial statements were available to be issued. 
 
Note 3.  Investments 
 

The Plan’s investments are subject to various risks.  Among these risks are custodial credit risk, credit risk, 
concentration of credit risk and interest rate risk.  Each one of these risks is discussed in more detail below. 
 
Custodial credit risk - Custodial credit risk, as it relates to investments, is the risk that in the event of the failure 
of the custodian, the Plan will not be able to recover the value of investments or collateral securities that are in 
the possession of the third-party.  The Plan’s investment securities are exposed to a minimal level of custodial 
credit risk as they are held in segregated trust accounts with the custodian but in the name of the Plan. 
 
Credit risk - Credit risk is the risk that an issuer or the counterparty to an investment will not fulfill its 
obligations. The credit risk of a debt instrument is measured by nationally recognized statistical rating agencies 
such as Moody’s Investor Services (Moody’s), Standard & Poor’s (S&P), and Fitch Ratings (Fitch).  The Plan 
manages the overall credit risk of its fixed income investments by requiring the Stable Value Fund and 84-month 
GIC’s manager, Great-West Life & Annuity Insurance Company (the Company), to invest in accordance with 
PEBA’s approved Statement of Investment Policy (the Policy).   
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Note 3.  Investments, Continued 
 
The Policy lists the primary objective of the Stable Value Fund to preserve principal and provide a stable, 
competitive rate of return.  The Company is permitted to invest Plan assets in investment grade fixed income 
instruments, including those of the U.S. Government and its agencies, corporate bonds, and mortgage and 
asset-backed securities.  According to the Company’s contract with the Plan (the Contract), the Company must 
maintain or exceed an overall weighted average credit quality rating by Moody’s of “Aa2” (or equivalent of Aa2) 
within the Stable Value Fund at all times.  At the time of issuance, investments must meet or exceed the 
following Moody’s credit ratings; Commercial paper - P, Corporate bonds - A3, and Asset backed securities, 
agency-mortgage backed securities, agency-collateralized mortgage obligations, and commercial mortgage 
backed securities - Aaa. 

The primary objective for the 84-month GICs is to preserve principal while maintaining a rate of return 
comparable to other similar fixed income investments without market fluctuations.  Each 84-month GIC is 
backed by the financial strength of the issuing company, whose crediting must exceed an “A2” rating (or 
equivalent of A2) as measured by Moody’s at the time of issuance. The Company is expected to exercise due 
care and diligence in making investment decisions. 

Concentration of credit risk - Concentration of credit risk is the risk of loss attributed to the magnitude of an 
investment in a single issuer.  PEBA places no limit on the amount the Plan may invest in any one 84-month GIC 
issuer.   

The Contract dictates that amounts in the Stable Value Fund must be invested in accordance with the following 
concentration limits: 

 A minimum of 50% of the account assets must be invested in U.S. Treasury debt, agency-mortgage 
backed securities or collateralized mortgage obligations. 
 

 A maximum of 35% of the account assets may be invested in corporate bonds or asset-backed 
securities. 
 

 A maximum of 20% of the account assets may be invested individually in either corporate bonds or 
asset-backed securities. 
 

 No more than 15% of the account assets may be invested in corporate securities rated “A2” (or 
equivalent of A2) as measured by Moody’s. 
 

 No more than 5% of the account assets may be invested in any one corporate issuer (including asset-
backed securities).  For purposes of diversification, each asset-backed or non-agency mortgage-backed 
securities will be treated as a separate issuer. 

 
Interest rate risk - Interest rate risk is the risk that changes in interest rates will adversely affect the fair value of 
an investment.  The Contract limits the Stable Value Fund’s average duration to not exceed 5 years.  Duration is 
a theoretical measurement that gauges the sensitivity of a particular bond to changes in interest rates based on 
current prepayment speeds and scheduled interest payments.  The average duration at December 31, 2014 and 
2013 was 3.20 years and 4.00 years, respectively. The investment in guaranteed investment contracts and 
funding agreements is limited to a term of 84 months or less.   

Refer to Footnote 4, Stable Value Fund, and Footnote 5, 84-month Guaranteed Investment Contracts for tables 
summarizing the fixed income investments by their credit rating and future maturities. 
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Note 4. Stable Value Fund 
 
The Stable Value Fund (the Fund) is an investment option of the Plan in which bond securities are held as 
underlying investments in a segregated trust for participants.  The Company is the Fund manager for the Plan.  
All monies invested in the Fund are maintained and held separate and apart from the Company’s general 
account and any other investment account the Company may have.  In addition, the Company has assumed sole 
responsibility of providing wrap coverage in order to guarantee return of the participants' principal and accrued 
interest. 
 
This investment seeks to preserve principal value and provide a relatively stable rate of interest income.  The 
objective of the Fund is to achieve returns, which over time exceed the returns on bank savings accounts and 
money market funds.  The Fund invests in securities issued by the U.S. Government or one of its agencies, as 
well as high-grade corporate bonds, and mortgage and asset-backed securities. 
 
Quarterly interest rates are declared by the Company prior to each calendar quarter for participant accounts 
based upon factors such as the current yield of the investments held by the Fund and Fund expenses.  Once 
declared, the effective interest rates are guaranteed for the calendar quarter.  The quarterly effective interest 
rate declared each calendar quarter applies to all assets in the Fund regardless of the date of deposit.  Interest is 
credited to the participants’ accounts in the Fund daily, at a rate which compounds to the effective rate for the 
quarter. 
 
The total of all participant and unallocated Plan account balances in the Fund as of December 31, 2014 and 
2013 was $276,905,373 and $274,388,282, respectively.  The fair value of the Fund as of December 31, 2014 
and 2013 included interest and gains or losses on investments which had not been allocated to participant 
accounts as of the plan year-end. 
 
The following represents the Fund’s annual interest rate credited to participants for the quarters during the years 
ended December 31, 2014 and 2013: 
 

   1Q 2014 2.70%  1Q 2013 3.00% 
   2Q 2014 2.65%  2Q 2013 2.85% 
   3Q 2014 2.65%  3Q 2013 2.85% 
   4Q 2014 2.65%  4Q 2013 2.80% 

 
The following represents the fair value of the Fund’s underlying investments by fixed income sector: 
 
  2014   2013  
     (Reclassified) 
 Fixed Income Sector 
    Agency - Mortgage Backed Securities $ 150,638,004 $ 156,253,781 
    Agency - Collateralized Mortgage Obligations  11,717,679  7,904,906 
    Agency - Commercial Mortgage Backed Securities  17,795,156  11,230,382 
    Agency Securities  7,240,222  5,411,214 
    Asset Backed Securities  15,843,651  11,793,926 
    Non-Agency – Mortgage Backed Securities  19,928,073  18,916,338 
    Corporate Bonds  49,931,878  55,680,571 
    Cash and Equivalents  8,291,806  8,486,699 

        $ 281,386,469 $ 275,677,817 
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Note 4.  Stable Value Fund, Continued 
 
The following represents the fair value of the Fund’s underlying investments by their Moody’s Credit Rating: 
 
  2014   2013  
 Moody’s Credit Rating 
    Aaa $ 211,226,631 $ 204,203,728 
    Aa1  3,935,497  2,612,582 
    Aa2  2,858,348  3,695,813 
    Aa3  8,628,099  8,659,334 
    A1  10,860,298  12,467,204 
    A2  13,008,136  13,617,988 
    A3  7,854,731  11,249,495 
    Baa1  3,443,119  3,074,063 
    Baa2  826,197  132,127 
    P-1  8,291,806  8,486,699 
    Not Rated  10,453,607  7,478,784 
      $ 281,386,469 $ 275,677,817 
 
The following represents the fair value of the Fund’s underlying investments by their future maturities: 
 
  2014   2013  
   Maturities in Years 
    Less than 1  $ 11,337,867 $ 9,458,189 
    1 - 5  63,146,222  42,577,966 
    5 - 10  47,229,536  59,457,087 
    10 - 15  37,664,734  36,242,972 
    15 - 20  38,701,566  40,064,990 
    20 - 25  12,871,667  3,266,228 
    25 - 30  61,582,102  78,100,580 
    More than 30  8,852,775  6,509,805 
      $ 281,386,469 $ 275,677,817 
 
Mortgage backed securities and collateralized mortgage obligations make up the majority of investments with 
maturities exceeding 10 years.  The fair values of these securities are based on cash flows from principal and 
interest payments of the underlying mortgages and are subject to the credit worthiness of the individual 
mortgagors.  These securities are sensitive to prepayments, which are likely in an environment of declining interest 
rates, and thereby reduce the value of the security. 
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Note 5.  84-Month Guaranteed Investment Contracts 
 
84-month GICs are deposited quarterly with insurance companies who invest the funds in their general asset 
account.  The insurance companies provide a guarantee of principal and a guaranteed quarterly interest rate.  As 
such, the 84-month GICs are subject to credit risk associated with the individual insurance company issuer.  Each 
participant does not have access to or the ability to reinvest in the 84-month GIC until the 84-month maturity 
period is over.   
 
The following are the interest rate ranges by year for 84-month GICs based on the date purchased: 
 
  Rates in effect during year purchased                                                   
   2008        2009        2010         2011        2012        2013        2014       

 4.74-5.43% 4.26-5.00% 2.90-3.95% 2.00-3.00% 1.65-2.25% 1.30-2.05% 1.75-1.85% 
 
The following represents a summary of each 84-month GIC issuer, Moody’s credit rating, and future maturities: 
 
  Moody’s   December 31, 2014                                                              
  Credit      Maturities in years                                                              
   Rating     Less than 1     1 - 3         3 - 5          5 - 7         Total          
 
Metropolitan Life Insurance  
 Company    Aa3 $ 11,608,922 $ 35,166,053 $ -    $ -    $ 46,774,975 
New York Life Insurance Company  Aaa  6,732,865  -     -     -     6,732,865 
Hartford Life Insurance Company  Baa2*  6,213,321  -     -     -     6,213,321 
Great-West Life & Annuity 
 Insurance Company  Aa3  1,716,636  34,256,370  98,072,316  50,665,421  184,710,743 
          $ 26,271,744 $ 69,422,423 $ 98,072,316 $ 50,665,421 $ 244,431,904 

 
 
  Moody’s   December 31, 2013                                                              
  Credit      Maturities in years                                                              
   Rating     Less than 1     1 - 3         3 - 5          5 - 7         Total          
 
Metropolitan Life Insurance  
 Company    Aa3 $ 26,634,094 $ 48,491,792 $ -    $ -    $ 75,125,886 
New York Life Insurance Company  Aaa  -     6,942,541  -     -     6,942,541 
Principal Life Insurance Company  A1  5,021,321  -     -     -     5,021,321 
Hartford Life Insurance Company  A3*  -     6,485,678  -     -     6,485,678 
Great-West Life & Annuity 
 Insurance Company  Aa3  2,411,807  -      116,948,172  54,002,687  173,362,666 
          $ 34,067,222 $ 61,920,011 $116,948,172 $ 54,002,687 $ 266,938,092 

 
 * The Hartford Life Insurance Company maintained a Moody’s credit rating of Aa3 upon issuance of the 84-

month GICs with the Plan.  As of December 31, 2014 and 2013, its credit rating had been downgraded to Baa2 
and A3, respectively. 
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Note 6.  Mutual Funds and Target Retirement Funds 
 
The Plan's other investments are held by the custodian in pooled separate accounts.  The following represents the 
fair value of the Plan's units of participation: 
  2014   2013  
  Mutual funds 
   American Funds Europacific Growth Fund R6 $ 19,507,920 $ 18,197,516 
   American Funds New Perspective Fund R6  6,555,979  7,101,401 
   Fidelity Diversified International Fund  20,652,096  22,832,824 
   AllianceBern Small Cap Growth I  10,071,283  10,554,470 
   American Beacon Small CP Val Inst  7,484,265  8,362,740 
   TIAA-CREF Small Cap Blend IDX Inst  3,645,241  2,710,788 
   Munder Mid Cap Growth Fund Class R6  19,719,680  17,233,098 
   T. Rowe Price Mid Cap Value  41,979,924  35,868,550 
   Dodge & Cox Stock Fund  61,964,884**  55,874,399** 
   T. Rowe Price Growth Stock Fund  29,482,584  27,024,152 
   Vanguard Institutional Index Fund Plus  86,128,566**  78,953,156** 
   Pimco Funds - Institutional All Assets  469,998  60,210 
   Blackrock Inflation Protected Bond Institutional  4,271,373  3,796,766 
   Pimco Total Return-Institutional  30,542,127  30,482,785 
      $ 342,475,920 $ 319,052,855 

  Target retirement funds 
   State Street Global Advisors Aged Based Income $ 7,176,316 $ 7,451,869 
   State Street Global Advisors Aged Based 2010  8,526,354  9,577,230 
   State Street Global Advisors Aged Based 2020  21,489,702  18,487,969 
   State Street Global Advisors Aged Based 2030  13,209,105  10,858,470 
   State Street Global Advisors Aged Based 2040  6,723,455  5,563,172 
   State Street Global Advisors Aged Based 2050  637,789  154,486 
      $ 57,762,721 $ 52,093,196 
 
 **Denotes investment that exceeds 5% of the Plan's total assets at December 31. 
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Note 6.  Mutual Funds and Target Retirement Funds, Continued 
 
The following represents units of shares and share prices of other investments: 
 
   2014                         2013                       
     Share       Share   
   Shares         Price      Shares         Price   
 Mutual funds 
  American Funds Europacific Growth Fund R6  414,268.8469 $ 47.09  371,150.6425 $ 49.03 
  American Funds New Perspective Fund R6  180,655.2494  36.29  189,017.8600  37.57 
  Fidelity Diversified International Fund  599,480.2903  34.45  618,608.0737  36.91 
  AllianceBern Small Cap Growth I  213,873.0728  47.09  197,169.2509  53.53 
  American Beacon Small CP Val Inst  298,534.7028  25.07  307,566.7525  27.19 
  TIAA-CREF Small Cap Blend IDX Inst  195,036.9716  18.69  144,037.6196  18.82 
  Munder Mid Cap Growth Fund Class R6  460,632.5625  42.81  399,747.1120  43.11 
  T. Rowe Price Mid Cap Value  1,456,624.7051  28.82  1,193,628.9517  30.05 
  Dodge & Cox Stock Fund  342,460.9484  180.94  330,872.2627  168.87 
  T. Rowe Price Growth Stock Fund  567,518.4601  51.95  514,060.3386  52.57 
  Vanguard Institutional Index Fund Plus  456,479.5739  188.68  466,405.6947  169.28 
  Pimco Funds - Institutional All Assets  40,517.0690  11.60  4,984.2715  12.08 
  Blackrock Inflation Protected Bond Institutional  396,967.7509  10.76  352,204.6382  10.78 
  Pimco Total Return-Institutional  2,867,805.3521  10.65  2,851,523.3863  10.69 
 
 Target retirement funds 
  State Street Global Advisors Aged Based Income  449,643.8596 $ 15.96  483,887.5974  $ 15.40 
  State Street Global Advisors Aged Based 2010  515,187.5529  16.55  601,962.9164  15.91 
  State Street Global Advisors Aged Based 2020  1,162,233.7480  18.49  1,059,482.4642  17.45 
  State Street Global Advisors Aged Based 2030  690,852.7720  19.12  604,591.8708  17.96 
  State Street Global Advisors Aged Based 2040  346,569.8454  19.40  304,664.4031  18.26 
  State Street Global Advisors Aged Based 2050  42,098.2838  15.15  10,833.5203  14.26 
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Note 7. Investment Income 
 
During the years ended December 31, 2014 and 2013, the Plan held the following investments which generated 
investment income as follows: 
 
  2014   2013  
 Mutual funds 
 American Funds Europacific Growth Fund R6 $ 334,417 $ 224,632 
 American Funds New Perspective Fund R6  440,783  380,287 
 Fidelity Diversified International Fund  772,126  337,709 
 AllianceBern Small Cap Growth I  1,061,102  601,187 
 American Beacon Small CP Val Inst  905,817  721,754 
 TIAA-CREF Small Cap Blend IDX Inst  181,705  118,061 
 Munder Mid Cap Growth Fund Class R6  2,009,332  313,958 
 T. Rowe Price Mid Cap Value  5,343,678  1,713,584 
 Dodge & Cox Stock Fund  1,803,675  702,778 
 T. Rowe Price Growth Stock Fund  2,665,273  10,234 
 Vanguard Institutional Index Fund Plus  1,649,273  1,456,927 
 Pimco Funds - Institutional All Assets  21,492  1,453 
 Blackrock Inflation Protected Bond Institutional  116,499  108,769 
 Pimco Total Return-Institutional  1,489,056  980,989 
       18,794,228  7,672,322 
  
 Stable value fund  7,271,084  7,654,889 
 84-month guaranteed investment contracts  8,259,648  9,818,265 
 Notes receivable from participants  366,619  375,449 
      $ 34,691,579 $ 25,520,925 
 
Note 8. Net Appreciation in Fair Value 
 
During the years ended December 31, 2014 and 2013, the Plan held the following investments which generated a 
net appreciation (depreciation) in fair value as follows: 
 
  2014   2013  
  Mutual funds 
   American Funds Europacific Growth Fund R6 $ (834,790) $ 1,012,989 
   American Funds New Perspective Fund R6  (168,850)  1,686,799 
   Fidelity Diversified International Fund  (1,448,243)  1,271,496 
   AllianceBern Small Cap Growth I  (1,243,462)  4,207,159 
   American Beacon Small CP Val Inst  (544,227)  2,495,963 
   Jacob Micro GAP Growth I  -     1,134,076 
   TIAA-CREF Small Cap Blend IDX Inst  (19,504)  559,831 
   Munder Mid Cap Growth Fund Class R6  (174,940)  1,499,330 
   Munder Mid Cap Growth  -     2,504,051 
   T. Rowe Price Mid Cap Value  (1,508,412)  7,185,149 
   Dodge & Cox Stock Fund  4,081,060  15,781,497 
   T. Rowe Price Growth Stock Fund  (302,269)  7,402,759 
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Note 8. Net Appreciation in Fair Value, Continued 
  2014   2013  

   Vanguard Institutional Index Fund Plus  8,979,862  17,922,694 
   Pimco Funds - Institutional All Assets  (42,855)  (1,099) 
   Blackrock Inflation Protected Bond Institutional  (27,289)  (439,204) 
   Pimco Total Return-Institutional  (65,524)  (1,643,015) 
        6,680,557  62,580,475 
  Target retirement funds 
   State Street Global Advisors Aged Based Income  273,118  367,614 
   State Street Global Advisors Aged Based 2010  375,203  532,794 
   State Street Global Advisors Aged Based 2020  1,128,501  2,118,524 
   State Street Global Advisors Aged Based 2030  759,362  1,600,150 
   State Street Global Advisors Aged Based 2040  367,183  1,020,061 
   State Street Global Advisors Aged Based 2050  26,328  25,682 
        2,929,695  5,664,825 

  Stable value fund  3,230,795  (10,420,497) 
  Schwab self-directed brokerage account  (12,894)  387,903 
      $ 12,828,153 $ 58,212,706 
 
Note 9.  Schwab Self-Directed Brokerage Account 
 
Effective January 1, 2010, participants have the option to invest in a self-directed brokerage account. The self-
directed brokerage account is offered through Charles Schwab & Co., Inc. and allows participants to select from 
numerous mutual funds and other types of securities, such as stocks and bonds, for an additional fee or fees.  As of 
December 31, 2014 and 2013, the balances invested in the Schwab self-directed brokerage account were 
$5,650,716 and $4,146,141, respectively. 
 
Note 10. Plan Termination 
 
Currently, there are no intentions to terminate the Plan.  However, the State reserves the right to terminate, 
suspend, withdraw or amend the Plan at anytime. 
 
Note 11. Tax Status 
 
The Plan is a deferred compensation plan and trust under Section 457 of the IRC, and as such, is exempt from 
federal and state income taxes.  Amounts of compensation deferred by employees participating in the Plan are not 
subject to federal income tax withholding, and the compensation is not includable in taxable income until actually 
paid or otherwise made available to the participant, his beneficiary or his estate. 
 
Accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America require plan management to evaluate 
tax positions taken by the Plan and recognize a tax liability (or asset) if the Plan has taken an uncertain position 
that more likely than not would not be substantiated upon examination by the Internal Revenue Service. 
Management has analyzed the tax positions taken by the Plan, and has concluded that as of December 31, 
2014, there are no uncertain positions taken or expected to be taken that would require recognition of a 
liability (or asset) or disclosure in the financial statements. 
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Note 12. Risks and Uncertainties 
 
The Plan invests in various investment securities. Investment securities are exposed to various risks such as 
interest rate, market, and credit risks. Due to the level of risk associated with certain investment securities, it is 
at least reasonably possible that changes in the values of investment securities will occur in the near term and 
that such changes could materially affect participants' account balances and the amounts reported in the 
statements of net position available for benefits. 
 
Note 13. Commitments 
 
Effective November 1, 2014, PEBA entered into a new agreement with the investment advisor that runs through 
October 31, 2015, which requires an annual fee of $85,000, payable in twelve equal monthly installments. The Plan 
will share the cost pro-rata with the State of South Carolina Salary Deferral [401(k)] and Savings Profit Plan and 
Trust, based upon Plan assets under management. 
 
Effective January 1, 2015, PEBA entered into a new agreement with the Plan administrator that runs through 
December 31, 2017, which requires an annual fee of 0.10 percent of total Plan assets, assessed to participant 
accounts on a quarterly basis. 
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•:• Agency Organizational Structure 
State law establishes the South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs (DDSN) as 
the state agency responsible to plan, develop, coordinate and fund services for South Carolinians 
with severe lifelong disabilities including: 
• Intellectual Disabilities and Related Disabilities 
• Autism 
• Traumatic Brain Injury 
• Spinal Cord Injury and Similar Disability 

DDSN is governed by a seven member commission appointed by the Governor with the advice and 
consent of the Senate. Commission membership is transitioning to the new requirement of members 
being appointed from each of the state's new seven Congressional districts. The commission is the 
agency's governing body and provides general policy direction and guidance. The state director is 
the agency's chief executive officer who has jurisdiction over all programs and services operated 
directly by the department and through contracts with providers and other agencies. 
DDSN provides 24-hr · -' ---L' ---- c __ :_.J; •• :...1.·-1- ... : .. i. +i.~ -~n+ ~~- ... i ... v ""'vere disabilities in 
the regional centers i1 :e, and Hartsville. 
DDSN also provides DDSN Annual Accountability Report through contracts 
with its statewide net Fiscal Year 2012-2013 'e Disabilities and 
Special Needs board . Other qualified 
community providers 
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•!• Agency Organizational Structure 
State law establishes the South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs (DDSN) as 
the state agency responsible to plan, develop, coordinate and fund services for South Carolinians 
with severe lifelong disabilities including: 

• Intellectual Disabilities and Related Disabilities 
• Autism 
• Traumatic Brain Injury 
• Spinal Cord Injury and Similar Disability 

DDSN is governed by a seven member commission appointed by the Governor with the advice and 
consent of the Senate. Currently a commission member is appointed from each of the state's six 
Congressional districts, and one member is appointed from the state at-large. However, this will 
change to a seven member commission with a member appointed from each of the state's new seven 
Congressional districts. The commission is the agency's governing body and provides general 
policy direction and guidance. The state director is the agency's chief executive officer who has 
jurisdiction over all programs and services operated directly by the department and through contracts 
with providers and other agencies. 
DDSN provides 24-l-~··- -~n;..1~ ... +;.,i ,.., .. A f'IW ;n,fo,;r1n<>l<! m1th thP. mn~t r:nmnlex _ severe disabilities in 
the regional centers ille, and Hartsville. 
DDSN also providt DDSN Annual Accountability Report , through contracts 
with its statewide m Fiscal Year 2011-2012 are Disabilities and 
Special Needs boa ;e. Other qualified 
community provide. 
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•:• Agency Organizational Structure 

The South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs (DDSN) is the state agency that 
plans, develops, coordinates and funds services for South Carolinians with severe life-long 
disabilities including: 

• Intellectual Disabilities and Related Disabilities 
•Autism 
• Traumatic brain injury and spinal cord injury and similar disabilities 

DDSN is governed by a seven-member commission appointed by the Governor with the advice and 
consent of the Senate. A commission member is appointed from each of the state's six 
Congressional districts, and one member is appointed from the state-at-large. The commission is the 
agency's governing body and provides general policy direction and guidance. The state director is 
the agency's chief executive and has jurisdiction over the central administrative office located in 
Columbia, SC, five regional centers and all services provided through contracts with local agencies. 

DDSN provides 24-hour residential care for individuals with more complex, severe disabilities in 
regional centers, located in Columbia, Florence, Clinton, Summerville, and Hartsville. DDSN 
directly oversees the operations of these facilities, each of which is managed by a facility 
administrator. 

DDSN provides services to the majority of eligible individuals in their home communities, through 
contracts with local service-provider agencies. Most of these agencies are called Disabilities and 
Special Needs boards, serve every county in South Carolina and are the local, single point of entry 
into the state's organized disability service delivery system. Local DSN boards are created by state 
statute and county ordinance. While they are not local state agencies with state employees, they are 
public entities, governmental bodies in nature and combine the best aspects of public and private 
organizations. DSN boards provide a consistent level of services statewide; yet encourage local 
initiative, volunteerism and pride in service delivery. Local flavor and community preferences are 
present, yet services are provided at a consistent level of quality statewide. 
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contractual compliance, personal outcome measures, consumer/family satisfaction measures, quality 
management, and other quality enhancement activities. 

•!• Agency Organizational Structure 
The South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs (DDSN) is the state agency that 
plans, develops, coordinates and funds services for South Carolinians with severe life-long 
disabilities including: 

• Mental retardation and related disabilities 
• Autism 
• Traumatic brain injury and spinal cord injury and similar disabilities 

DDSN is governed by a seven-member commission appointed by the Governor with the advice and 
consent of the Senate. A commission member is appointed from each of the state's six 
Congressional districts, and one member is appointed from the state-at-large. The commission is the 
agency's governing body and provides general policy direction and guidance. The State Director is 
the agency's chief executive and has jurisdiction over the central administrative office located in 
Columbia, SC, five regional centers and all services provided through contracts with local agencies. 

DDSN provides 24-hour residential care for individuals with more complex, severe disabilities in 
regional centers, located in Columbia, Florence, Clinton, Ladson, and Hartsville. DDSN directly 
oversees the operations of these facilities, each of which is managed by a facility administrator. 

DDSN provides services to the majority of eligible individuals in their home communities, through 
contracts with local service-provider agencies. Most of these agencies are called DSN Boards, serve 
every county in South Carolina and are the local, single point of entry into the State's organized 
disability service delivery system. Local DSN Boards are created by state statute and county 
ordinance. While they are not local state agencies with state employees, they are public entities, 
governmental bodies in nature and combine the best aspects of public and private organizations. 
DSN Boards provide a consistent level of services statewide; yet encourage local initiative, 
volunteerism and pride in service delivery. Local flavor and community preferences are present, yet 
services are provided at a consistent level of quality statewide. 
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a foundation of health, safety, and financial integrity. QA/QI activities such as: licensing, 
contractual compliance, personal outcome measures, consumer/family satisfaction measures, quality 
management, and other quality enhancement activities. 

•:• Agency Organizational Structure 
The South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs (DDSN) is the state agency that 
plans, develops, coordinates and funds services for South Carolinians with severe life-long 
disabilities including: 

• Mental retardation and related disabilities 
• Autism 
• Traumatic brain injury and spinal cord injury and similar disabilities 

DDSN is governed by a seven-member commission appointed by the Governor with the advice and 
consent of the Senate. A commission member is appointed from each of the state's six 
Congressional districts, and one member is appointed from the state-at-large. The commission is the 
agency's governing body and provides general policy direction and guidance. The State Director is 
the agency's chief executive and has jurisdiction over the central administrative office located in 
Columbia, SC, five regional centers and all services provided through contracts with local agencies. 

DDSN provides 24-hour residential care for individuals with more complex, severe disabilities in 
regional centers, located in Columbia, Florence, Clinton, Ladson, and Hartsville. DDSN directly 
oversees the operations of these facilities, each of which is managed by a facility administrator. 

DDSN provides services to the majority of eligible individuals in their home communities, through 
contracts with local service-provider agencies. Most of these agencies are called DSN Boards, serve 
every county in South Carolina and are the local, single point of entry into the State's organized 
disability service delivery system. Local DSN Boards are created by state statute and county 
ordinance. While y are public entities, 
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a foundation of health, safety, and financial integrity. QA/QI activities such as: licensing, 
contractual compliance, personal outcome measures, consumer/family satisfaction measures, quality 
management, and other quality enhancement activities. 

•:• Agency Organizational Structure 
The South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs (DDSN) is the state agency that 
plans, develops, coordinates and funds services for South Carolinians with severe life-long 
disabilities including: 

• Mental retardation and related disabilities 
• Autism 
• Traumatic brain injury and spinal cord injury and similar disabilities 

DDSN is governed by a seven-member commission appointed by the Governor with the advice and 
consent of the Senate. A commission member is appointed from each of the state's six 
Congressional districts, and one member is appointed from the state-at-large. The commission is the 
agency's governing body and provides general policy direction and guidance. The State Director is 
the agency's chief executive and has jurisdiction over the central administrative office located in 
Columbia, SC, five regional centers and all services provided through contracts with local agencies. 

DDSN provides 24-hour residential care for individuals with more complex, severe disabilities in 
regional centers, located in Columbia, Florence, Clinton, Ladson, and Hartsville. DDSN directly 
oversees the operations of these facilities, each of which is managed by a facility administrator. 

DDSN provides services to the majority of eligible individuals in their home communities, through 
contracts with local service-provider agencies. Most of these agencies are called DSN Boards, serve 
every county in South Carolina and are the local, single point of entry into the State's organized 
disability service deliverv svstem. Local DSN Boards are created bv state statute and county 
ordinance. While they are public entities, 
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DDSN is governed by a seven-member commission appointed by the Governor with the advice and 
consent of the Senate. A commission member is appointed from each of the state's six 
Congressional districts, and one member is appointed from the state-at-large. The commission is the 
agency's governing body and provides general policy direction and guidance. The State Director is 
the agency's chief executive and has jurisdiction over the central administrative office located in 
Columbia, SC, five regional centers and all services provided through contracts with local agencies. 

DDSN provides 24-hour residential care for individuals with more complex, severe disabilities in 
regional centers, located in Columbia, Florence, Clinton, Ladson, and Hartsville. DDSN directly 
oversees the operations of these facilities, each of which is managed by a facility administrator. 

DDSN provides services to the majority of eligible individuals in their home communities, through 
contracts with local service-provider agencies. Most of these agencies are called Disabilities and 
Special Needs (DSN) Boards, serve every county in South Carolina and are the local, single point of 
entry into the State's organized disability service delivery system. Local Disabilities and Special 
Needs (DSN) Boards are created by state statute and county ordinance. While they are not local state 
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service recipients and to review and monitor services that are rendered. Consumers and family 
members participate in customer satisfaction surveys and face-to-face interviews to measure 
quality and responsiveness of services. This information is utilized in policy development and 
planning of service delivery. 
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directly oversees the operations of these facilities, each of which 1s managed by a facility 
administrator. 

DDSN provides services to the majority of eligible individuals in their home communities, 
through contracts with local service-provider agencies. Most of these agencies are called 
Disabilities and Special Needs (DSN) Boards, serve every county in South Carolina and are the 
local, single point of entry into the State's organized disability service delivery system. 

Local Disabilities and Special Needs (DSN) Boards are created by state statute and county 
ordinance. While they are not local state agencies with state employees, they are public entities, 
governmental bodies in nature and combine the best aspects of public and private organizations. 
DSN boards provide a consistent level of services statewide; yet encourage local initiative, 
volunteerism and pride in service delivery. Local flavor and community preferences are present, 
yet services are provided at a consistent level of quality statewide. 

Consumers and family members play a critical role in the service delivery system and in 
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Local Disabilities and Special Needs (DSN) Boards are created by state statute and county 
ordinance. While they are not local state agencies with state employees, they are governmental 
bodies in nature and combine the best aspects of public and private organizations. DSN boards 
provide a consistent level of services statewide; yet encourage local initiative, volunteerism and 
pride in service delivery. Local flavor and community preferences are present, yet services are 
provided at a consistent level of quality statewide. 

Consumers and family members play a critical role in the service delivery system and in evaluating 
the effectiveness of that system. Each DSN Board and regional residential center is required to have 
a documented process for consumers and families to participate as advocates for service recipients 
and to review and monitor services that are rendered. Consumers and family members participate in 
customer satisfaction surveys and face-to-face interviews to measure quality and responsiveness of 
services. This information is utilized in policy development and planning of service delivery. 
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DDSN provides 24-hour residential care for individuals with more complex, severe disabilities in 
Regional Centers, located in Columbia, Florence, Clinton, Summerville (near Charleston), and 
Hartsville. DDSN directly oversees the operations of these facilities, which are managed by a 
facility administrator. 

DDSN provides services to the majority of eligible individuals in their home communities, through 
contracts with local service-provider agencies. Most of these agencies are called Disabilities and 
Special Needs (DSN) Boards, serve every county in South Carolina and are the local, single point of 
entry into the State's disability service delivery system. 

Local Disabilities and Special Needs (DSN) Boards are created by state statute and county 
ordinance. While they are not local state agencies with state employees, they are governmental 
bodies in nature and combine the best aspects of public and private organizations. DSN boards 
provide a consistent level of services statewide; yet encourage local initiative, volunteerism and 
pride in service delivery. Local flavor and community preferences are present, yet services are 
provided at a consistent level of quality statewide. 

Consumers and family members play a critical role in the service delivery system and in evaluating 
the effectiveness of that system. Each DSN Board and regional residential center is required to have 
a documented process for consumers and families to participate as advocates for service recipients 
and to review and monitor services that are rendered. Consumers and family members participate in 
customer satisfaction surveys and face-to-face interviews to measure quality and responsiveness of 
services. This information is utilized in policy development and planning of service delivery. 
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SC DEPARMTENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS 
GLOSSARY OF FREQUENTLY USED TERMS 

              
 
►ABLE ACT (Achieving a Better Life Experience Act):  The ABLE Act amends Section 529 
of the Internal Revenue Service Code of 1986 to create tax-advantaged savings accounts for 
individuals with disabilities.  These tax-advantaged savings accounts can be used to cover 
qualified disability expenses such as, but not limited to, education, housing and transportation.  
The bill supplements, but does not replace, benefits provided through private insurances, the 
Medicaid program, the Supplemental Security Income program, the beneficiary’s employment 
and other sources. 
 
►Accessible:  Activity or place capable of being reached by individuals with disabilities. 
 
►Accommodation:  A change or adjustment to the home, work or community environment 
which permits an individual with a disability to have access and fully participate in daily living 
and community activities. 
 
►Activities of Daily Living (ADL):  Tasks essential to performance of routine self-care 
functions, such as dressing, bathing, eating, toileting, and transferring. 
 
►Adaptive Behavior:  Ability of an individual to meet the standards of maturation, learning 
and personal independence that are expected based on normative standards for age, cultural 
background, and experience through skills or the ability to adjust ones behavior necessary to 
compensate for health, motor or sensory deficits. 
 
►Advance Directives:  A written document stating how a person wants medical decisions to be 
made if he/she loses the ability to make them for themselves.  It may include a Living Will and a 
Durable Power of Attorney for health care. 
 
►Advocate:  Person who has been designated by an individual or an individual’s legal 
representative to speak on the individual’s behalf and help the individual understand and make 
informed choices in matters related to identification of needs and choices of supports and 
services. 
 
►Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA):  Federal legislation which guarantees equal 
opportunity for individuals with disabilities in public accommodations, employment, services 
and telecommunications. 
 
►Appeal:  An appeal is a request for a review of a decision to a person or institution with the 
authority to judge, adjudicate on, or determine claims or disputes. 
 
►Assisted Living:  A type of living arrangement in which personal care services such as meals, 
housekeeping, transportation, and assistance with activities of daily living are available as 
needed to people who still live on their own in a licensed setting.  In most cases, the "assisted 
living" residents pay a regular monthly rent.  Then, they typically pay additional fees for the 
services they get. 
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►Assistive Technology (AT):  Any item, piece of equipment or product that is used to assist, 
maintain or improve functional capabilities of an individual. 
 
►At-Risk Child (ARC):  An eligibility category which includes children from age three (3) (36 
months) to age six (6) whose diagnosis of an intellectual disability or a related disability remains 
unclear.  It may still be too early to confirm a diagnosis of an intellectual disability at this age 
range since developmental delays evidenced during the preschool years may still not be good 
predictors of later cognitive and adaptive functioning. 
 
►Authorization to Release/Obtain Information:  The form which consumer/legal guardians 
must sign to give permission for Case Managers or providers to release/obtain confidential 
information about them to/from other agencies or professionals. 
 
►Autism Spectrum Disorder:  Abnormal or impaired development in social interaction and 
communication, as well as markedly restricted, repetitive and stereotyped patterns of behavior, 
interests and activities. 
 
►Baby Net:  South Carolina's IDEA Part C interagency early intervention program for infants 
and toddlers under three (3) years of age with developmental delays or conditions associated 
with developmental delays.  SC First Steps to School Readiness is the Baby Net lead agency 
until July 2017 when it moves to the South Carolina Department of Health and Human Services 
(DHHS).  Children may be eligible for Baby Net if they are learning or developing slowly.  Early 
Intervention services are based upon the child’s needs and may include physical therapy, 
occupational therapy, speech therapy, assistive technology, special instruction and/or case 
management. 
 
►Behavioral Health:  The mental/emotional well-being and/or actions that affect emotional 
wellness.  Behavioral health problems include substance use disorders; alcohol and drug 
addiction; and serious psychological distress, suicide, and mental disorders. 
 
►Caregiver:  A person who helps care for someone who is ill, disabled, or aged.  Some 
caregivers are relatives or friends who volunteer their help.  Some people provide care giving 
services for a cost. 
 
►Case Management:  A service provided by a case manager including the assessment, 
planning, referral and linkage to community services and supports. 
 
►Case Record:  The file in which providers keep all relevant information concerning a 
consumer.  The Case Management case record is considered to be the primary record for 
consumers served by DDSN.  All information as required by the Case Management Standards 
must be maintained in this record.  Other records are also maintained by each service provider.  
When the primary case record becomes too big or contains massive information, it can be purged 
and a back-up file started to retain the information. 
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►Case Open Date:  The date an applicant is screened in for DDSN services and first chooses a 
Case Management provider.  Once the case is “opened”, as signified by the case open date, the 
process to establish eligibility for DDSN services begins. 
►Centers for Medicaid and Medicare Services (CMS):  Federal agency within the U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services responsible for administering the Medicare and 
Medicaid programs.  CMS assures that states properly administer national health care programs, 
establish policies for paying health care providers, conduct research on the effectiveness of 
various methods of health care management, assess the quality of health care facilities/services 
and take enforcement actions as appropriate. 
 
►Certificate of Medical Necessity:  A form required by Medicaid/Medicare authorizing the use 
of certain durable medical items/equipment (DME) prescribed by a physician.  This form is to be 
completed by a doctor or the doctor's employee.  The provider of the DME will coordinate with 
the person’s doctor to see that all the necessary information is submitted to Medicare.  A change 
in prescription and/or a change in the person’s condition require that an updated certificate be 
completed and submitted. 
 
►Choice:  Having the power, right, and liberty to make a decision.  Choice will be offered to all 
individuals/legal guardians when being served by DDSN.  Choice will be given when selecting 
services, providers, residential setting, place of employment, and in any other area of an 
individual’s life.  Choices are offered regarding DDSN services within available resources and 
from a list of qualified providers.  The qualified provider list consists of organizations or 
agencies that are qualified to provide DDSN-funded services to service recipients.  This 
Qualified Provider List includes names of providers, types of services offered, types of 
disabilities served, ages served and counties in which the services are provided.  All providers 
listed may not offer services for all ages or in all counties.  Each organization on this list must 
meet the federal, state, and DDSN requirements for quality and safety to become a provider of 
DDSN supports and services. 
 
►Circle of Support:  A group of people chosen by the consumer and/or family, who assist the 
consumer to develop, implement and monitor the Plan.  Members of a Circle of Support usually 
include family, friends, co-workers, neighbors, church members, teachers, the Case Manager and 
others who know or work closely with the consumer.  The Circle members agree to meet on a 
regular basis to help the consumer identify and achieve personal aspirations and goals.  Members 
of the Circle participate because they care about the individual and want to work together to help 
overcome obstacles and open doors to new opportunities. 
 
►Civil Rights:  The protections and privileges of personal liberty given to all citizens by law 
(i.e., rights that are specifically guaranteed by federal and state laws and that are equally 
available to each individual). 
 
►Claim:  A claim is a request for payment for services rendered to an eligible program 
participant or beneficiary. 
 
►Community Inclusive Residential Supports (CIRS):  The CIRS residential service model 
promotes development and independence in people with disabilities by working with staff 
members, the individuals, and families to create a customized plan to transition from a 24-hour 
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supervised setting to a semi-independent living arrangement.  Persons with disability are the 
focus – they choose where they live, with whom they live, and which support staff work with 
them in their new home. 
►Community Residential Care Facilities (CRCF):  A facility licensed by DHEC which offers 
room and board and provides/coordinates a degree of personal assistance for two (2) or more 
individuals, who are at least 18 years old, and who are not related to the licensee.  It is designed 
to accommodate individual residents' changing needs and preferences, maximize residents' 
dignity, autonomy, privacy, independence and safety, and encourage family and community 
involvement.  It offers a beneficial and protected environment specifically for individuals who 
have mental illness or intellectual disabilities.  A CRCF offers the opportunity to live in the 
community in a homelike environment under the supervision of qualified, trained caregivers.  
There are private CRCFs (“Boarding Homes”) in many communities.  DDSN also contracts with 
qualified providers to operate CRCFs. 
 
►Community Training Home I Model (CTH I):  A licensed residential setting offered by 
DDSN where personalized care, supervision and individualized training are provided, in 
accordance with a service plan, to a maximum of two (2) people living in a private home  
Caregivers are employed by or independently contracted with contracted qualified providers. 
 
►Community Training Home II Model (CTH II):  A residential setting offered by DDSN 
which offers the opportunity to live in a homelike environment in the community under the 
supervision of qualified and trained staff.  Care, supervision, and skills training are provided 
according to individualized needs as reflected in the service plan.  No more than four (4) people 
live in each licensed residence. 
 
►Competency:  Has to do with an individual’s ability to understand critical information and to 
make decisions for himself or herself.  The following describes different categories or 
competency: 
 

● Competent to stand trial:  This type of competency is determined through 
Criminal Court and implies that an individual understands charges that are made 
against them, has an understanding of right and wrong, and is able to assist in 
their own defense. 

 
● Legally Competent:  This type of competency implies that an individual is 

qualified and able to make decisions on their own regarding their well-being in 
areas such as residential placement, financial, medical, etc.  All individuals, 
including those with intellectual disabilities, automatically become legally 
competent at the age of 18, unless declared legally incompetent through Probate 
Court. 

 
● Legally Incompetent:  This type of competency is determined through Probate 

Court and implies that an individual is not qualified or able to make important 
decisions regarding their well-being on their own.  Individuals who are declared 
legally incompetent must have a legal guardian appointed to oversee their 
wellbeing and make decisions on their behalf. 
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►Competitive Employment:  Employment in which an individual is compensated at or above 
the minimum wage and is employed on a full-time or part-time basis in an integrated and 
competitive labor market. 
►Confidentiality:  A guarantee that personally identifiable information about an individual or 
family remains private and may only be shared among agencies with the written permission of 
the individual/legal guardian. 
 
►Conflict Free Case Management (CFCM):  Medicaid providers of home and community 
based services (HCBS), which include waiver services, or those who have an interest in, or are 
employed by a provider of HCBS must not provide case management or develop the person 
centered service plan.  A potential conflict of interest exists in assuring and honoring free choice, 
overseeing quality and outcomes, and the fiduciary relationship when the same entity helps 
individuals access services and provides those services.   
 
►Conflict of Interest:  A real or seeming incompatibility between one’s private interest and 
one’s public or fiduciary duties. 
 
►Conservator:  A person appointed by a judge to look after the money of an individual who 
cannot look after it himself/herself.  The conservator might handle the Social Security Income 
and checking account of an individual, as well as any money the individual might earn or inherit.  
The same person can be both a guardian and conservator. 
 
►Consumer:  The individual with an intellectual disability or related disability, Autism 
Spectrum Disorder or Head and Spinal Cord Injury who is served through DDSN.  Other terms 
are also used to refer to the consumer such as:  person, individual, primary customer, client, etc. 
 
►Consumer Choice:  Right of the consumer, legal guardian, or responsible party to choose 
supports and services from a range of service options to meet the diverse and personalized needs 
of an individual.  The degree to which individuals have choice must go beyond the range of 
service choices and include opportunities for individuals to decide when, where, how and who 
will provide supports and services. 
 
►Continuing Care Retirement Community (CCRC):  A private housing community that 
provides different levels of care based on what each resident needs over time.  This is sometimes 
called "life care" and can range from independent living in an apartment to assisted living to full-
time care in a nursing home.  Residents move from one setting to another based on their needs 
but continue to live as part of the community.  Care in CCRCs is usually expensive.  Generally, 
CCRCs require a large down payment and charge monthly fees. 
 
►Direct Services:  Active services provided to the individuals. 
 
►Dual Eligible:  An individual meeting eligibility criteria for both Medicaid and Medicare 
programs. 
 
►Due Process:  The idea or principle that all laws and legal proceedings as well as agency 
policies and procedures must be fair and fairly enforced.  Specifically, the right of all persons to 
receive the guarantees and safeguards of the law and judicial process.  In the DDSN service 
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delivery system, this means that people receiving services have the right to receive guarantees 
and safeguards concerning services funded by the State and Federal government.  Examples of 
DDSNs internal mechanisms for due process are Human Rights Committees, service level and 
eligibility determination appeals and employee grievance rights. 
 
►Durable Medical Equipment:  Purchased or rented items such as hospital beds, ventilators, 
oxygen equipment, seat lift equipment, wheelchairs, and other medically necessary equipment 
prescribed by a health care provider that is suitable and appropriate to be used in a person’s 
home. 
 
►Early Intervention (EI):  Provides an array of family-focused, in-home services for children 
with an intellectual disability or related disability from birth to age six.  Early Interventionists 
help families understand their child’s development and assist in providing therapeutic 
intervention and special instruction services.  Early Intervention services are provided in the 
child’s own home or in the child’s natural environment. 
 
►Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis and Treatment (EPSDT):  A comprehensive child 
health program funded by the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) through the 
Medicaid State Plan to children under the age of 21 years to reduce the impact of childhood 
health problems by identifying, diagnosing and treating health problems early. 
 
►Education of All Handicapped Children Act (EHA):  Landmark 1975 legislation that 
required education for all students with disabilities and introduced the terms Individualized 
Education Program (IEP), Least Restrictive Environment, Free Appropriate Public Education, 
and the multi-factored Evaluation to Education. 
 
►Employment First:  Assumes that individual integrated employment at or above minimum 
wage is the preferred outcome for working age adults, regardless of disability.  This assumption 
should be the foundation for assessment and planning for individuals receiving services through 
DDSN. 
 
►Empowerment:  Education and practices aimed at transferring power to or strengthening 
individuals and groups. 
 
►Family Support Plan (FSP):  Plan of care form used for children age three (3) to their sixth 
(6th) birthday receiving Early Intervention services. 
 

►Fee for Service Medicaid:  Referred to often as “regular Medicaid” where a beneficiary can 
go to any provider that takes Medicaid.  The provider charges a fee for each service and, in 
turn, bills Medicaid directly for each service rendered. 
 
►  
►Financial Manager:  The agency in each county that is responsible to manage and 
disseminate all funds for consumers. 
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►Free Appropriate Public Education (FAPE):  The requirement, introduced by EHA of 1975, 
which requires schools to provide an education relevant to the needs of students with disabilities 
at no cost to families.  The courts have generally stated that appropriateness does not mean 
optimal, only that the student is progressing at a reasonable rate. 
 
►Funding Bands:  The funding system used by DDSN to finance most services provided to 
individuals.  
 
►Guardian Ad Litem:  A Guardian Ad Litem is a person that is the guardian for an individual 
who is involved in a trial or hearing.  The way the law works, the judge has to assume that a 
child, an individual with an intellectual disability or a related disability, or a person in jail needs 
a temporary guardian to speak for them.  The Guardian Ad Litem may not actually be needed, 
but the individual is entitled to one.  The Guardian Ad Litem can be very useful for making 
phone calls and checking on court schedules.  The Guardian Ad Litem’s job ends when the trial 
or hearing is over. 
 
►Habilitation:  Maintaining and/or increasing an individual’s skills. 
 
►HASCI:  The acronym for Head and Spinal Cord Injury, as in the DDSN HASCI Division 
and HASCI Waiver. 
 
►High-Risk Infant (HRI):  A DDSN eligibility category which includes children from birth to 
36 months of age who are at a substantially greater risk for a developmental disability than the 
general population due to their genetic, medical or environmental history. 
 
►Health Insurance Portability & Accountability Act (HIPAA):  A law passed in 1996 which 
is also sometimes called the "Kassebaum-Kennedy" law.  This law expands your health care 
coverage if you have lost your job, or if you move from one job to another.  HIPAA also protects 
you and your family if you have: pre-existing medical conditions, and/or problems getting health 
coverage, and you think it is based on past or present health.  The HIPAA Privacy Rule provides 
federal protections for personal health information held by covered entities and gives patients an 
array of rights with respect to that information.  The HIPAA Security Rule specifies a series of 
administrative, physical, and technical safeguards for covered entities to use to assure the 
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of electronic protected health information. 
 
HIPAA also: 
 

• limits how companies can use your pre-existing medical conditions to keep you 
from getting health insurance coverage; 

• usually gives you credit for health coverage you have had in the past; 
• may give you special help with group health coverage when you lose coverage or 

have a new dependent; and 
• generally guarantees your right to renew your health coverage. 

 
HIPAA does not replace the states’ roles as primary regulators of insurance. 
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►Health Maintenance Organizations (HMO):  A type of Medicaid/Medicare managed care 
plan where a group of doctors, hospitals, and other health care providers agree to give health care 
to Medicaid/Medicare beneficiaries for a set amount of money from Medicaid/Medicare every 
month.  Beneficiaries must get his/her care from the providers in the plan. 
 
►Home and Community-Based Service (HCBS) Waiver Programs:  Home and Community 
Based Service Waiver programs are the Medicaid alternative to providing long-term care 
services in institutional settings.  If a person qualifies, each person chooses whether services are 
provided in their homes and communities versus in an institutional setting.  States may offer a 
variety of services to people under a Home and Community Based Service Waiver program.  
These programs may provide a combination of both traditional medical services (i.e. dental 
services, skilled nursing services) as well as non-medical services (i.e. respite, case management, 
and environmental modifications).  DDSN operates four Home and Community Based Service 
Waiver programs:  The Intellectual Disability/Related Disabilities (ID/RD) Waiver, Community 
Supports (CS) Waiver, Head and Spinal Cord Injury (HASCI) Waiver, and the Pervasive 
Developmental Disorder (PDD) Waiver. 
 
►Home and Community Based Settings Final Rule (Commonly Referred to as the Final 
Rule):  In January 2014, the Centers for Medicare/Medicaid Services (CMS) issued the new 
Final Rule for Home and Community Based Settings which more clearly defines the definition of 
community inclusion.  This rule, which went into effect in March 2014, requires states to 
transform their service delivery systems to be more community inclusive and rely less on 
segregated service settings.  The rule applies across all populations served in CMS Home and 
Community Based Service systems, including the elderly, those with physical disabilities, mental 
illness, intellectual and related disabilities, and people with Autism Spectrum Disorder. 
 
►Hospice Care:  A special way of caring for people who are terminally ill, and for their family.  
This care includes physical care and counseling.  Hospice care is covered by Medicaid or under 
Medicare Part A (Hospital Insurance). 
 
►Human Rights:  Human rights are international moral and legal norms that aspire to protect 
all people everywhere from severe political, legal, and social abuses.  Examples of human rights 
are the right to freedom of religion, right to freedom of speech, the right to be treated with 
dignity and respect, etc. 
 
►Human Rights Committee:  The role of a Human Rights Committee is to safeguard and 
protect the rights of people receiving services and to ensure that they are treated with dignity and 
respect in full recognition of their rights.  S.C. Code Ann. §44-26-70 (Supp. 2010) relating to the 
rights of people receiving services from DDSN requires that each DDSN Regional Center and 
DSN Board establish a Human Rights Committee.  Contract service providers may either use the 
Human Rights Committee of the local DSN Board or establish their own Committee.  DDSN 
Autism Division operated programs, may utilize an existing Human Rights Committee of a DSN 
Board or of a Regional Center or it may establish its own Committee.  The regulations governing 
Intermediate Care Facilities for Persons with Intellectual Disabilities require the establishment of 
a specially constituted committee which functions as a Human Rights Committee to review, 
approve, and monitor programs to manage inappropriate behavior and other programs that 
involve risk to protection and rights.  Policies and procedures of this directive are applicable to 
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these specially constituted Committees.  (DDSN Directive 535-02-DD:  Human Rights 
Committee) 
 
►Impairment Related Work Expense (IRWE):  Certain expenses for things an individual 
with a disability needs because of his/her impairment in order to work which may be deducted  
from gross earnings when determining eligibility for SSDI or SSI. 
 
►Inclusion:  The process of including individuals with disabilities in the activities and 
environments of other people without disabilities. 
 
►Independent Living:  Living in one’s own home or apartment in the community.  
Independent living does not mean that an individual is completely independent in all Activities 
of Daily Living and/or community living skills.  Supports and services may need to be in place 
for some individuals in order to live independently in the community. 
 
►Individual Family Support Plan (IFSP):  The service plan process/completed service 
document for a child aged birth to three (3) years and his/her family when receiving Early 
Intervention services.  The planning process involves a joint effort between parents and 
specialists.  The written document lists the early intervention services a child needs in order to 
grow and develop and services the family needs to help the child grow and develop. 
 
►Individual with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA):  An updated version of the Education of 
All Handicapped Children’s Act (EHA) which required the statement of needed transition 
services as part of the IEP in 1990. 
 
►Individualized Education Program (IEP):  The written plan documenting eligibility, 
programs and services for special education students. 
 
►Integration:  In the disability context, the process of including individuals with disabilities in 
the environments, activities and social networks of other people.  Sometimes used 
interchangeably with the term “inclusion”. 
 
►Intellectual Disability:  A condition with an onset during the developmental period in which 
an individual demonstrates significantly below-average intellectual functioning (a valid IQ of 70 
or below), and has concurrent deficits in adaptive functioning in at least two areas:  
communication, self-care, home living, social/interpersonal skills, use of community resources, 
self-direction, functional academic skills, work, leisure, health and safety. 
 
►Intermediate Care Facility for Individuals with Intellectual Disability (ICF/IID):  An 
institution (or distinct part of an institution) that is primarily for the diagnosis, treatment, or 
habilitation of people with intellectual disabilities or with related conditions; and provides, in 
protected residential setting, ongoing evaluation, planning, 24-hour supervision, coordination 
and integration of health or rehabilitative services to help each individual function at his/her 
greatest ability.  (Note: An institution is defined as an establishment that furnishes (in single or 
multiple facilities) food, shelter, and some treatment or services to four or more individuals 
unrelated to the proprietor).  An ICF/IID primarily provides health-related care and services 
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above the level of custodial care to people with an intellectual disability or a related disability but 
does not provide the level of care available in a hospital or skilled nursing facility. 
 
►Life Planner:  The role of a Life Planner is to help identify a person's life expectations, set 
goals, and develop a plan of action to achieve those goals.  All Life Planners must undergo 
specialized training, demonstrate competency in a variety of skills and meet other DDSN 
qualifications to be placed on an approved list of providers.  A Life Planner may be independent 
(contract with DDSN) or agency-based (work for a local board or provider organization).  
Individuals and/or family members choose a Life Planner from a list of options and there is no 
cost to the individual or family for the service. 
 
►Least Restrictive Environment (LRE), also referred to as Least Restrictive Setting:  An 
environment in which services are delivered with minimum limitation, intrusion, disruption or 
departure from typical patterns of living available to individuals without disabilities; which do 
not subject an individual or others to unnecessary risks to health or safety; and which maximize 
the individual’s level of independence, productivity and inclusion in the community. 
 
►Legal Guardian:  A person appointed by a judge to look after an individual who cannot look 
after himself/herself (i.e., who is legally incompetent).  The guardian makes all decisions and 
signs all documents for the individual concerning any medical treatment or placement.  If an 
individual has a legal guardian, documentation from the court should be obtained, if available, 
for the individual’s file.  For children under age 18, their parent(s) are considered to be the legal 
guardian unless the parents’ rights have been terminated or the parents are deceased. 
 
►Level of Care (LOC):  An assessment of an individual’s disability and treatment needs 
required for Medicaid reimbursement.  The Level of Care assessment must demonstrate that an 
individual requires the degree of care provided in an institution. 
 
►Long-Term Care:  A variety of services that help people with health or personal needs and 
activities of daily living over a period of time.  Long-term care can be provided at home, in the 
community, or in various types of facilities, including nursing homes and assisted living 
facilities.  DDSN offers long term care  services through four different Home and Community 
Based Waiver programs (for example, services provided in the home/community such as 
residential habilitation, day program services, personal care, nursing services, respite, etc.) and in 
facilities (Intermediate Care Facilities for Individuals with Intellectual Disabilities  (ICF/IID). 
 
►Mainstreaming:  A term that was used widely in the 1970’s to refer to the practice of placing 
students with disabilities in the regular education curriculum.  This term lost favor when it was 
found that many students were being placed in regular classes without needed supports. 
 
►Medicaid:  A federal health care program generally serving eligible low income individuals 
whose income and assets are below specific levels.  In South Carolina, DHHS determines 
eligibility for Medicaid.  An individual applying for Medicaid as a Social Security Income (SSI) 
recipient in South Carolina must apply at their local Social Security office.  Generally, an 
individual who is approved for SSI in South Carolina will automatically receive Medicaid.  
Applications for all other coverage groups may be filed in person or by mail.  Applications may 
be filed at out-stationed locations such as the county health departments, community health 
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centers, most hospitals and the county Department of Social Service offices.  The South Carolina 
Medicaid program offers different ways for its members to receive healthcare services.  The 
choices are either managed care or fee-for-service. 
 
►Medicaid Managed Care Organizations (MCO):  A Medicaid MCO operates much the 
same as a Health Maintenance Organization (HMO), as care is furnished through a network of 
providers (primary and specialty), hospitals, pharmacies, etc.  Services rendered are authorized 
by the MCO to ensure appropriate care management, disease management, and care 
coordination.  MCOs require members to choose a Primary Care Physician (PCP) who serves as 
the primary point of contact.  Members are expected to contact their PCP first before seeking 
treatment elsewhere.  The PCP may diagnose and treat the problem, or refer the member to a 
specialist within the MCO network.  The process for authorizing services within the MCOs may 
be different for each plan. 
 
►Medicaid Targeted Case Management (MTCM):  An available Medicaid covered service 
that helps individuals in gaining access to doctors, social services, educational resources, jobs 
and other services.  Anyone who is Medicaid eligible and meets one of the following categories 
may qualify for MTCM:  individuals with intellectual and related disabilities, at-risk children, 
adults with serious and persistent mental illness; at-risk pregnant women and infants; individuals 
with Psychoactive Substance Disorder; individuals at-risk for genetic disorders; individuals with 
Head and Spinal Cord Injuries and similar disorders; individuals with sensory impairment, and 
adults with functional impairments.  A Case Manager provides these services. 
 
►Medicare:  A federal insurance program serving most individuals 65 and older and 
individuals with disabilities regardless of income if they are eligible for Social Security 
Disability Income. 
 
►Medical Homes Network Programs (MHN):  The Medical Homes Network (MHN) health 
care delivery model is a primary care case management program.  A MHN is comprised of a 
Care Coordination Services Organization (CSO) and enrolled primary care physicians (PCPs).  
Only PCPs may contract within the MHN as all services are coordinated through the CSO and 
PCP, and claims for the services rendered are paid by DHHS.  A MHN, like a Managed Care 
Organization (MCO), offers enhanced benefits beyond what is offered under traditional fee-for-
service Medicaid. 
 
►Mental Health Services:  Services provided to individuals with serious mental illness.  Public 
mental health services are provided through the South Carolina Department of Mental Health 
(DMH) and local Mental Health Centers and private practitioners. 
 
►Natural Supports:  Supports that are non-paid which will help an individual to achieve 
personal goals or needs as identified on the Plan.  Natural supports may include people such as 
family members, friends, church members, neighbors or community organizations.  Natural 
supports may also be any location or event in the natural environment from which an individual 
may benefit or participate in such as community parks, civic events, etc. 
 
►Needs Assessment:  Activities to obtain and review information for the purpose of 
determining a person’s personal goals and needs in order to develop an accurate and effective 
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Support Plan.  Needs assessment is based upon a systematic evaluation of the relative strengths 
and weaknesses of the person/legal guardian’s environmental, economic, psycho-social, medical 
and other circumstances.  Needs assessment is an ongoing process and should incorporate both 
formal and informal assessment.  Formal assessment is a specific standardized assessment tool 
which is completed with a person at least annually.  Informal assessment is an ongoing 
assessment of a person’s personal goals, needs and satisfaction through observation, site visits 
and personal interviews with the person/legal guardian and direct care professionals throughout 
the year. 
 
►Non-reportable:  Any activities of the Case Manager which do not fall within the core job 
functions as defined in the Case Management Standards, but are still important, relevant 
activities in providing quality person-centered services for individuals and families. 
 
►Nursing Home:  A residence that provides a room, meals, and help with activities of daily 
living and recreation.  Generally, nursing home residents have physical or mental problems that 
keep them from living on their own.  They usually require daily assistance. 
 
►Nursing Facility:  A facility which primarily provides to residents’ skilled nursing care and 
related services for the rehabilitation of injured, disabled, or sick persons, or on a regular basis, 
health related care services above the level of custodial care to those other than intellectually 
disabled or a related disability individuals. 
 
►Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability Insurance:  The Social Security programs that pay for: 
 
(1) monthly cash benefits to retired-worker (old-age) beneficiaries, their spouses and 

children, and survivors of deceased insured workers (OASI); and 
 
(2) monthly cash benefits to disabled-worker beneficiaries and their spouses and children, 

and for providing rehabilitation services to the disabled (DI). 
 
►Olmstead Decision:  A 1999 decision by the U.S. Supreme Court concerning two women 
from Georgia who played a major role in the expansion of consumer-directed services in South 
Carolina as well as other states.  Because of this decision, all public entities are required to 
administer their programs “in the most integrated setting appropriate to the needs of qualified 
persons with disabilities.” 
 
►Ombudsman:  An independent governmental official who receives complaints against 
government (and government-regulated) agencies and/or its officials from aggrieved individuals; 
who investigates these complaints; and who, if the complaints are justified, makes 
recommendations to remedy the complaints. 
 
►Person Centered Planning:  In Person-Centered Planning, the gifts and positive abilities 
instead of the weaknesses and inabilities of an individual are the focus.  Person-Centered 
Planning focuses on developing connections within the community to provide supports for the 
person.  Services and supports are developed for the person based on their needs, wants, and 
desires instead of “fitting” the person into current services and programs.  Supports developed 
during Person-Centered Planning help the person to: 
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• Set their personal goals 
• Meet new people 
• Try new things 
• Contribute to and be supported by their community 
• Have who and what is important to them in their everyday life 
• Stay healthy and safe 

 
A Life Plan is developed as a result of the person centered planning process.  Life Plans are 
shared with all service providers at the consumer’s discretion and providers are expected to assist 
in meeting the identified goals in the Life Plan. 
 
►Personal Outcomes:  Life priorities, personal preferences, goals and desires as defined by 
individuals for themselves in all areas of life.  The Council on Quality and Leadership (CQL) 
developed the Personal Outcome Measures assessment tool to help identify what individuals’ 
personal outcomes are and if their outcomes are being met by the agencies and individuals 
supporting them. 
 
►Plan for Achieving Self-Support (PASS):  A Plan for Achieving Self-Support (PASS) allows 
a person with a disability to set aside otherwise countable income and/or resources for a specific 
period of time in order to achieve a work goal.  Any person who receives SSI benefits, or who 
might qualify for SSI or any person receives SSDI (or a similar benefit) and could qualify for 
SSI, may be able to have a PASS.  There is no limit to the number of successful PASS plans a 
person may use in a lifetime. 
 
►Power of Attorney (POA):  An important legal document which gives a designated person 
broad powers to make legal decisions for an individual in a variety of situations.  There are many 
different types of Power of Attorney to include the following: 
 

● Durable General Power of Attorney:  A legal document which gives a 
designated person broad powers to handle another’s property during his/her 
lifetime, which may include powers to mortgage, sell, or otherwise dispose of any 
real or personal property without advance notice or approval.  Other subjects 
discussed in a Durable General Power of Attorney are:  stock and bond 
transactions, commodity and options transactions, banking, estate and trusts, 
claims and litigation, personal and family maintenance, division of social security 
and other governmental benefits, retirement plan transactions, tax matters, etc.  A 
Durable General Power of Attorney does not authorize anyone to make medical or 
other health care decisions. 

 
● General Springing Power of Attorney (upon disability):  A legal document 

which gives a designated person broad powers to handle property, tangible or 
intangible, without prior notice or approval if an individual becomes disabled or 
incompetent. 

 
● Medical Power of Attorney:  This legal document gives a designated person the 

authority to make any and all health care decisions for an individual in accordance 
with his/her wishes, including religious and moral beliefs, when the individual is 
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no longer capable of making decisions for himself/herself.  Because "health care" 
means any treatment, service, or procedures to maintain, diagnose, or treat 
physical or mental conditions, the medical power of attorney has the authority to 
make a broad range of health care decisions.  This person may consent, refuse to 
consent, or withdraw consent to medical treatment and may make decisions about 
withdrawing or withholding life-sustaining treatment.  This person may not 
consent to voluntary in-patient mental health services, convulsive treatment, or 
abortion.  A physician must comply with a medical power of attorney's 
instructions or allow the individual to be transferred to another physician. 

 
►Protection and Advocacy (P & A) for People with Disabilities:  Established in 1977 as the 
protection and advocacy system for the State of South Carolina, P&A is a member of the 
National Disability Rights Network (NDRN) and is mandated by state and federal law to protect 
the rights of people with disabilities in South Carolina.  NDRN is the nonprofit membership 
organization for the federally mandated P&A Systems and Client Assistance Programs (CAP) for 
individuals with disabilities.  Collectively, the P&A/CAP network is the largest provider of 
legally based advocacy services to people with disabilities in the United States.  P&A is a 
private, non-profit South Carolina corporation governed by a volunteer board of directors.  As 
required by federal law, P&A is independent of all agencies which provide treatment or other 
services to people with disabilities.  P&A offers a variety of programs to assist people with 
disabilities. 
 
►Provider:  An organization or agency paid to provide a service for a consumer.  In the DDSN 
service delivery system, providers are approved and placed on the Qualified Provider List (QPL) 
from which consumers choose.  Services may also be provided to consumers by agencies and 
funding outside the DDSN service delivery system. 
 
►Psychological Evaluation:  An evaluation of an individual’s intellectual functioning and 
adaptive behavior. 
 
►Qualified Provider List (QPL):  A list of agencies which are approved to provide services 
within the DDSN system.  The current procedures for how to become a qualified provider and a 
current list of qualified providers is available on the DDSN website. 
 
►Reasonable Accommodation:  Adaptations or modifications of the environment, equipment 
or materials to be in compliance with ADA and IDEA which make it possible for an individual 
with a disability to fully participate in an activity. 
 
►Rehabilitation:  Restoration of an individual’s functional status to a former state or condition. 
 
►Related Disability:  Severe, chronic conditions which are found to be closely related to an 
intellectual disability or which requires treatment similar to that required for individuals with an 
intellectual disability (e.g. cerebral palsy, epilepsy, etc.).  Onset of a related disability must be 
before the age of 22. 
 
►Reportable:  Any activities of Case Managers which fall within one of the core job functions 
as defined in the Case Management Standards.  These core job functions are the only activities 
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that, when reported to DDSN via service notes, may be reimbursed by Medicaid for provision of 
targeted case management services. 
 
►Section 504:  A section to the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.  A federal civil rights statute 
designed to eliminate discrimination of the basis of a disability in any program or activity 
receiving federal financial assistance. 
 
►Section 8 Housing:  Refers to housing subsidized to low-income individuals by Housing and 
Urban Development (HUD). 
 
►Self-Advocacy:  The ability and opportunity to speak on behalf of one’s own interests. 
 
►Self-Determination:  The ability and opportunity for individuals to make choices and to act 
on the basis of their personal choices. 
 
►Self Direction:  A different way of supporting people with disabilities where the voice of the 
person with a disability is the most important one for us to listen to and to respect when it comes 
to that person making choices about his/her life.  Self-direction gives a person with a disability 
more control in planning for and running his/her own life.  This can be hard work because more 
control means more responsibility.  A person is responsible when he or she makes good 
decisions that keep him or her happy, healthy, and safe.  This may take the help of family and/or 
friends.  The choices a person makes are often based on the things that are most important to him 
or her.  Self-direction helps a person find a comfortable place in the community where he/she 
can live, work, and play in ways that he/she chooses as right.  Directing one's own services, such 
as in consumer-directed services, is an important piece of self-direction. 
 
►Service Agreement:  A form that consumers/legal guardians sign during the intake process 
which signifies their request for services and their agreement to have DDSN obtain and review 
any relevant records for the purpose of determining eligibility for services.  By signing this form, 
consumers/legal guardians consent to have additional evaluations completed if necessary to 
determine eligibility. 
 
►Service Authorization:  In FY17, a form which Case Managers give to chosen providers as a 
way of informing that they have permission or ‘authorization’ to begin providing a service for an 
individual.  Authorizations also inform providers of the frequency and duration of services they 
are approved to provide.  In FY18, the approval/authorization of services included in service 
plans will be transitioned to a DDSN centralized group of staff in the Waiver Administration 
Division. 
 
►Service Note (SN):  Narrative, chronological documentation in a case record that describes 
activities provided by a Case Manager. 
 
►Similar Disability (SD):  South Carolina Code of Law does not define a similar disability, but 
does stipulate that a similar disability is not limited by early age of onset, is not a condition that 
culminates in death or worsens over time, is not dementia resulting from chronic disease or 
alcohol/drug use, and is not a neurological disorder related to aging.  Muscular dystrophy, 
Multiple Sclerosis, Cancer, Parkinson’s disease and other similar disabilities. 
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►Skilled Nursing Care:  A level of care that includes skilled tasks that can only be performed 
safely and correctly by a licensed nurse (either a registered nurse or a licensed practical nurse). 
 
►Social Security Administration (SSA):  The agency that oversees the provision of Social 
Security Disability Insurance and Supplemental Security Income and related work incentives. 
 
►Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI):  An income support payment administered by 
the Social Security Administration that is provided to adults with disabilities or to children of 
parents who have retired or become disabled and have paid into Social Security.  SSDI is only 
paid to individuals whose income falls below Substantial Gainful Activity (SGA) after 
accounting for work incentives. 
 
►Special Needs Trust:  A legal and financial arrangement to safeguard resources for 
individuals with intellectual disabilities or a related disability.  This trust allows individuals to 
maintain resources without impacting their Medicaid eligibility. 
 
►Spinal Cord Injury:  An acute traumatic lesion of neural elements in the spinal canal, 
resulting in any degree of deficit in sensory, motor and life functions.  The deficit may be 
temporary or permanent. 
 
►State Funded Community Supports (SFCS):  Is an array of services offered and funded by 
DDSN to those who are eligible for DDSN services but are not currently eligible for a DDSN-
operated Home and Community Based Waiver. 
 
►Substantial Gainful Employment:  The amount of income an individual can earn after a trial 
work period and still receive SSDI payments. 
 
►Supported Living Model I (SLP-I):  Certified residential settings with services offered by 
DDSN which is similar to the Supervised Living Model II; however, people generally require 
only occasional support.  Staff is available 24 hours a day by phone.  SLP-I settings must be 
assessed by the provider and determined to be functional and safe prior to the individual’s entry 
and annually thereafter. 
 
►Supervised Living Program II (SLP-II):  Residential settings with services offered by 
DDSN which are appropriate for people who need intermittent supervision and supports.  They 
can handle most daily activities independently but may need periodic advice, support, and 
supervision.  It is typically offered in an apartment setting that has staff available on-site or in a 
location from which they may get to the site within 15 minutes of being called, 24 hours daily. 
 
►Supplemental Security Income (SSI):  An income support payment administered by the 
Social Security Administration that is provided to children with disabilities and adults who are 
disabled and whose income and assets fall below a prescribed level after accounting for Social 
Security work incentives. 
 
►Support Plan:  A form which is completed annually with a consumer to document the 
personal goals and needs that have been identified by the person/legal guardian through a formal 
assessment process.  The Support Plan identifies a person’s priority goals and needs, the services 
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and supports necessary to address the needs, the frequency and duration of services, who will be 
responsible for carrying out specific aspects of each goal or need, and the timeframe identified 
by which a goal or need should be met.  Support Plans are completed by the Case Manager and 
are considered the primary plan for a person receiving services.  Some service areas, such as 
Residential and Day Program, also complete a plan with each consumer; however, these plans 
are specific to the program area and must complement and support the overall goals as identified 
on the Support Plan written by the Case Manager. 
 
►Supported Employment (SE):  Supported Employment services consist of paid employment 
for persons for whom employment at or above the minimum wage is unlikely, and who, because 
of their disabilities, need intensive ongoing support to perform in a work setting.  Supported 
employment services are provided in a variety of settings, particularly work sites, in which 
persons without disabilities are employed.  Supported employment includes activities to sustain 
paid work including training and supervision.  When supported employment services are 
provided at a work site in which persons without disabilities are employed, payment will be 
made only for the adaptations, supervision and training required by the recipient as a result of 
their disabilities, and will not include payment for those supervisory activities rendered as a 
normal part of the business setting.  Supported Employment services are generally provided by 
or through the South Carolina Vocational Rehabilitation Department.  DDSN also provides 
individual and group employment service options. 
 
►TTY:  A teletypewriter (TTY) is a communication device used by people who are deaf, hard 
of hearing, or have severe-speech impairment.  A TTY consists of a keyboard, display screen, 
and modem.  Messages travel over regular telephone lines.  People who do not have a TTY can 
communicate with a TTY user through a message relay center (MRC).  An MRC has TTY 
operators available to send and interpret TTY messages.  MRCs can be located in local telephone 
directories. 
 
►Ticket to Work and Work Incentives Improvement Act of 1999 (TWWIIA):  Enacted to 
increase opportunities for individuals with disabilities to work.  Title I of the act provides access 
to employment training and placement services, and Title II of the act provides health care 
supports for working individuals with disabilities. 
 
►Time-Limited Eligibility:  A short-term eligibility status that is given to individuals (usually 
young children) for whom a diagnosis of an intellectual disability or a related disability is 
suspected, but cannot be confirmed.  Time-limited eligibility is assigned to individuals who test 
within the range of an intellectual disability or a related disability, but who may experience 
factors which confound test results, calling into question the validity of the results.  If the 
potential exists for these factors to abate or resolve in the future so that more valid test results 
can be obtained, a time-limited eligibility status will be assigned.  Time-limited eligibility 
prevents the potential of assigning a premature or incorrect diagnosis of an intellectual disability 
or a related disability to an individual, but it also allows an individual with suspected intellectual 
disabilities or a related disability to receive appropriate services until a firm diagnosis can be 
made.  Time-limited eligibility may also be assigned to an applicant to the HASCI Division 
whose condition may be improving such that long-term eligibility cannot be determined. 
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►Transitioning:  The process of moving from adolescence to adult roles in which a child 
reconciles their needs, interests, and preferences with adult norms and roles. 
 
►Transition Planning:  The process of helping students and their families plan services to help 
them reach career goals and adult living objectives related to their needs, interests and 
preferences.  The IDEA requires transition planning activities documented in the IEP for students 
aged 14 and older.  The Individual Transition Plan (ITP) is also known as the “Statement of 
Needed Transition Services.” 
 
►Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI):  An injury to the skull or brain caused by an external 
physical force.  The injury may produce a diminished or altered state of consciousness resulting 
in impairment in cognitive abilities or physical functioning, as well as behavioral and/or 
emotional functioning.  It does not include strokes or aneurysms. 
 
►Vocational Rehabilitation (VR) Services:  A federal and state program that provides a range 
of services to individuals with disabilities, typically to achieve a particular career goal and 
competitive employment.  VR services are administered by the South Carolina Department of 
Vocational Rehabilitation. 
 
►Work Incentives:  A number of Social Security Work Incentives that allow an individual to 
exclude part of their income to maintain eligibility for SSI or SSDI.  Includes PASS, IRWE’s, 
Student Earned Income Exclusion, and extended eligibility for Medicaid. 
 
►Workers Compensation:  Insurance that employers are required to have to cover employees 
who get sick or injured on the job. 
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ABA Applied Behavioral Analysis 
ADA Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 
ADL Activities of Daily Living 
ANE Abuse, Neglect and Exploitation 
APS Adult Protective Services (DSS) 
ARC At-Risk Child 
ASD Autism Spectrum Disorder 
AT Assistive Technology 
BCB Budget and Control Board 
BCBA Board Certified Behavioral Analyst 
BSP Behavior Support Plan 
CAT Consumer Assessment Team 
CBA Curriculum Based Assessment 
CCR Contract Compliance Review 
CDC Centers for Disease Control 
CDR Center for Disability Resources 
CDSS Consumer Data Support System 
CI Critical Incident 
CIRS Community Inclusive Residential Supports 
CLTC Community Long Term Care 
CM Case Manager 
CMS Case Management Supervisor 
CMS Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services 
CP Cerebral Palsy 
CPIP Comprehensive Permanent Improvement Plan 
CPS Child Protective Services (DSS) 
CRCF Community Residential Care Facility 
CRIPA Civil Rights of Institutionalized Persons Act 
CSW Community Supports Waiver 
CTH Community Training Home 
DD Council Developmental Disabilities Council 
DDSN Department of Disabilities and Special Needs 
DHEC Department of Health and Environmental Control 
DHHS Department of Health and Human Services 
DMH Department of Mental Health 
DOL Department of Labor 
DSAL Day Services Attendance Log 
DSHR Division of State Human Resources 
DSS Department of Social Services 
EAP Employee Assistance Program 
EHA Education of All Handicapped Children Act 
EI Early Intervention 
EIBI Early Intensive Behavioral Intervention 
EPMS Employee Performance Management System 
EPSDT Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis and Treatment 
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FAPE Free Appropriate Public Education 
FOIA Freedom of Information Act 
FSP Family Support Plan 
FT Family Training 
FY Fiscal Year 
GAL Guardian Ad Litem 
GGC Greenwood Genetic Center 
HAP Housing Assistance Program 
HASCI Head and Spinal Cord Injury 
HCB Home and Community Based 
HCBS Home and Community Based Services 
HSA Human Service Assistant 
HIPPA Health Insurance Portability and Accountability 
HMO Health Maintenance Organization 
HR Human Resources 
HRM Human Resources Management 
HUD Housing and Urban Development 
HVAC Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning 
IA Internal Audit 
ICAP Inventory for Client and Agency Planning 
ICF/IID Intermediate Care Facilities for Individuals with Intellectual Disabilities 
ID/RD Intellectual Disability/Related Disabilities 
IDEA Individuals with Disabilities Education Act 
IEP Individual Education Plan 
IFSP/FSP Individual Family Support Plan/Family Service Plan 
IRWE Impaired Related Work Expense 
ISR Individual Service Report 
IT Information Technology 
LOC Level of Care 
LRE Least Restrictive Environment 
MCO Medicaid Managed Care Organization 
MHN Medical Homes Network Programs 
MI Mental Illness 
MMIS Medicaid Management Information System 
MTCM Medicaid Targeted Case Management 
NTD Neural Tube Defect 
OHR Office of Human Resources 
OT Occupational Therapy 
OT Overtime 
PASS Plan for Achieving Self-Support 
PCA Personal Care Aide 
PCP Person-Centered Planning 
PDD Pervasive Developmental Disorders 
PERS Personal Emergency Response System 
PKU Phenylketonuria 
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POA Power of Attorney 
PT Physical Therapy 
P & A S. C. Protection and Advocacy Organization 
QIDP Qualified Intellectual Disabilities Professional 
QPL Qualified Provider List 
RC Regional Center 
RD Related Disabilities 
Regions Midlands, Piedmont, Pee Dee, Coastal 
RESLOG Residential Service Log (Roll Book) 
RFP Request for Proposal 
SCS Service Coordination Supervisor 
SCI Spinal Cord Injury 
SD Similar Disability 
SE Supported Employment 
SECF Service Error Correction Form 
SFCS State Funded Community Supports 
SIG State Inspector General 
SIS Support Intensity Scale 
SLED State Law Enforcement Division 
SLP Supervised Living Program 
SN Service Note 
SNAP Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program 
SSA Social Security Administration 
SSDI Supplemental Security Disability Income 
SSI Supplemental Security Income 
STS Service Tracking System 
SURB Service Units Reporting and Billing 
TBI Traumatic Brain Injury 
TEFRA Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act 
TERI Teacher/Employee Retention Incentive 
TTY Teletypewriter 
TWIIA Ticket to Work and Work Incentives Improvement Act of 1999 
UR Utilization Review 
VR Vocational Rehabilitation Services 
VSP Voluntary Separation Program 
WCM Waiver Case Management 
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Laws Chart

Item # Law Number Jurisdiction Type of Law Statutory Requirement and/or Authority Granted Does this law specify 
who the agency must 
serve?  (Y/N)

Does this law specify 
a deliverable the 
agency must or may 
provide?  (Y/N)

1 § 44-20-10 State Statute This chapter may be cited as the "South Carolina Intellectual Disability, 
Related Disabilities, Head Injuries, and Spinal Cord Injuries Act"

§ 44-20-20 State Statute Purpose of chapter No No
§ 44-20-30 State Statute Definitions No No
§ 44-20-210 State Statute Creation of South Carolina Commission on Disabilities and Special 

Needs; membership; terms of office; removal; vacancies
No No

§ 44-20-220 State Statute Duties of Commission; per diem; appointment of Director of 
Disabilities and Special Needs; advisory committees

No No

§ 44-20-230 State Statute  Powers and duties of director No No
§ 44-20-240 State Statute  Creation of Department of Disabilities and Special Needs; divisions No No

§ 44-20-250 State Statute  Powers and duties of Department Yes No
§ 44-20-255 State Statute Ownership of property confirmed in Department of Disabilities and 

Special Needs; retention of subsequent sales proceeds
No No

§ 44-20-260 State Statute Research programs No No
§ 44-20-270 State Statute Administration of federal funds Yes No
§ 44-20-280 State Statute Contracts for expansion of service Yes No
§ 44-20-290 State Statute Security guards; powers; bonds No No
§ 44-20-300 State Statute Motor vehicle liability insurance for employees of Department No No
§ 44-20-310 State Statute  Sale of timber from forest lands; disposition of funds No No
§ 44-20-320 State Statute Acceptance of gifts, etc. by Department; policies and regulations No No
§ 44-20-330 State Statute Granting of easements, permits, or rights-of-way by Department No No
§ 44-20-340 State Statute Records and reports pertaining to client; confidentiality of 

information; waiver
No No

Agency Responding
Date of Submission

Department of Disabilities and Special Needs
1-May-17

Title 44 20 South Carolina Intellectual Disability, Related Disabilities, Head Injuries, and Spinal Cord Injuries Act 

Note:  Delete any rows not needed; Add any 
additional rows needed
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Item # Law Number Jurisdiction Type of Law Statutory Requirement and/or Authority Granted Does this law specify 
who the agency must 
serve?  (Y/N)

Does this law specify 
a deliverable the 
agency must or may 
provide?  (Y/N)

§ 44-20-350 State Statute Reimbursement to State for its fiscal outlay on behalf of Department; 
charge for services; hearing and review procedures; collection of 
claims

Yes No

§ 44-20-355 State Statute Fee for Intermediate Care Facilities for persons with intellectual 
disability; proceeds to general fund

Yes Yes

§ 44-20-360 State Statute Midlands Center, Coastal Center, Pee Dee Center, and Whitten Center 
designated as independent school districts

No No

§ 44-20-365 State Statute Closing regional centers to be authorized by law No No
§ 44-20-370 State Statute Notification of applicant qualifying for services; county programs; 

training programs
Yes Yes

§ 44-20-375 State Statute County boards of disabilities and special needs; establishment; 
recognition

Yes Yes

§ 44-20-378 State Statute Composition of board; tenure No No
§ 44-20-380 State Statute Funds for county boards of disabilities and special needs Yes Yes
§ 44-20-385 State Statute  Additional powers and duties of county boards of disabilities and 

special needs
Yes No

§ 44-20-390 State Statute Initial intake and assessment service for person believed to be in need 
of services; service plans; residency requirements

Yes Yes

§ 44-20-400 State Statute  Admission of person to services of Department for evaluation and 
diagnosis; form for application

Yes No

§ 44-20-410 State Statute  Requirement for admission to services Yes No
§ 44-20-420 State Statute Designation of service or program in which client is placed Yes Yes
§ 44-20-430 State Statute  Final authority over applicant eligibility, etc Yes No
§ 44-20-440 State Statute Admission of client upon request of parent, spouse, lawful custodian 

or legal guardian, or upon request of applicant
Yes Yes

§ 44-20-450 State Statute Proceedings for involuntary admission; petition; hearing; service of 
notice; guardian ad litem; right to counsel; report; termination of 
proceedings; order of admission; appeal; confinement in jail 
prohibited

Yes Yes

§ 44-20-460 State Statute Discharge of client; detention of voluntarily admitted client; venue for 
judicial admission; protective custody for client

Yes No
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Item # Law Number Jurisdiction Type of Law Statutory Requirement and/or Authority Granted Does this law specify 
who the agency must 
serve?  (Y/N)

Does this law specify 
a deliverable the 
agency must or may 
provide?  (Y/N)

§ 44-20-470 State Statute Return of nonresident person with intellectual disability or related 
disability to agency of state of his residency; reciprocal agreements 
with other states; detention of person returned by out-of-state 
agency; expenses

Yes No

§ 44-20-480 State Statute Placement of client out of home; payment for services Yes No
§ 44-20-490 State Statute Placement of client in employment situation; sheltered employment 

and training programs; compensation of clients
Yes Yes

§ 44-20-500 State Statute Order of confinement for client Yes No
§ 44-20-510 State Statute  Attendance of client in community based public school classes Yes No
§ 44-20-710 State Statute Licensing of facilities and programs No No
§ 44-20-720 State Statute Minimum standards of operation and license programs No Yes
§ 44-20-730 State Statute Criteria for issuance of license No Yes
§ 44-20-740 State Statute Restrictions as to services; number of clients; form of application for 

license; term of license; license as not transferrable
Yes No

§ 44-20-750 State Statute Inspection of facilities; filing copy of bylaws, regulations, and rates of 
charges; inspection of records

No Yes

§ 44-20-760 State Statute Disclosure of inspections; protection of names of clients No No
§ 44-20-770 State Statute Denial, suspension or revocation of license; grounds No Yes
§ 44-20-780 State Statute Notifying operator of program of deficiencies; time for correction; 

notice of impending denial, suspension or revocation of license; 
exception for immediate threat

No Yes

§ 44-20-790 State Statute Promulgation of regulations governing hearings No No
§ 44-20-800 State Statute  Appeal of decision concerning deficiencies, licenses, etc No No
§ 44-20-900 State Statute Injunctions; sufficiency of complaint; fines and penalties Yes No
§ 44-20-1000 State Statute Licensing by department to be done in conjunction with licensing by 

agency having responsibility outside the department's jurisdiction; 
cooperative agreements

No Yes

§ 44-20-1110 State Statute Department's authority as to State's disabilities and special needs 
services and programs

Yes No

§ 44-20-1120 State Statute Raising of money for construction of improvements No No
§ 44-20-1130 State Statute  Limitation on amount of state capital improvement bonds No No
§ 44-20-1140 State Statute Improvements for residential regional center or community facility; 

application
No No

§ 44-20-1150 State Statute Powers and duties concerning application for improvements No No
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Item # Law Number Jurisdiction Type of Law Statutory Requirement and/or Authority Granted Does this law specify 
who the agency must 
serve?  (Y/N)

Does this law specify 
a deliverable the 
agency must or may 
provide?  (Y/N)

§ 44-20-1160 State Statute Use of monies derived from revenues No No
§ 44-20-1170 State Statute Special funds; disposition of revenues; withdrawal of funds No Yes

2 § 44-38-10 State Statute Head and Spinal Cord Injury Information System created; purpose No No
§ 44-38-20 State Statute Definitions No No
§ 44-38-30 State Statute Head and Spinal Cord Injury Information System Council; 

establishment and purpose; composition; election of chairman; 
appointment of advisors; compensation and expenses

No No

§ 44-38-40 State Statute Duties of council No No
§ 44-38-50 State Statute Reporting of required information; follow up to persons entered in 

registry; gathering information from other states; approval of and 
participation in research activities

No No

§ 44-38-60 State Statute Confidentiality of reports and records; nondisclosure under Freedom 
of Information Act

No No

§ 44-38-70 State Statute Council to submit annual report No No
§ 44-38-80 State Statute Qualified immunity from liability for release of information in 

accordance with article
No No

§ 44-38-90 State Statute Penalty for intentional noncompliance with article No No
§ 44-38-310 State Statute Service Delivery System established Yes Yes
§ 44-38-320 State Statute Definitions Yes No
§ 44-38-330 State Statute Primary functions of system Yes Yes
§ 44-38-340 State Statute  Duties of department Yes Yes
§ 44-38-370 State Statute  Eligibility criteria for case management services Yes No
§ 44-38-380 State Statute Advisory Council to System No Yes
§ 44-38-390 State Statute Article does not establish entitlement program or benefit No No
§ 44-38-510 State Statute Spinal Cord Injury Research Board No No
§ 44-38-610 State Statute  South Carolina Brain Injury Leadership Council Yes No
§ 44-38-620 State Statute Duties of the Council No No
§ 44-38-630 State Statute Membership of Council; officers of council; compensation Yes Yes
§ 44-38-640 State Statute Authority to apply for grants No No

Title 44 Chapter 38 Head and Spinal Cord inJuries
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Item # Law Number Jurisdiction Type of Law Statutory Requirement and/or Authority Granted Does this law specify 
who the agency must 
serve?  (Y/N)

Does this law specify 
a deliverable the 
agency must or may 
provide?  (Y/N)

3 § 44-21-10 State Statute Legislative intent; intent of program; guiding principles Yes No
§ 44-21-20 State Statute Definitions Yes No
§ 44 21 30 State Statute Authority to contract or make grants No No
§ 44 21 40 State Statute  Focus of Family Support Program Yes No
§ 44 21 50 State Statute Contracted agency to assist families in assessing needs and preparing 

plan
No No

§ 44 21 60 State Statute Services included in Family Support Program Yes Yes
§ 44 21 70 State Statute Implementation contingent upon annual appropriations No No
§ 44 21 80 State Statute Regional tertiary level developmental evaluation centers Yes No

4 § 44-23-10 State Statute Definitions No No
§ 44-23-20 State Statute Inapplicability to Whitten Center No No
§ 44-23-40 State Statute Appeal to court from rules and regulations No No
§ 44-23-210 State Statute Transfer of confined persons to or between mental health or 

intellectual disability facility
No No

§ 44-23-220 State Statute Admission of persons in jail No No
§ 44-23-410 State Statute Determining fitness to stand trial; time for conducting examination; 

extension; independent examination; competency distinguished

No Yes

§ 44-23-420 State Statute Designated examiners' report No Yes
§ 44-23-430 State Statute Hearing on fitness to stand trial; effect of outcome No No
§ 44-23-460 State Statute Procedure when superintendent believes person charged with crime 

no longer requires hospitalization
Yes No

5 § 44-26-10 State Statute Definitions Yes No
§ 44-26-40 State Statute Determination of competency to consent to or refuse major medical 

treatment
Yes Yes

§ 44-26-50 State Statute Health care decisions of client found incompetent to consent to or 
refuse major medical treatment

Yes No

§ 44-26-60 State Statute Health care decisions of minor clients Yes No

Title 44 Chapter 21 Department of Disabilities and Special Needs Family Support Services

Title 44 Chapter 23 Provisions Applicable to Both Mentally Ill Persons and Persons with Intellectual Disability

Title 44 Chapter 26 Rights of Clients with Intellectual Disability
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Item # Law Number Jurisdiction Type of Law Statutory Requirement and/or Authority Granted Does this law specify 
who the agency must 
serve?  (Y/N)

Does this law specify 
a deliverable the 
agency must or may 
provide?  (Y/N)

§ 44-26-70 State Statute Human rights committees Yes Yes
§ 44-26-80 State Statute Appeal of decisions concerning services or treatment provided Yes Yes
§ 44-26-90 State Statute Rights of client not to be denied Yes Yes
§ 44-26-100 State Statute General rights of clients; limitations on rights Yes No
§ 44-26-110 State Statute Right to daily physical exercise Yes No
§ 44-26-120 State Statute Access to medical and habilitative records; grounds for denial of 

access; appeal of denial of access; disclosure form
Yes No

§ 44-26-130 State Statute Confidentiality of communications with, and records of clients; 
disclosure

Yes No

§ 44-26-140 State Statute Clients to receive least restrictive appropriate care and habilitation 
available; exceptions

Yes Yes

§ 44-26-150 State Statute Clients to be informed of rights upon admission; written individualized 
plan of habilitation; review of plan; revision of, or changes in, plan

Yes Yes

§ 44-26-16 State Statute Mechanical, physical or chemical restraint of clients Yes Yes
§ 44-26-170 State Statute Use of certain types of behavior modification Yes Yes
§ 44-26-180 State Statute Informed consent required for participation in research; promulgation 

of regulations
Yes Yes

§ 44-26-200 State Statute State Employment Services Division and State Agency of Vocational 
Rehabilitation to find employment for citizens with intellectual 
disability

No No

§ 44-26-210 State Statute Penalties for denying client rights accorded under this chapter No No
§ 44-26-220 State Statute Person making health care decision not subject to civil or criminal 

liability, nor liable for cost of care; health care provider not subject to 
civil or criminal liability or disciplinary penalty for relying on decision

No No

6 § 44-28-10 State Statute Establishment of Fund; purpose No No
§ 44-28-20 State Statute Definition of "self-sufficiency trust." No No
§ 44-28-40 State Statute Departments and Agency required to provide care or treatment using 

monies in Fund account; vouchers
No Yes

§ 44-28-60 State Statute Money not usable for supplemental care and treatment to be 
returned to depositing trust; interest

No No

Title 44 Health Chapter 28 Self-Sufficiency Trust Fund; Disability Trust Fund; Aid For Developmentally Disabled, Mentally Ill, and Physically 
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Item # Law Number Jurisdiction Type of Law Statutory Requirement and/or Authority Granted Does this law specify 
who the agency must 
serve?  (Y/N)

Does this law specify 
a deliverable the 
agency must or may 
provide?  (Y/N)

§ 44-28-80 State Statute Departments and Agency to promulgate regulations for 
implementation and administration of Fund

No Yes

§ 44-28-310 State Statute  Establishment of Fund; purpose No No
§ 44-28-360 State Statute Departments and Agency required to provide care or treatment to 

eligible beneficiaries using monies from Fund
No Yes

§ 44-28-370 State Statute Departments and Agency to promulgate regulations for 
implementation and administration of Fund

No Yes

7 § 44-44-40 State Statute Birth Defects Advisory Council established; membership; subject areas 
for recommendations; compensation

No No

8 § 44-66-10 State Statute Short title No No
§ 44-66-20 State Statute Definitions No No
§ 44-66-30 State Statute Persons who may make health care decisions for patient who is unable 

to consent; order of priority; exceptions
No No

§ 44-66-40 State Statute  Provision of health care without consent where there is serious threat 
to health of patient, or to relieve suffering; person having highest 
priority to make health care decision

No No

§ 44-66-50 State Statute  Provision of health care without consent to relieve suffering, restore 
bodily function, or to preserve life, health or bodily integrity of patient

No No

§ 44-66-60 State Statute  No authority to provide health care to patient who is unable to 
consent where health care is against religious beliefs of patient, or 
patients prior instructions

No No

§ 44-66-70 State Statute  Person who makes health care decision for another not subject to civil 
or criminal liability, nor liable for costs of care; health care provider 
not subject to civil or criminal liability

No No

§ 44-66-75 State Statute  Designating a family member with whom provider may discuss 
medical condition; exemptions

No Yes

§ 44-66-80 State Statute  Other laws mandating or allowing testing or treatment without 
consent unaffected

No No

Health Chapter 44  "South Carolina Birth Defects Act"

Title 44  Chapter 66 Adult Health Care Consent Act
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Item # Law Number Jurisdiction Type of Law Statutory Requirement and/or Authority Granted Does this law specify 
who the agency must 
serve?  (Y/N)

Does this law specify 
a deliverable the 
agency must or may 
provide?  (Y/N)

9 § 44-25-10 State Statute Compact enacted into law No No
§ 44-25-30 State Statute Director of Mental Health and Director of Disabilities and Special 

Needs shall be compact administrators
No Yes

 

10 § 44-7-260 State Statute Requirements for licensure No No
§ 44-7-264 State Statute Nursing home or community residential care facility licensure; 

fingerprint-based criminal records check; prohibition of issuance of 
license or requirement of revocation for certain crimes

No No

§ 44-7-2910 State Statute Criminal record check for direct caregivers; definitions No Yes
§ 44-7-2920 State Statute Criminal record check procedures No No

11 § 6-29-770 State Statute Governmental entities subject to zoning ordinances; exceptions No Yes

§ 40-35-20 State Statute Definitions No No
§ 40-35-30 State Statute Supervision of facilities and centers by licensed administrators Yes Yes

13 § 43-35-5 State Statute Short title No No
§ 43-35-10 State Statute Definitions No No
§ 43-35-13 State Statute Nonmedical remedial treatment by spiritual means is not abuse or 

neglect of vulnerable adult
No No

§ 43-35-15 State Statute Vulnerable Adults Investigations Unit; Long Term Care Ombudsman 
Program; Adult Protective Services Program; responsibilities; referral 
of reports

No No

§ 43-35-20 State Statute Additional powers of investigative entities No No
§ 43-35-25 State Statute  Persons required to report abuse, neglect, or exploitation of adult; 

reporting methods
No Yes

§ 43-35-30 State Statute Photographing of visible trauma on abused adult No Yes
§ 43-35-35 State Statute Reporting deaths where abuse or neglect suspected No Yes

Title 44. Health Chapter 25 Interstate Compact on Mental Health

Title 44 Chapter 7  Hospitals, Tuberculosis Camps and Health Service Districts

Title 6 Local Govenment Chapter 29 South Carolina Local Government Comprehensive Planning Enabling Act of 1994

Title 40 Professionls And Occupations Chapter 35 Long Term Health Care Administrators

Title 43 Social Services Chapter 35 Adult Protection (This chapter may be cited as the Omnibus Adult Protection Act)
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Item # Law Number Jurisdiction Type of Law Statutory Requirement and/or Authority Granted Does this law specify 
who the agency must 
serve?  (Y/N)

Does this law specify 
a deliverable the 
agency must or may 
provide?  (Y/N)

§ 43-35-60 State Statute Sharing of report information by investigative entities; public 
confidentiality

No No

§ 43-35-65 State Statute Notices to be displayed at facilities No Yes
§ 43-35-75 State Statute Immunity of person making report or participating in investigation in 

good faith
No No

§ 43-35-310 State Statute Council created; membership; filling vacancies (APCC) No No
§ 43-35-520 State Statute Investigations of deaths in facilities operated by the Department of 

Mental Health or the Department of Disabilities and Special Needs; 
death by natural causes in a veterans' nursing home

No No

§ 43-35-540 State Statute Access to medical information No Yes
§ 43-35-560 State Statute Vulnerable Adults Fatalities Review Committee; members; terms; 

meetings; administrative support
No No

14 § 63-7-310 State Statute Persons required to report No Yes
§ 63-7-315 State Statute Civil action created for wrongful termination based on employee 

having reported child abuse or neglect
No No

§ 63-7-360 State Statute Mandatory reporting to coroner No Yes
§ 63-7-380 State Statute Photos and x-rays without parental consent; release of medical 

records
No No

§ 63-7-390 State Statute Reporter immunity from liability No No
§ 63-7-410 State Statute Failure to report; penalties No No

15 § 88-105 State Regulation Scope No Yes
§ 88-110 State Regulation Licenses Issued Yes No
§ 88-115 State Regulation  Effective Date and Term of License No No
§ 88-120 State Regulation Applications for License No No
§ 88-125 State Regulation Denial, Suspension, or Revocation of License No Yes
§ 88-130 State Regulation Waivers No No
§ 88-135 State Regulation Validity of License No No
§ 88-140 State Regulation Separate Licenses No No
§ 88-210 State Regulation  Definitions Yes No

Title 63 Chapter 7 Child Protection and Permanency

Regulations CHAPTER 88 DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS
License Requirements for Facilities and Programs
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Item # Law Number Jurisdiction Type of Law Statutory Requirement and/or Authority Granted Does this law specify 
who the agency must 
serve?  (Y/N)

Does this law specify 
a deliverable the 
agency must or may 
provide?  (Y/N)

§ 88-310 State Regulation  Definitions No No
§ 88-320 State Regulation Supervision No No
§ 88-325 State Regulation  Personnel No No
§ 88-330 State Regulation Size of Staff No No
§ 88-335 State Regulation Personnel Records No No
§ 88-340 State Regulation General Health No No
§ 88-345 State Regulation General Safety No No
§ 88-350 State Regulation  Emergency Procedures No No
§ 88-355 State Regulation  General Sanitation Requirements No No
§ 88-360 State Regulation Housing in Residential Camps No No
§ 88-365 State Regulation  Nutrition and Food Service No No
§ 88-370 State Regulation  Transportation No No
§ 88-375 State Regulation Program No No
§ 88-380 State Regulation Waterfront Activity No No
§ 88-385 State Regulation General Care of Campers No No
§ 88-390 State Regulation  Confidentiality No No
§ 88-395 State Regulation Reserve Clause No No

§ 88-405 State Regulation Definitions No No
§ 88-410 State Regulation Personnel No No
§ 88-415 State Regulation Facility No No
§ 88-420 State Regulation Transportation No No
§ 88-425 State Regulation  Medical Care No No
§ 88-430 State Regulation Evaluations No No
§ 88-435 State Regulation Program No No
§ 88-440 State Regulation Records No No

§ 88-910 State Regulation Unclassified Facilities and Programs No No
§ 88-915 State Regulation Application for License of an Unclassified Program No No
§ 88-920 State Regulation Determination by the Department No No

Day Programs For Persons With Intellectual Disability

Unclassified Facilities And Programs

Recreational Camps For Persons With Intellectual Disability (No longer done)
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Item # Law Number Jurisdiction Type of Law Statutory Requirement and/or Authority Granted Does this law specify 
who the agency must 
serve?  (Y/N)

Does this law specify 
a deliverable the 
agency must or may 
provide?  (Y/N)

16 Fair Housing Act 42 U.S. C. 
§3601

Federal Statute No No

17 American with Disabilities Act 
42 U.S.C. 126 §12101 et seq

Federal Statute No No

18 Rehabilitation Act 29 U.S.C. § 
701

Federal Statute No No

19 Medicaid 42 U.S.C 1936n 
§1915 et seq

Federal Statute Yes No

20 Health Insurance Portability 
and Accounting Act (HIPPA) 42 
U.S.C. 1320-d

Federal Statute No No

21 IDEA 20 U.S. C. 33 §1400 et seq Federal Statute No No

22 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 36.1 Work Activity Programs No No
23 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 36.2 Sale of Excess Real Property No No
24 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 36.3 Prenatal Diagnosis No No
25 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 36.4 Medicaid-Funded Contract Settlements No No
26 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 36.5 Departmental Generated Revenue No No
27 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 36.6 Transfer of Capital/Property No No
28 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 36.7 Unlicensed Medication Providers No Yes
29 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 36.8 Pervasive Developmental Disorder Yes Yes
30 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 36.9 Child Daycare Centers No Yes
31 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 36.10 Debt Service Account No Yes
32 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 36.11 Traumatic Brain Injury Yes Yes
33 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 36.12 Greenwood Genetic Center Autism Research No No
34 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 36.13Medicaid Direct Billing No Yes
35 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 36.14Carry Forward Authorization No Yes
36 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 36.15 Service Providers Expenditure Requirement No No
37 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 117.24 TEFRA Yes Yes
38 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 117.54 ISCEDC Funding Transfer Yes Yes
39 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 117.73 IMD Operations Yes Yes

Federal Statutes

Appropriations
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Item # Law Number Jurisdiction Type of Law Statutory Requirement and/or Authority Granted Does this law specify 
who the agency must 
serve?  (Y/N)

Does this law specify 
a deliverable the 
agency must or may 
provide?  (Y/N)

40 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 117.91 Means Test No Yes
41 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 117.98 First Steps - BabyNet No Yes
42 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 117.118 Employee Compensation No Yes
43 Appropriations Act 2016-2017 State Proviso 118.16 Nonrecurring Revenue No Yes
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Note:  Delete any rows not 
needed; Add any additional 
rows needed

Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

1 When out-of-home 
placement is required, 
quality care and treatment 
is provided in the least 
restrictive environment 
practical.

§ 44-20-20 Require Yes Increased cost; lower quality of 
life; risk of non-compliance; 
litigation.

Consider updating zoning 
laws to comply with Federal 
Fair Housing Act-
recommendation pending 
approval by DSN 
Commission. 

DHHS Yes Yes Yes Yes

2 Shall establish a hearing and 
review procedure so that a 
client or his parent or 
guardian may appeal 
charges made for services.

§ 44-20-350 Require No Lack of due process. No No Yes Yes

3 Shall assess and collect a 
fee.  Shall pay all proceeds 
from the fee into the 
general fund of the State.

§ 44-20-355 Require No Loss of Revenue to General Funds. Yes Yes Yes Yes

4a Shall notify applicants when 
they have qualified;     

§ 44-20-370 Require No Lack of communication and 
understanding of service 
availability.

DHHS No Yes Yes Yes

4b Establish standards of 
operation and service for 
county disabilities and 
special needs programs;

§ 44-20-370 continued Require Yes Potential reduction in quality of 
services; non compliance with 
Federal and State requirements.

DHHS No No Yes Yes

Does the agency know the…

Agency Responding
Date of Submission

When adding laws under, Applicable Laws, please cite them as follows:
State Constitution:  Article # . Title of Article . Section # .  Title of Section  (Example - Article IV.  Executive Department.  Section 12.  Disability of Governor)
State Statute:  ##  - ##  - ## .  Name of Provision . (Example - 1-1-110. What officers constitute executive department.)
Federal Statute:  Title  # . U.S.C. Section  #  (Any common name for the statute )  
State Regulation:  Chapter #  - Section # (Any common name for the regulation)
Federal Regulation:  Title #  C.F.R. Section #  (Any common name for the regulation )
State Proviso: Proviso ## .#  (Proviso Description ), 2015-16 (or whichever year is applicable) Appropriations Act Part 1B (Example - 117.9 (GP: Transfers of Appropriations), 2014-15 
Appropriations Act, Part 1B.) 

Department of Disabilities and Special Needs
1-May-17

Deliverables Chart
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

4c Review service plans; § 44-20-370 continued Require No Incorrect amount or level of 
service provision.

DHHS No No Yes Yes

4d Review county programs; § 44-20-370 continued Require Yes Potential reduction in quality of 
services; non-compliance with 
Federal and State requirement.

Consider updating this  
statute to include language 
reflective of DDSN's entire 
provider network-including 
private service providers - 
recommendation pending 
approval by the DSN 
Commission. 

DHHS No No Yes Yes

4e Offer consulation and 
direction to county boards;

§ 44-20-370 continued Require Yes Potential reduction in quality of 
services; non-compliance with 
Federal and State requirement.

Consider updating statute to 
include language reflective 
of DDSN's entire provider 
network-including private 
service providers- 
recommendation pending 
approval by the DSN 
Commission. 

DHHS No No Yes Yes

4f Promote a high quality of 
services to persons;

§ 44-20-370 continued Require Yes Potential reduction in quality of 
services; non-compliance with 
Federal and State requirement.

DHHS No No Yes Yes

4g Shall seek to develop and 
utlize the most current and 
promising methods for 
training;

§ 44-20-370 continued Require Yes Potential reduction in quality of 
services; non-compliance with 
Federal and State requirement.

DHHS No No Yes Yes

4h Disseminate methods to 
County Boards and 
Programs.

§ 44-20-370 continued Require No Consider changing language 
in statute to reflect DDSN's 
entire provider network, 
including private providers - 
recommendation pending 
approval by the DSN 
Commission. 

Yes No Yes Yes
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

5 Shall recognize only county 
boards of disabilities and 
special needs that plan, 
administer, or provide 
services within a county or 
combination of counties 
which are created or 
established pursuant to this 
section.

§ 44-20-375 Require No Less accountability. No No Yes Yes

6 Shall review the applications 
from the county board.

§ 44-20-380 Require No Potential decrease in access to 
services statewide.

No No Yes Yes

7a Shall provide an initial intake 
and assessment service;   

§ 44-20-390 Require No Would not be able to establish 
target population; violate 
statutory duties of the agency 
within the limited appropriations 
of the state.

Yes Yes Yes Yes

7b Must provide clients with 
the delivery or coordination 
of services.

§ 44-20-390 continued Require Yes No services for individuals and 
families.

Yes Yes Yes Yes

7c Service plan must be 
designated for each person 
assessed.  

§ 44-20-390 continued Require Yes Generic, non-individualized and 
potentially inappropriate services 
resulting in over or under 
utilization of services and funding.

DHHS Yes Yes Yes Yes

7d Determine the least 
restrictive environment and 
may contract to provide the 
service.

§ 44-20-390 continued Require Yes Increased cost; lower quality of 
life; risk of non-compliance with 
Federal requirements; litigation.

DHHS Yes Yes Yes Yes

8 Appropriate services and 
programs must be 
determined by the evaluatio 
and assessment of the 
needs, interests, and goals 
of the client.

§ 44-20-420 Require Yes Generic, non-individualized and 
potentially inappropriate services 
resulting in over or under 
utilization of services and funding.

DHHS Yes Yes Yes Yes
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

9 Shall prescribe the form of 
the application for services.

§ 44-20-440 Require Yes Lack of uniformity and risk of 
inconsistency in the 
determination of service needs.

No No Yes Yes

10a A report of the person in 
charge of the examination 
of the person alleged to 
have intellectual disability or 
a related disability at the 
diagnostic center referred to 
in "Requirement for 
Admission" must be 
submitted to the court at 
the hearing in probate or 
family court.  

§ 44-20-450 Require No Violation of state law, court 
orders and the defendant's due 
process rights.  Hinder the court's 
ability to render an informed 
finding.

Judicial System
DMH
DJJ

No No Yes Yes

10b The department shall inform 
the court as soon after the 
date of the order as 
practical that suitable 
accommodations and 
services are available to 
meet the needs of the 
person with intellectual 
disability or a related 
disability.

§ 44-20-450 continued Require No Violation of state law, court 
orders and the defendant's due 
process rights.  Hinder the 
counrt's ability to render an 
informed finding.

Judicial System
DMH
DJJ

No Yes Yes Yes

11 Shall establish minimum 
standards of operation and 
license programs provided 
for in "Facilities and 
Programs must be 
Licensed."

§ 44-20-720 Require No Reduced quality of services 
provided.

No Yes Yes Yes
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

12 In determining whether a 
license may be issued, the 
department shall consider if 
the program for which the 
license is applied conforms 
with the local and state 
service plans and if the 
proposed location conforms 
to use.

§ 44-20-730 Require No Reduced quality of services. No Yes Yes Yes

13 Shall make day program 
inspections as it may 
prescribe by regulation.

§ 44-20-750 Require No Reduced quality of services. No Yes Yes Yes

14 The department shall deny, 
suspend, or revoke a license 
on any of the following 
grounds:  failure to establish 
or maintain proper 
standards of care and 
service as prescribed by the 
department; conduct or 
practices detrimental to the 
health or safety of residents 
or employees of the day 
program; violation of the 
provisions of this article or 
regulations promulgated 
under it. 

§ 44-20-770 Require No Reduced quality of services. No No Yes Yes

15 The department shall give 
written notification to the 
governing board or if none, 
the operator of a program of 
deficiencies.

§ 44-20-780 Require No Reduced transparency. No No Yes Yes
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

16 Licensing by the department 
must be done in conjunction 
with and not in place of 
licensing by an agency 
having responsibilities 
outside the department's 
jurisdiction.

§ 44-20-1000 Require No Wasted resources and increased 
redundancy.

No No Yes Yes

17 Shall remit to the State 
Treasurer all its revenues, 
including accumulated 
revenues not applicable to 
prior obligations, for credit 
to a special fund.

§ 44-20-1170 Require No Agency would not pay incurred 
debit if it had any.

No No No No

18 The department must 
develop, coordinate, and 
enhance the delivery of 
services to persons with 
head and spinal cord 
injuries; must coordinate 
case management services 
provided pursuant to this 
article with the Department 
of Vocational Rehabilitation.

§ 44-38-310 Require No Unnecessary duplication of 
services; waste of resources.

Vocational Rehabilitation Yes Yes Yes Yes

19 Responsible for these 
functions of the system are 
planning, intake and 
referral, case management, 
and education and 
prevention.

§ 44-38-330 Require No Lack of coordination and 
government waste.

Yes Yes Yes Yes
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

20a Develop a state plan for a 
comprehensive system of 
services for persons with 
head and spinal cord 
injuries, including short-
term and long-term goals 
and objectives for 
implementing the plan;   

§ 44-38-340 Require No Lack of coordination of services 
and government waste.

No No Yes Yes

20b Receive surveillance data 
from the South Carolina 
Head and Spinal Cord Injury 
Information System to use in 
developing and revising the 
state plan to meet the 
changing needs of this 
population;

§ 44-38-340 continued Require No Lack of evidence for decision 
making and anticipated funding 
allocation.

No No No No

20c Identify gaps in services for 
head and spinal cord injured 
persons and spearhead 
development of those 
services needed for the 
comprehensive system of 
service delivery;

§ 44-38-340 continued Require No Lack of coordination of services; 
government waste; lack of 
provision of services.

Vocational Rehabilitation No Yes Yes Yes

20d Develop licensing, program, 
and contract guidelines to 
be used by case managers in 
working with service 
delivery agencies;   

§ 44-38-340 continued Require No Potential reduction in quality of 
services.

No Yes Yes Yes

20e In conjunction with other 
state agencies, prepare, 
coordinate, and advocate 
for state appropriations 
needed to fund and to 
develop services needed to 
implement the state plan;

§ 44-38-340 continued Require No Lack of funding for service 
provision.

Vocational Rehabilitation
DHHS

No No No No
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

20f Seek funding from other 
sources, private and federal, 
including, but not limited to, 
medicaid waivers and 
expansion of the medicaid 
program, to provide services 
outlined in the state plan;

§ 44-38-340 continued Require No Lack of funding for service 
provision; significantly less people 
receiving services.

DHHS No Yes Yes Yes

20g Evaluate the state plan 
including, but not limited to, 
how well head and spinal 
cord injured persons are 
identified, referred, and 
served by the system and its 
impact on their quality of 
life, including reintegration 
and productivity in the 
community;

§ 44-38-340 continued Require No Lack of coordination of services; 
government waste.

No Yes Yes Yes

20h Promote public awareness 
through programs relating 
to head and spinal cord 
injury prevention, 
treatment, and 
rehabilitation;

§ 44-38-340 continued Require No Lack of public awareness; 
potential increase for injury and 
therefore increased service cost 
needs.

Vocational Rehabilitation No Yes No No

20i Promote research on the 
causes, effects, prevention, 
treatment, and 
rehabilitation of head and 
spinal cord injuries;

§ 44-38-340 continued Require No Decrease in effectiveness of 
treatment; lack of public 
awareness; potential increase for 
injury and therefore increased 
service cost needs.

No Yes No No
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

20j Serve as the central and 
initial point for receiving 
referrals for case 
management services from 
the South Carolina Head and 
Spinal Cord Injury 
Information System and all 
other sources; 

§ 44-38-340 continued Require No Lack of service coordination; lack 
of Medicaid participation; 
increased cost of services; less 
people served; more institutional 
placements.

No Yes Yes Yes

20k Determine a person's 
eligibility for case 
management services based 
on criteria provided in 
Section 44-38-370, conduct 
an assessment of services 
needed, and provide 
appropriate case 
management based on an 
individualized treatment 
plan designed to meet the 
specific needs of the person;

§ 44-38-340 continued Require No Would not be able to establish 
target population; violate 
statutory duties of the agency 
within the limited appropriations 
of the state.

No Yes Yes Yes

20l Develop policies and 
procedures to be used by 
the case managers to 
ensure, among other things, 
that a person with a head or 
spinal cord injury receives 
equal access to available 
services and that case 
management services 
maximize the person's self-
determination and self-
advocacy;

§ 44-38-340 continued Require No Lack of coordination of services; 
government waste; inappropriate 
service levels.

No No Yes Yes
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

20m Develop training programs 
for case managers and other 
professionals to prepare and 
assist them in working with 
persons with head and 
spinal cord injuries;

§ 44-38-340 continued Require No Reduction in quality of services. No No Yes Yes

20n Coordinate the delivery of 
services and ensure that 
services are appropriate and 
delivered in a timely 
manner;

§ 44-38-340 continued Require No Lack of coordination of services; 
government waste.

No Yes Yes Yes

20o Advocate for persons with 
head and spinal cord injuries 
to assist them in receiving 
equal access to services and 
services which promote 
independence and 
productivity.

§ 44-38-340 continued Require No Lack of quality care in appropriate 
settings; most efficient use of tax 
dollars.

No No No No
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

21 The director or designee 
shall serve ex officio on the 
Advisory Council to the 
South Carolina Head and 
Spinal Cord Service Delivery 
System.

§ 44-38-380 Require No Lack of representation and 
advocacy on behalf of this 
population.

The chairman, Developmental 
Disabilities Council, Office of 
the Governor, the chairman of 
the Joint Committee to Study 
the Problems of Persons with 
Disabilities, the State Director 
of the State Department of 
Mental Health, the 
Commissioner of the 
Department of Vocational 
Rehabilitation, the Director of 
the State Department of 
Disabilities and Special Needs, 
the Director of the South 
Carolina Department of Health 
and Environmental Control, 
the Director of the South 
Carolina Department of Health 
and Human Services, Dean of 
the University of South 
Carolina School of Medicine, 
the Dean of the Medical 
University of South Carolina, 
the Executive Director of the 
South Carolina Hospital 
Association, one 
representative from each of 
the head injury advocacy 
organizations, and one 
individual with a spinal cord 
i j

No No No No
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

22 Agency shall have appointee 
to serve ex officio on South 
Carolina Brain Injury 
Leadership Council.

§ 44-38-630 Require No Lack of representation and 
advocacy on behalf of this 
population.

The chairman, Developmental 
Disabilities Council, Office of 
the Governor, the chairman of 
the Joint Committee to Study 
the Problems of Persons with 
Disabilities, the State Director 
of the State Department of 
Mental Health, the 
Commissioner of the 
Department of Vocational 
Rehabilitation, the Director of 
the State Department of 
Disabilities and Special Needs, 
the Director of the South 
Carolina Department of Health 
and Environmental Control, 
the Director of the South 
Carolina Department of Health 
and Human Services, Dean of 
the University of South 
Carolina School of Medicine, 
the Dean of the Medical 
University of South Carolina, 
the Executive Director of the 
South Carolina Hospital 
Association, one 
representative from each of 
the head injury advocacy 
organizations, and one 
individual with a spinal cord 
i j

No No No No
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

23 Services in the Family Support 
Program include, but are not 
limited to, family support services 
coordination, information, 
referral, advocacy,  educational 
materials, emergency and 
outreach services, and other 
individual and family-centered 
assistance services such as:  (1) 
respite care; (2) personal 
assistance services; (3) child care; 
(4) homemaker services; (5) minor 
home and work site modifications 
and vehicular modifications; (6) 
specialized equipment and 
maintenance and repair; (7) 
specialized nutrition and clothing 
and supplies; (8) transportation 
services; (9) health-related costs 
not otherwise covered; (10) 
licensed nursing and nurses' aid 
services; (11) family counseling, 
training, and support groups; (12) 
financial assistance; (13) 
emergency services; (14) 
recreation and leisure needs.

§ 44-21-60 Require Yes Reduction in services to families; 
greater liklihood of increased 
service needs; greater liklihood of 
out-of-home placement needs 
resulting in increased costs.

No Yes Yes Yes

24 Evaluate defendants for 
competency to stand trial; 
do report ,File report with 
court .

§ 44-23-410 Require No Lack of due process; violation of 
court orders.

Judicial System
DMH

No No Yes Yes

25 Health care decision are 
made by using Adult 
Healthcare consent act .

§ 44-26-40 Require No Increased guardianship of people 
supported; lack of medical care 
when needed.

No No No No
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

26 Human rights committees 
must be established for 
each regional center and for 
each county/multicounty 
program.  Human rights 
committees must be 
appointed by the director or 
his designee.  The 
department shall establish 
policy and procedures for 
the operations of the 
committees.

§ 44-26-70 Require No Potential violation of individual 
rights; potential for adverse 
treatment.

No No Yes No

27 The department shall 
establish policies and 
procedures for the review of 
grievances and the appeal of 
decisions. 

§ 44-26-80 Require No Potential violation of due process 
rights; potential for inappropriate 
reduction or denial of service.

No No Yes Yes

28 Protect the rights of clients § 44-26-90 Require No Potential violation of human 
rights.

All/multiple No No Yes Yes

29 Clients receiving services for 
intellectual disability shall 
receive care and habilitation 
suited to their needs and in 
the least restrictive 
appropriate care and 
habilitation available.  The 
department shall make 
every effort, based on 
available resources, to 
develop services necessary 
to meet the needs of its 
clients.  

§ 44-26-140 Require No Generic, non-individualized and 
potentially inappropriate services, 
resulting in over or under 
utilization of services and funding.

Yes Yes Yes Yes
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

30 Within thirty days of 
admission a client or his 
representative must be 
provided with a written 
individualized plan of 
habilitation formulated by 
an interdisciplinary team 
and the client's attending 
physician.  An intellectual 
disability professional shall 
review each client's 
individual records quarterly 
in relation to goals and 
objectives established in the 
habilitation plan.  Review 
must be documented and 
entered into the client's 
record.

§ 44-26-150 Require No Generic, non-individualized and 
potentially inappropriate services, 
resulting in over or under 
utilization of services and funding.

Yes Yes Yes Yes

31 No client residing in an 
intellectual disability facility 
may be subjected to 
chemical or mechanical 
restraint or a form of 
physical coercion or 
restraint unless the action is 
authorized in writing by an 
intellectual disability 
professional or attending 
physician as being required 
by the habilitation or 
medical needs of the client 
and it is the least restrictive 
alternative possible to meet 
the needs of the client. 

§ 44-26-160 Require No Violation of human rights; 
violation of federal regulations; 
litigation; physical and 
psychological harm.

DHHS 
DHEC

No No Yes Yes

(for DDSN 
directly 
operated 
facilities)
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

32 Behavior modification 
programs involving the use 
of aversive stimuli are 
discouraged and may be 
used only in extraordinary 
cases where all other efforts 
have proven ineffective.

§ 44-26-170 Require No Violation of human rights; 
violation of federal regulations; 
litigation; physical and 
psychological harm.

DHHS
DHEC

No No Yes Yes

33 The department shall 
promulgate regulations to 
obtain informed consent 
and to protect the dignity of 
the individual for 
participation in research.

§ 44-26-180 Require No None.  This is achieved through 
DDSN directives.  

This is achieved through 
DDSN directives, not 
regulations. DSN 
Commission to discuss 
possible recommendation 
for repeal. 

No No No No

34 The South Carolina 
Department of Disabilities 
and Special Needs must 
provide care or treatment 
for a beneficiary from 
monies available from the 
beneficiary's account 
maintained in the Self-
Sufficiency Trust Fund.

§ 44-28-40 Require No This was never established and 
therefore there is no negative 
impact.

New ABLE Act serves same 
purpose. DSN Commission 
to discuss possible 
recommendation for repeal. 

State Treasurer's Office; 
DMH; Vocational 
Rehabilitation.

No No No No

35 The South Carolina 
Department of Disabilities 
and Special Needs, the State 
Department of Mental 
Health, and the State 
Agency of Vocational 
Rehabilitation shall 
promulgate regulations 
necessary for the 
implementation and 
administration of the Self-
Sufficiency Trust Fund.

§ 44-28-80 Require No This was never established and 
therefore there is no negative 
impact.

New ABLE Act serves same 
purpose. DSN Commission 
to discuss possible 
recommendation for repeal. 

State Treasurer's Office; 
DMH; Vocational 
Rehabilitation.

No No No No

(for DDSN 
directly 
operated 
facilities)
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

36 The South Carolina 
Department of Disabilities 
and Special Needs must 
provide care or treatment 
for the beneficiary from 
monies available from the 
Disability Trust Fund.

§ 44-28-360 Require No This was never established and 
therefore there is no negative 
impact.

New ABLE Act serves same 
purpose. DSN Commission 
to discuss possible 
recommendation for repeal. 

State Treasurer's Office; 
DMH; Vocational 
Rehabilitation.

No No No No

37 The South Carolina 
Department of Disabilities 
and Special Needs, the State 
Department of Mental 
Health, and the State 
Department of Vocational 
Rehabilitation shall 
promulgate regulations 
necessary for the 
implementation and 
administration of the 
Disability Trust Fund.

§ 44-28-370 Require No This was never established and 
therefore there is no negative 
impact.

New ABLE Act serves same 
purpose. DSN Commission 
to discuss possible 
recommendation for repeal. 

State Treasurer's Office
DMH
Vocational 
Rehabilitation.

No No No No

38 The State Directors of the 
Departments of Mental 
Health and Disabilities and 
Special Needs shall be the 
compact administrators for 
the mentally ill and persons 
with intellectual disability, 
or those with a related 
disability, respectively, and, 
acting jointly with like 
officers of other party 
states.

§ 44-25-30 Require No Minimal.  Is very rarely used now 
that services are not 
institutionally based and are more 
community based.

DMH
DHHS

No No Yes Yes
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

39 A direct care entity such as a 
residential program 
operated or contracted for 
operation by the 
Department of Mental 
Health or the Department of 
Disabilities and Special 
Needs; employing or 
contracting with a direct 
caregiver shall conduct a 
criminal record check as 
provided in this section prior 
to employing or contracting 
with the direct caregiver. 

§ 44-7-2910 Require No Inappropriate individuals serving 
as caregivers to vulnerable adults; 
therefore, increased risk of 
negative outcomes.

Consider changing language 
to reflect background checks 
prior to contact with 
vulnerable individuals (not 
pre-employment) to 
continue to protect 
individuals and allow 
providers to hire employees 
more timely and start new 
employee orientation, thus 
reducing the delay in hiring; 
assisting with employee 
recruitment - 
recommendation pending 
approval by the DSN 
Commission. 

DSS
DMH
DHEC
LLR
SLED

Yes Yes Yes Yes

40 Prior to locating the home 
for the handicapped 
persons, the appropriate 
state agency or department 
or the private entity 
operating the home under 
contract must first give prior 
notice to the local governing 
body administering the 
pertinent zoning laws, 
advising of the exact site of 
any proposed home.

§ 6-29-770 (section E) Require No None.  Negative impact if remains 
due to non-compliance with 
federal statutes and CMS 
expectations.

Consider modifying 
subsection E to remove 
requirement that notice 
must be given if a home is 
for persons with disability as 
it violates the Federal Fair 
Housing Law - 
recommendation pending 
approval by the DSN 
Commisison.   Positive 
impact on community 
inclusion and compliance 
with Federal statutes if 
removed.

No No No No
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

41 A physician, nurse, dentist, 
optometrist, medical examiner, 
coroner, other medical, mental 
health or allied health 
professional, Christian Science 
practitioner, religious healer, 
school teacher, counselor, 
psychologist, mental health or 
intellectual disability specialist, 
social or public assistance worker, 
caregiver, staff or volunteer of an 
adult day care center or of a 
facility, or law enforcement officer 
having reason to believe that a 
vulnerable adult has been or is 
likely to be abused, neglected, or 
exploited shall report the incident 
in accordance with this section.  
the Vulnerable Adults 
Investigations Unit of the South 
Carolina Law Enforcement Division 
for incidents occurring in facilities 
operated or contracted for  
operation by the Department of 
Mental Health or the Department 
of Disabilities and Special Needs.

§ 43-35-25 Require No Risk of harm to vulnerable 
individuals; lack of investigation 
and/or possible prosecution of 
perpetrators.

DMH
DSS
SLED
Local Law Enforcement
DHEC
LLR
Dept. of Education
DHHS

No No Yes Yes

42 A person required to report 
under this chapter as a 
member of the staff of a 
medical facility, public or 
private institution, school, 
facility, or agency 
immediately shall notify the 
person in charge or the 
designated agent of the 
person in charge who shall 
take or cause to be taken 
color photographs of visible 
trauma.

§ 43-35-30 Require No Risk of harm to vulnerable 
individuals; lack of investigation 
and/or possible prosecution of 
perpetrators.

DMH
DSS
SLED
Local Law Enforcement
DHEC
LLR
Dept. of Education
DHHS

No No Yes Yes
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

43 All deaths involving a 
vulnerable adult in a facility 
operated or contracted for 
operation by the 
Department of Mental 
Health, the Department of 
Disabilities and Special 
Needs, or their contractors 
must be referred to the 
Vulnerable Adults 
Investigations Unit of the 
South Carolina Law 
Enforcement Division for 
investigation.

§ 43-35-35 Require No Lack of investigation and/or 
possible prosecution of 
perpetrators; risk of harm to 
others.

DMH
DSS
SLED
Local Law Enforcement
DHEC
LLR
Dept. of Education
DHHS

No No Yes Yes

44 A facility as defined in 
Section 43-35-10 shall 
prominently display notices 
stating the duties of its 
personnel under this 
chapter and contact 
information.

§ 43-35-65 Require No Lack of knowledge on behalf of 
employees and visitors of 
repoirting requirements; 
therefore, increased risk of harm.

DMH
DSS
SLED
Local Law Enforcement
DHEC
LLR
Dept. of Education
DHHS

No No Yes Yes
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

45 Upon request of the 
Vulnerable Adults 
Investigations Unit of the 
South Carolina Law 
Enforcement Division and as 
necessary to carry out the 
unit's duties, the unit 
immediately must be 
provided:  access to 
information and records 
regarding a vulnerable adult 
whose death is being 
investigated by the unit or 
reviewed by the committee; 
and information and records 
of social services and health 
agencies that provided 
services to the vulnerable 
adult or family.

§ 43-35-540 Require No Inability for investigative entity to 
complete a proper investigation 
as required by law.

DMH
DSS
SLED
Local Law Enforcement
DHEC
LLR
Dept. of Education
DHHS

No No Yes Yes
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

46 A physician, nurse, dentist, optometrist, 
medical examiner, or coroner, or an 
employee of a county medical examiner's 
or coroner's office, or any other medical, 
emergency medical services, mental 
health, or allied health professional, 
member of the clergy including a Christian 
Science Practitioner or religious healer, 
school teacher, counselor, principal, 
assistant principal, school attendance 
officer, social or public assistance worker, 
substance abuse treatment staff, or 
childcare worker in a childcare center or 
foster care facility, foster parent, police or 
law enforcement officer, juvenile justice 
worker, undertaker, funeral home director 
or employee of a funeral home, persons 
responsible for processing films, computer 
technician, judge, or a volunteer non-
attorney guardian ad litem serving on 
behalf of the South Carolina Guardian Ad 
Litem Program or on behalf of Richland 
County CASA must report in accordance 
with this section when in the person's 
professional capacity the person has 
received information which gives the 
person reason to believe that a child has 
been or may be abused or neglected as 
defined in Section 63-7-20. 

§ 63-7-310 Require No Risk of harm to vulnerable 
individuals; lack of investigation 
and/or possible prosecution of 
perpetrators.

DMH
DSS
SLED
Local Law Enforcement
DHEC
LLR
Dept. of Education
DHHS

No No Yes Yes

47 A person required under 
Section 63-7-310 to report 
cases of suspected child 
abuse or neglect, including 
workers of the department, 
who has reason to believe a 
child has died as the result 
of child abuse or neglect, 
shall report this information 
to the appropriate medical 
examiner or coroner.

§ 63-7-360 Require No Lack of investigation and/or 
possible prosecution of 
perpetrators; risk of harm to 
others.

DMH
DSS
SLED
Local Law Enforcement
DHEC
LLR
Dept. of Education
DHHS

No No Yes Yes
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

48 Shall provide the 
opportunity for the patient 
to designate a family 
member or other individual 
they choose as a person 
with whom the provider 
may discuss the patients 
medical condition and 
treatment plan.

§ 44-66-75 Require No Inability to discuss care and 
treatment with family or 
appropriate individuals; lack of 
compliance with federal statutes.

DHEC
DHHS
DSS
any health care provider

No No Yes No

49 No program shall be 
operated in part or in full for 
the care, maintenance, 
education, training or 
treatment of more than two 
persons with intellectual 
disability unless a license is 
first obtained from the 
South Carolina Department 
of Mental Retardation.

Reg. 88-105 Require No Potentially negative; potential 
reduction in quality of services

Consider changing language 
to reflect current name of 
agency; designation of two 
or more persons is overly 
restrictive and is out of 
compliance with other 
federal regulations requiring 
community inclusion and 
best practices for services 
for people with Intellectual 
Disability - recommendation 
pending approval from the 
DSN Commission.

Administrative Law Court 
and the court system.

No Yes No Yes

50 The Department may, 
suspend or revoke a license. 
The Department shall notify 
the licensee by registered 
mail, stating the reasons for 
the suspension or 
revocation of the license, 
and shall advise the licensee 
of his rights to hearings and 
appeals.

Reg. 88-125 Require No Lack of due process. Administrative Law Court 
and the court system.

No No No No
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

51 Establish curriculum and standards 
for training.

Proviso 36.7 Unlicensed 
Medication Providers

Require No Lack of uniformity in training. No No No No

52 Report semi-annually to the 
General Assesmbly and Governor 
and develop plan to transition 
children in PDD program to the 
Medicaid State Plan.

Proviso 36.8 Pervasive 
Developmental Disorder

Require Lack of Early Intervention. DHHS Yes Yes No Yes

53 Provide reimbursement for 
services to department eligible 
children.

Proviso 36.9 Child 
Daycare Centers

Require No Reduction in revenue to Anderson 
County DSN Board.

DSS No No No Yes

54 Utilize uncommitted dollars in 
debt service account for 
operations and services not 
funded by the appropriations bill.  
Report on remaining balance 
amounts and purposes for which 
account was used in prior fiscal 
year.

Proviso 36.10 Debt 
Service Account

Require No Lack of reporting. No No No No

55 Use appropriated funds for only 
TBI/Spinal Cord Injury Post Acute 
Rehabilitation.

Proviso 36.11 Traumatic 
Brain Injury

Require No Lack of services post rehab. No Yes No Yes

56 Facilitate Medicaid direct billing. Proviso 36.13 Medicaid 
Direct Billing

Require No Lack of provider choice. DHHS No No No Yes

57 Report balance carried forward of 
any General funds.

Proviso 36.14 Carry 
Forward Authorization

Require No Reduction in service funds. No No No No

58 Review and identify existing state 
appropriations within  budget that 
can be used as state match to 
serve children.

Proviso 117.24 TEFRA Require No Reduction in service funds. DHHS
DSS
DHEC
DMH
COC

No No No No

59 Transfer funds to Department of 
Social Services for the Interagency 
System for Caring for Emotionally 
Disturbed Children.

Proviso 117.54 ISCEDC 
Funding Transfer

Require No Reduction in service funds. DMH
DJJ
DSS

No No No No

Appropriations
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Item # Deliverable Applicable Laws Does the law(s)… 
A) Specifically REQUIRE the 
agency provide it (must or 
shall)? 
B) Specifically ALLOW the 
agency to provide it (may)?
C) Not specifically address 
it?

Optional - Service/Product (If 
deliverable is too broad to 
complete the remaining 
columns, list each 
product/service associated with 
the deliverable, and complete 
the remaining columns)

Does the agency 
evaluate 
customer 
satisfaction? 
(Y/N) 

Greatest potential negative impact on 
the public if not provided

1-3 recommendations to the 
General Assembly, other than $ 
and providing the deliverable, for 
how the General Assembly can 
help avoid the greatest potential 
negative impact

Other state agencies whose 
mission the deliverable may 
fit within

Is the agency 
permitted by 
statute, 
regulation, or 
proviso to 
charge for it?  
(Y/N) 

cost per unit? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
potential 
customers? 
(Y/N)

annual # of 
customers 
served? (Y/N)

Does the agency know the…

60 Report on funds received as child 
placing agency and applied for out 
of home placement by providers 
licensed by DSS or DHEC.

Proviso 117.73 IMD 
Operations

Require No Lack of reporting. DSS
DOE
DJJ
DMH
DHEC
COC

No No No No

61 Report all criteria and fiscal data 
established as standards on 
criteria if means testing where 
allowed in federal guidelines.

Proviso 117.91 Means 
Test

Require No Lack of reporting. All agencies providing 
healthcare services.

No No No Yes

62 Report outlining all programs 
provided for BabyNet and all state 
and federal funds expended on 
BabyNet.

Proviso 117.98 First 
Steps - BabyNet

Require No Lack of reporting. First Steps
DHHS

No Yes No Yes

63 Pay increase of 3.25%. Proviso 117.118 
Employee Compensation

Require No Local healthcare providers do not 
receive funding for pay increases.

Department of 
Administration

No Yes Yes Yes

64 Pay Lander Equestrian Center 
$300,000.

Proviso 118.16 
Nonrecurring Revenue

Require No Reduction in revenue to Lander 
Equestrian Center.

Lander University No No No Yes
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Agency Responding Department of Disabilities and Special Needs
Date of Submission 5/1/2017
Agency Code:     

Did the agency have an exit interview and/or survey, 
evaluation, etc. when employees left the agency in 
2013-14; 2014-15; or 2015-16? (Y/N)

Yes Note:  Delete any rows not needed; 
Add any additional rows needed

Organizational Unit Purpose of Unit Turnover Rate in 
the 
organizational 
unit in 2013-14; 
2014-15; and 
2015-16

Did the agency evaluate 
and track employee 
satisfaction in the 
organizational unit in 
2013-14; 2014-15; and 
2015-16? (Y/N)

Did the agency allow for 
anonymous feedback from 
employees in the 
organizational unit in 2013-
14; 2014-15; and 2015-
16? (Y/N)

Did any of the jobs in the 
organizational unit require a 
certification (e.g., teaching, 
medical, accounting, etc.) in 2013-
14; 2014-15; and 2015-16? (Y/N)

If yes, for any years in the previous 
column, did the agency pay for, or 
provide in-house, 
classes/instruction/etc. needed to 
maintain all, some, or none of the 
required certifications?

AGENCY HEAD - EXECUTIVE SUITE Division of the State Director of DDSN, and the key leadership 
positions of organizational units created to deliver the 
established mission of the agency.

2013-14: 0%
2014-15:  0%
2015-16: 0%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: Y

2013-14: Y
2014-15: Y
2015-16: Y

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N

GENERAL COUNSEL The Office of General Counsel is legal counsel for the agency. 
Duties include representing the agency in state courts, 
monitoring cases handled by outside counsel, and offering legal 
advice on varied agency issues.

2013-14: 0%
2014-15: 0%
2015-16: 0%

2013-14: Y
2014-15: Y
2015-16: Y

Some

GOVERNMENT AND COMMUNITY RELATIONS Is the agency’s liaison and representative before the Governor’s 
Office, General Assembly, legislative staff, 
media, stakeholders and the general public. Responsible for 
managing constituent concerns, FOIA requests and general 
inquiries. Advises the State Director and Executive Staff with 
regard to policies, regulations, legislation, media communication, 
and community education.

2013-14: 0%
2014-15: 0%
2015-16: 0%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N

ADMINISTRATION OFFICE The division of the chief financial officer, the division directors of 
the units created to ensure fiscal accountablity of the agency.

2013-14: 0%
2014-15: 0%
2015-16: 0%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N

Organizational Units Chart
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Organizational Unit Purpose of Unit Turnover Rate in 
the 
organizational 
unit in 2013-14; 
2014-15; and 
2015-16

Did the agency evaluate 
and track employee 
satisfaction in the 
organizational unit in 
2013-14; 2014-15; and 
2015-16? (Y/N)

Did the agency allow for 
anonymous feedback from 
employees in the 
organizational unit in 2013-
14; 2014-15; and 2015-
16? (Y/N)

Did any of the jobs in the 
organizational unit require a 
certification (e.g., teaching, 
medical, accounting, etc.) in 2013-
14; 2014-15; and 2015-16? (Y/N)

If yes, for any years in the previous 
column, did the agency pay for, or 
provide in-house, 
classes/instruction/etc. needed to 
maintain all, some, or none of the 
required certifications?

BUDGET OFFICE Responsible for the oversight, planning, development, 
organization and maintenance of the agency's complete 
budgetary system, totaling approximately $740M.   The division 
evaluates policies, plans and programs for cost effectiveness and 
overall fiscal impact.  Budget division conducts research and 
analyses to support decision making and monitors agency 
expenditures and revenues.  The division is responsible for 
external budgetary policy interpretation and participation in 
development of internal procedures. The division coordinates 
with staff outside the agency concerning budgetary and planning 
requirements.  

2013-14: 0%
2014-15: 0%
2015-16: 14.3%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N

FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING Ensures that all revenues and expenditures for the agency are 
properly processed and accounted for according to generally 
accepted accounting principles and SC state laws and 
regulations.  The division is also responsible for processing all 
Medicaid claims for eligible services provided to consumers in 
our network.

2013-14: 0%
2014-15: 14.3%
2015-16: 50%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N

COST ANALYSIS Responsible for developing and maintaining rates paid to 
Providers; developing and reconciling contracts with Providers; 
filing Cost Reports for the Department; and ensuring that 
Providers are paid timely. The Division also performs a variety of 
analyses to track expenditures, trends, and contract compliance.

2013-14: 40%
2014-15: 16.7%
2015-16: 33.3%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N

ENGINEERING & PLANNING Ensures that buildings owned by the Department are 
constructed, renovated, and life cycle maintained in good 
condition for the health and safety of clients, staff, and others, 
and in accordance with SC state laws and regulations.  The 
division is also responsible for procurement of professional 
design services, procurement and contract administration for 
construction contracts, and procurement of inspection services 
related to building systems.  The division assists other DDSN 
divisions and provider organizations with various capital and 
construction projects related to DDSN’s mission.

2013-14:  0%
2014-15:  0%
2015-16:  0%

2013-14: Y
2014-15: Y
2015-16: Y

Some
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Organizational Unit Purpose of Unit Turnover Rate in 
the 
organizational 
unit in 2013-14; 
2014-15; and 
2015-16

Did the agency evaluate 
and track employee 
satisfaction in the 
organizational unit in 
2013-14; 2014-15; and 
2015-16? (Y/N)

Did the agency allow for 
anonymous feedback from 
employees in the 
organizational unit in 2013-
14; 2014-15; and 2015-
16? (Y/N)

Did any of the jobs in the 
organizational unit require a 
certification (e.g., teaching, 
medical, accounting, etc.) in 2013-
14; 2014-15; and 2015-16? (Y/N)

If yes, for any years in the previous 
column, did the agency pay for, or 
provide in-house, 
classes/instruction/etc. needed to 
maintain all, some, or none of the 
required certifications?

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY Directs and manages the agency's information technology 
program. This  including planning, policy development, 
technology procurement, program management, systems 
development, design and operation of the agencies  information 
technology systems. The Information technology division is also 
responsible for the agencies office automation , information 
technology architecture, information technology infrastructure, 
and records management systems. All of these systems have 
significant impact upon the agency’s ability to successfully carry 
out its mission.

2013-14: 0%
2014-15: 13.3%
2015-16: 8.9%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N

PROCUREMENT Responsibility to oversee the following functions agency wide:  
Procurement Services, Fixed Assets, Vehicle Management, 
Nutrition Services, Mail Services, Laundry Services, Housekeeping 
Services, Ground Maintenance, Regional Inventories, Drug & 
Alcohol Testing for CDL Drivers, Surplus Property, Contract 
Administration, Copier Management, SCEMIS (State Fleet) 
Coordinator, Building Card Access System, Recycle Program, 
Building Maintenance & Services, State Contracts, P-Card 
Administration, and Gas Card Security.

2013-14: 91.7%
2014-15: 0%
2015-16: 50%

2013-14: Y
2014-15: Y
2015-16: Y

POLICY OFFICE The Office of Policy develops and maintains policies to provide 
guidance to and requirements of the Agency. The following 
Divisions are contained within the supervision of the Office of 
Policy: Autism Division, Eligibility Division, Head and Spinal Cord 
Injury Division, Intellectual Disability/Related Disabilities Division, 
Quality Management Division and Waiver Administration 
Division.

2013-14: 0%
2014-15: 0%
2015-16: 0%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N

INTELLECTUAL DISABILITIES & RELATED Develop policies, procedures and standards that govern the 
delivery of services provided through the agency; operate two 
(2) Medicaid Home and Community Based Waivers; facilitate the 
coordination of Agency services with services provided by other 
state agencies; assist in the qualification of providers of Agency 
services; provide training, assistance and support to the Agency's 
qualified providers.

2013-14:  0%
2014-15:  0%
2015-16:  15.4%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N
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Organizational Unit Purpose of Unit Turnover Rate in 
the 
organizational 
unit in 2013-14; 
2014-15; and 
2015-16

Did the agency evaluate 
and track employee 
satisfaction in the 
organizational unit in 
2013-14; 2014-15; and 
2015-16? (Y/N)

Did the agency allow for 
anonymous feedback from 
employees in the 
organizational unit in 2013-
14; 2014-15; and 2015-
16? (Y/N)

Did any of the jobs in the 
organizational unit require a 
certification (e.g., teaching, 
medical, accounting, etc.) in 2013-
14; 2014-15; and 2015-16? (Y/N)

If yes, for any years in the previous 
column, did the agency pay for, or 
provide in-house, 
classes/instruction/etc. needed to 
maintain all, some, or none of the 
required certifications?

AUTISM DIVISION Responsible for providing training and consultation to parents 
and professionals on matters pertinent to Autism Spectrum 
Disorder (ASD), and for conducting evaluations to determine the 
presence of ASD.

2013-14: 22.05%
2014-15: 5.06% 
2015-16: 16.34%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N

HEAD & SPINAL CORD INJURY DIVISION Oversee the delivery of services provided through DDSN, operate 
the Head and Spinal Cord Injury Waiver, provide training  and 
technical support to DDSN qualified providers, and to support 
and implement prevention and awareness initiatives.

2013-14: 50%
2014-15: 0%
2015-16: 66.7%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N

QUALITY MANAGEMENT DIVISION Works to improve the health, safety and welfare of DDSN's 
service recipients and monitors compliance with State and 
Federal Regulations and Medicaid requirements.

2013-14: 0%
2014-15: 0%
2015-16: 16.7%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N

ELIGIBILITY DIVISION Determines DDSN Eligibility based on set criteria and completes 
administrative duties such as determining Level of Care for 
Medicaid Waivers and TEFRA eligibility.

2013-14:20%
2014-15: 8.3%
2015-16: 0%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N

OPERATIONS OFFICE Provides oversight and leadership to the District I and District II 
Offices, four ICF/IID Residential Regional Centers, the Office of 
Clinical Services and the Office of Children’s Services.  Most areas 
are directly involved in serving individuals directly or training and 
monitoring DSN Boards and private providers serving eligible 
individuals.

2013-14: 0%
2014-15: 0%
2015-16: 0%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N

CHILDREN'S SERVICES Responsible for monitoring and training the DSN Board and 
private Early Intervention providers delivering early intervention 
services to children birth to six years old.  Staff also serve on 
numerous interagency committees.

2013-14: 0%
2014-15: 25%
2015-16: 25%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N

CLINICAL SERVICES Responsible for conducting psychological evaluations of 
individuals charged with a crime who are thought to be unable to 
competently stand trial. Staff in this unit are responsible for 
arranging in-home and residential services for judicially admitted 
individuals; arranging in-home and residential services for 
children with dual developmental and psychiatric disabilities; and 
are also involved in numerous interagency initiatives.

2013-14: 45%
2014-15: 0%
2015-16: 58.3%

2013-14: Y
2014-15: Y
2015-16: Y

None
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Organizational Unit Purpose of Unit Turnover Rate in 
the 
organizational 
unit in 2013-14; 
2014-15; and 
2015-16

Did the agency evaluate 
and track employee 
satisfaction in the 
organizational unit in 
2013-14; 2014-15; and 
2015-16? (Y/N)

Did the agency allow for 
anonymous feedback from 
employees in the 
organizational unit in 2013-
14; 2014-15; and 2015-
16? (Y/N)

Did any of the jobs in the 
organizational unit require a 
certification (e.g., teaching, 
medical, accounting, etc.) in 2013-
14; 2014-15; and 2015-16? (Y/N)

If yes, for any years in the previous 
column, did the agency pay for, or 
provide in-house, 
classes/instruction/etc. needed to 
maintain all, some, or none of the 
required certifications?

DISTRICT OFFICES: I & II Provide training to the DSN Boards and private providers 
delivering community services to individuals residing in the 
western (District I) and eastern (District II) halves of the state.  
These staff also review and respond to individuals who are in 
crisis.  The District I Director supervises Midlands Regional 
Center's and Whitten Regional Center's facility administrators.  
The District I Office is located on the grounds of Whitten Center.  
The District II Director supervises Coastal Regional Center's and 
Pee Dee/Saleeby Regional Center's facility administrators.  The 
District II Office is located on the grounds of Coastal Center.  

2013-14: 0%
2014-15: 6.7%
2015-16: 0%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N

MIDLANDS REGIONAL CENTER Residential ICF/IID facility located in Columbia.  Staff at this unit 
are responsible for providing a broad array of medical, 
therapeutic, recreational, and personal care to individuals with 
some of the most severe disabilities of any served by DDSN.  
Services are provided 24 hours per day/365 days per year.  Must 
operate in compliance with extensive federal regulations 
governing all facets of operation. 

2013-14: 25.11%
2014-15: 26.91%
2015-16: 32.72%

2013-14: Y
2014-15: Y
2015-16: Y

NONE

PIEDMONT (WHITTEN) REGIONAL CENTER Residential ICF/IID facility located in Clinton. Staff at this unit are 
responsible for providing a broad array of medical, therapeutic, 
recreational, and personal care to individuals with some of the 
most severe disabilities of any served by DDSN.  Services are 
provided 24 hours per day/365 days per year.  Must operate in 
compliance with extensive federal regulations governing all 
facets of operation. 

2013-14: 43.86%
2014-15: 39.16%
2015-16: 36.14%

2013-14: Y
2014-15: Y
2015-16: Y

None

COASTAL REGIONAL CENTER Residential ICF/IID facility located in Summerville. Staff at this 
unit are responsible for providing a broad array of medical, 
therapeutic, recreational, and personal care to individuals with 
some of the most severe disabilities of any served by DDSN.  
Services are provided 24 hours per day/365 days per year. Must 
operate in compliance with extensive federal regulations 
governing all facets of operation. 

2013-14: 20.79%
2014-15: 27.59%
2015-16: 29.45%

2013-14: Y
2014-15: Y
2015-16: Y

None
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Organizational Unit Purpose of Unit Turnover Rate in 
the 
organizational 
unit in 2013-14; 
2014-15; and 
2015-16

Did the agency evaluate 
and track employee 
satisfaction in the 
organizational unit in 
2013-14; 2014-15; and 
2015-16? (Y/N)

Did the agency allow for 
anonymous feedback from 
employees in the 
organizational unit in 2013-
14; 2014-15; and 2015-
16? (Y/N)

Did any of the jobs in the 
organizational unit require a 
certification (e.g., teaching, 
medical, accounting, etc.) in 2013-
14; 2014-15; and 2015-16? (Y/N)

If yes, for any years in the previous 
column, did the agency pay for, or 
provide in-house, 
classes/instruction/etc. needed to 
maintain all, some, or none of the 
required certifications?

PEE DEE/SALEEBY REGIONAL CENTER Residential ICF/IID facilities located in Florence and Hartsville. 
Staff at this unit are responsible for providing a broad array of 
medical, therapy, recreational, and personal care to individuals 
with some of the most severe disabilities of any served by DDSN.  
Services are provided 24 hours per day/365 days per year.  Must 
operate in compliance with extensive federal regulations 
governing all facets of operation. 

2013-14: 16.65%
2014-15: 26.11%
2015-16: 27.15%

2013-14: Y
2014-15: Y
2015-16: Y

None

INTERNAL AUDIT Audit of the agency's and its contractors' processes and business 
practices; reporting to the DSN Commission.

2013-14: 14.29%
2014-15: 14.29%
2015-16: 0%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N

HUMAN RESOURCES Designs, implements, and monitors the administration and 
coordination of the agency's human resources programs. 
Anticipates and plans for long-term HR needs and trends.

2013-14: 20.03%
2014-15: 9.76%
2015-16: 4.55%

2013-14: N
2014-15: N
2015-16: N
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Agency Responding
Date of Submission
Note: The details are requested to avoid agencies "arbitrarily" assigning numbers.

Does the agency have any money that is not tracked through SCEIS? (Y/N) (If yes, please outline further by 
responding to Line 15 under Part B1)

Yes 2015-16 Strategic Spending Chart

PART A1 - Cash Balances and Revenue Generated 
--> The amounts below relate to the agency's cash.  
--> The Committee understands the (a) agency is only permitted to spend amounts appropriated or 
authorized, which is addressed in Part A2; and (b) agency may have more cash than it is permitted to spend.

Funding Source Total
Funding Source (if funding sources are combined, do not combine recurring with one-time) n/a n/a

General Fund Appropriations Medicaid Reimbursements Other Earmarked Funds
Restricted Funds Education Improvement 

Act Federal Funds
General Fund Appropriations Non-

Recurring
2014-15 Total revenue generated $367,726,628 n/a $0 $364,058,775 $3,131,563 $257,915 $278,375 $0
2015-16 Total revenue generated $387,983,650 n/a $0 $385,234,319 $2,543,340 $31,891 $174,100 $0
Fund # and Description (Expendable Level - 8 digit) (full set of financials available for each through SCEIS) n/a n/a 10010000 General Fund 37640000 Medicaid Asst Payable Other Earmarked Funds (3000) 49730000 Educ Improvement Federal Funds (5000)

(FEMA & IDEA Grant)
10010000 General Fund

Cash Balances Total n/a
Fund # and Description (Expendable Level - 8 digit) (full set of financials available for each through SCEIS) n/a n/a 10010000 General Fund 37640000 Medicaid Asst Payments 30000000 Other Earmarked Funds 49730000 Educ Improvement

50000000 Federal Funds
(FEMA & IDEA Grant)

10010000 General Fund

Cash balance as of June 30, 2015 (end of FY 2014-15) $3,349,739 n/a $0 $1,830,962 $1,383,722 $268,788 -$133,733 $0
Cash balance as of June 30, 2016 (end of FY 2015-16) $6,421,636 n/a $0 $3,527,877 $2,877,569 $0 $16,190 $0

PART A2 - Funds Appropriated and Authorized for 2015-16 (i.e. Allowed to spend) 
--> The Committee understands the agency may be appropriated or authorized to spend additional money 
during the year.  
Funding Source
Funding Source n/a n/a

General Fund Appropriations Medicaid Reimbursements Other Earmarked Funds
Restricted Funds Education Improvement 

Act
 Federal Grant Funds General Fund Appropriations Non-Recurring

Recurring or one-time? n/a n/a Recurring Recurring Recurring Recurring Recurring Non-Recurring

Appropriation and Authorization Details Totals - Start of year Totals - End of year End of Year End of Year
Amounts appropriated, and amounts authorized, to the agency for 2014-15 that were not spent AND the 
agency can spend in 2015-16

$1,030,471 $1,030,471 $1,030,471 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Amounts appropriated, and amounts authorized, to the agency for 2015-16 $678,517,212 $678,517,212 $224,552,876 $449,693,900 $2,216,782 $613,653 $340,000 $1,100,001
Total Appropriated and Authorized (i.e. allowed to spend)  $679,547,683 $679,547,683 $225,583,347 $449,693,900 $2,216,782 $613,653 $340,000 $1,100,001

PART B1 - Utilization of Funds in 2015-16 
-->  The Committee understands amount the agency budgeted and spent per objective are estimates from 
the agency. The information is acceptable as long as the agency has a logical basis, which the Committee 
may ask the agency to explain, as to how it reached the numbers it provided. 
Funding Source Totals
Funding Source n/a n/a

General Fund Appropriations Medicaid Reimbursements Other Earmarked Funds
Restricted Funds Education Improvement 

Act
Federal Grant Revenue & FEMA Grant Revenue General Fund Appropriations Non-Recurring

Database(s) through which expenditures are tracked (See instructions for further details) n/a n/a SCEIS (State) SCEIS (state); ADL (agency) SCEIS (State) SCEIS (State) SCEIS (State) SCEIS (State)
Recurring or one-time? n/a n/a Recurring Recurring Recurring Recurring One-time One-time
External restrictions (from state or federal government, grant issuer, etc.), if any, on how the agency can use 
the money from each funding source

n/a n/a Per Proviso 36.14: For the current fiscal year, 
the department is authorized to carry forward 

any balance of General Funds appropriated 
for the reduction of the department's waiting 

lists in the prior fiscal year and must utilize 
these funds for the same purpose in the 

current fiscal year. All other expenditures are 
limited to those authorized in the budget.

Per Proviso 36.5: The department is 
authorized to continue to expend 

departmental generated revenues that 
are authorized in the budget.

Per Proviso 36.5: The department is 
authorized to continue to expend 
departmental generated revenues 
that are authorized in the budget.

Per Proviso 36.1: Funds are to be 
used for other operating expenses 

and/or permanent improvements of 
these Work Activity Programs.

EIA (Restricted to program items allowable 
under State Education Improvement Act.)

Restricted to program items allowable per 
federal grant provisions

Per Proviso 118.14 (SR:  Nonrecurring 
Revenue) (24 a,b,c) Autism Services , Special 

Family Resources, Savannah's Playground

State Funded Program # and Description n/a n/a 0100 - Administration                    9500 - Fringe 
Benefits           400* - Program Services

0100 - Administration                    9500 - 
Fringe Benefits                   400* - 

Program Services

0100 - Administration
 400* - Program Services

9500 - Fringe Benefits                  400* - Program 
Services

9500 - Fringe Benefits                  400* - Program 
Services

               400* - Program Services

Current Strategies Totals Planned to Utilize - 
Start of year

Totals Utilized - 
End of year

End of Year End of Year End of Year End of Year End of Year End of Year

General Fund Appropriations Medicaid Reimbursements Other Earmarked Funds
Restricted Funds Education Improvement 

Act
Federal Grant Revenue & FEMA Grant Revenue General Fund Appropriations Non-Recurring

Strategy 1.1:  Greenwood Genetics Center Services to Prevent & Mitigate Birth Defects $10,432,176 $10,366,281 $3,434,300 $6,931,981 $0 $0 $0 $0
Strategy 1.2:  Early Childhood Developmental Delay Services $30,978,087 $23,336,768 $6,892,188 $16,196,108 $0 $0 $148,472 $100,000
Strategy 1.3:  Post Acute Traumatic Brain or Spinal Cord Injury Rehabilitation Services $2,726,828 $2,692,717 $2,692,717 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Strategy 1.4:  Pervasive Developmental Disorder (Autism) Services $10,378,398 $8,111,577 $7,082,254 $1,029,323 $0 $0 $0 $0
Strategy 2.1:  In-Home Support Services (least restrictive community setting) $97,799,040 $66,851,682 $46,640,124 $19,180,823 $30,735 $0 $0 $1,000,000
Strategy 2.2:  Community Residential Services (residential services while still in a community setting) $322,630,197 $314,137,241 $65,245,061 $248,340,330 $409,279 $142,571 $0 $0
Strategy 2.3:  Regional Center Residential Services (severe or profound disabilities) $95,451,750 $86,111,572 $54,372,535 $31,148,197 $422,108 $158,108 $10,624 $0
Strategy 2.4:  Adult Development & Employment Services $74,262,075 $71,934,699 $24,709,698 $46,253,353 $971,648 $0 $0 $0
Strategy 2.5:  Service Coordination $23,939,774 $18,542,692 $7,719,319 $10,823,373 $0 $0 $0 $0
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Strategy 3.1:  Quality Assurance Monitoring of Provider Contract & Licensing Compliance $1,827,922 $1,827,922 $277,092 $1,550,830 $0 $0 $0 $0
Strategy 3.2:  Monitor Provider Financial Management & Operational Requirements $585,352 $585,352 $567,690 $17,662 $0 $0 $0 $0
Strategy 4.1:  Monitor Organizational Effectiveness through Benchmarks $8,536,084 $7,169,393 $5,010,809 $2,156,373 $2,211 $0 $0 $0
Strategy 4.2:  Organizational Initiatives to Improve Effectiveness embedded in 4.1 embedded in 4.1

Total utilized on Agency Strategies in 2015-16 $679,547,683 $611,667,896 $224,643,787 $383,628,353 $1,835,981 $300,679 $159,096 $1,100,000

Unrelated Purpose (pass through or other purpose unrelated to agency's strategic plan) Totals Planned to Utilize - 
Start of year

Totals Utilized - 
End of year

End of Year End of Year

Unrelated Purpose #1 - insert description: n/a n/a
Unrelated Purpose #2 - insert description:
Insert any additional unrelated purposes

Total utilized on purposes unrelated to Agency Strategies in 2015-16

PART B2 - Appropriations and authorizations remaining at the end of 2015-16
Totals Start of Year End of Year
Funding Source n/a n/a General Fund Appropriations Medicaid Reimbursements Other Earmarked Funds Restricted Funds Education Improvement Act Federal Grant Revenue & FEMA Grant Revenue General Fund Appropriations Non-Recurring
Appropriated and authorized $679,547,683 $679,547,683 $225,583,347 $449,693,900 $2,216,782 $613,653 $340,000 $1,100,001
(minus) Utilized on Agency Strategies in 2015-16 $679,547,683 $611,667,896 $224,643,787 $383,628,353 $1,835,981 $300,679 $159,096 $1,100,000
(minus) Utilized on purposes unrelated to Agency Strategies in 2015-16 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Amount of appropriations and authorizations remaining $0 $67,879,787 $939,560 $66,065,547 $380,801 $312,974 $180,904 $1
Amount remaining as % of total appropriations and authorizations 0.00% 9.99% 0.42% 14.69% 17.18% 51.00% 53.21% 0.00%

Explanation for Amount Remaining:
Excess authorization in Other Funds account for the$67.6M remaining.  Funds could only be expended 
if State Funds were available and expended to generate Medicaid revenue.  Other Funds authorization 
may be lower or higher than actual revenue. Agencies may spend the lesser of actual revenue or the 
amount of authorization in the budget.  To spend Other Funds an agency must have cash (revenue) 
and authorization.  The agency's spending plan for FY 16 was approximately $620M.  The agency 
expended approximately $612M leaving a difference of $8M or 1.29% between projected 
expenditures and actual expenditures.   
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Agency Responding
Date of Submission
Note: The details are requested to avoid agencies "arbitrarily" assigning numbers.

Line #
1 Does the agency have any money that is not tracked through SCEIS? (Y/N) (If yes, please outline 

further by responding to Line 15 under Part B1)
Yes

PART A1 - Cash Balances and Revenue Generated 
--> The amounts below relate to the agency's cash.  
--> The Committee understands the (a) agency is only permitted to spend amounts appropriated or 
authorized, which is addressed in Part A2; and (b) agency may have more cash than it is permitted 
to spend.

Line #
Funding Source

Total

2 Funding Source  (if funding sources are combined, do not combine recurring with one-time) n/a n/a
General Fund 

Appropriations
Medicaid Reimbursements Other Earmarked Funds

Restricted Funds 
Education 

Improvement Act
Federal Funds

General Fund 
Appropriations Non-

Recurring
3 2015-16 Total revenue generated $387,983,650 n/a $0 $385,234,319 $2,543,340 $31,891 $174,100 $0
4 2016-17 Total estimated revenue $390,571,874 n/a $0 $385,234,320 $3,743,414 $548,653 $1,045,487 $0
5 Fund # and Description (Expendable Level - 8 digit) (full set of financials available for each through 

SCEIS)
n/a n/a 10010000 General Fund 37640000 Medicaid Asst 

Payable
Other Earmarked Funds 

(3000)
49730000 Educ 
Improvement

Federal Funds (5000)
(FEMA & IDEA Grant)

10010000 General Fund

Cash Balances Total n/a
6 Fund # and Description (Expendable Level - 8 digit) (full set of financials available for each through 

SCEIS)
n/a n/a 10010000 General Fund 37640000 Medicaid Asst 

Payments
30000000 Other 
Earmarked Funds

49730000 Educ 
Improvement

Federal Funds
(FEMA & IDEA Grant)

General Fund 
Appropriations Non-

Recurring
8 Cash balance as of June 30, 2016 (end of FY 2015-16) $6,421,636 n/a $0 $3,527,877 $2,877,569 $0 $16,190 $0

PART A2 - Funds Appropriated and Authorized for 2016-17 (i.e. Allowed to spend) 
--> The Committee understands the agency may be appropriated or authorized to spend additional 
money during the year.  

Line #
Funding Source

9 Funding Source n/a n/a
General Fund 

Appropriations
Medicaid Reimbursements Other Earmarked Funds

Restricted Funds 
Education 

Improvement Act
Federal Grant

General Fund 
Appropriations Non-

Recurring
10 Recurring or one-time? n/a n/a Recurring Recurring Recurring Recurring Recurring Non-Recurring

Appropriation and Authorization Details Totals - Start of year Totals - End of year End of Year End of Year
11 Amounts appropriated, and amounts authorized, to the agency for 2015-16 that were not spent 

AND the agency can spend in 2016-17 $939,561
n/a

$939,561 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
12 Amounts appropriated, and amounts authorized, to the agency for 2016-17 $738,485,796 n/a $240,153,324 $494,201,528 $2,236,804 $548,653 $1,045,487 $300,000
13 Total Appropriated and Authorized (i.e. allowed to spend)  $739,425,357 n/a $241,092,885 $494,201,528 $2,236,804 $548,653 $1,045,487 $300,000

PART B1 - Utilization of Funds in 2016-17 
-->  The Committee understands amount the agency budgeted and spent per objective are 
estimates from the agency. The information is acceptable as long as the agency has a logical basis, 
which the Committee may ask the agency to explain, as to how it reached the numbers it provided. 

Department of Disabilities and Special Needs
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Line #
Funding Source

Totals

14 Funding Source n/a n/a
General Fund 

Appropriations
Medicaid Reimbursements Other Earmarked Funds

Restricted Funds 
Education 

Improvement Act

Federal Grant Revenue 
& FEMA Grant Revenue

General Fund 
Appropriations - Non-

Recurring
15 Database(s) through which expenditures are tracked (See instructions for further details) n/a n/a SCEIS (State) SCEIS (state); ADL (agency) SCEIS (State) SCEIS (State) SCEIS (State) SCEIS (State)
16 Recurring or one-time? n/a n/a Recurring Recurring Recurring Recurring One-time Non-Recurring
17 External restrictions (from state or federal government, grant issuer, etc.), if any, on how the 

agency can use the money from each funding source
n/a n/a Per Proviso 36.14: For 

the current fiscal year, 
the department is 
authorized to carry 

forward any balance of 
General Funds 

appropriated for the 
reduction of the 

department's waiting 
lists in the prior fiscal 
year and must utilize 
these funds for the 

same purpose in the 
current fiscal year. All 

other expenditures are 
limited to those 

authorized in the 
budget.

Per Proviso 36.5: The 
department is authorized to 

continue to expend 
departmental generated 

revenues that are authorized 
in the budget.

Per Proviso 36.5: The 
department is authorized 

to continue to expend 
departmental generated 

revenues that are 
authorized in the budget.

Per Proviso 36.1: Funds 
are to be used for other 

operating expenses 
and/or permanent 

improvements of these 
Work Activity Programs.

EIA (Restricted to 
program items 

allowable under State 
Education 

Improvement Act.)

Restricted to program 
items allowable per 

federal grant provisions

Per Proviso 118.16 (SR:  
Nonrecurring Revenue) 
(26) Lander Equestrian 

Center

18 State Funded Program # and Description n/a n/a 0100 - Administration                    
9500 - Fringe Benefits           

400* - Program Services

0100 - Administration                    
9500 - Fringe Benefits                   

400* - Program Services

0100 - Administration
 400* - Program Services

9500 - Fringe Benefits                  
400* - Program 

Services

9500 - Fringe Benefits                  
400* - Program Services

           400* - Program 
Services

19 Current Objectives Totals Planned to Utilize - 
Start of year

Totals Utilized - 
End of year

Budgeted to utilize - 
Start of year

Budgeted to utilize - Start of 
year

Budgeted to utilize - Start 
of year

Budgeted to utilize - 
Start of year

Budgeted to utilize - 
Start of year

Budgeted to utilize - 
Start of year

General Fund 
Appropriations Medicaid Reimbursements Other Earmarked Funds

Restricted Funds 
Education 

Improvement Act

Federal Grant Revenue 
& FEMA Grant Revenue

General Fund 
Appropriations - Non-

Recurring
Strategy 1.1:  Greenwood Genetics Center Services to Prevent & Mitigate Birth Defects $11,811,376 n/a $3,934,300 $7,877,076 $0 $0 $0 $0
Strategy 1.2:  Early Childhood Developmental Delay Services $31,479,472 n/a $6,835,563 $24,420,909 $0 $0 $223,000 $0
Strategy 1.3:  Post Acute Traumatic Brain or Spinal Cord Injury Rehabilitation Services $3,100,000 n/a $3,100,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Strategy 1.4:  Pervasive Developmental Disorder (Autism) Services $10,323,590 n/a $7,023,590 $3,300,000 $0 $0 $0
Strategy 2.1:  In-Home Support Services (least restrictive community setting) $128,148,699 n/a $57,477,479 $70,566,220 $90,000 $0 $15,000 $0
Strategy 2.2:  Community Residential Services (residential services while still in a community 
setting) $339,047,125

n/a
$77,841,008 $259,273,570 $1,006,588 $220,472 $705,487 $0

Strategy 2.3:  Regional Center Residential Services (severe or profound disabilities) $100,833,502 n/a $56,499,910 $43,406,945 $496,466 $328,181 $102,000 $0
Strategy 2.4:  Adult Development & Employment Services $80,338,186 n/a $15,342,935 $64,060,251 $635,000 $0 $0 $300,000
Strategy 2.5:  Service Coordination $22,893,752 n/a $6,675,217 $16,218,535 $0 $0 $0 $0
Strategy 3.1:  Quality Assurance Monitoring of Provider Contract & Licensing Compliance $1,883,953 n/a $283,704 $1,600,249 $0 $0 $0 $0
Strategy 3.2:  Monitor Provider Financial Management & Operational Requirements $658,546 n/a $621,302 $37,244 $0 $0 $0 $0
Strategy 4.1:  Monitor Organizational Effectiveness through Benchmarks $8,907,156 n/a $5,457,877 $3,440,529 $8,750 $0 $0 $0
Strategy 4.2:  Organizational Initiatives to Improve Effectiveness embedded in 4.1 n/a $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total planned to utilize on Agency Strategies in 2016-17 $739,425,357 n/a $241,092,885 $494,201,528 $2,236,804 $548,653 $1,045,487 $300,000

Unrelated Purpose (pass through or other purpose unrelated to agency's strategic plan) Totals Planned to Utilize - 
Start of year

Totals Utilized - 
End of year

Budgeted to utilize - 
Start of year

Budgeted to utilize - Start of 
year

Unrelated Purpose #1 - insert description: n/a n/a
Unrelated Purpose #2 - insert description: n/a n/a
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Insert any additional unrelated purposes n/a n/a
Total planned to utilize on purposes unrelated to Agency Objectives in 2016-17 n/a n/a

PART B2 - Appropriations and authorizations remaining at the end of 2015-16
Totals Start of Year End of Year
Funding Source n/a n/a

Line #
Appropriated and authorized $739,425,357 n/a

20 (minus) Planned to utilize on Agency Objectives in 2016-17 $739,425,357 n/a
(minus) Planned to utilize on purposes unrelated to Agency Objectives in 2016-17 $0 n/a
Amount of appropriations and authorizations remaining $0 n/a
Amount remaining as % of total appropriations and authorizations 0.00% n/a

Explanation for Amount Remaining:
The agency spending plan outlines $670.4M in expected expenditures for FY 17.  This would 
leave approximately $69m in excess authorization at the end of FY 17. Funds could only be 
expended if State Funds were available and expended to generate Medicaid revenue.  Other 
Funds authorization may be lower or higher than actual revenue. Agencies may spend the lesser 
of actual revenue or the amount of authorization in the budget.  To spend Other Funds an 
agency must have cash (revenue) and authorization.  
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Agency Responding

Date of Submission:  May 1, 2017

actual  target national bench- mark

Annual Rate of Neural Tube Birth Defects Per 10,000 Live 
Births & Compare to National Benchmark

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 7.1 6.6 7.2      (7.0) 8.5      (8.0) 6.9 8.0 7.0 6.9

Annual # of Children with Metabolic Disorders Receiving 
Curative Treatment

Output Agency selected July 1 - June 30 204 106 118     (125) 174     (190) 208 190 208

Average % Gain in Standardized Adaptive Behavior Domain 
Scores for Children in the Pervasive Developmental Disorder 
(PDD) Waiver after Two Years of Service

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 11.8% 10.4% 10.4% (11.0%) 10.4%   (11.0%) 10.4% 11.0% 10.4%

% of Children Receiving Early Intervention Services Prior to 
Third Birthday

Outcome Agency selected July 1 80.6% 74.6% 75.6%   (77.0%) 84.4%   (87.5%) 86.2% 87.5% 86.2%

United Cerebral Palsy Community Inclusion Ranking (National 
Benchmark)

Outcome Agency selected Arizona Annual Report 13th 12th 6th  (6th) 9th  (6th) 14th 6th 25th 14th

# Children Served in PRTFs Outcome Agency selected July 1 18 61 75  (70) 62  (70) 64 55 64

# Children Served in Regional Centers Outcome Agency selected July 1 9 8 6  (4) 6  (4) 5 5 5

Ratio of Persons Served In HCB Waivers Versus ICF/IID Efficiency Agency selected Arizona July 1 6.39 7 7.4  (8.0) 8   (8.5) 9.6 8.5 9.6

# of Persons Served in Nursing Facilities Per 100,000 General 
Population & Compare to National Benchmark

Outcome Agency selected Ohio July 1 4.4 4 3.9  (3.8) 4.4  (4.0) 4.6 4 8.9 4.6

# of Persons Served in 16 + Bed Institutions Per 100,000 
General Population & Compare to National Benchmark

Outcome Agency selected Hawaii July 1 20.1 20.5 20.3  (20.1) 20.2  (20.1) 19.7 20.1 25.0 19.7

% of Individuals Receiving Day Services in an Integrated 
Employment Setting & Compare to National Benchmark

Outcome Agency selected Washington July 1 29% 30% 29%  (30%) 29%  (30%) 29% 30% 19% 29%

Average Length of Wait for Individuals Removed from the 
Critical Needs List

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 61 days 62 days                 
(45 days)

51 days             (45 
days)

56 days             (50 
days)

88 days 50 days 60 days

Average Annual Overall Contract Compliance Review (CCR) 
Score (%)

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 88.8% 93.1% 92.7%  (93.3%) 93.6%  (94.0%) 91.8% 94.0% 91.5%

Annual # of Community Service Providers with less than 70% 
Contract Compliance Review Key Indicator in One Review Area 
(Total Six Possible Review Areas)

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 10 8 10  (7) 6  (7) 20 5 19

Department of Disabilities and Special Needs

Actual Results (& 
Target Results)
Time Period #4 

Actual Results (& Target Results) Target Results
Time Period #6 

(current time period) 

Types of Performance Measures: 
Outcome Measure  - A quantifiable indicator of the public and customer benefits from an agency's actions.  Outcome measures are used to assess an agency's effectiveness in serving its key customers and in achieving its mission, goals and objectives.  They are also used 
to direct resources to strategies with the greatest effect on the most valued outcomes.  Outcome measures should be the first priority.  Example - % of licensees with no violations.
Efficiency Measure  - A quantifiable indicator of productivity expressed in unit costs, units of time, or other ratio-based units.  Efficiency measures are used to assess the cost-efficiency, productivity, and timeliness of agency operations.  Efficiency measures measure the 
efficient use of available resources and should be the second priority.  Example - cost per inspection
Output Measure  - A quantifiable indicator of the number of goods or services an agency produces.  Output measures are used to assess workload and the agency's efforts to address demands.  Output measures measure workload and efforts and should be the third 
priority.  Example - # of business license applications processed.
Input/Activity Measure  - Resources that contribute to the production and delivery of a service.  Inputs are "what we use to do the work."  They measure the factors or requests received that explain performance (i.e. explanatory).  These measures should be the last 
priority.  Example - # of license applications received

Note:  Delete any rows not needed; Add any additional rows needed

Performance Measure Type of Measure Agency selected; 
Required by State; or 
Required by Federal

Who performs the 
best in the country 
on this measure? 

Time Applicable Actual Results (& 
Target Results)
Time Period #1 

Actual Results (& 
Target Results)
Time Period #2 

Actual Results (& 
Target Results)
Time Period #3 

Performance Measures Chart
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Average Annual Overall Licensing Survey Compliance Score (%) Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 93.6% 93.6% 94.5%  (95%) 92.4%  (95%) 91.7% 95.0% 91.8%

actual  target national bench- mark

Annual # of Community Residential or Day Facilities with less 
than 70% Licensure Compliance

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 1 0  (0) 0  (0) 1 0 0

Average # of Deficiencies in Annual Compliance Review of 
Community ICF/IID Facilities

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 14.5 13.1 10  (9) 8.4  (9) 7.5 8.0 7.5

Average # of Deficiencies in Annual Compliance Review of 
Regional Center ICF/IID Facilities

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 26.1 17.3 12  (12.0) 12.9  (12.0) 9.6 12.0 9.6

Annual # of Community ICF/IID Immediate Jeopardy Findings Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 1 0 0  (0) 0  (0) 0 0 0

Annual # of Regional Center Immediate Jeopardy Findings Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 0 0 0  (0) 0  (0) 0 0 0

Annual Rate of Substantiated Allegations of 
Abuse/Neglect/Exploitation Per 100 Served in Community 
Residential Settings

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 0.2 0 0.3  (quarterly trend 
analysis)

0.1  (quarterly trend 
analysis)

0.07 0 0.07 & quarterly trend 
analysis

Annual Rate of Substantiated Allegations of 
Abuse/Neglect/Exploitation Per 100 Served in Regional Centers

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 0 0 0 (quarterly trend 
analysis)

0  (quarterly trend 
analysis)

0.3 0 0.25 & quarterly trend 
analysis

Annual Rate of Critical Incidents Per 100 Served in Community 
Residential Settings

Output Agency selected July 1 - June 30 16.81 16.91 15.61  (15) 16.53  (15) 19.14 15 19

Annual Rate of Critical Incidents Per 100 Served in Regional 
Centers

Output Agency selected July 1 - June 30 26.5 31.2 29.6  (29) 31.9  (29) 40.1 29.0 39.0

Annual Rate of Fall Related Critical Incidents Per 100 Served in 
Community Residential Settings

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 1.4 1.54 1.38  (1.25) 1.56  (1.30) 1.12 1.3 1.12

Annual Rate of Fall Related Critical Incidents Per 100 Served in 
Regional Centers

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 0.98 0.88 0.53  (.45) 0.93  (.75) 1.54 0.75 1.12

% of Total Served Supported In Home & Compare to National 
Benchmark

Output Agency selected Arizona July 1 71% 72% 72%  (73.0%) 71.0%  (73.0%) 71% 73% 56% 71%

# of Persons Served Per 100,000 General Population & 
Compare to National Benchmark

Output Agency selected Ohio July 1 369.5 368.8 368.6  (369.0) 370.4  (371.5) 365.9 371.5 358.8 365.9

% of Individuals Served in Regional Centers w/ Severe or 
Profound ID & Compare to National Benchmark

Efficiency Agency selected Kentucky July 1 81.7% 81.7% 84.5%  (86%) 84.5%  (86%) 84.5% 86.0% 76.0% 84.5%

Administrative Expenses as a % of Total Expenses Efficiency Agency selected July 1 - June 30 1.58% 1.51% 1.34%  (1.25%) 1.3%  (1.25%) 1.29% 1.25% 1.29%

Average Annual Per Person HCB Waiver Cost & Compare to 
National Benchmark

Efficiency Agency selected Mississippi July 1 - June 30 $39,286 $33,603 $29,966  ($30,000) $36,260  ($37,500) $29,689 $37,500 $44,160 $29,689

Average Annual Per Person Community ICF/IID Cost & 
Compare to National Benchmark

Efficiency Agency selected Alabama July 1 - June 30 $87,179 $70,018 $76,661  ($80,000) $89,487  ($92,500) $98,957 $92,500 $100,552 $98,957

Average Annual Per Person Regional Center Cost & Compare to 
National Benchmark

Efficiency Agency selected Mississippi July 1 - June 30 $122,275 $122,275 $114,245  ($120,000) $126,655 ($130,000) $126,655 $130,000 $237,250 $126,655

% of DDSN consumers served by only DDSN Efficiency Agency selected July 1 91.0% 91.5% 93.0%  (93.5%) 92.5%  (93.5%) 93.0% 93.5% 93.0%

# Individuals on DDSN Managed HCB Waiver Waiting Lists Outcome Agency selected July 1 7778 9436 11,212  (10,500) 10,660  (10,000) 10,464 10,000 10,300

Average Time of Wait (in years) for Individuals Enrolled in 
ID/RD Waiver

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 5.5 5.9 6.7  (5.0) 6.0  (5.5) 3.5 5.5 3.4

Target Results
Time Period #6 

(current time period) 

Actual Results (& 
Target Results)
Time Period #1 

Actual Results (& 
Target Results)
Time Period #2 

Actual Results (& 
Target Results)
Time Period #3 

Actual Results (& 
Target Results)
Time Period #4 

Actual Results (& Target Results)Performance Measure Type of Measure Agency selected; 
Required by State; or 
Required by Federal

Who performs the 
best in the country 
on this measure? 

Time Applicable
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Average Time of Wait (in years) for Individuals Enrolled in CS 
Waiver

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 2.6 3.1 4.1  (3.5) 3.4  (3.0) 1.5 3 1.4

actual  target national bench- mark

Average Time of Wait (in years) for Individuals Enrolled in 
HASCI Waiver

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 3.8 3.1 2.2  (1.0) 0  (0) 0 0 0

NEW in FY 16/17:  # of Transfers from Regional Centers to 
Community Residential Settings

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 24 by 6/30/2017

NEW in FY 16/17:  Complete Re-examination of Post Acute 
Rehabilitation Service Contracts

Outcome Agency selected July1 - June 30 complete by 
6/30/2017

NEW in FY 16/17:  # of New Residential Settings Developed Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 50 by  6/30/2017

NEW in FY 16/17:  # of DDSN Directly Operated Community 
Homes Developed

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 6 by 6/30/2018

NEW in FY 16/17:  Begin Centralization of Annual Service 
Authorization by DDSN

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 complete by 
6/30/2017

NEW in FY 16/17:  Complete the Modification of the Licensing 
and Contract Compliance Review Requirements and Submit 
RFP

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 complete by 
6/30/2017

NEW in FY 16/17:  Begin the Modification of the Critical 
Incident Reporting Program  

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 complete by 
6/30/2017

NEW in FY 16/17:  Complete the Re-examination of the 
Distribution of Audit Report Policy   

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 complete by 
6/30/2017

NEW in FY 16/17:  Complete Assessment if a Policy is Needed 
Requiring Private Health Care Providers Furnish an Annual 
Certified Financial Statement to DDSN

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 complete by 
6/30/2017

NEW in FY 16/17:  Assess if a Policy is Needed Establishing 
Monetary Penalties on Providers with Repeat Audit Findings of 
Substantial Non-compliance 

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 complete by 
6/30/2017

NEW in FY 16/17:  Carryforward Will Be Less Than 1% Net of 
Estimated Medicaid Settlement Cost Needs

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 1 percent

NEW in FY 16/17:  Establish Budget Priority Request to 
Increase Direct Care Workers' Wages and Proactively Advocate 
in all Appropriate Forums

Outcome Agency selected July 1 - June 30 complete by 
6/30/2017

Performance Measure Type of Measure Agency selected; 
Required by State; or 
Required by Federal

Who performs the 
best in the country 
on this measure? 

Time Applicable Actual Results (& 
Target Results)
Time Period #1 

Actual Results (& 
Target Results)
Time Period #2 

Actual Results (& 
Target Results)
Time Period #3 

Actual Results (& 
Target Results)
Time Period #4 

Actual Results (& Target Results) Target Results
Time Period #6 

(current time period) 
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Agency Responding Department of Disabilities and Special 
Needs

Date of Submission 5/1/2017

Total # of FTEs Total amount 
Appropriated and 
Authorized to 
Spend

Total # of FTEs Total amount 
Appropriated and 
Authorized to 
Spend

authorized-2122 
available-1987 
utilized-1697

$679,547,683 authorized-2122 
available-1987 
utilized-1685

$739,425,357 

Strategic Plan Part and Description 
(2016-17)
(e.g., Goal 1 - Insert Goal 1; Strategy 1.1 - Insert Strategy 1.1; 
Objective 1.1.1 - Insert Objective 1.1.1)

Intended Public Benefit/Outcome:
(Ex. Outcome = incidents decrease and 
public perceives that the road is safer)  

# of 
Consumers 
Served in FY 
2015-16

# of FTE 
equivalents 
utilized 

Total amount 
spent                 
(spending 
calculated at the 
strategy level)

# of FTE 
equivalents 
planned to utilize

 Total amount 
budgeted  

Associated Performance Measures Associated Organizational 
Unit(s)

Responsible Employee 
Name & Time staff member 
has been responsible for 
the goal or objective 

Does this 
person have 
input into  
strategy? 
(Y/N)

Partner(s), by segment, the 
agency works with to achieve the 
objective 

Goal 1: Prevent Disabilities and Ameliorate Impact of Disabilities See below

Strategy 1.1:  Greenwood Genetic Center Birth Defect 
Services 

prevent and mitigate birth defects 1669  <1  $       10,366,281 <1  $      11,811,376 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Objective 1.1.1:  Annual neural tube birth defect rate in SC will 
remain at or below national average (7.0 per 10,000 live births)

minimize incidents of neural tube defects 
and associated long-term medical costs

annual rate of neural tube defect births per 10,000 live births in SC Policy; and Administrative Beck; more than 3 years   
Waring; more than 3 years

Yes SCDHHS; Greenwood Genetics; and 
community organizations

Objective 1.1.2:  Provide curative treatment to all children with 
metabolic disorders

mitigate health impact of metabolic 
disorders and associated long-term medical 
costs

# of children receiving metabolic treatment at the Greenwood Genetic 
Center

Policy; and Administrative Beck; more than 3 years   
Waring; more than 3 years

SCDHHS; Greenwood Genetics; 
community organizations; and 
school districts

Objective 1.1.3:  Provide prevention education and awareness 
with specific contract deliverables

mitigate risk of future birth defects and 
associated long-term medical costs

compare Greenwood Genetics' annual contract deliverables with its 
end of the year results reporting

Policy; and Administrative Beck; new in FY 16/17    
Waring; new in FY 16/17

SCDHHS; Greenwood Genetics; 
community organizations; and 
school districts

Strategy 1.2:  Early Childhood Developmental Delay Services 
(BabyNet & Early Intervention)

mitigate developmental delays         (ages 
0-6)

9,098 2  $       23,336,768 2  $      31,479,472 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Objective 1.2.1:  At least 86% of at-risk children served should 
receive early intervention services prior to third birthday 

the earlier a child receives intervention 
services, the more likely higher 
developmental outcomes achieved 

percentage of total children receiving early intervention services prior 
to third birthday during the FY 

Operations Goodell; more than 3 years Yes First Steps; SCDHHS; DDSN 
qualified providers; and SCDOE

Strategy 1.3:  Post Acute Traumatic Brain or Spinal Cord 
Injury Rehabilitation Services 

ameliorate impact of traumatic brain and 
spinal cord injuries

54 <1  $         2,692,717 <1  $        3,100,000 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Objective 1.3.1:  Re-examine post acute rehabilitation service 
contracts with four providers to better individualize services and 
serve more individuals

serve more individuals complete contract re-examination by 6/30/2017 Policy Beck; new in FY 16/17 Yes private health care providers

Strategy 1.4:  Pervasive Developmental Disorder (Autism) 
Services

mitigate developmental disorders and 
associated long-term medical costs

1,255 -waiver 
6000-other

2  $         8,111,577 2  $      10,323,590 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Objective 1.4.1: Children completing PDD Program will 
experience average gain of 10% in standardized adaptive 
behavior scores after two years of service

mitigation of developmental disorders average gain in standardized adaptive behavior domain scores for 
children in PDD Program after two years of service

Policy Beck; more than 3 years Yes private health care providers; and 
SCDHHS

Strategic Plan Summary Chart

2015-16 2016-17

Mission:  Assist people with disabilities and their families through choice in meeting needs; pursuing 
Legal Basis:  SC State Code, Section 44-20-20
Vision:  To provide the very best services to all persons with disabilities and their families in South Carolina
Legal Basis:  SC State Code, Sections 44-20-20, 44-20-220 & 44-20-240 

2015-16 2016-17
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Strategic Plan Part and Description 
(2016-17)
(e.g., Goal 1 - Insert Goal 1; Strategy 1.1 - Insert Strategy 1.1; 
Objective 1.1.1 - Insert Objective 1.1.1)

Intended Public Benefit/Outcome:
(Ex. Outcome = incidents decrease and 
public perceives that the road is safer)  

# of 
Consumers 
Served in FY 
2015-16

# of FTE 
equivalents 
utilized 

Total amount 
spent                 
(spending 
calculated at the 
strategy level)

# of FTE 
equivalents 
planned to utilize

 Total amount 
budgeted  

Associated Performance Measures Associated Organizational 
Unit(s)

Responsible Employee 
Name & Time staff member 
has been responsible for 
the goal or objective 

Does this 
person have 
input into  
strategy? 
(Y/N)

Partner(s), by segment, the 
agency works with to achieve the 
objective 

Goal 2: Provide Services in Community Integrated and Least 
Restrictive Settings and Promote Individual Independence

See below

Strategy 2.1: In-Home Family Support Services (least 
restrictive community setting)

serves consumers at home, which is the 
least restrictive community based 
setting; promotes community 
integration, higher quality of life, 
consumer choice, lower costs, and 
individual independence

37,330 24  $       66,851,682 25  $   128,148,699 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Objective 2.1.1: The % of total individuals with ID/DD receiving 
services in home will be at or above the national average (56%)

maximize use of in-home supports & 
services enables individuals to live at home 
promoting higher quality of life, consumer 
choice, and lower costs

% of total served supported in-home divided by the total population 
served in-home, residential, and regional centers

Operations; 
Administrative; and Policy

Goodell; more than 3 years   
Waring; more then 3 years 
Beck; more than 3 years 

Yes SCDHHS; DDSN qualified provider 
network; private health care 
providers; and families

Objective 2.1.2:  Monitor community support waiver list 
(average wait time; total individuals) as a critical factor in 
budget requests and budget allocation decisions

increasing use of in-home supports & 
services enables individuals to live at home 
promoting higher quality of life, consumer 
choice, and lower costs

formerly monitor on no less than a quarterly basis Operations; and Policy Goodell; more than 3 years    
Beck; more than 3 years

Yes SCDHHS; DDSN qualified provider 
network; private health care 
providers; and families

Objective 2.1.3:  Maintain Head and Spinal Cord Injury (HASCI) 
waiting list at zero

maximize use of in-home supports & 
services enables individuals to live at home 
promoting higher quality of life, consumer 
choice, and lower costs

# of people on the HASCI waiting list Policy Beck; more than 3 years  Yes SCDHHS; DDSN qualified provider 
network; private health care 
providers; and families

Objective 2.1.4:  : Maintain a ratio of at least 9.6 to 1 of persons 
served in HCB waivers (ID/RD) compared to ICF/IID waiver

indicative of consumers being provided 
choice to live in the community or at home 
which improves quality of life and lowers 
costs

ratio of persons served In HCB waivers versus ICF/IID waiver Operations Goodell; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; DDSN qualified provider 
network; private health care 
providers; and families

Strategy 2.2:  Community Residential Services (residential 
habilitation services while still in the community)

serves consumers requiring residential 
habilitation services while still in a 
community based setting; promotes 
community integration, higher quality of 
life, consumer choice, lower costs, and 
individual independence

4,639 91  $     314,137,241 99  $   339,047,125 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Objective 2.2.1: South Carolina will rank in the top 10 in the 
annual United Cerebral Palsy (UCP) Community Inclusion Report 

indicative of consumers being provided 
choice to live in the community or at home 
which improves quality of life and lower 
costs

The annual United Cerebral Palsy Inclusion Report Operations Goodell; more than 3 years Yes United Cerebral Palsy Association

Objective 2.2.2:  Develop an additional 50 less restrictive 
residential settings 

increasing use of less restrictive community 
residential services enables individuals to 
live in the community promoting a higher 
quality of life, consumer choice, and lower 
costs

# of residential development of less restrictive settings during FY 
16/17

Operations Goodell; new in FY 16/17 Yes SCDHHS; DDSN qualified provides; 
and private health care providers

Objective 2.2.3: Average length of wait for individuals placed on 
Critical Needs List will be less than 60 days

decrease time to receive consumer services average of all consumer's wait time on the Critical Needs List during 
the FY

Operations Goodell; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; DDSN qualified provides; 
and private health care providers

Objective 2.2.4:  Develop 6 DDSN directly operated community 
homes

expand capacity to serve individuals on the 
Critical Waiting List

6 DDSN directly operated community homes will be operational by 
end of FY 17/18

Operations Goodell; new in FY 16/17 Yes DDSN qualified providers; and 
SCDHHS

Objective 2.2.5:  Psychiatric Residential Treatment Facilities will 
serve less than 65 children during the FY 

promotes children living with their families 
and in the community for a higher quality 
of life

# of children served in Psychiatric Residential Treatment Facilities 
during the FY

Operations Goodell; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Objective 2.2.6: Average annual per person HCB waiver cost will 
be less the national average ($44,160)

maximize resources available to serve 
additional individuals

average annual per person HCB waiver cost compared to national 
benchmark (Residential Information Systems Project Annual Report, 
University of Minnesota)

Operations Goodell; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Objective 2.2.7:  Monitor ID/RD waiver list (average wait time; 
total individuals) as a critical factor in budget requests and 
budget allocation decisions

increasing use of in-home supports & 
services enables individuals to live at home 
promoting higher quality of life, consumer 
choice, and lower costs

formerly monitor on no less than a quarterly basis Operations; and Policy Goodell; more than 3 years    
Beck; more than 3 years

Yes SCDHHS; DDSN qualified provider 
network; private health care 
providers; and families
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Strategic Plan Part and Description 
(2016-17)
(e.g., Goal 1 - Insert Goal 1; Strategy 1.1 - Insert Strategy 1.1; 
Objective 1.1.1 - Insert Objective 1.1.1)

Intended Public Benefit/Outcome:
(Ex. Outcome = incidents decrease and 
public perceives that the road is safer)  

# of 
Consumers 
Served in FY 
2015-16

# of FTE 
equivalents 
utilized 

Total amount 
spent                 
(spending 
calculated at the 
strategy level)

# of FTE 
equivalents 
planned to utilize

 Total amount 
budgeted  

Associated Performance Measures Associated Organizational 
Unit(s)

Responsible Employee 
Name & Time staff member 
has been responsible for 
the goal or objective 

Does this 
person have 
input into  
strategy? 
(Y/N)

Partner(s), by segment, the 
agency works with to achieve the 
objective 

Strategy 2.3:  Regional Center Residential Services (severe or 
profound disabilities)

serves fragile consumers with severe or 
profound disabilities where community 
based services are not appropriate 

666 1,495  $       86,111,572 1,765  $   100,833,502 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Objective 2.3.1: South Carolina will serve fewer individuals per 
100K population in 16 + bed institutions than the national 
average (25.0 per 100K)

indicative of consumers being provided 
choice to live in the community or at home, 
rather than a Regional Center ICF/IID, 
which improves quality of life and lowers 
costs

# of individuals served in 16 + bed institutions per 100K general 
population compared to a national benchmark (Residential 
Information Systems Project Annual Report, University of Minnesota)

Operations Goodell; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Objective 2.3.2: The % of individuals served at the Regional 
Center ICF/IIDs with severe or profound disabilities will be at or 
above the national average (76.0%)

indicative of Regional Center ICF/IID 
facilities being properly used to serve only 
the most severe ID/RD consumers

% of individuals served in Regional Center ICF/IIDs with severe or 
profound ID compared to national benchmark (Residential Information 
Systems Project Annual Report, University of Minnesota)

Operations Goodell; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS

Objective 2.3.3: South Carolina will serve fewer individuals with 
ID in nursing facilities than the national average (8.9 per 100K)

promotes consumer placement in facilities 
better suited for ID support

# of individuals served in nursing facilities Per 100K general population 
compared to national benchmark (Residential Information Systems 
Project Annual Report, University of Minnesota)

Operations Goodell; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; DDSN qualified providers;  
and private health care providers

Objective 2.3.4:  Have less than 6 children in Regional Centers promotes children living with their families 
and in the community for a higher quality 
of life

# of children served in Regional Centers Operations Goodell; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Objective 2.3.5:  Average annual per person ICF/IID waiver cost 
will be less than national average (community ICF - $100,556; 
Regional Center - $237,250)

maximize resources available to serve 
additional individuals 

average annual per person ICF/IID waiver cost compared to national 
benchmark (Residential Information Systems Project Annual Report, 
University of Minnesota)

Operations Goodell; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Objective 2.3.6:  Identify opportunities to support Regional 
Center consumers transfer to community residential settings 
with a projection of 24 transfers

indicative of consumers being provided a 
choice to live in the community, which 
improves quality of life and lowers costs

# of transfers of Regional Center consumers to community residential 
settings in FY 16/17

Operations Goodell; new in FY 16/17 Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Strategy 2.4:  Adult Development & Employment Support 
Services

promotes independence, community 
involvement, and quality of life

6,399 day   
2,359 employ

1  $       71,934,699 1  $      80,338,186 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Objective 2.4.1: The % of individuals receiving day services in 
integrated employment settings will be at or above the national 
average (19%)

employment correlates with increased 
quality of life

% of Individuals receiving day services in integrated employment 
settings  compared to national benchmark (Residential Information 
Systems Project Annual Report, University of Minnesota) 

Operations Goodell; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Strategy 2.5:  Service Coordination (Case Management) provides consumer advocate and 
logistical support to ensure consumer 
needs met 

17,237 5  $       18,542,692 5  $      22,893,752 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Objective 2.5.1:  Centralize annual consumer service 
authorization at DDSN

promotes conflict free case management DDSN's centralized system to authorized annual consumer service 
plans will begin by 6/30/2017

Policy Beck; new in FY 16/17 Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Goal 3: Protect Health, Safety & Welfare of Individuals Served See below

Strategy 3.1:  Quality assurance monitoring of providers' 
compliance with contract operational performance; 
consumer health, safety & welfare; and facility licensing 
standards

ensure quality outcomes consistent with 
contract requirements with emphasis on 
consumer health, safety & welfare

All Eligible 
Consumers

5  $         1,827,922 6  $        1,883,953 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Objective 3.1.1:  The average annual provider contract 
compliance review score will be 91.5% or above

assurance of substantial contract 
compliance

average of all providers contract compliance review scores during the 
FY

Policy Beck; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Objective 3.1.2:  The average number of provider contract 
compliance reviews with at least one section (six sections 
measured) scoring below  70% (substantial non-compliance) will 
be 6% or lower

assurance of substantial contract 
compliance

average of number of provider contract compliance reviews during FY 
with at least one section (six sections measured) scoring below  70% 
(substantial non-compliance)

Policy Beck; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Objective 3.1.3:  The average annual provider licensing 
compliance review score will be 91.8% or above; and there will 
be no individual provider with less than a 70% score

assurance providers meet licensing 
standards to operate facilities serving 
consumers

average of all providers licensing compliance review scores during the 
FY

Policy Beck; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Objective 3.1.4:  Modify the licensing and contract compliance 
review requirements and techniques emphasizing outcomes; 
establishing thresholds for proactive inquiry; and establish 
thresholds for contract non-compliance penalties

enhance assurance of contract 
performance and enhanced DDSN response 
for non-compliance 

develop requirements, issue, and submit RFP by 6/30/2017 Policy Beck; new in FY 16/17 Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers
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Strategic Plan Part and Description 
(2016-17)
(e.g., Goal 1 - Insert Goal 1; Strategy 1.1 - Insert Strategy 1.1; 
Objective 1.1.1 - Insert Objective 1.1.1)

Intended Public Benefit/Outcome:
(Ex. Outcome = incidents decrease and 
public perceives that the road is safer)  

# of 
Consumers 
Served in FY 
2015-16

# of FTE 
equivalents 
utilized 

Total amount 
spent                 
(spending 
calculated at the 
strategy level)

# of FTE 
equivalents 
planned to utilize

 Total amount 
budgeted  

Associated Performance Measures Associated Organizational 
Unit(s)

Responsible Employee 
Name & Time staff member 
has been responsible for 
the goal or objective 

Does this 
person have 
input into  
strategy? 
(Y/N)

Partner(s), by segment, the 
agency works with to achieve the 
objective 

Objective 3.1.5:  The community and Regional Center ICFs/IIDs 
will average less than 2% (8) and 3% (12) compliance 
deficiencies (388 DHEC compliance requirements), respectively, 
and neither will have an immediate jeopardy finding   

assurance of substantial compliance with 
DHEC certification standards for community 
and Regional Center ICFs/IIDs

average of compliance deficiencies for the FY for community and 
Regional Center ICFs/IIDs compared to standards, as well as determine 
if any immediate jeopardy finding issued

Operations Goodell; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Objective 3.1.6:  Annual rate of falls leading to injury per 100 
consumers served in community residential and Regional 
Centers will be less than 1.12

indicator of DDSN policies and provider 
preventative efforts to protect consumers' 
health, safety & welfare

total annual falls in residential settings or Regional Centers with 
injuries normalized to incidents per 100 consumers

Policy Beck; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Objective 3.1.7:  Annual rate of critical incident reports per 100 
consumers should not exceed 19 in residential settings and 39 in 
Regional Centers

indicator of critical incident reporting 
activity for trend analysis

# of critical incidents reported in residential settings and Regional 
Centers normalized per 100 consumers

Policy Beck; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Objective 3.1.8:  Modify the critical incident reporting program 
to focus collection on relevant incidents and eliminate benign 
incidents; establish criteria for proactive inquiry; and establish 
performance benchmarks within 90 days after initiating 
modified process 

enhance assurance of consumer health, 
safety & welfare through increased quality 
of incident reporting and enhanced DDSN 
response to trends or suspicious individual 
incidents

develop plan, obtain Commission approval, and begin implementing 
by 6/30/2017 

Policy Beck; new in FY 16/17 Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Objective 3.1.9:  The annual rate of substantiated ANE per 100 
served will be less than 0.07% in community residential settings 
and 0.25% in Regional Centers

indicative of DDSN policies and provider 
preventative efforts to protect consumers' 
health, safety & welfare

total annual ANE substantiated allegations (arrests) normalized per 
100 consumers for the community residential and Regional Center 
populations

Policy Beck; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Strategy 3.2:  Monitor providers' financial management and 
operational requirements 

provide assurance of providers 
compliance with DDSN contract and 
policy fiscal requirements 

All Eligible 
Consumers

8  $            585,352 8  $           658,546 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Objective 3.2.1:  Re-examine distribution of audit report policy 
to consider expanding distribution to stakeholders having a level 
of provider oversight   

ensures key stakeholders with a level of 
provider oversight are fully informed of 
audit results

propose policy on audit report distributions to the Commission for 
approval by 6/30/2017

Internal Audit Yacobi; new in FY 16/17 Yes private health care providers; and 
DDSN qualified providers

Objective 3.2.2:  Determine if a policy is needed requiring 
private health care providers furnish an annual certified financial 
statement to DDSN

facilitates DDSN contract monitoring by 
comparing contract budget with actual 
costs

propose, if warranted, new policy to Commission for approval by 
6/30/2017

Internal Audit Yacobi; new in FY 16/17 Yes DDSN qualified providers; and 
private health care providers

Objective 3.2.3:  Determine if a policy is needed establishing 
monetary penalties on providers for having repeat substantial 
non-compliance audit findings on an initial and follow-up audit. 

create financial incentive/deterrents for 
proper fiscal compliance 

propose, if warranted, new policy to Commission for approval Internal Audit Yacobi; new in FY 16/17 Yes DDSN qualified providers; and 
private health care providers

Goal 4: Meet the Needs of the Maximum Number of Eligible 
Individuals Through Efficient & Effective Use of Available 
Resources

See below DDSN qualified providers; and 
private health care providers

Strategy 4.1:  Monitor organizational effectiveness through 
benchmarks

provides indicators of organizational 
effectiveness to executive management, 
oversight, and the public

All Eligible 
Consumers

64  $         7,169,393 74  $        8,907,156 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Objective 4.1.1:  The % of total individuals with ID/DD served 
who are receiving services in home will be at or above the 
national average (56%)

maximize use of in-home supports & 
services enables individuals to live at home 
promoting higher quality of life, consumer 
choice, and lower costs

% of total served supported in-home divided to total population 
served in-home, residential, and regional centers compared to 
national benchmark (Residential Information Systems Project Annual 
Report, University of Minnesota)

Operations Goodell; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Objective 4.1.2:  Maintain a ratio of at least 9.6 to 1 of persons 
served in HCB waivers compared to ICF/IID

Indicative of consumers being provided 
choice to live in the community or at home 
which improves quality of life and lowers 
costs

ratio of persons served In HCB waivers versus ICF/IID waivers Operations Goodell; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Objective 4.1.3:  Administrative expenses will be less than 2% of 
total expenses

maximize resources available for consumer 
services

total FY administrative costs/total  actual costs Administration Waring; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS

Objective 4.1.4:  Average annual per person HCB waiver cost and 
ICF/IID waiver cost will be less than corresponding national 
average (HCB - $44,160; Community ICF - $100,556; Regional 
Center - $237,250)

maximize resources available to serve 
additional individuals

average annual per person HCB and ICF/IID waiver cost compared to 
national benchmark (Residential Information Systems Project Annual 
Report, University of Minnesota)

Operations Goodell; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Objective 4.1.5:  Carryforward will be less than 1% net of 
estimated Medicaid settlement cost needs

maximize resources to consumers along 
with obtaining available matching federal 
funds

end of FY carryforward less estimated Medicaid settlement costs/FY 
total actual costs

Administration Waring; new in FY 16/17 Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers
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Strategic Plan Part and Description 
(2016-17)
(e.g., Goal 1 - Insert Goal 1; Strategy 1.1 - Insert Strategy 1.1; 
Objective 1.1.1 - Insert Objective 1.1.1)

Intended Public Benefit/Outcome:
(Ex. Outcome = incidents decrease and 
public perceives that the road is safer)  

# of 
Consumers 
Served in FY 
2015-16

# of FTE 
equivalents 
utilized 

Total amount 
spent                 
(spending 
calculated at the 
strategy level)

# of FTE 
equivalents 
planned to utilize

 Total amount 
budgeted  

Associated Performance Measures Associated Organizational 
Unit(s)

Responsible Employee 
Name & Time staff member 
has been responsible for 
the goal or objective 

Does this 
person have 
input into  
strategy? 
(Y/N)

Partner(s), by segment, the 
agency works with to achieve the 
objective 

Objective 4.1.6:  Greater than 90% of DDSN consumers will not 
receive services by multiple state agencies

indicative of avoiding redundant services 
with sister state agencies delivering human 
services

% of total consumers who are not receiving services from another 
state agency

Operations Goodell; more than 3 years Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Objective 4.1.7:  # of individuals served per 100K general 
population compared to national average (358.8)

degree which state is efficiently responding 
to service needs

total individuals served/SC population compared to national 
benchmark (Residential Information Systems Project Annual Report, 
University of Minnesota)

n/a n/a Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Objective 4.1.8:  Decrease turnover and increase candidate pool 
for direct care workers through a priority budget request to 
increase pay of direct care workers

improve systemwide operations, employee 
turnover, and excessive overtime costs 

include as budget priority budget request and proactively advocate in 
all appropriate forums

State Director Buscemi; new in FY 16/17 Yes SCDHHS; private health care 
providers; and DDSN qualified 
providers

Total 1,697  $       611,667,896 1,987  $     739,425,357 
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SCDDSN Performance Measure 

Living Arrangements for Persons with Intellectual 
Disability/Related Disabilities (ID/RD) Receiving Services 

Comparing South Carolina with the Southeastern Region and 
United States 

Serving people with severe lifelong disabilities in their homes with family is best for the person, 
preferred by families and is the most cost-efficient service alternative for taxpayers.  Of the thousands of 
persons with intellectual disability and related disabilities (ID/RD) and Autism Spectrum Disorder 
receiving services from DDSN, 71% live with family caregivers compared to 56% nationally.  DDSN is 
doing a better job of keeping families together utilizing day services, respite, personal care, and other 
needed supports than the Southeastern region and United States. 

Note:  Approximately 85% of all individuals served by DDSN, not just those with ID/RD, live at home with 
their families or in their own home.  National data is unavailable to compare to the broader population 
served in South Carolina.  
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SCDDSN Performance Measure 

Large Residential Settings and Resource Utilization   

Comparing South Carolina with the Southeastern Region and 
United States  

DDSN serves 15% fewer person that the national average of persons per 100,000 population living in 
large (16 + beds) institutions.  Federal and South Carolina state laws require that people with intellectual 
disability and related disabilities (ID/RD) live in the least restrictive environment.  Receiving services in a 
smaller, family-like setting is preferred by individuals and families and is a more cost-efficient service 
alternative for taxpayers.  
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SCDDSN Performance Measure 

Delivery of Services per Consumer Need and Choice 

Home and Community Based Settings (Waiver) Versus 
Institutional (ICF/IID) 

DDSN provides services to consumers based on their level of need and choice of either institutional 
(Intermediate Care Facility for Individuals with Intellectual Disability - ICFs/IID) or home and community 
based waiver services.  DDSN designed and implemented home and community based options to 
facilitate people moving out of ICFs/IID and prevent people from having to move into ICFs/IID when 
determined to need out of home placement. 
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SCDDSN Performance Measure 

Number of Persons with Intellectual Disabilities/Related 
Disability (ID/RD) Served (Consumers)  

Comparing South Carolina with the Southeastern Region and 
United States  

This graph reflects the number of persons per 100,000 general population receiving in-home family 
support services and out-of-home residential services.  Compared to the national average, DDSN serves 
more persons with less expensive in-home family supports.  Utilization of this service delivery strategy 
has enabled DDSN to serve proportionately more persons with disabilities than are served in other 
states.  
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SCDDSN Performance Measure 

Length of Time Individuals on Critical Needs List 
Wait for Services 

DDSN prioritizes services to those persons with lifelong disabilities who have the greatest need.  
Individuals whose health and safety are at risk, who cannot care for him/herself and who meet critical 
criteria are served first.  DDSN has experienced difficulty finding appropriate placement for individuals 
identified as having Critical Needs as a result of significant behavioral needs or legal considerations.  
DDSN provider network has been less willing to serve high management individuals and therefore 
individuals are waiting for services longer.  
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DDSN External Audits and Reviews 
 

 2017 
 
DDSN Internal Audit Activity's Self-Assessment - Independent Validator Statement (March 16, 
2017) - Attached 

In accordance with the Institute of Internal Auditor's (IIA's) Standards, DDSN engaged an 
independent Certified Internal Auditor in July 2016 to conduct an independent validation 
of the agency's internal audit activity's self assessment. The Independent Validator 
Statement, issued March 2017, fully concurred with the internal audit activity conclusions 
and implementation of recommendations. 

   
2016 
  
Review of SCDDSN 2015 Financial Position - Greene, Finney & Horton Audit Report Year 
Ended June 30, 2015 (June 8, 2016) - Attached 

Greene, Finney & Horton performed a full financial statement audit for the year ending 
June 30, 2015. In the review, the financial statements were found to present fairly the 
financial position of the Department in accordance with accounting principles generally 
accepted in the United States. One deficiency in internal control was identified. The 
Department has implemented corrective actions to address the finding. 

 
Audit of DDSN Classification Delegation Authority for FY 2014-2015 (SCDA) (May 6, 2016) - 
Attached 

SC Department of Administration engaged an audit of DDSN Human Resources delegated 
transaction from July 1, 2014 to June 30, 2015.  Findings revealed no recommendations 
and stated all reclassification actions were sound and in compliance with the classification 
delegation agreement, an excellent audit result. 

 
Review of Allegations Involving SC Mentor-a Private Provider for DDSN (OIG) (September 
2016) 

The State Office of the Inspector General reviewed allegations of abuse, neglect, and 
exploitation (ANE) at SC Mentor (Mentor), a private provider of residential services for 
DDSN consumers. The review determined Mentor had proportionately higher ANE 
allegations and sustained criminal incidents than peer facilities. However, the analysis did 
not indicate systemic abuse towards consumers inasmuch as the majority of the ANE 
reporting contained allegations more akin to staff/facility performance issues and the vast 
majority of all allegations were unsustained by independent investigations. The report had 
seven findings and nine recommendations, which are being addressed by DDSN. 
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2015 
  
SC Claimed Some Unallowable Room-and-Board Costs Under the ID/RD Waiver for State FY 
2010 - OIG (April 2015) - Attached 

 
Office of the Inspector General  Review of Room and Board Costs Under the Intellectual 
and Related Disabilities Waiver for State Fiscal Year 2010. Report issued in 2015.  Found 
unallowable costs were included in the room and board calculations. A percentage of the 
administrative costs should have been included in the room and board calculations, and 
was not. Thus, Medicaid was overcharged for these costs and the consumers were 
undercharged.   DDSN paid back $1.4 M for FY 10. This is the same issue that was found in 
the previous OIG audit for FYs 0709 and the calculations were corrected with the 
issuance of that report starting with cost reports for FY 11. This review was to catch the 
single year in between the scope of the first review and the year the corrected 
calculations went into effect. 

 
SC Claimed Some Unallowable Room-and-Board Costs under ID/RD Waiver – OIG (September 
2012) 

State Office of the Inspector General  Review of Room and Board for individuals receiving 
Housing Assistance Payments (HAP). Found 9 providers inappropriately overcharged by 
misapplication of the HAP payment for consumers' room and board payments. These 9 
providers overcharged consumers by $1.26 M for FYs 2013 and 2014. Two additional 
providers also had paybacks to consumers for miscalculations of room and board not 
related to HAP payments totaling $200 K. Another provider is currently being reviewed for 
Room and Board related to HAP who was not included in the original review. Potential 
payback amounts for 2015 are still under review. 

 
DDSN Employees & Residents with Disabilities Employed at Minimum Wages – US 
Department of Labor Wage and Hour Division (9/16-2015) - Attached 

In September, 2015, the US Department of Labor Wage and Hour Division audited 
employees and residents with disabilities employed at subminimum wages by the DDSN 
Pee Dee Regional Center. The investigation period was February 2, 2013 through February 
1, 2015. The investigation report shows that no FLSA violations were found. 

 
SCDHHS' Program Integrity Audit of DDSN Service Delivery System (Began October 2014) 

SCDHHS has completed ongoing reviews of DDSN’s Service Provider network with a focus 
on WaiverSpecific service authorization and case management. Four providers have 
completed the review cycle, while another 5 provider reports are pending. The first 
review took place in October 2014. The reviews have focused on the case management 
functions and residential habilitation and day services related to the ID/RD Waiver, 
Community Supports Waiver, and the Head & Spinal Cord Injury Waivers.  In three of the 
four completed audits, financial recoupments were ultimately completed. (These reports 
are not included as attachments as they have a vast amount of protected health 
information of consumers supported by DDSN and the statewide provider network.)  
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2014 
 
State of SC Info Security Vulnerability & Security Risk Assessment - Deloitte&Touche LLP 
(March 31, 2014) 

Budget and Control Board hired Deloitte to conduct a statewide agency security 
assessment and audit. Deloitte preformed a Risk and Vulnerability assessment of DDSN 
Information Technology systems and network including 15 security domains. DDSN has 
taken the findings from those assessments and created a list of items to remediate. Many 
improvements have been made, and other continue to be implemented. The 
recommendations continue to be reviewed with the DDSN Information Technology 
Steering Committee periodically. (Due to the security risk to the agency, this report is not 
subject to FOIA and is not included as an attachment.) 

 
State of South Carolina DDSN Review of Current Business - Public Consultant Group (July 
2014) - Attached 

Public Consultant Group 2014  Review of DDSN's Funding and Reimbursement of Services 
and DDSN's program oversight. 9 recommendations were identified in the report. DDSN 
has instituted 4 of the recommendations. DDSN will need to work with other entities to 
accomplish other recommendations or work with its governing body to fully develop 
processes identified. 

 
Legislative Audit Council 2014 Review of DDSN Service Delivery System  

Legislative Audit Council Reviews of Department's services delivery systems and use of 
state appropriations in 2014. 49 recommendations were identified. DDSN has 
implemented 22 of the recommendations, 6 are partially implemented or in the process 
of being fully implemented, 10 need legislative authority to implement, 6 are the 
responsibility of another entity to implement or cannot be implemented due to rules or 
regulations preventing implementation, and 5 have not been implemented. 

 
SCDHHS' Review of DDSN Cost Report Methodologies – (No Finalized Report) 

SCDHHS retained Myers and Stauffer in 2014 to conduct a comprehensive review of 
Medicaid funding and cost methodologies for all DDSN Medicaid services. This report was 
never released by DHHS because the report was never finalized. 

  
Statewide PEBA Review - Elliott Davis Decosimo (December 2014) - Attached 

In November, 2014, DDSN participated as part of a statewide audit of PEBA Retirement 
Services SC Deferred Compensation Program. DDSN was not the primary focus of the 
audit, but no concerns were shared with the agency. 
 

2013 
  
State Auditor's 2013 Agreed on Procedures Audit  
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State Auditor Office agreed on procedures audit for FY 2013.   9 areas were reviewed and 
no exceptions were identified. 

 
SCDDSN Procurement Audit Report 4/1/08-12/31/11- SC Budget and Control Board (April 19, 
2013) - Attached  

Material Management Office conducted a procurement audit of DDSN. Issued in May 
2013. Some findings were identified; none was of a material nature.  DDSN's certification 
limits were granted at or above previous levels.  DDSN procurement levels are set at 
$250,000. 

 
Audit of DDSN Delegated Transactions 7/1/2011 to 6/30/2013 - SC Budget and Control Board 
(November 8, 2013) - Attached 

The State Office of Human Resources (now Division of State Human Resources) has 
delegated DDSN's HR the authority to hire employees above the minimum salary, provide 
temporary salary adjustments of up to 15 percent for no longer than one year, and 
appropriately classify its positions. In October, 2013, OHR audited DDSN's delegation 
authority and found no significant exceptions. The next such audit by DSHR will be 
scheduled this quarter. 

  
2012 
  
State Auditor's 2012 Agreed on Procedures Audit 

State Auditor Office conducted an agreed on procedures audit for FY2012.  9 areas were 
reviewed and no exceptions were identified. 

   
2011 
  
Legislative Audit Council Statewide Procurement Card Review 

Legislative Audit Council Review of procurement cards performed in 2011, which was part 
of review of all state agencies that use procurement cards. Minor findings related to use 
of procurement cards by DDSN were noted. DDSN implemented procedures to correct the 
findings identified. 
 

Administrative Percentage Determination SCDDSN Position Paper - DHHS (March 30, 2010) - 
Attached 

SCDHHS retained Clifton and Gunderson to conduct a review of administrative overhead 
costs for DDSN in regards to the four Medicaid waivers that DDSN administers on behalf 
of Medicaid beneficiaries.  The review concluded an administrative rate to be included in 
the waivers of 0.40 %. This 0.40 percent represents a change in FFP from 70 % match to 
50 % match.  The attachment says DRAFT, but this is the version that was submitted to 
CMS from SCDHHS. 
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List of Attachments 

To 

DDSN External Audits and Reviews 
 

DDSN Internal Audit Activity’s Self-Assessment – Independent Validator Statement (March 16, 
2017) 
 
Review of SCDDSN 2015 Financial Position – Greene, Finney & Horton Audit Report Year Ended 
6/30/2015 (June 8, 2016) 
 
Audit of DDSN Classification Delegation Authority for FY 2014-2015 - SCDA (May 6, 2016) 
 
SC Claimed Unallowable Room-and-Board Costs Under the ID-RD Waiver for State FY 2010 – 
OIG (4-2015) 
 
DDSN Empl & Res with Disabilities at Min Wages Pee Dee Reg Ctr – USDLW&HD (9/16/2015) 
 
State of SCDDSN Review of Current Business – Public Consultant Group (July 2014) 
 
Statewide PEBA Review – Elliott Davis Decosimo (December 2014) 
 
SCDDSN Procurement Audit Report – SCBCB (April 19, 2013 
 
Audit of DDSN Delegated Transactions Jul 1, 2011 to Jun 30, 2013 – SCBCB (November 8, 2013) 
 
Administrative Percentage Determination DDSN Position Paper – SCDHHS (March 30, 2016) 
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          South Carolina George L. Kennedy, III, CPA 
Office of the State Auditor              State Auditor 
 
 

 
June 8, 2016 

 
 
 
The Honorable Nikki R. Haley, Governor 
                               and 
Members of the Disabilities and Special Needs Commission 
South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs 
Columbia, South Carolina 
 
 
 This report on the audit of the basic financial statements of the South Carolina Department of 
Disabilities and Special Needs for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2015, was issued by Greene, Finney & 
Horton, LLP, Certified Public Accountants, under contract with the South Carolina Office of the State 
Auditor. 
 
 If you have any questions regarding this report, please let us know. 
 
 Respectfully submitted, 

  
 George L. Kennedy, III, CPA 
 State Auditor 
 
GLKIII/trb 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1401 Main Street, Suite 1200 Columbia, S.C. 29201 (803) 253-4160 (803) 343-0723 FAX osa.sc.gov 
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT 

 
 
 
Mr. George L. Kennedy, CPA 
State Auditor 
Office of the State Auditor 
Columbia, South Carolina  
 
Report on the Financial Statements 
 
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activities, each major fund, and 
the aggregate remaining fund information of the South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs 
(the “Department”), as of and for the year ended June 30, 2015, and the related notes to the financial 
statements, which collectively comprise the Department’s basic financial statements as listed in the table of 
contents.  
 
Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements 
 
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance 
with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America; this includes the design, 
implementation, and maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of 
financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.  
 
Auditor’s Responsibility 
 
Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted our 
audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America and the 
standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards, issued by the 
Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain 
reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement. 
 
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the 
financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment of 
the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those 
risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation 
of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not 
for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control.  Accordingly, we 
express no such opinion.  An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and 
the reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall 
presentation of the financial statements. 
 
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our 
audit opinions. 
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Opinions  
 
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the respective 
financial position of the governmental activities, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund 
information of the South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs, as of June 30, 2015, and the 
respective changes in financial position for the year then ended in accordance with accounting principles 
generally accepted in the United States of America. 
 
Emphasis of Matter 
 
As described in Note 1, the accompanying financial statements of the South Carolina Department of 
Disabilities and Special Needs reporting entity are intended to present the financial position and the results of 
operations of only that portion of the financial reporting entity of the State of South Carolina that is attributable 
to the transactions of those divisions of the State that comprise the South Carolina Department of Disabilities 
and Special Needs reporting entity.  They do not purport to, and do not, present fairly the financial position of 
the State of South Carolina as of June 30, 2015 and the changes in its financial position for the year then ended 
in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.  Our opinion is 
not modified with respect to this matter. 
 
Change in Accounting Principle 
 
As discussed in Note 1 to the financial statements, in the year ended June 30, 2015 the South Carolina 
Department of Disabilities and Special Needs adopted the provisions of Governmental Accounting Standards 
Board Statement No. 68 Accounting and Financial Reporting for Pensions – an amendment of GASB 
Statement No. 27 and Governmental Accounting Standards Board Statement No. 71 Pension Transition for 
Contributions Made Subsequent to the Measurement Date – an amendment of GASB Statement No. 68.  Our 
opinion is not modified with respect to these matters. 
 
Other Matters 
 
Required Supplementary Information  
 
Accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America require that the management’s 
discussion and analysis, the budgetary comparison schedules, and the pension schedules, as listed in the table 
of contents, be presented to supplement the basic financial statements. Such information, although not a part of 
the basic financial statements, is required by the Governmental Accounting Standards Board who considers it 
to be an essential part of financial reporting for placing the basic financial statements in an appropriate 
operational, economic, or historical context. We have applied certain limited procedures to the required 
supplementary information in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of 
America, which consisted of inquiries of management about the methods of preparing the information and 
comparing the information for consistency with management’s responses to our inquiries, the basic financial 
statements, and other knowledge we obtained during our audit of the basic financial statements. We do not 
express an opinion or provide any assurance on the information because the limited procedures do not provide 
us with sufficient evidence to express an opinion or provide any assurance.  
 
Supplementary Information 
 
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions on the financial statements that collectively 
comprise the Department’s basic financial statements. The supplementary information, as listed in the table of 
contents, is presented for purposes of additional analysis and is not a required part of the basic financial 
statements.  
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The supplementary information is the responsibility of management and were derived from and relate directly 
to the underlying accounting and other records used to prepare the basic financial statements. Such information 
has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the basic financial statements and certain 
additional procedures, including comparing and reconciling such information directly to the underlying 
accounting and other records used to prepare the basic financial statements or to the basic financial statements 
themselves, and other additional procedures in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the 
United States of America. In our opinion, the supplementary information is fairly stated, in all material 
respects, in relation to the basic financial statements as a whole.  
 
Other Reporting Required by Government Auditing Standards 

 
In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued our report dated June 8, 2016 on our 
consideration of the Department’s internal control over financial reporting and on our tests of its compliance 
with certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements and other matters. The purpose of 
that report is to describe the scope of our testing of internal control over financial reporting and compliance 
and the results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on internal control over financial reporting or on 
compliance.  That report is an integral part of an audit performed in accordance with Government Auditing 
Standards in considering the Department’s internal control over financial reporting and compliance. 
 

 
Greene, Finney & Horton, LLP 
Mauldin, South Carolina 
June 8, 2016 
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SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS 
MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 

JUNE 30, 2015 
 

 
Management’s Discussion and Analysis (“MD&A”) of the South Carolina Department of Disabilities and 
Special Needs (the “Department”) provides an overview of the Department’s financial activities for the 
fiscal year ended June 30, 2015.  
 
FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS 
 
The Department prepared its financial statements on the Generally Accepted Accounting Principles 
(“GAAP”) basis and follows pronouncements from the Governmental Accounting Standards Board 
(“GASB”). 
 
Additionally, this is the first year of implementation of GASB Statement 34 – Basic Financial Statements 
and Management’s Discussion and Analysis for State and Local Governments (“GASB Statement 34”) 
for the Department. GASB Statement 34 provides that in the first year of implementation, only one year 
of government-wide data is required to be presented, however, since there is no previous fund level 
information for the Department, only one year of both government-wide and fund level information is 
presented in this MD&A. 
 
As of and for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2015: 
 

 The Department’s total net position decreased by $2,358,840 and its liabilities and deferred 
inflows of resources exceeded its assets and deferred outflows of resources (net position) by 
$70,357,217.  This includes $109,496,400 in Net Pension Liability that is required to be reported 
according to GASB Statement 68. 
 

 The Department’s total net position decreased by $2,358,840 and its liabilities and deferred 
inflows of resources exceeded its assets and deferred outflows of resources (net position) by 
$70,357,217. 
 

 The Department received $217,602,751 in appropriations from the State and received 
$371,135,227 in Medicaid reimbursements and patient fees. 
 

 The Department held $2,446,087 of cash and cash equivalents in an agency capacity for its 
clients. 

 
USING THESE AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
 
The audited basic financial statements presented in this document include both government-wide and 
fund financial statements. 
 
Government-wide Statements: 
Government-wide statements include a Statement of Net Position and a Statement of Activities. These 
statements display information about the Department as a whole. The government-wide financial 
statements of the Department are presented on the accrual basis of accounting and provide short-term and 
long-term information about the Department.  The Department has adopted the provisions of GASB 
Statement No. 63, Financial Reporting of Deferred Outflows of Resources and Deferred Inflows of 
Resources and Net Position.  The statement incorporated deferred inflows and outflows as required 
components of the residual measure of the government and renaming that measure as net position, rather 
than net assets. 
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SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS 
MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 

JUNE 30, 2015 
 
Fund Statements: 
The fund financial statements include the Governmental Funds Balance Sheet, Statement of Revenues, 
Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balances, and a Statement of Fiduciary Net Position – Agency Funds.  
The governmental fund financial statements are presented on the modified accrual basis of accounting 
which focuses on the near term inflows and outflows of resources available for expenditure for the current 
fiscal year.  The Statement of Fiduciary Net Position – Agency Funds is presented on the accrual basis of 
accounting.  These amounts are excluded from the Department’s government-wide financial statements 
because the Department is not to use these assets to benefit its operations.  
 
Notes to the Financial Statements:  
Immediately following the financial statements are notes that provide additional and pertinent information 
to the financial statement amounts. The notes are necessary to fully understand the financial statements.  
 
Required Supplementary Information:  
This section addresses budgetary matters and provides certain required reporting information that 
supplements the basic financial statements. Included in this section is a schedule that compares the 
Department’s legally adopted General Fund and Other Budgeted Funds budgets with actual expenditures 
paid for the year on the budgetary basis of accounting. Additionally, the required supplementary 
information section includes information on the Department’s pension programs: The South Carolina 
Retirement System and the Police Officers Retirement System 
 
Supplementary Information:  
Combining schedules for the nonmajor governmental funds are presented immediately following the 
required supplementary information.  
 
GOVERNMENT-WIDE FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 

 
Statement of Net Position and Statement of Activities – The Statement of Net Position provides a 
summary of the Department’s financial condition at the end of the 2015 fiscal year; and reports all assets 
and deferred outflows of resources and liabilities and deferred inflows of resources using the accrual basis 
of accounting. The Statement of Activities reports the revenues and expenses during the time period 
indicated. 

 
SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIALS NEEDS 

STATEMENT OF NET POSITION 
 

 2015  
Assets:  
Current and Other Assets $ 71,468,460  
Capital Assets, Net 20,185,003  
Total Assets 91,653,463  

Deferred Outflows of Resources 9,565,619  
  
Liabilities:  
Current liabilities 48,301,696  
Noncurrent Liabilities 114,042,204  
Total Liabilities 162,343,900  
  
Deferred Inflows of Resources 9,232,399  
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SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS 
MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 

JUNE 30, 2015 
 
Statement of Net Position and Statement of Activities (continued) 

 
SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIALS NEEDS 

STATEMENT OF NET POSITION (CONTINUED) 
 

Net Position:  
Net Investment in Capital Assets $ 20,185,003 
Restricted 15,828,671 
Unrestricted (106,370,891)
Total Net Position  $ (70,357,217)    

 
 

SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIALS NEEDS  
STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES 

 2015    
Program Expenses  
     Administration $    10,578,826 
     Prevention  9,866,376 
     Intellectual Disabilities  428,613,197 
     Autism  39,536,842 
     Head and Spinal Cord  17,497,483 

Regional Centers - Residential  85,993,992 
           Total Expenses  592,086,716 
  
Program Revenues  
 Charges for Services  370,567,964 
 Operating Grants and Contributions  151,375 
 Capital Grants and Contributions  127,000 
  Total Program Revenues  370,846,339 
  
General Revenues  
     State Appropriations  217,602,751 
     Education Improvement Act Funds  359,937 
     Donations  238,183 
 Investment Income  217,731 
 Fines  82,061 
     Other Revenues  380,874 
 Total General Revenues  218,881,537 
  
Change in Net Position  (2,358,840) 
Net Position, July 1 (67,998,377) 
Net Position, June 30 $ (70,357,217)    
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SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS 
MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 

JUNE 30, 2015 
 
Statement of Net Position and Statement of Activities (continued) 
 
Program revenues of the Department are largely dependent upon billable services provided to our 
consumers and reported by our Provider Network.  State dollars are leveraged to earn Medicaid revenue 
based on these reported services. 
 
The Department received $217,602,751 in appropriations from the State legislature.  These appropriations 
were expended for employee salaries, related fringe benefits, and other operating expenditures to include 
services to consumers. 
 
GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS FINANCIAL ANALYSIS: 

The focus of the Department’s governmental funds is to provide information regarding actual inflows and 
outflows of spendable resources.  
 
General Fund 
The General Fund is the chief operating fund of the Department.  The General Fund’s operating revenues 
are provided through appropriations from the State legislature as well as Medicaid reimbursements and 
fees for services.  Revenues are not budgeted by the Department; therefore, expenditures are typically 
matched with appropriations so long as expenditures do not exceed budgeted appropriations.  This 
resulted in revenues exceeding expenditures by $1,182,132 for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2015, which 
resulted in an ending fund balance of $7,286,653 for the General Fund. 
 
Capital Projects Fund 
The Capital Projects Fund accounts for revenues earmarked for the purchase of, improvements to or 
repairs and maintenance to real property, including the equipment in buildings. Expenditures for these 
assets are recorded in this fund and subsequently capitalized at cost in the government-wide financial 
statements if capitalization criteria are met.  The Capital Projects Fund expended and capitalized 
$2,837,557 on capital outlay out of total expenditures of $3,289,962.  The balance of expenditures was 
spent on repairs and maintenance.  Total revenues received by the Capital Projects Fund were $2,274,997 
which resulted in a decrease in fund balance of $1,014,965 to $13,443,787 as of June 30, 2015. 
 
Non-major Governmental Funds 
The non-major governmental funds include special revenue funds to account for financial activity for 
grants received from various Federal agencies and work activity programs in which clients perform work 
for various companies which contract with the Department.  Revenues are typically matched to 
expenditures based on the grant agreements.  Total revenues were $638,312 and total expenditures were 
$637,126 resulting in an increase in fund balance of $1,186. 

 
Budget Highlights: 
The State’s Annual Appropriations Act, its legally adopted budget, does not present budgets by GAAP 
fund.  Instead, it presents program-level budgets for the following two funds: 
 
General Funds – These funds are general operating funds.  The resources in the funds are primarily taxes.  
The State expends General Funds to provide traditional State government services. 
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SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS 
MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 

JUNE 30, 2015 
 
GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS FINANCIAL ANALYSIS (continued): 
 
Budget Highlights (continued): 
Total Funds – The Total Funds column in the Appropriations Act includes all budgeted resources.  
Amounts in this column include General Funds as well as most, but not all, federal and department-
generated resources.  Total Funds include portions of certain proprietary and capital project fund activities 
as well as most special revenue activities, but exclude the pension trust funds and some other fiduciary 
fund activities. 
 
Amounts obtained by subtracting the General Funds column in the Appropriations Act from the Total 
Funds column in the Appropriations Act are referred as to Other Budgeted Funds. 
 
The Department’s budget for J16 General Funds was originally $202,751,437 for the fiscal year ended 
June 30, 2015.  This compares to a final budgeted amount of $216,572,272.  The primary increase was 
due to increased appropriations for other operating expenses and services to include General Assembly 
appropriated pay increases and matching employee benefits, an increase in employer health insurance 
costs, the Lander Equestrian Center, Savannah’s Playground Autism project, and the Charles Lea Adult 
Day Program Initiative.  Actual expenditures, on the budgetary basis, totaled $216,572,272 ($1,030,479 
was carried forward to FY 2016).  These actual expenditures in addition to the carry forward amount were 
in line with the final budgeted amount. 
 
The Department’s budget for J16 Other Budgetary Funds was originally $429,935,617 for the fiscal year 
ended June 30, 2015.  This compares to a final budgeted amount of $429,935,617.  Actual expenditures, 
on the budgetary basis, totaled $371,245,070.  The final budgeted amount exceeded actual expenditures 
by $58,690,547.  This amount is excess authority that has to be earned through leveraging State dollars 
with Medicaid through services rendered. 
 
Current Conditions that are Expected to have a Significant Effect on the Department’s Financial 
Position: 
 
Currently, there are no known conditions that are expected to have a significant effect on the 
Department’s financial position.   
 
This MD&A is designed to provide a general overview of the Department’s finances for all of the State’s 
citizens, taxpayers, customers, investors and creditors. This financial report seeks to demonstrate the 
Department’s accountability for the funds it receives. Questions concerning any of the information 
provided in this report or requests for additional information should be addressed to: 
 
South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs 
3440 Harden Street Extension 
Columbia, South Carolina 29203 
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Governmental
Activities

60,706,184$                
408,336                       

10,136,463                  
217,477                       

71,468,460

NONCURRENT ASSETS

1,857,813

18,327,190
Total Noncurrent Assets 20,185,003

DEFERRED OUTFLOWS OF RESOURCES

Contributions to Retirement Plan after Measurement Date 6,463,007                    
Difference Between Expected and Actual Retirement Plan Experience 3,102,612                    

Total Deferred Outflows of Resources 9,565,619                    

Total Assets and Deferred Outflows of Resources 101,219,082                

34,806,574
6,786,173

Due to General Fund of the State 3,658,370
1,964,191
1,086,388

Total Current Liabilities 48,301,696

NONCURRENT LIABILITIES

Compensated Absences 4,345,553                    
Settlements Payable 200,251                       
Net Pension Liability 109,496,400                

Total Noncurrent Liabilities 114,042,204                

DEFERRED INFLOW OF RESOURCES

Difference Between Projected and Actual Investment Earnings 9,232,399
Total Deferred Inflows of Resources 9,232,399                    

Total Liabilities and Deferred inflows of Resources 171,576,299                

20,185,003                  
Restricted 15,828,671                  
Unrestricted (106,370,891)               

(70,357,217)$                

South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs
Statement of Net Position

June 30, 2015

Investments

Non-Depreciable Capital Assets

Primary Government

The notes to the financial statements are an integral part of these financial statements.  See accompanying independent 
auditor's report.

Inventories

CURRENT ASSETS

Cash and Cash Equivalents

Receivables, net

Total Net Position

Net Investment in Capital Assets

Total Current Assets

NET POSITION

Compensated Absences, Current

CURRENT LIABILITIES

Accrued Payroll and Employee Benefits

Depreciable Capital Assets, Net

Accounts Payable

Settlements Payable
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Governmental
Activities

Administration 10,578,826$               
Prevention 9,866,376
Intellectual Disabilities 428,613,197
Autism 39,536,842
Head and Spinal Cord 17,497,483
Regional Centers - Residential 85,993,992

592,086,716
PROGRAM REVENUES

Charges for Services 370,567,964               
Operating Grants and Contributions 151,375                      
Capital Grants and Contributions 127,000                      

Total Program Revenues 370,846,339               

Net (Expenses) (221,240,377)              

217,602,751
359,937
238,183
217,731

Fines 82,061
380,874

218,881,537

Change in Net Position (2,358,840)                  

Net Position - Beginning of year (67,998,377)                

Net Position - End of Year (70,357,217)$              

Total General Revenues

Investment Income

Other Revenues

The notes to the financial statements are an integral part of these financial statements.  See accompanying independent auditor's 
report.

South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs
Statement of Activities

June 30, 2015

Primary Government

PROGRAM EXPENSES

Total Program Expenses

GENERAL REVENUES

State Appropriations
Education Improvement Act Funds
Donations
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General Fund
Capital Projects 

Fund

Nonmajor 
Governmental 

Funds Total Governmental

49,465,967$           11,226,159$           14,058$                60,706,184$           
408,336                  -                              -                            408,336                  

9,720,523 112,828 303,112 10,136,463
Due from Other Funds - 2,200,000 - 2,200,000

217,477 - - 217,477
59,812,303$           13,538,987$           317,170$              73,668,460$           

34,436,583$           95,200$                  274,791$              34,806,574$           
6,744,980 - 41,193 6,786,173

Due to General Fund of the State 3,658,370 - - 3,658,370
Due to Other Funds 2,200,000 - - 2,200,000

1,964,191 - - 1,964,191
49,004,124 95,200 315,984 49,415,308

Deferred Inflows of Resources:
Unavailable Revenue 3,521,526 - - 3,521,526

Nonspendable 217,477                  -                              -                            217,477                  
Restricted 2,383,698               13,443,787             1,186                    15,828,671             
Assigned 3,862,510               -                              -                            3,862,510
Unassigned 822,968                  -                              -                            822,968

Total fund balances 7,286,653 13,443,787 1,186 20,731,626

59,812,303$             13,538,987$            317,170$               73,668,460$             

LIABILITIES, DEFERRED INFLOWS OF 
         RESOURCES, AND FUND BALANCES

Total Liabilities, Deferred inflows of
       Resources, and Fund Balances

Settlements Payable
Total liabilities

Fund balance:

The notes to the financial statements are an integral part of these financial statements.  See accompanying independent auditor's report.

South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs

Balance Sheet
Governmental Funds

June 30, 2015

ASSETS
Cash and Cash Equivalents
Investments
Receivables, net

Inventories
Total Assets

Liabilities:
Accounts Payable
Accrued Payroll and Employee Benefits
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Ending fund balance - governmental funds 20,731,626$        

20,185,003          

3,521,526            

3,102,612            

6,463,007            

(115,128,592)       

(9,232,399)           

Net position of governmental activities (70,357,217)$       

Deferred inflows from the retirement plan are not a use of current financial resources.

Contributions to the retirement plan after the measurement date are deferred outflows on the statement of net 
position, however this represents a use of current financial resources.

Long-term liabilities, including compensated absences and the long-term portion of settlements payable, and net 
pension liability are not due and payable in the current period and, therefore, are not reported in the funds.

Accounts receivable expected to be received after one year following year end, are not considered available 
resources are are therefore not recorded in the governmental funds.

South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs
Reconciliation of the Balance Sheet of Governmental Funds to the Statement of Net Position

June 30, 2015

Amounts reported for governmental activities in the statement of net position are different because:

Capital assets, net of accumulated depreciation, used in governmental activities are not financial resources and, 
therefore, are not reported in the funds.

Differences between expected and actual retirement plan experience are not a current financial resource, therefore 
the changes are not reported in the governmental funds. 

The notes to the financial statements are an integral part of these financial statements.  See accompanying independent auditor's report.
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General Fund
Capital Projects 

Fund

Nonmajor 
Governmental 

Funds
Total 

Governmental

2,818,578$         2,200,000$         -$                           5,018,578$         
217,602,751 - - 217,602,751
367,925,990 - - 367,925,990

142,734 74,997 - 217,731
Federal Grant Revenue - - 278,375 278,375
Education Improvement Act - - 359,937 359,937

701,118 - - 701,118
589,191,171 2,274,997 638,312 592,104,480

Personnel Services 84,930,442 - 359,937 85,290,379
2,136,980 - - 2,136,980

483,888,819 - 133,733 484,022,552
571,301 - - 571,301

97,428 - - 97,428
2,172,422 - - 2,172,422

127,372 - - 127,372
436,086 - - 436,086

2,563,945 - - 2,563,945
Repairs and Maintenance 1,787,323 452,405 - 2,239,728

5,294,872 - 16,456 5,311,328
136,052 2,837,557 127,000 3,100,609
207,627 - - 207,627

584,350,669 3,289,962 637,126 588,277,757

4,840,502 (1,014,965) 1,186 3,826,723

Intermediate Care Fees Remitted to the State (3,658,370) - - (3,658,370)
Total Other Financing Sources (Uses) (3,658,370) - - (3,658,370)

Net Change in Fund Balance 1,182,132 (1,014,965) 1,186 168,353

6,104,521 14,458,752 - 20,563,273

7,286,653$          13,443,787$        1,186$                   20,731,626$        

Total Expenditures

Fund Balances -- Ending

Excees (Deficiency) of Revenues Over 
Expenditures

 OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES)

Fund Balance -- Beginning

Supplies
Capital Outlay  
Other Expenditures

Travel
Utilities
Fees and Fines
Insurance
Contractual Services

EXPENDITURES

Current:

Communication and Other Services
Medical and Health Services
Leases and Rent

Total revenues

The notes to the financial statements are an integral part of these financial statements.  See accompanying independent auditor's report.

South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balances

Governmental Funds
For the Year Ended June 30, 2015

REVENUES

Patient Service Fees
State Appropriations
Medicaid Reimbursements
Investment Income

Other Revenues
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Net change in fund balances - total governmental funds 168,353$                

Expenditures for capital assets 3,100,609                      
Less current year depreciation (2,314,819)                     785,790                  

(2,176,353)              

(14,139)                   

289,649                  

2,307,128               

(959,392)                 

6,463,007               

(9,022,632)              

(200,251)                 

Change in net position of governmental activities (2,358,840)$            

The notes to the financial statements are an integral part of these financial statements.  See accompanying independent auditor's report.

Accrual of the long-term portion of settlements payable does not require the use of current financial resources 
and, therefore, are not reported as expenditures in governmental funds.

The difference between the actuarial deferred outflow and inflows of resources is not a use of current 
resources, however it is presented as an expense in the statement of activities.

Adjustments to compensated absenses reported in the statement of activities does not require the use of 
current financial resources and, therefore, are not reported as expenditures in governmental funds.

Amortization of the pension plan actuarial deferred inflows does not require the use of current financial 
resources and, therefore, is not reported as an expenditure in the governmental funds.

Amortization of the pension plan actuarial deferred outflows does not require the use of current financial 
resources and, therefore, is not reported as an expenditure in the governmental funds.

Costs of capital assets, less accumulated depreciation, that are disposed of are reported as expenses in the 
statement of activities.

Revenues that were recognized in the statement of activities in a prior year were available in the 
governmental funds in the current year and recognized as revenue.  

Pension plan contributions after the measurement date is a use of current resources for the governmental 
funds. However this is classified as a deferred outflow and therefore is not included in the statement of 
activities.

South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs
Reconciliation of the Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balance to the Statement of Activities

For the Year Ended June 30, 2015

Amounts reported for governmental activities in the statement of activities are different because:

Governmental funds report capital outlays as expenditures. However, in the statement of activities the cost of 
those assets is allocated over their estimated useful lives and reported as depreciation expense.
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Agency

2,446,087$             
2,446,087$             

LIABILITIES 
2,446,087$             
2,446,087$             

Cash and Cash Equivalents

South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs

Statement of Fiduciary Net Position
Fiduciary Fund
June 30, 2015

ASSETS

The notes to the financial statements are an integral part of these financial statements.  See accompanying 
independent auditor's report.

Total Liabilities

Total Assets

Due to Clients
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South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs 
Notes to the Financial Statements 

June 30, 2015 

 
 

 
NOTE 1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES 
 
The financial statements of all funds of the South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special 
Needs (the “Department”) were prepared in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles 
(“GAAP”) as applied to governmental entities. The Governmental Accounting Standards Board 
(“GASB”) is the accepted standard-setting body for establishing governmental accounting and 
financial reporting principles.  A summary of significant accounting policies follows. 
 
A. Reporting Entity 
 
The core of the financial reporting entity is the primary government which has a separately elected 
governing body. As required by generally accepted accounting principles, the financial reporting entity 
includes both the primary government and all of its component units. Component units are legally 
separate organizations for which the elected officials of the primary government are financially 
accountable. The primary government is the State of South Carolina. The State has determined that the 
Department is a part of the primary government, but is not legally separate. 
 
An organization other than a primary government may serve as a nucleus for a reporting entity when it 
issues separate financial statements. That organization is identified herein as a primary entity. The 
funds and account groups of the Department are included in the Comprehensive Annual Financial 
Report of the State of South Carolina. 
 
The primary entity is financially accountable if it appoints a voting  majority of the organization's 
governing body including situations in which the voting majority consists of the primary entity's 
officials serving as required by law (e.g., employees who serve in an ex officio capacity on the 
component unit's board are considered appointment by the primary entity) and (1) it is able to impose 
its will on that organization or (2) there is a potential for the organization to provide specific financial 
benefits to, or impose specific financial burdens on, the primary entity. The primary entity also may be 
financially accountable if an organization is fiscally dependent on it even if it does not appoint a voting 
majority of the board. An organization is fiscally independent if it holds all three of the following 
powers: 
 

1. Determine its budget without another government's having the authority to approve and modify 
that budget. 

2. Levy taxes or set rates or charges without approval by another government. 
3. Issue bonded debt without approval by another government. 

 
Otherwise, the organization is fiscally dependent on the primary entity that holds one or more of these 
powers. 
 
The Department of Disabilities and Special Needs is an agency of the State of South Carolina 
established pursuant to Section 44-20-10 et seq. of the 1976 Code of Laws of the State of South 
Carolina, as Amended. The laws of the State and the policies and procedures specified by the State for 
State agencies are applicable to the activities of the Department.  
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South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs 
Notes to the Financial Statements 

June 30, 2015 

 
 

 
NOTE 1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued) 
 
A. Reporting Entity (continued) 
 
The mission of the Department of Disabilities and Special Needs is to improve services for citizens 
with mental retardation, autism, head and spinal cord injuries, and related disabilities. The Department 
advocates for people with mental retardation, autism, head and spinal cord injuries or related 
disabilities both as groups and as individuals to achieve access to appropriate services from all public 
agencies in South Carolina. When needed services cannot be achieved through such public agencies, 
the Department seeks resources to provide such services. The Department coordinates through local 
service coordination those services provided by other agencies with those provided directly by the 
Department and county disabilities and special needs boards. 
 
The Commission of the Department of Disabilities and Special Needs, whose seven members are 
appointed by the Governor with the advice and consent of the Senate, is the governing body of the 
South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs. The Commission administers the 
programs of the Department by setting policy, which is implemented and carried out by the State 
Director and staff. The accompanying financial statements present the financial position and revenues, 
expenditures and changes in fund balances solely of the Department of Disabilities and Special Needs 
and do not include any other agencies, funds or account groups or units of the primary government of 
the State of South Carolina. 
 
B. Basis of Presentation  
 
Government – Wide Financial Statements 
 
The government-wide financial statements are prepared on the accrual basis of accounting and include 
a “Statement of Net Position” which discloses the financial position of the Department; and a 
“Statement of Activities” which demonstrates the degree to which the direct expenses by function of 
the Department’s programs are offset by program revenues. Direct expenses are those that are clearly 
identifiable with a specific function or segment. Program revenues include 1) charges to customers or 
applicants who purchase, use or directly benefit from goods, services, or privileges provided by a 
given function or segment and 2) grants and contributions that are restricted to meeting the operational 
or capital requirements of a particular function or segment. Other items not properly included among 
program revenues are reported instead as general revenues. The government-wide financial statements 
(i.e., the Statement of Net Position and the Statement of Activities) report information on all of the 
non-fiduciary activities of the primary government. 
 
Fund Financial Statements 
 
The Department uses funds to report its financial position and results of operations. Fund accounting is 
designed to demonstrate legal compliance and to aid financial management by segregating transactions 
related to certain government functions or activities.  
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NOTE 1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued) 

 
B. Basis of Presentation (continued) 
 
Governmental Funds 
 
Governmental funds are those through which most governmental functions typically are financed and 
are used to account for all or most of a government’s general activities, including the collection and 
disbursement of earmarked monies. Expendable assets are assigned to the various governmental funds 
according to the purposes for which they may or must be used; current liabilities are assigned to the 
fund from which they are to be paid; and, the difference between the assets and liabilities is fund 
balance. Governmental funds include the general, capital projects and nonmajor governmental funds. 
 
The General Fund accounts for State appropriations which are approved by the General Assembly to 
fund operations of the Department, Medicaid reimbursements, other revenues designated for 
Departmental operations, and discretionary contributions, as well as expenditures for carrying out the 
related objectives. Additionally, revenues which arise from collection of Intermediate Care Facilities 
for the Intellectually Disabled patient day fee, rental property, sale of surplus supplies and equipment 
and other miscellaneous transactions which are remitted to the General Fund of the State as required 
by statute are accounted for in the General Fund. 
 
The Capital Projects Fund accounts for revenues earmarked for the purchase of, improvements to or 
repairs and maintenance to real property, including the initial equipment in new buildings. 
Expenditures for these assets are recorded in this fund and subsequently capitalized at cost in the 
government-wide financial statements if capitalization criteria are met.  
 
The nonmajor governmental funds include special revenue funds to account for financial activity for 
grants received from various Federal agencies and work activity programs in which clients perform 
work for various companies which contract with the Department. 
 
Fiduciary Funds 
 
Fiduciary funds account for resources the Department holds as trustee or agent for individuals. 
Fiduciary funds include both trust and agency funds.  Currently, the Department has only an agency 
fund. 
 
The Agency Fund is custodial in nature and does not involve measurement of results of operations.  
Funds received by clients for their care and benefit are recorded in the Agency Fund.  Each residential 
center serves in a fiduciary capacity with respect to receiving and disbursing these funds on behalf of 
the clients.  The fund does not have any revenues or expenditures and therefore, does not have a fund 
balance. Transactions consist solely of receiving and disbursing funds belonging to clients. The 
Department is at all times liable to clients for the cash balances held as custodian. 
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NOTE 1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued) 
 
C. Basis of Accounting 
 
The government-wide financial statements are reported using the economic resources measurement 
focus and the accrual basis of accounting. Revenues are recorded when earned and expenses are 
recorded when a liability is incurred, regardless of the timing of related cash flows. Grants and similar 
items are recognized as revenue as soon as all eligibility requirements imposed by the provider have 
been met. 
 
Governmental fund financial statements are reported using the current financial resources 
measurement focus and the modified accrual basis of accounting. Revenues are recognized as soon as 
they are both measurable and available. Revenues are considered to be available when they are 
collectible within the current period or soon enough thereafter to pay liabilities of the current period. 
For this purpose, the Department considers revenues to be available if they are collected within one 
year of the end of the current fiscal period. Expenditures generally are recorded when a liability is 
incurred, as under accrual accounting. 
 
D. Budget Policy 
 
The Department is granted an annual appropriation for operating purposes by the South Carolina 
General Assembly. The appropriation as enacted becomes the legal operating budget for the 
Department. The Appropriation Act authorizes expenditures from funds appropriated from the General 
Fund of the state and authorizes expenditures of total funds. The “Total Funds” column in the 
Appropriation Act for each individual budgetary unit authorizes expenditures from all budgeted 
resources. A revenue budget is not adopted for individual budgetary units. The General Assembly 
enacts the budget through passage of line-item appropriations by program within budgetary unit within 
budgetary fund category, state General Fund or other budgeted funds. Budgetary control is maintained 
at the line-item level of the budgetary entity. Agencies may process disbursement vouchers in the 
state's budgetary accounting system only if enough cash and appropriation authorization exist. 
 
Transfers of funds may be approved by the State Budget and Control Board under its authority or by 
the agency as set forth in Appropriation Act Proviso 117.9 as follows:  Agencies and institutions shall 
be authorized to transfer appropriations within programs and within the agency with notification to the 
Executive Budget Office and Comptroller General.  No such transfer may exceed twenty percent of the 
program budget.  Upon request, details of such transfers may be provided to members of the General 
Assembly on an agency by agency basis.   
 
Transfers of appropriations from personal service accounts to other operating accounts or from other 
operating accounts to personal service accounts may be restricted to any established standard level set 
by the Budget and Control Board upon formal approval by a majority of the members of the Budget 
and Control Board. During the fiscal year-end closeout period in July, agencies may continue to charge 
vendor, interagency, and interfund payments for the fiscal year to that fiscal year's appropriations. Any 
unexpended State General Fund monies as of June 30 automatically lapse to the General Fund of the 
State on July 1 unless authorization is received from the General Assembly to carry over the funds to 
the ensuing fiscal year.  
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NOTE 1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued) 
 
E. Cash and Cash Equivalents 
 
The amounts shown in the financial statements as "cash and cash equivalents" represent petty cash, 
cash on hand with the State Treasurer, and cash invested in various instruments by the State Treasurer 
as part of the State's internal cash management pool and cash on deposit in banks. 
 
Most State agencies, including the Department, participate in the State's internal cash management 
pool. Because the cash management pool operates as a demand deposit account, amounts invested in 
the pool are classified as cash and cash equivalents. The State Treasurer administers the cash 
management pool. The pool includes some long-term investments such as obligations of the United 
States and certain agencies of the United States, obligations of the State of South Carolina and certain 
of its political subdivisions, certificates of deposit, collateralized repurchase agreements, and certain 
corporate bonds.  
 
The State's internal cash management pool consists of a general deposit account and several special 
deposit accounts. The State records each fund's equity interest in the general deposit account; however, 
all earnings on that account are credited to the General Fund of the State. The Department records and 
reports its deposits in the general deposit account at cost, but it reports its monies in the special deposit 
accounts at fair value. Investments held by the pool are recorded at fair value. Interest earned by the 
Department's special deposit accounts is posted to the Department's account at the end of each month 
and is retained by the Department.  
 
Interest/investment earnings are allocated based on the percentage of the Department's accumulated 
daily interest receivable to the income receivable of the pool. Realized gains and losses are allocated 
daily. Unrealized gains and losses are allocated at year-end based on the percentage ownership in the 
pool. Investment income includes interest and dividend earnings, realized gains/losses, and unrealized 
gains/losses arising from changes in the fair value of investments. 
 
Some State Treasurer accounts are not included in the State's internal cash management pool because 
of restrictions on the use of the funds. For those accounts, cash equivalents include investments in 
short-term highly liquid securities having an initial maturity of three months or less. 
 
F. Investments 
 
The Department accounts for its investments at fair value in accordance with GASB Codification 
Section I50, Investments. Changes in unrealized gain (loss) on the carrying value of investments are 
reported as a component of investment income in the statement of activities. 
 
G. Inventories 
 
Inventories of food, medical supplies and drugs, and maintenance materials and parts are accounted for 
using the "purchase" method whereby inventories are recorded as expenditures on acquisition and 
inventories on hand at year end are reflected at  the lower of cost or market value in the assets section 
of the statement of net position and governmental funds balance sheet.  
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NOTE 1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued) 
 
H. Capital Assets 
 
Capital assets are recorded at cost on the date of acquisition. The Department follows capitalization 
guidelines established by the State. All land is capitalized, regardless of cost.  The Department 
capitalizes movable personal property with a unit value in excess of $5,000 and a useful life in excess 
of two years.  Routine repairs and maintenance are charged to operating expenses in the year in which 
the expense was incurred. Depreciation is computed using the straight-line method over the estimated 
useful lives of the assets as summarized below:  
 

Asset Category Capitalization Useful Life

Land All, regardless of cost Indefinite 
Non-depreciable land improvements All, regardless of cost Indefinite 
Depreciable land improvements Cost greater than $100,000 30 
Buildings and building improvements Cost greater than $100,000 30 
Vehicles, equipment, and furniture Cost greater than $5,000 5-12 

 
I. Compensated Absences 
 
Generally, all permanent full-time employees and certain part-time employees scheduled to work at 
least one-half of the agency’s work week are entitled to accrue and carry forward at calendar year-end 
maximums of 180 days sick leave and 45 days annual vacation leave. Upon termination of State 
employment, employees are entitled to be paid for accumulated unused annual vacation leave up to the 
maximum, but are not entitled to any payment for unused sick leave. The compensated absences 
liability includes accrued annual leave earned for which the employees are entitled to paid time off or 
payment at termination. The Department calculates the gross compensated absences liability based on 
recorded balances of unused leave. The entire unpaid liability for which the employer expects to 
compensate employees through paid time off or cash payments, inventoried at fiscal year-end current 
salary costs and the cost of the salary-related benefit payments, is recorded as a liability. 
 
J. Deferred Inflows and Outflows of Resources 
 
A deferred outflow or inflow of resources is a consumption or acquisition of net position that is 
applicable to a future reporting period.  The Department has recorded deferred outflows of resources 
for retirement plan experience and contributions subsequent to net pension liability measurement date 
related to its retirement plans.  The Department has recorded deferred inflows of resources for 
investment experience related to its retirement plans.  See the “Implementation of Recently Issued 
Accounting Pronouncements” section of this note for more information on the net pension liability. 
 
The Department has also recorded deferred inflows of resources in its governmental funds balance 
sheets for revenue that is not considered available under the terms of its revenue recognition policy 
discussed previously in this note. 
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NOTE 1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued) 
 
K. Net Position 
 
GASB Statement No. 63, Financial Reporting of Deferred Outflows of Resources, Deferred Inflows of 
Resources, and Net Position was effective for the Department for the year ended June 30, 2013.  
However, the Department implemented the standard in the year ended June 30, 2015, the first year it 
was required to do so as the Department had not previously issued financial statements. The statement 
incorporated deferred inflows and outflows as required components of the residual measure of the 
government and renaming that measure as net position, rather than net assets. 
 
The following categories of net position are now being used in the Statement of Net Position: 
 
Net investment in capital assets 
 
The net investment in capital assets component of net position consists of capital assets, net of 
accumulated depreciation, reduced by the outstanding balances of bonds, mortgages, notes, or other 
borrowings that are attributable to the acquisition, construction, or improvement of those assets. 
 
Restricted net position 
 
Restricted net position consists of assets with constraints place on the use either by external groups 
such as creditors, grantors, contributors, or laws or regulations of other governments; or law through 
constitutional provisions or enabling legislation. As of June 30, 2015, approximately $15.8 million of 
restricted net position was restricted by legislation. In all cases, if individual restricted net position 
categories are negative, the negative balance is eliminated and reclassified against unrestricted net 
position. 
 
Unrestricted net position 
 
The unrestricted component of net position is the net amount of assets, deferred outflows of resources, 
liabilities, and deferred inflows of resources that are not included in the determination of net 
investment in capital assets or the restricted component of net position. 
 
The Department’s policy is to first apply restricted resources when an expense is incurred for purposes 
for which both restricted and unrestricted net position is available. 
 
L. Fund Balance 
 
The following categories of fund balance are used in the fund level financial statements of the 
governmental funds:  
 
Nonspendable fund balance 
 
The nonspendable fund balance classification includes amounts that cannot be spent because they are 
either not in spendable form or legally or contractually required to be maintained intact.  The “not in 
spendable form” criterion includes items that are not expected to be converted to cash, for example, 
inventories and prepaid amounts.   
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NOTE 1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued) 
 
L. Fund Balance (continued) 
 
Restricted fund balance 
 
The restricted fund balance classification includes amounts that are either restricted externally by 
creditors, grantors, contributors, or laws or regulations of other governments or restricted by law 
through constitutional provisions or enabling legislation.   
 
Committed fund balance 
 
The committed fund balance classification includes amounts that can only be used for specific 
purposes pursuant to constraints imposed by formal action of the Department’s highest level of 
decision-making authority, which is the Department’s Board of Commissioners. The Board of 
Commissioners would have to pass a formal resolution to commit fund balance. Those committed 
amounts cannot be used for any other purpose unless the Department removes or changes the specified 
use by taking the same type of action it employed to previously commit those amounts. Committed 
fund balances also incorporate contractual obligations to the extent that existing resources in the fund 
have been specifically committed for use in satisfying those contractual requirements.  The 
Department recognizes committed fund balances that have been approved for specific purposes by the 
Department’s Board of Commissioners before the fiscal year end.  The Department did not have any 
committed fund balance at June 30, 2015. 
 
Assigned fund balance 
 
The assigned fund balance classification includes amounts that are constrained by the Department’s 
intent to be used for specific purposes but are not restricted or committed.  The authority for making an 
assignment is not required to be the Department’s highest level of decision-making authority and as 
such, the nature of the actions necessary to remove or modify an assignment does not require the 
Department’s highest level of authority. The Department’s Director can choose to assign fund balance 
for a specific purpose. Assigned fund balance amounts in the Department’s financial statements 
represent amounts approved by the Department’s Director to be transferred and spent after year end.   
 
Unassigned fund balance 
 
The unassigned fund balance classification includes amounts that have not been assigned to other 
funds and has not been restricted, committed, or assigned for specific purposes within the general fund.  
 
Based on the Department’s policies regarding fund balance classifications as noted above, the 
Department considers amounts that are restricted, committed, or assigned to be spent when the 
corresponding expenditure that has been designated by the Department’s Board of Commissioners or 
donors has been made.  After these fund balances have been depleted, unassigned fund balance will be 
considered to have been spent. 
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NOTE 1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued) 
 
M. Indirect Costs Recoveries 
 
The Department's indirect cost recoveries are calculated based on fixed rates negotiated annually. The 
Department records indirect cost recoveries paid under federal grants as revenues in the appropriate 
special revenue fund. The Department records indirect cost recoveries paid under non-federal grants 
and through Medicaid fees as revenues in the General Fund. Indirect cost recoveries must be remitted 
to the State General Fund except those received under research grants which may be retained by the 
Department. Federal grants and contracts whose annual award is two hundred thousand dollars or less 
are exempted from the requirement to remit recoveries to the State General Fund. 
 
N. Pensions 
 
In government-wide financial statements, pensions are required to be recognized and disclosed using 
the accrual basis of accounting (see note 9 and the required supplementary information immediately 
following the notes to the financial statements for more information), regardless of the amount 
recognized as pension expenditures on the modified accrual basis of accounting.  The Department 
recognizes a net pension liability for each qualified pension plan in which it participates, which 
represents the Department’s proportionate share of the excess of the total pension liability over the 
fiduciary net position of the qualified pension plan, measured as of the Department’s fiscal year-end.  
Changes in the net pension liability during the period are recorded as pension expense, or as deferred 
outflows or inflows of resources depending on the nature of the change, in the period incurred.  Those 
changes in net pension liability that are recorded as deferred outflows or inflows of resources that arise 
from changes in actuarial assumptions or other inputs and differences between expected or actual 
experience are amortized over the weighted average remaining service life of all participants in the 
respective qualified pension plan and recorded as a component of pension expense beginning with the 
period in which they are incurred.  Projected earnings on qualified pension plan investments are 
recognized as a component of pension expense.  Differences between projected and actual investment 
earnings are reported as deferred outflows or inflows of resources and amortized as a component of 
pension expense on a closed basis over a five-year period beginning with the period in which the 
difference occurred. 
 
O.  Other Postemployment Benefits 
 
Other Postemployment Benefits (“OPEB”) cost for retiree healthcare and similar, non-pension retiree 
benefits, is required to be measured and disclosed using the accrual basis of accounting, regardless of 
the amount recognized as OPEB expense on the modified accrual basis of accounting.  Annual OPEB 
cost is equal to the annual required contributions to the OPEB Plan, calculated in accordance with 
GAAP. 
 
P. Interfund Receivables and Payables 
 
The Department’s General Fund recorded amounts payable to the Capital Projects Fund in the amount 
of $2,200,000 as of June 30, 2015.  These amounts relate to revenues earned by the Department but are 
required to be deposited for future use on capital related projects. 
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NOTE 1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued) 
 
Q. Implementation of Recently Issued Accounting Pronouncements 
 
The Department implemented GASB Statement No. 68, Accounting and Financial Reporting for 
Pensions – An Amendment of GASB Statement No. 27 (“GASB No. 68”) and GASB Statement No. 71, 
Pension Transition for Contributions made Subsequent to the Measurement Date – An Amendment of 
GASB Statement No. 68 (“GASB No. 71”) in the year ended June 30, 2015 and has adjusted its 
beginning net position for its implementation accordingly.   
 
The primary objective of GASB No. 68 is to improve accounting and financial reporting by state and 
local governments for pensions. It also improves information provided by state and local governmental 
employers about financial support for pensions that is provided by other entities. GASB No. 68 
establishes standards for measuring and recognizing liabilities, deferred outflows of resources, 
deferred inflows of resources, and expense/expenditures. For defined benefit pensions, it identifies the 
methods and assumptions that should be used to project benefit payments, discount projected benefit 
payments to their actuarial present value, and attribute that present value to periods of employee 
service. 
 
The objective of GASB No. 71 is to address an issue regarding application of the transition provisions 
of GASB No. 68, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Pensions. The issue relates to amounts 
associated with contributions, if any, made by a state or local government employer or nonemployer 
contributing entity to a defined benefit pension plan after the measurement date of the government’s 
beginning net pension liability. GASB No. 71 requires that, at transition, a government recognize a 
beginning deferred outflow of resources for its pension contributions, if any, made subsequent to the 
measurement date of the beginning net pension liability. The provisions of GASB No. 71 are required 
to be applied simultaneously with the provisions of GASB No. 68. 
 
R. Use of Estimates 
 
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles 
requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets, 
liabilities, revenues, and expenditures and affect disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the 
date of the financial statements. Actual results could differ from those estimates. 
 
NOTE 2.  STATE APPROPRIATIONS 
 
The Department is granted an annual appropriation for operating purposes as authorized by the 
General Assembly of the State of South Carolina. State appropriations are recognized as revenue when 
received and available. Amounts that are not expended by fiscal year-end are required to be returned to 
the General Fund of the State unless the Department receives authorization from the General Assembly 
to carry the funds over to the next year. 
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NOTE 3.  DEPOSITS AND INVESTMENTS 
 
Substantially all deposits and investments of the Department are under control of the State Treasurer 
who, by law, has sole authority for investing State funds. 
 
DEPOSITS: 
 
With respect to investments in the state's internal cash management pool, all of the State Treasurer's 
investments are required to be insured or registered or are investments for which the securities are held 
by the state or its agent in the state's name. 
 
OTHER DEPOSITS: 
 
Funds not on deposit with the State Treasurer as of June 30, 2015 are Agency Funds with a carrying 
amount of $289,927 and a bank balance of $292,961. These funds are fully insured or collateralized 
with securities held by the Department's agent in the Department's name. 
 
INVESTMENTS: 
 
The accounts classified as "Investments" in the General Fund are comprised of donated corporate 
stocks held by the State Treasurer in the Department's name and mutual funds, which are held by the 
State Treasurer. Investments are carried at fair value. 
 
Custodial credit risk for investments is the risk that, in the event of a failure of the counterparty, the 
Pool will not be able to recover the value of the investments or collateral securities that are in the 
possession of an outside party. At June 30, 2015, all of the Department’s investments were insured and 
registered. 
 
Interest rate risk is the risk that changes in interest rates will adversely affect the fair value of an 
investment. This risk is managed within the portfolio using effective duration. Effective duration is a 
measure of the price sensitivity of a bond or a portfolio of bonds to interest rate movements given a 50 
basis point change in interest rates. It takes into account that expected cash flows will fluctuate as 
interest rates change and provides a measure of risk that changes proportionately with market rates. 
None of the Departments investments are exposed to interest rate risk as there is not a maturity on the 
stocks and mutual funds.  
 
Credit risk is the risk that an issuer or other counterparty to an investment will not fulfill its obligations 
to the Pool. The investment policy for credit quality of debt securities states that securities must bear 
an investment grade rating from at least two of the national rating agencies. Credit quality of cash 
reserves must carry a rating of A1/P1/F1 or D1 from at least one nationally recognized rating services. 
In the event that the rating of a security falls below investment grade, that security may continue to be 
held contingent upon an evaluation of the longer term investment merits of the security. Credit risk 
ratings are not required for obligations of the U.S. government or those obligations explicitly 
guaranteed by the U.S. government.  
 
Foreign currency risk is the risk that changes in exchange rates will adversely impact the fair value of 
an investment. At June 30, 2015, the Department did not have any investments denominated in foreign 
currencies. 
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NOTE 3.  DEPOSITS AND INVESTMENTS (continued) 
 
INVESTMENTS (continued): 
 
The Department's investments other than mutual funds are categorized to give an indication of the 
level of risk assumed by the entity at year-end. Category 1 includes investments that are insured or 
registered or for which the securities are held by the entity or its agent in the Department's name. 
Category 2 includes uninsured and unregistered investments for which the securities are held by the 
broker's or dealer's trust department or agent in the Department's name. Category 3 includes uninsured 
and unregistered investments for which the securities are held by the broker or dealer or by its trust 
department or agent but not in the Department's name. The Department has investments in Category 1. 
 
 

Investment Type Fair Value Credit Rating 

Stocks: 
Louisiana - Pacific Corporation $      6,982 Ba2 
Bank of America Corporation         49,562 Baa1 
Plum Creek Timber Company         11,116 Baa2 

Total Stocks         67,660 

Mutual Funds: 
Franklin U.S. Government Securities       109,016 A1 
Massachusetts Investor Trust       231,660 Aa2 

Total Mutual Funds       340,676 

Total Investments $ 408,336 
 
 
NOTE 4.  RECEIVABLES 
 
An analysis of significant receivables is as follows: 
 

Patient Receivables  $  5,163,162  
Other State Agencies    10,691,834 
Payments from County Disabilities Boards        274,246  
Other Receivables        370,383  
Allowance for Doubtful Accounts        (6,363,162) 

 $  10,136,463  

The Department’s significant amount of receivables from other State agencies is due primarily from 
the Department of Health and Human Services (“DHHS”) under various memorandums of agreement 
and fee reimbursement agreements.  The allowance for doubtful accounts is primarily related to 
receivables from patients and other State Agencies the Department has determined that will likely not 
be collected. 
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NOTE 4.  RECEIVABLES (continued) 
 
In accordance with the Department's revenue recognition policy as outlined in Note 1, the receivables 
presented on the governmental funds balance sheet are available to meet the current financial 
obligations which assume collection in less than one year.  Of the amounts presented above, 
$3,521,526 of receivables from DHHS are estimated to not be collected in one year and therefore 
considered unavailable revenue in the governmental funds balance sheet. Allowances for doubtful 
accounts are based on historical analysis.  See further details on receivables from other State agencies 
at Note 16. 
 
NOTE 5.  INVENTORIES 
 
Inventories at June 30, 2015 consist of the following: 
 

Food Inventories $ 53,776 
Medical Inventories         55,477 
Maintenance Inventories       108,224 

$ 217,477 
 
NOTE 6. CAPITAL ASSETS 
 

Beginning Ending 

Balance Balance 

July 1, 2014 Additions Disposals Transfers June 30 ,2015 

Governmental activities: 
Capital assets not being 

depreciated:  
Land  $   1,557,040   $              -    $            -     $            -     $    1,557,040  
Construction in progress       1,144,518         127,423                 -        (971,168)           300,773  

Total capital assets not 
being depreciated:        2,701,558         127,423                 -        (971,168)        1,857,813  

Capital assets being depreciated: 
Land and building 

improvements   100,574,299      2,589,042      (260,051)      971,168     103,874,458  
Vehicles       2,753,093         232,291      (154,644)                -           2,830,740  
Equipment       7,235,389         151,853      (139,140)                -           7,248,102  
Total capital assets being 

depreciated    110,562,781        2,973,186      (553,835)      971,168     113,953,300  

Less accumulated depreciation 
for:  

Land and building 
improvements   (85,202,399)   (1,994,135)      249,954                 -       (86,946,580) 

Vehicles     (2,670,924)        (32,059)      154,644                 -         (2,548,339) 
Equipment      (5,977,664)      (288,625)      135,098                 -         (6,131,191) 
Total accumulated 

depreciation    (93,850,987)   (2,314,819)      539,696                 -       (95,626,110) 
Total capital assets being 

depreciated, net      16,711,794         658,367        (14,139) 
               
 971,168        18,327,190  

Capital assets for governmental 
activities, net  $ 19,413,352   $    785,790   $   (14,139)  $            -     $  20,185,003  
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NOTE 6. CAPITAL ASSETS (continued) 
 
Depreciation expense for the year ended June 30, 2015, was $2,314,819.  Depreciation expense 
was allocated among the program expenses as follows: 
 

Administration $ 74,221 
Intellectual Disabilities  2,162,342 
Autism  11,516 
Regional Centers  66,740 
Total $  2,314,819 

 
As of June 30, 2015 the Department has commitments of approximately $125,000 with certain 
property owners, engineering firms, construction contractors, and vendors.  
 
NOTE 7. ACCOUNTS PAYABLE  
 
An analysis of significant accounts payables is as follows: 
 

Payables to County Disabilities Boards and Other 
Nonprofit Organizations  $ 26,500,819  

Medical and Health Services Payables  7,352,039  
Vendor Payables for Nonmedical Products and Services  628,294  
Other State Agencies  325,422 

 $  34,806,574  
 
NOTE 8. AMOUNTS DUE TO GENERAL FUND OF THE STATE 
 
The amount due to the General Fund of the State from the General Fund at June 30, 2015 of 
$3,658,370 represents primarily nursing home bed fees required to be remitted by Code of Laws 
Section 40-20-355. The nursing home bed fees were remitted in August 2015. 
 
NOTE 9. PENSION PLANS  
 
The South Carolina Public Employee Benefit Authority (“PEBA”), which was created July 1, 2012, 
administers the various retirement systems and retirement programs managed by its Retirement 
Division. PEBA has an 11-member Board of Directors, appointed by the Governor and General 
Assembly leadership, which serves as co-trustee and co-fiduciary of the systems and the trust funds. 
By law, the Budget and Control Board (restructured into the Department of Administration on July 1, 
2015), which consists of five elected officials, also reviews certain PEBA Board decisions regarding 
the funding of the South Carolina Retirement Systems (“Systems”) and serves as a co-trustee of the 
Systems in conducting that review. 
 
PEBA issues a Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (“CAFR”) containing financial statements 
and required supplementary information for the Systems' Pension Trust Funds. The CAFR is publicly 
available through the Retirement Benefits' link on PEBA's website at www.peba.sc.gov, or a copy may 
be obtained by submitting a request to PEBA, PO Box 11960, Columbia, SC 29211-1960. PEBA is 
considered a division of the primary government of the state of South Carolina and therefore, 
retirement trust fund financial information is also included in the comprehensive annual financial 
report of the state. 
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NOTE 9. PENSION PLANS (continued) 
 
Plan Descriptions 
 
• The South Carolina Retirement System (“SCRS”), a cost-sharing multiple-employer defined benefit 
pension plan, was established effective July 1, 1945, pursuant to the provisions of Section 9-1-20 of 
the South Carolina Code of Laws for the purpose of providing retirement allowances and other 
benefits for employees of the state, its public school districts, and political subdivisions. 
 
• The State Optional Retirement Program (“State ORP”) is a defined contribution plan that is offered 
as an alternative to certain newly hired state, public school, and higher education employees. State 
ORP participants direct the investment of their funds into a plan administered by one of four 
investment providers. 
 
• The South Carolina Police Officers Retirement System (“PORS”), a cost-sharing multiple-employer 
defined benefit pension plan, was established effective July 1, 1962, pursuant to the provisions of 
Section 9-11-20 of the South Carolina Code of Laws for the purpose of providing retirement 
allowances and other benefits for police officers and firemen of the state and its political subdivisions. 
 
Membership 
 
Membership requirements are prescribed in Title 9 of the South Carolina Code of Laws. A brief 
summary of the requirements under each system is presented below. 
 
• SCRS - Generally, all employees of covered employers are required to participate in and contribute 
to the system as a condition of employment. This plan covers general employees and teachers and 
individuals newly elected to the South Carolina General Assembly beginning with the November 2012 
general election. An employee member of the system with an effective date of membership prior to 
July 1, 2012, is a Class Two member. An employee member of the system with an effective date of 
membership on or after July 1, 2012, is a Class Three member. 
 
• State ORP - As an alternative to membership in SCRS, newly hired state, public school, and higher 
education employees and individuals newly elected to the S.C. General Assembly beginning with the 
November 2012 general election have the option to participate in the State ORP, which is a defined 
contribution plan. State ORP participants direct the investment of their funds into a plan administered 
by one of four investment providers. PEBA assumes no liability for State ORP benefits. Rather, the 
benefits are the liability of the investment providers. For this reason, State ORP programs are not 
considered part of the retirement systems for financial statement purposes. Employee and Employer 
contributions to the State ORP are at the same rates as SCRS. A direct remittance is required from the 
employers to the member's account with investment providers for the employee contribution (8 
percent) and a portion of the employer contribution (5 percent). A direct remittance is also required by 
SCRS for the remaining portion of the employer contribution (5.75 percent) and an incidental death 
benefit contribution (.15 percent), if applicable, which is retained by SCRS. 
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NOTE 9. PENSION PLANS (continued) 
 
Plan Descriptions (continued) 
 
Membership (continued) 
 
• PORS - To be eligible for PORS membership, an employee must be required by the terms of his 
employment, by election or appointment, to preserve public order, protect life and property, and detect 
crimes in the state; to prevent and control property destruction by fire; or to serve as a peace officer 
employed by the Department of Corrections, the Department of Juvenile Justice, or the Department of 
Mental Health. Probate judges and coroners may elect membership in PORS. Magistrates are required 
to participate in PORS for service as a magistrate. PORS members, other than magistrates and probate 
judges, must also earn at least $2,000 per year and devote at least 1,600 hours per year to this work, 
unless exempted by statute. An employee member of the system with an effective date of membership 
prior to July 1, 2012, is a Class Two member. An employee member of the system with an effective 
date of membership on or after July 1, 2012, is a Class Three member. 
 
Benefits 
 
Benefit terms are prescribed in Title 9 of the South Carolina Code of Laws. PEBA does not have the 
authority to establish or amend benefit terms without a legislative change in the code of laws. Key 
elements of the benefit calculation include the benefit multiplier, years of service, and average final 
compensation. A brief summary of the benefit terms for each system is presented below. 
 
• SCRS - A Class Two member who has separated from service with at least five or more years of 
earned service is eligible for a monthly pension at age 65 or with 28 years credited service regardless 
of age. A member may elect early retirement with reduced pension benefits payable at age 55 with 25 
years of service credit. A Class Three member who has separated from service with at least eight or 
more years of earned service is eligible for a monthly pension upon satisfying the Rule of 90 
requirement that the total of the member's age and the member's creditable service equals at least 90 
years. Both Class Two and Class Three members are eligible to receive a reduced deferred annuity at 
age 60 if they satisfy the five- or eight-year earned service requirement, respectively. An incidental 
death benefit is also available to beneficiaries of active and retired members of employers who 
participate in the death benefit program. 
 
The annual retirement allowance of eligible retirees or their surviving annuitants is increased by the 
lesser of one percent or five hundred dollars every July 1. Only those annuitants in receipt of a benefit 
on July 1 of the preceding year are eligible to receive the increase. Members who retire under the early 
retirement provisions at age 55 with 25 years of service are not eligible for the benefit adjustment until 
the second July 1 after reaching age 60 or the second July 1 after the date they would have had 28 
years of service credit had they not retired. 
 
• PORS - A Class Two member who has separated from service with at least five or more years of 
earned service is eligible for a monthly pension at age 55 or with 25 years of service regardless of age. 
A Class Three member who has separated from service with at least eight or more years of earned 
service is eligible for a monthly pension at age 55 or with 27 years of service regardless of age. Both 
Class Two and Class Three members are eligible to receive a deferred annuity at age 55 with five or 
eight years of earned service, respectively. An incidental death benefit is also available to beneficiaries 
of active and retired members of employers who participate in the death benefit program. Accidental 
death benefits are also provided upon the death of an active member working for a covered employer 
whose death was a natural and proximate result of an injury incurred while in the performance of duty. 
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NOTE 9. PENSION PLANS (continued) 
 
Plan Descriptions (continued) 
 
Benefits (continued) 
 
The retirement allowance of eligible retirees or their surviving annuitants is increased by the lesser of 
one percent or five hundred dollars every July 1. Only those annuitants in receipt of a benefit on July 1 
of the preceding year are eligible to receive the increase. 
 
Contributions 
 
Contributions are prescribed in Title 9 of the South Carolina Code of Laws. The PEBA Board may 
increase the SCRS and PORS employer and employee contribution rates on the basis of the actuarial 
valuations, but any such increase may not result in a differential between the employee and employer 
contribution rate that exceeds 2.9 percent of earnable compensation for SCRS and 5 percent for PORS. 
An increase in the contribution rates adopted by the board may not provide for an increase of more 
than one-half of one percent in any one year. If the scheduled employee and employer contributions 
provided in statute or the rates last adopted by the board are insufficient to maintain a thirty year 
amortization schedule of the unfunded liabilities of the plans, the board shall increase the contribution 
rates in equal percentage amounts for the employer and employee as necessary to maintain the thirty-
year amortization period; and, this increase is not limited to one- half of one percent per year. 
 

Required employee contribution rates for fiscal year 2014-2015 are as follows: 
   
SCRS   
 Employee Class Two  8.00% of earnable compensation 
 Employee Class Three  8.00% of earnable compensation 
   
State ORP Employee  8.00% of earnable compensation 
   
PORS   
 Employee Class Two  8.41% of earnable compensation 
 Employee Class Three  8.41% of earnable compensation 
   
Required employer contribution rates for fiscal year 2014-2015 are as follows: 
   
SCRS   
 Employer Class Two  10.75% of earnable compensation 
 Employer Class Three  10.75% of earnable compensation 
 Employer Incidental Death Benefit  0.15% of earnable compensation 
   
State ORP Employee   
 Employer Contribution  10.75% of earnable compensation1 
 Employer Incidental Death Benefit  0.15% of earnable compensation 
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NOTE 9. PENSION PLANS (continued) 
 
Plan Descriptions (continued) 
 
Contributions (continued) 
 

   
PORS   
 Employer Class Two  13.01% of earnable compensation 
 Employer Class Three  13.01% of earnable compensation 
 Employer Incidental Death Benefit  0.20% of earnable compensation 
 Employer Accidental Death Program  0.20% of earnable compensation 
   
1 Of this employer contribution of 10.75% of earnable compensation, 5% of earnable 
compensation must be remitted by the employer directly to the ORP vendor to be allocated to 
the member’s account with the remainder of the employer contribution remitted to SCRS. 

 
Actuarial Assumptions and Methods 
 
Actuarial valuations involve estimates of the reported amounts and assumptions about the probability 
of occurrence of events far into the future. Examples include assumptions about future employment, 
mortality, and future salary increases. Amounts determined during the valuation process are subject to 
continual revision as actual results are compared with past expectations and new estimates are made 
about the future. South Carolina state statute requires that an actuarial experience study be completed 
at least once in each five-year period. The last experience study was performed on data through June 
30, 2010, and the next experience study is scheduled to be conducted after the June 30, 2015 annual 
valuation is complete. 
 
The most recent annual actuarial valuation reports adopted by the PEBA Board are as of July 1, 2013. 
The net pension liability of each defined benefit pension plan was therefore determined by the 
consulting actuary, Gabriel, Roeder, Smith and Company (“GRS”), based on the July 1, 2013 actuarial 
valuations, using membership data as of July 1, 2013, projected forward to the end of the fiscal year, 
and financial information of the pension trust funds as of June 30, 2014, using generally accepted 
actuarial procedures. Information included in the following schedules is based on the certification 
provided by GRS. 
 
The following provides a summary of the actuarial assumptions and methods used in the July 1, 2013, 
valuations for SCRS and PORS. 

 SCRS  PORS 
Actuarial cost method Entry age  Entry age 
 Actuarial assumptions:    
 Investment rate of return 7.5%  7.5% 
 Projected salary increases levels off at 3.5%  levels off at 4.0% 
 Includes inflation at 2.75%  2.75% 
 Benefit adjustments lesser of 1% or $500   lesser of 1% or $500  

 
The post-retiree mortality assumption is dependent upon the member's job category and gender. This 
assumption includes base rates which are automatically adjusted for future improvement in mortality 
using published Scale AA projected from the year 2000. 
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NOTE 9. PENSION PLANS (continued) 
 
Actuarial Assumptions and Methods (continued) 
 

Former Job Class Males Females 
Educators and Judges RP-2000 Males (with White Collar 

adjustment) multiplied by 110%  
RP-2000 Females (with White 
Collar adjustment) multiplied by 
95%  

General Employees and Members of the 
General Assembly 

RP-2000 Males multiplied by 
100%  

RP-2000 Females multiplied by 
90%  

Public Safety, Firefighters and members of 
the South Carolina National Guard 

RP-2000 Males (with Blue Collar 
adjustment) multiplied by 115%  

RP-2000 Females (with Blue Collar 
adjustment) multiplied by 115%  

 
Net Pension Liability 
 
The net pension liability (NPL) is calculated separately for each system and represents that particular 
system's total pension liability determined in accordance with GASB Statement No. 67 less that 
System's fiduciary net position. As of June 30, 2014, the Department’s proportional share of the NPL 
amounts for SCRS and PORS are presented below: 
 

System 
Proportional Share of Net 

Pension Liability 
SCRS $ 109,462,821 
  
PORS $ 33,579 

 
The total pension liability is calculated by the Systems' actuary, and each plan's fiduciary net position 
is reported in the Systems' financial statements.  The Department’s proportionate share of the net 
pension liability was calculated on the basis of historical employer contributions. Although GASB 68 
encourages the use of the employer's projected long-term contribution effort to the retirement plan, 
allocating on the basis of historical employer contributions is considered acceptable.   For the year 
ending June 30, 2014, the Department’s percentage of the SCRS and PORS net pension liability were 
0.635795% and 0.00175%, respectively. 
 
Discount Rate 
 
The discount rate used to measure the total pension liability was 7.50 percent. The projection of cash 
flows used to determine the discount rate assumed that contributions from participating employers in 
SCRS and PORS will be made based on the actuarially determined rates based on provisions in the 
South Carolina State Code of Laws. Based on those assumptions, each System's fiduciary net position 
was projected to be available to make all projected future benefit payments of current plan members. 
Therefore, the long-term expected rate of return on pension plan investments was applied to all periods 
of projected benefit payments to determine the total pension liability. 
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NOTE 9. PENSION PLANS (continued) 
 
Net Pension Liability (continued) 
 
Long-term Expected Rate of Return 
 
The long-term expected rate of return on pension plan investments for actuarial purposes is based upon 
the 30 year capital market outlook at the end of the third quarter 2012. The actuarial long-term 
expected rates of return represent best estimates of arithmetic real rates of return for each major asset 
class and were developed in coordination with the investment consultant for the Retirement System 
Investment Commission (“RSIC”) using a building block approach, reflecting observable inflation and 
interest rate information available in the fixed income markets as well as Consensus Economic 
forecasts. The actuarial long-term assumptions for other asset classes are based on historical results, 
current market characteristics and professional judgment. 
 
The RSIC has exclusive authority to invest and manage the retirement trust funds' assets. As co-
fiduciary of the Systems, statutory provisions and governance policies allow the RSIC to operate in a 
manner consistent with a long-term investment time horizon. The expected real rates of investment 
return, along with the expected inflation rate, form the basis for the target asset allocation adopted 
annually by the RSIC. For actuarial purposes, the long-term expected rate of return is calculated by 
weighting the expected future real rates of return by the target allocation percentage and then adding 
the actuarial expected inflation which is summarized in the table on the following page. For actuarial 
purposes, the 7.50 percent assumed annual investment rate of return used in the calculation of the total 
pension liability includes a 4.75 percent real rate of return and a 2.75 percent inflation component. 
 

Asset Class 
Target Asset 

Allocation 

Expected 
Arithmetic Real 
Rate of Return 

Long Term 
Expected 

Portfolio Real 
Rate of Return 

Short Term  5.0%   
 Cash  2.0  0.3%  0.01% 
 Short Duration  3.0  0.6 0.02 
Domestic Fixed Income  13.0   
 Core Fixed Income  7.0  1.1 0.08 
 High Yield  2.0  3.5 0.07 
 Bank Loans  4.0  2.8 0.11 
Global Fixed Income  9.0   
 Global Fixed Income  3.0  0.8 0.02 
 Emerging Markets Debt  6.0  4.1 0.25 
Global Public Equity  31.0  7.8 2.42 
Global Tactical Asset Allocation  10.0  5.1 0.51 
Alternatives  32.0   
 Hedge Funds (Low Beta)  8.0  4.0 0.32 
 Private Debt  7.0 10.2 0.71 
 Private Equity  9.0 10.2 0.92 
 Real Estate (Broad Market)  5.0  5.9 0.29 
 Commodities  3.0  5.1 0.15 
 Total Expected Real Return  100.0%  5.88 
 Inflation for Actuarial Purposes   2.75 
 Total Expected Nominal Return    8.63% 
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NOTE 9. PENSION PLANS (continued) 
 
Net Pension Liability (continued) 
 
Sensitivity Analysis 
 
The following table presents the collective net pension liability of the participating employers 
calculated using the discount rate of 7.50 percent, as well as what the employers' net pension liability 
would be if it were calculated using a discount rate that is 1.00 percent lower (6.50 percent) or 1.00 
percent higher (8.50 percent) than the current rate. 
 

Sensitivity of the Proportional Share of Net Pension Liability to Changes in the Discount Rate 
System 1.00% Decrease (6.50%) Current Discount Rate (7.50%) 1.00% Increase (8.50%) 
SCRS $ 141,651,663 $ 109,462,821 $ 82,608,093 
PORS  46,926  33,579  22,536 

 
Deferred Outflows (Inflows) of Resources 
 
For the year ended June 30, 2015, the Department recognized pension expense of approximately 
$7,675,000.  At June 30, 2015, the Department reported deferred outflows (inflows) of resources 
related to pensions from the following sources:  
 

SCRS   PORS 

  
Deferred 

Outflows of 
Resources 

Deferred 
Inflows of 
Resources   

Deferred 
Outflows of 
Resources 

Deferred 
Inflows of 
Resources 

Pension contributions subsequent to 
 measurement date  $6,460,093  $  ̶   $ 2,914  $  ̶ 
Differences in actual and expected 
 experience   3,101,716  ̶    896  ̶ 
Net differences between projected 
 and actual earnings on plan 
 investments 

 
 ̶  9,228,514    ̶  3,885 

$9,561,809 $ 9,228,514   $ 3,810  $ 3,885 

 
The Department reported $6,463,007 as deferred outflows of resources related to contributions 
subsequent to the measurement date that will be recognized as a reduction of the net pension liability 
in the year ended June 30, 2016.  Other amounts reported as deferred outflows (inflows) of resources 
will be recognized in pension expense in future years. The following schedule reflects the amortization 
of the Department’s proportional share of the net balance of remaining deferred outflows (inflows) of 
resources at June 30, 2015. Average remaining service lives of all employees provided with pensions 
through the pension plans at June 30, 2014 was 4.233 years for SCRS and 4.856 years for PORS. 
 
Measurement Period 

Ending June 30, 
Fiscal Year Ending 

June 30, SCRS 
 

PORS 
2015 2016 $ (1,347,736)  $ (739) 
2016 2017  (1,347,736)   (739) 
2017 2018  (1,347,736)   (739) 
2018 2019  (2,083,590)   (772) 

Net Balance of Deferred Inflows of Resources $ (6,126,798)  $ (2,989) 
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NOTE 10. POST RETIREMENT AND OTHER EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 
 
Plan Description 
 
In accordance with the South Carolina Code of Laws and the annual Appropriations Act, the State 
provides post-employment health and dental and long-term disability benefits to retired State and 
school district employees and their covered dependents.  The Department contributes to the South 
Carolina Retiree Health Insurance Trust Fund (“SCRHITF”) and the South Carolina Long-Term 
Disability Insurance Trust Fund (“SCLTDITF”), cost-sharing multiple employer defined benefit 
postemployment healthcare and long-term disability plans administered by the Insurance Benefits 
Division of PEBA. 
 
Generally, retirees are eligible for the health and dental benefits if they have established at least ten 
years of retirement service credit.  For new hires beginning employment May 2, 2008 and after, 
retirees are eligible for benefits if they have established 25 years of service for 100% employer funding 
and 15 through 24 years of service for 50% employer funding.  Benefits become effective when the 
former employee retires under a State retirement system.  Basic Long-Term Disability (“BLTD”) 
benefits are provided to active state, public school district, and participating local government 
employees approved for disability. 
 
Funding Policies 
 
Section 1-11-710 of the South Carolina Code of Laws of 1976, as amended, requires these 
postemployment and long-term disability benefits be funded through annual appropriations by the 
General Assembly for active employees to the Insurance Benefits Division and participating retirees to 
the PEBA, except for the portion funded through the pension surcharge and provided from the other 
applicable sources of the Insurance Benefits Division, for its active employees who are not funded by 
State General Fund appropriations.  Employers are mandated by State statute to contribute at a rate 
assessed each year by the Office of the State Budget, 5.00% of annual covered payroll for 2015 and 
4.92% of annual covered payroll for 2014.  The Insurance Benefits Division sets the employer 
contribution rate based on a pay-as-you-go basis.  The Department paid approximately $2,935,000 and 
$2,799,000 to the trust fund for the fiscal years ended June 30, 2015 and 2014, respectively.  BLTD 
benefits are funded through a person’s premium charged to State agencies, public school districts, and 
other participating local governments.  The monthly premium per active employee paid to Insurance 
Benefits Division was $3.22 for the fiscal years ended June 30, 2015 and 2014.   
 
Effective May 1, 2008 the State established two trust funds through Act 195 for the purpose of funding 
and accounting for the employer costs of retiree health and dental insurance benefits and long-term 
disability insurance benefits.  The SCRHITF is primarily funded through the payroll surcharge.  Other 
sources of funding include additional State appropriated dollars, accumulated IB reserves, and income 
generated from investments.  The SCLTDITF is primarily funded through investment income and 
employer contributions. 
 
A copy of the separately issued financial statements for the benefit plans and the trust funds may be 
obtained by writing to the South Carolina Public Employee Benefit Authority – Insurance Benefits 
Division, P.O. Box 11960, Columbia, South Carolina 29211-1960. 
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NOTE 11.  CHANGES IN GENERAL LONG-TERM OBLIGATIONS 
 
Long-term liabilities consist of compensated absences and settlements payable.  Compensated absence 
and settlements payable activity for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2015, was as follows: 

 
Beginning Ending 

Balance Balance Current 

June 30, 2014 Increases Decreases June 30, 2015 Portion 

Compensated absences  $     5,721,590  $     5,431,941  $    (5,721,590)  $     5,431,941   $     1,086,388 

Settlements payable                      -           2,164,442                      -           2,164,442          1,964,191 

Total  $     5,721,590  $     7,596,383  $    (5,721,590)  $     7,596,383   $     3,050,579 

 
See Note 14 for further details on the settlements payable. 
 
NOTE 12. DEFERRED COMPENSATION PLANS 
 
Several optional deferred compensation plans are available to State employees. The multiple-employer 
plans, created under Internal Revenue Code Sections 457, 401(k), and 403(b), are administered by 
third parties and are not included in the Department’s financial statements. Compensation deferred 
under the plans is placed in trust for the contributing employee. The Department has no liability for 
losses under the plans. Employees may withdraw the current value of their contributions when they 
terminate State employment. Employees may also withdraw contributions prior to termination if they 
meet requirements specified by the applicable plan.  The Department made no contributions for the 
fiscal year ended June 30, 2015. 
 
NOTE 13. OPERATING LEASES 
 
Lease payments for real property during the year ended June 30, 2015 were approximately $32,000. 
Lease payments for equipment, including contingent rental payments, were approximately $259,000.  
The Department also leases State owned vehicles and incurred approximately $311,000 of expense 
related to vehicle use.  There are no future obligations with a remaining term in excess of one year. 
 
NOTE 14. CONTINGENCIES AND SETTLEMENTS PAYABLE 
 
The Department is involved in a number of legal proceedings and claims with various parties arising in 
the normal course of business. These proceedings and claims cover a wide range of matters including 
personal injury, medical malpractice, and negligence. In some of these cases, the remedies that may be 
sought or damages claimed are substantial. Because, in the opinion of management and counsel, the 
risk of material loss in excess of insurance coverage for these events is remote, the outcome of the 
legal proceedings and claims is not expected to have a material adverse effect on the financial position 
of the Department. Therefore, an estimated liability has not been recorded.  The outcome of any 
litigation has an element of uncertainty. 
 
During the year ended June 30, 2015 two settlements were reached by the Department.  The first 
related to miscalculations in establishing room and board charges to consumers residing in HUD 
financed properties.  Providers were instructed to repay consumers for overcharges related to fiscal 
years 2013 and 2014 and the Department’s Commission agreed to share in these reimbursements at a 
rate up to 50%.  The Department’s 50% share amounted to $764,914.  This amount will be paid over 
fiscal years 2016, 2017, and 2018 in the amount of $564,663, $147,797, and $52,454, respectively. 
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NOTE 14. CONTINGENCIES AND SETTLEMENTS PAYABLE (continued) 
 
The second settlement was the result of an audit performed during fiscal year 2015 by the Office of 
Inspector General of the United States Department of Health and Human Services over the 
Department’s fiscal year 2010 Medicaid waiver cost report.  The audit was performed as a follow-up 
to the 2007 through 2009 fiscal year audit that covered the allocation of administrative cost to 
unallowable room and board cost.  The 2015 audit disallowed $1,599,525 claimed in the Department’s 
costs reports.  The Department’s share of the disallowed costs is $1,399,528.  The Department expects 
to pay this amount during fiscal year 2016. 
 
NOTE 15. FUND BALANCE CLASSIFICATIONS 
 

Nonspendable Restricted Assigned Total 

General Fund $ 217,477 $ 2,383,698 $ 3,862,510 $ 6,463,685 

Capital Projects Fund  ―  13,443,787  ―  13,443,787 

Nonmajor Governmental Funds   ―   1,186   ―   1,186 

Total $ 217,477 $ 15,828,671 $ 3,862,510 $ 19,908,658 

 
Nonspendable 
 
This portion of fund balance is not available for expenditure because it is either in a form that cannot 
be spent, such as inventories, or is legally or contractually required to be maintained intact. 
 
Restricted 
 
General Fund 
The General Fund receives contributions for its Regional Centers.  These contributions are restricted to 
use at the Regional Center that received the donation. 
 
Additionally, the Department holds fund balances related to donations restricted to support the 
operations, maintenance, and facilities of the Whitten Center.  These amounts are restricted due to the 
terms of the donation. 
 
Capital Projects Fund 
Proviso 36.2 of the 2014-2015 Appropriations Act authorizes the Department to retain proceeds from 
the sale of excess real property in the capital projects fund and to use the funds for the purchase of land 
and the construction of community residences. 
 
The Department receives approval at various intervals to use excess debt service funds from client fees 
revenues for capital projects. The funds when collected remain in the debt service fund until they are 
transferred by the State Treasurer to excess debt service reserve account when capital projects are 
approved. Funds are transferred by the State Treasurer from the excess debt service reserve account to 
specific capital project accounts when needed to meet expenditures incurred. The amount of excess 
debt service funds transferred from the debt service fund to excess debt service reserve in the capital 
projects fund during the year ended June 30, 2015 was approximately $3,344,000. 
 
Nonmajor Governmental Funds 
The Department receives funds from various Federal and State sources that are restricted as to use of 
those funds as provided for under the grant or funding agreement. 
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NOTE 15. FUND BALANCE CLASSIFICATIONS (continued) 
 
Assigned 
 
General Fund 
The amount of assigned fund balance in the general fund is assigned by the Department primarily for 
the acquisition and construction of capital assets.  These amounts have not been formally restricted or 
committed for this purpose; however, the Department’s director has assigned the funds future use. 
 
NOTE 16.  TRANSACTIONS WITH STATE ENTITIES 
 
The Department has significant transactions with the State of South Carolina and various State 
agencies. As required by Section 44-20-355 of the 1976 Code of Laws of South Carolina, as Amended, 
the Department collected a $8.50 per day Patient Day Fee from all State Intermediate Care Facilities 
for the Mentally Retarded and remitted the fees to the General Fund of the State. The amount collected 
and remitted in the fiscal year end June 30, 2015 was $3,658,370.  
 
The Department also has significant transactions with the South Carolina Department of Health and 
Human Services (“HHS”).  Under various memorandums of agreement (“MOA”), HHS reimburses the 
Department for services provided by the Department or to reimburse administrative costs incurred 
during the year.  At June 30, 2015, $9,739,252 was due from HHS under the MOAs and approximately 
$3.5 million of the amount due related to current year transactions with HHS. 
 
The Department had an additional approximate $1,352,000 of accounts receivable due from other State 
agencies.  These receivables were related to services provided by the Department, Department 
expenditures that were reimbursable from other State agencies, or insurance related claims. 
 
Services received at no cost from State agencies include maintenance of certain accounting records and 
payroll and disbursement processing from the Comptroller General; check preparation, banking, and 
investment functions from the State Treasurer; legal services from the Attorney General; and records 
storage from the Department of Archives and History. Other services received at no cost from the 
various divisions of the South Carolina State Public Employee Benefit Authority include retirement 
plan administration and insurance plans administration. 
 
The Department had financial transactions with various other State agencies during the fiscal year. 
Significant payments were made to divisions of the South Carolina State Public Employee Benefit 
Authority for retirement and insurance plans contributions.  Payments were made to the South 
Carolina Budget and Control Board for telephone services, interagency mail and supplies. Significant 
payments were also made for unemployment and worker's compensation coverage for employees. The 
amounts of 2015 expenditures applicable to related party transactions were approximately 
$67,500,000.   
 
The Department provided no significant services to any other State agencies during the fiscal year 
ended June 30, 2015. 
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NOTE 17.  RISK MANAGEMENT 
 
The Department is exposed to various risks of loss and maintains State or commercial insurance 
coverage for certain of those risks. Management believes such coverage is sufficient to preclude any 
significant uninsured losses for the covered risks.  There were no significant reductions in insurance 
coverage from coverage in the prior year. 
 
Settled claims have not exceeded this coverage in any of the past three years. The Department pays 
insurance premiums to certain other State agencies and commercial insurers to cover risks that may 
occur in normal operations. 
 
The insurers promise to pay to or on behalf of the insured for covered economic losses sustained 
during the policy period in accord with insurance policy and benefit program limits except for the 
deductibles. 
 
State management believes it is more economical to manage certain risks internally and to set aside 
assets for claim settlement. Several State funds accumulate assets and the State itself assumes 
substantially all risks for the following: 
 

1. Claims   of   State   employees   for   unemployment   compensation benefits (Department 
of Employment  and Workforce); 

2. Claims of covered employees  for workers'  compensation  benefits for job-related  illnesses 
or injuries (State Accident Fund); 

3. Claims  of  covered  public  employees  for  health  and  dental  insurance  benefits  (Public 
Employee Benefit Authority); and 

4. Claims  of covered  public employees  for  long-term  disability  and  group-life  insurance 
benefits  (Public Employee Benefit Authority). 

 
Employees elect health coverage through either a health maintenance organization or through the 
State's self-insured plan. All of the other coverages listed above are through the applicable State self-
insurance plan except dependent and optional life premiums which are remitted to commercial carriers. 
 
The Department and other entities pay premiums to the State's Insurance Reserve Fund (“IRF”) which 
issues policies, accumulates assets to cover the risks of loss, and pays claims incurred for covered 
losses related to the following assets, activities, and/or events: 
 

1. Theft of, damage to, or destruction of assets; 
2. Real property, its contents, and other equipment; 
3. Motor vehicles; 
4. Torts; 
5. Natural disasters; and 
6. Medical malpractice claims against covered hospitals and employees. 

 
The IRF is a self-insurer and purchases reinsurance to obtain certain services and specialized coverage 
and to limit losses in the areas of property, boiler and machinery, automobile liability, and medical 
professional liability insurance. The IRF's rates are determined actuarially. 
 
The Department self-insures for collision damage to Department owned vehicles because it estimates 
the cost of repairs will be less than the cost of insurance. No material payments for collision damage to 
Department owned vehicles were made in the fiscal year ended June 30, 2015. 
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NOTE 17.  RISK MANAGEMENT (continued) 
 
The Department obtains up to $200,000 per occurrence coverage through a commercial insurer for 
employee fidelity bond insurance for all employees for losses arising from theft or misappropriation. 
The Department self-insures above this amount because it feels the likelihood of loss is remote. No 
payments for uninsured losses were made during the fiscal year ended June 30, 2015. 
 
The Department has recorded insurance premium expenditures in the applicable programmatic 
expenditure. 
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Variance

Original Budget Final Budget Actual Positive (Negative)

Administration

Commissioner 155,000$    155,000$    155,000$    -$     

Classified Positions 3,679,729   3,712,989  3,712,989   -   

Other Personal Services 20,000  198,435   198,435  -   

Special Item - Waiting List 13,293,825   -   -  -   

Program and Services

Prevention Program

Special Item - Greenwood Genetic Center 2,934,300   2,934,300  2,934,300   -   

Intellectual Disabilit ies - Family Support

Children's Services

Classified Positions 116,542  119,546   119,546  -   

Other Operating Expenses 2,935,037   3,204,454  3,204,454   -   

Special Item - BabyNet 3,725,000   3,725,000  3,725,000   -   

In-Home Family Support

Classified Positions 128,120  199,246   199,246  -   

Other Operating Expenses 24,882,226   20,687,190  20,687,190   -   

Adult Development and Support

Classified Positions 40,286  44,632  44,632  -   

Other Operating Expenses 15,139,344   22,445,237  22,445,237   -   

Service Coordination

Classified Positions 325,749  218,713   218,713  -   

Other Operating Expenses 6,239,098   5,180,626  5,180,626   -   

Case Services 2,000  -   -   

Autism Family Support

Autism Family Support Services

Classified Positions 509,706  522,616   522,616  -   

Other Personal Services 200   10,522  10,522  -   

Other Operating Expenses 3,272,233   2,812,997  2,812,997   -   

Pervasive Development Disorder

Classified Positions 90,000  84,494  84,494  -   

Other Operating Expenses 6,885,000   7,099,785  7,099,785   -   

Head and Spinal Cord Injury

Classified Positions 158,990  164,577   164,577  -   

Other Operating Expenses 5,784,000   6,691,275  6,691,275   -   

Other Personal Services -  2,617  2,617  -   

Case Services 12,000  -   -  -   

Intellectual Disabilit ies Residential

Classified Positions 1,829,977   2,176,612  2,176,612   -   

Other Personal Services 50,000  140,027   140,027  -   

Other Operating Expenses 46,507,981   69,100,559  69,100,559   -   

Case Services 900,800  549,200   549,200  -   

Budgeted Amounts
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Autism Community Residential Program

Classified Positions 1,209,713           1,148,749             1,148,749           -                         

Other Personal Services 166,312              277,714                277,714              -                         

Other Operating Expenses 3,927,592           3,479,918             3,479,918           -                         

Head and Spinal Cord Injury Residential

Other Operating Expenses 958,763              940,024                940,024              -                         

Regional Center Residential Program

Classified Positions 34,109,291         31,594,399           31,594,399         -                         

Other Personal Services 1,836,989           6,308,560             6,308,560           -                         

Lander University - Autism Services

Other Operating Services -                      300,000                300,000              -                         

Austism Services -                      1,150,000             1,150,000           -                         

Special Needs Park -                      200,000                200,000              -                         

Charles Lea Center -                      100,000                100,000              -                         

Employee Benefits

Employer Contributions 20,925,634         18,892,259           18,892,259         -                         

Total Expenditures 202,751,437$     216,572,272$       216,572,272$     -$                       
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Variance
Original Budget Final Budget Actual Positive (Negative)

Administration
Classified Positions 166,137$            271,961$              271,961$              -$                    
Other Personal Services 137,637              137,637                66,927                  70,710                
Other Operating Expenses 2,781,871           2,677,157             1,802,885             874,272              

Program and Services
Prevention Program

Other Operating Expenses 257,098              257,098                198,000                59,098                
Special Item - Greenwood Genetic Center 6,534,076           6,534,076             6,534,076             -                      

Intellectual Disabilit ies - Family Support
Children's Services

Other Operating Expenses 11,805,226         11,550,142           8,768,787             2,781,355           
Special Item - BabyNet 5,587,500           5,587,500             5,587,500             -                      

In-Home Family Support
Classified Positions -                      41,603                  41,603                  -                      
Other Operating Expenses 32,843,261         18,311,342           17,410,293           901,049              
Case Services 10,000                10,000                  -                       10,000                

Adult Development and Support
Other Operating Expenses 49,215,777         65,543,484           53,600,430           11,943,054         

Service Coordination
Classified Positions -                      27,417                  27,417                  -                      
Other Operating Expenses 16,090,763         17,090,916           11,304,998           5,785,918           
Case Services 50,000                50,000                  8,100                    41,900                

Autism Family Support
Autism Family Support Services

Other Operating Expenses 8,921,170           8,304,070             4,438,001             3,866,069           
Case Services 17,000                17,000                  -                       17,000                

Pervasive Development Disorder
Other Operating Expenses 3,300,000           3,300,000             1,394,191             1,905,809           

Head and Spinal Cord Injury
Classified Positions -                      79,467                  72,605                  6,862                  
Other Operating Expenses 15,799,720         16,804,016           7,675,690             9,128,326           

Intellectual Disabilit ies Residential
Classified Positions 184,516              180,475                162,018                18,457                
Other Personal Services 160,000              160,000                72,487                  87,513                
Other Operating Expenses 200,076,532       193,867,176         184,224,312         9,642,864           
Case Services 13,962,263         16,399,830           16,338,908           60,922                

Autism Community Residential Program
Classified Positions 174,611              174,611                144,214                30,397                
Other Personal Services 133,384              133,384                11,650                  121,734              
Other Operating Expenses 17,892,592         18,199,198           16,124,790           2,074,408           
Case Services 33,025                28,624                  22,188                  6,436                  

Budgeted Amounts
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Head and Spinal Cord Injury Residential
Other Operating Expenses 2,081,769           2,706,769             1,878,137             828,632              

Regional Center Residential Program
Classified Positions 13,973,747         13,723,477           11,344,118           2,379,359           
Other Personal Services 2,621,784           2,621,784             1,058,358             1,563,426           
Other Operating Expenses 17,873,449         17,909,801           14,429,168           3,480,633           
Case Services 441,222              426,115                360,561                65,554                

Employee Benefits
Employer Contributions 6,809,487           6,809,487             5,870,697             938,790              

Total Expenditures 429,935,617$     429,935,617$       371,245,070$       58,690,547$       
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SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS  
NOTES TO REQUIRED SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION -  

BUDGETARY COMPARISON SCHEDULES 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2015 

 
1. Budgetary Funds 

 
South Carolina’s Annual Appropriation Act, the State’s legally adopted budget, does not present 
budgets by GAAP fund.  Instead, it presents program-level budgets for the following two funds: 
 
General Funds – These funds are general operating funds.  The resources in the funds are primarily 
taxes.  The State expends General Funds to provide traditional State government services.   
 
Total Funds – The Total Funds column in the Appropriations Act includes all budgeted resources.  
Amounts in this column include General Funds as well as most, but not all, federal and department-
generated resources.  Total funds include portions of certain proprietary and capital project fund 
activities as well as most special revenue activities but exclude the pension trust funds and some other 
fiduciary fund activities. 
 
Amounts presented as Other Budgeted Funds are obtained by subtracting the General Funds column 
in the Appropriations Act from the Total Funds columns.  Revenue is not presented in the budgetary 
schedule because it is budgeted at the Statewide level. 
 
As operating conditions change, the Department may transfer appropriations between programs and 
classifications within programs.  However, limits are placed on increasing/decreasing authorizations 
for personal services without Budget and Control Board approval.  Also, a revision of budgeted 
amounts over and above the total revenues appropriated requires approval of the Budget and Control 
Board. 
 
Substantially all the funds appropriated by the State and other budgeted funds are included within the 
General Fund for financial statement presentation under GAAP. 

 
2. Original and Final Budgeted Amounts; Basis of Presentation 

 
The original appropriations presented in the accompanying schedule for the General Funds include 
amounts in the Appropriations Act as well as any appropriation reductions specifically authorized by 
law to prevent duplicate appropriations.  The terminology, classification, and format of the 
appropriations section of the accompanying schedules are substantively the same as the legally 
adopted budget. The State allows the Department to transfer its appropriated funds to restricted 
accounts to allow for the opportunity for interest to be earned on these appropriated amounts.  
However, expenditures have been presented in accordance with the classifications provided for in the 
legally adopted budget. 
 
The State’s General Assembly does not approve estimated revenue or fund balance amounts for Other 
Budgeted Funds which include the Department’s General Fund.  However, Section 115 
(Recapitulations) of the Appropriation Act includes net source of funds amounts (i.e. estimated cash 
brought forward from the previous fiscal year plus estimated revenue for the current fiscal year minus 
estimated cash to be carried forward to the following fiscal year) for three categories of Other 
Budgeted Funds:  Federal, Earmarked, and Restricted.  A budget versus actual comparison for the 
Department’s General Funds and Other Budgeted Funds are presented as supplementary information. 
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NOTES TO REQUIRED SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION -  
BUDGETARY COMPARISON SCHEDULES 

FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2015 
 

3. Legal Level of Budgetary Control 
 
The Department maintains budgetary control at the level of summary objective category of 
expenditure within each program of each department or agency which is the level of detail presented 
in the accompanying schedules. 
 

4. Basis of Budgeting 
 
Current legislation states that the General Assembly intends to appropriate all monies to operate State 
government for the current fiscal year.  Unexpended appropriations lapse on July 31 unless the 
department or agency is given specific authorization to carry them forward to the next fiscal year.  
Cash-basis accounting for payroll expenditures is used, while the accrual basis is used for other 
expenditures. 
 
State law does not precisely define the State’s budgetary basis of budgeting.  In practice, however, it 
is the cash basis with the following exceptions: 
 

 Departments and agencies shall charge certain vendor and interfund payments against the 
preceding fiscal year’s appropriations through July 13. 

 
 All revenues are recorded only when the State receives the related cash with the exception of 

certain tax amounts, such as motor fuel taxes and gas taxes, which are not received by the 
Department’s General Fund. 

 
5. Budget to GAAP Reporting Differences 

 
Budgetary accounting principles differ significantly from GAAP accounting principles.  Basis 
differences arise because the basis of budgeting differs from the GAAP basis used to prepare the 
statement of revenues, expenditures, and changes in fund balance.  The differences between the 
budgetary comparison schedules for the General Funds and Other Budgeted Funds as compared to the 
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balance are related to the modified 
accrual basis of accounting which include accounts receivable and accounts payable as revenues and 
expenditures in the current year while the budgetary basis would include those amounts in the year 
that payments were actually received or paid.  A reconciliation of the budgetary basis expenditures to 
the GAAP basis expenditures is below.   
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5. Budget to GAAP Reporting Differences (continued)

Reconciliation of Budget Basis to GAAP Basis Expenditures 
For the Year Ended June 30, 2015 

 General Fund 
Other Budgeted 

Funds Total

Total expenditures, budgetary basis  $      216,572,272  $     371,245,070  $ 587,817,342 
Perspective difference: 

Other budgeted funds attributable 
to the General Fund for GAAP 371,245,070  (371,245,070) ―

Basis of accounting differences: 
Change in accrued salaries (185,326)  ―      (185,326) 
Change in accounts payable 62,339     ―   62,339   
Administrative fees on 

reimbursement are considered 
an expenditure for GAAP but 
not for budget 560,000 560,000

Intermediate care fees remitted not 
considered an expenditure for 
GAAP (3,658,370)    ―   (3,658,370)

Other basis differences (245,316)   ―   (245,316)

Total expenditures, GAAP basis  $       584,350,669  $    ―   $  584,350,669 
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PENSION LIABILITY – SOUTH CAROLINA RETIREMENT SYSTEM 

AS OF JUNE 30, 2015 
LAST TWO FISCAL YEARS 

2015 2014
Department’s proportion of the net pension liability  0.635795%  0.635795% 
Department’s proportionate share of the net pension liability $ 109,462,821 $ 114,038,943 
Department’s covered – employee payroll $ 58,036,747  $ 57,944,213

Department’s  proportionate share of the net pension 
liability as percentage of covered-employee payroll 188.6% 196.8%

Plan fiduciary net position as a percentage of the total 
pension liability 59.9% 56.4%

Note: The amounts presented above were determined as of June 30th of the preceding year.  The Department 
implemented GASB #68 and GASB #71 during the year ended June 30, 2015.  Information prior to 2014 is not 
available.  
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SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS  
REQUIRED SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION - 

SCHEDULE OF CONTRIBUTIONS – SOUTH CAROLINA RETIREMENT SYSTEM 
AS OF JUNE 30, 2015 

LAST THREE FISCAL YEARS 

2015 2014 2013
Contractually required contribution $ 6,460,093 $ 6,118,522 $ 6,142,087 
Contributions in relation to the  
 contractually required contribution  6,460,093  6,118,522  6,142,087 
Contribution deficiency (excess) $ -  $ -  $ -

Department covered-employee payroll $ 59,266,908 $ 57,721,905 $ 57,944,213 
Contributions as a percentage of  
 covered-employee payroll  10.90%  10.60% 10.60%
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SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS  
REQUIRED SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION - 

SCHEDULE OF THE PROPORTIONATE SHARE OF THE NET 
PENSION LIABILITY – POLICE OFFICERS RETIREMENT SYSTEM 

AS OF JUNE 30, 2015 
LAST TWO FISCAL YEARS 

2015 2014
Department’s proportion of the net pension liability  0.00175%  0.00175% 
Department’s proportionate share of the net pension liability $ 33,579 $ 36,360 
Department’s covered – employee payroll $ 21,105 $ 21,105 

Department’s  proportionate share of the net pension 
liability as percentage of covered-employee payroll 159.1% 172.3%

Plan fiduciary net position as a percentage of the total 
pension liability 67.5% 63.0%

Note: The amounts presented above were determined as of June 30th of the preceding year.  The Department 
implemented GASB #68 and GASB #71 during the year ended June 30, 2015.  Information prior to 2014 is not 
available. 
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SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS  
REQUIRED SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION - 

SCHEDULE OF CONTRIBUTIONS – POLICE OFFICERS RETIREMENT SYSTEM 
AS OF JUNE 30, 2015 

LAST THREE FISCAL YEARS 

2015 2014 2013
Contractually required contribution $ 2,914  $ 2,710  $ 2,596 
Contributions in relation to the  
 contractually required contribution  2,914  2,710  2,596 
Contribution deficiency (excess) $ -  $ -  $ - 

Department covered-employee payroll $ 21,100 $ 21,105 $ 21,105 
Contributions as a percentage of  
 covered-employee payroll  13.81%  12.84%  12.3%
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Federal Grant Fund

Education 
Improvement Act 

Fund
Total 

Governmental

-$  268,788$              268,788$             
261,919 41,193 303,112
261,919$  309,981$              571,900$             

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES

6,003$  268,788$              274,791$             
Checks Written in Excess of Cash Balances 254,730 - 254,730

- 41,193 41,193 
260,733 309,981 570,714

Restricted 1,186 - 1,186 

1,186 - 1,186

261,919$  309,981$               571,900$               Total Liabilities and Fund Balances

Total Liabilities

Fund balance:

Total Fund Balances

Receivables, net
Total Assets

Cash and Cash Equivalents

Liabilities:
Accounts Payable

Accrued Payroll and Employee Benefits

South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs

Combining Balance Sheet
Nonmajor Governmental Funds

June 30, 2015

ASSETS
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Federal Grant Fund

Education 
Improvement Act 

Fund
Total 

Governmental

Federal Grant Revenue 278,375$            -$  278,375$            
Education Improvement Act - 359,937 359,937

278,375 359,937 638,312

Personnel Services - 359,937 359,937
133,733 - 133,733

Supplies 16,456 - 16,456
127,000 - 127,000
277,189 359,937 637,126

1,186 - 1,186

Net Change in Fund Balance 1,186 - 1,186

- - -

1,186$  - 1,186$  

Fund Balance -- Beginning

Fund Balances -- Ending

Total Expenditures

Excees (Deficiency) of Revenues Over 
Expenditures

Medical and Health Services

Capital Outlay

EXPENDITURES

Current:

Total Revenues

South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs
Combining Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balance

Nonmajor Governmental Funds
For the Year Ended June 30, 2015

REVENUES
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REPORT ON INTERNAL CONTROL OVER FINANCIAL REPORTING AND ON COMPLIANCE 
AND OTHER MATTERS BASED ON AN AUDIT OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS PERFORMED IN 

ACCORDANCE WITH GOVERNMENT AUDITING STANDARDS  
 

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT 
 
 

Mr. George L. Kennedy, CPA 
State Auditor 
Office of the State Auditor 
Columbia, South Carolina 
 
We have audited, in accordance with the auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America 
and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards issued by the 
Comptroller General of the United States, the financial statements of the governmental activities, each major 
fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information of the South Carolina Department of Disabilities and 
Special Needs (the “Department”), as of and for the year ended June 30, 2015, and the related notes to the 
financial statements, which collectively comprise the Department’s basic financial statements, and have issued 
our report thereon dated June 8, 2016. 
 
Internal Control Over Financial Reporting 
 
In planning and performing our audit of the financial statements, we considered the Department’s internal 
control over financial reporting (internal control) to determine the audit procedures that are appropriate in the 
circumstances for the purpose of expressing our opinions on the financial statements, but not for the purpose of 
expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Department’s internal control. Accordingly, we do not 
express an opinion on the effectiveness of the Department’s internal control. 
 
Our consideration of internal control was for the limited purpose described in the preceding paragraph and was 
not designed to identify all deficiencies in internal control that might be material weaknesses or significant 
deficiencies and therefore, material weaknesses or significant deficiencies may exist that were not identified. 
However, as described in the accompanying schedule of findings and questioned costs, we identified a 
deficiency in internal control that we consider to be a material weakness.   
 
A deficiency in internal control exists when the design or operation of a control does not allow management or 
employees, in the normal course of performing their assigned functions, to prevent, or detect and correct, 
misstatements on a timely basis. A significant deficiency is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in 
internal control that is less severe than a material weakness, yet important enough to merit attention by those 
charged with governance.  A material weakness is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in internal 
control such that there is a reasonable possibility that a material misstatement of the entity’s financial 
statements will not be prevented, or detected and corrected on a timely basis. We consider the deficiency 
described in the accompanying schedule of findings and questioned costs as item 2015-001 to be a material 
weakness. 
 
Compliance and Other Matters 
 
As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the Department’s financial statements are free from 
material misstatement, we performed tests of its compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations, 
contracts, and grant agreements, noncompliance with which could have a direct and material effect on the 
determination of financial statement amounts. However, providing an opinion on compliance with those 
provisions was not an objective of our audit, and accordingly, we do not express such an opinion. The results 
of our tests disclosed no instances of noncompliance or other matters that are required to be reported under 
Government Auditing Standards.  
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Department’s Response to Finding 
 
The Department’s response to the finding identified in our audit is described in the accompanying schedule of 
findings and questioned costs. The Department’s response was not subjected to the auditing procedures applied 
in the audit of the financial statements and, accordingly, we express no opinion on it. 
 
Purpose of this Report 
 
The purpose of this report is solely to describe the scope of our testing of internal control and compliance and 
the results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control or 
on compliance. This report is an integral part of an audit performed in accordance with Government Auditing 
Standards in considering the entity’s internal control and compliance. Accordingly, this communication is not 
suitable for any other purpose. 
 

 
Greene, Finney & Horton, LLP 
Mauldin, South Carolina 
June 8, 2016 
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SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS 
 
SCHEDULE OF FINDINGS AND RESPONSES 
 
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2015 
    
 
2015-001: VALUATION OF RECEIVABLES AND REVENUE RECOGNITION 
 
Condition & Effect: The Department recorded approximately $5.1 million in patient receivables and $1.2 million due from 

another state entity that were ultimately determined to be uncollectible.  In addition, the Department 
did not record at the fund level approximately $3.4 million in unavailable revenues that were not 
collected within the availability period.  Correcting adjustments were recorded by the Department once 
the information was brought to their attention.  Due to a portion of the adjustments impacting prior 
years, revenues for the year ended June 30, 2015 were ultimately reduced by approximately $3.7 
million.   

 
Repayments of the Department’s unexpended Education Improvement Act (“EIA”) funds to the South 
Carolina Department of Education were not recorded in the correct year.  The repayment of 
approximately $356,000 in unexpended funds related to the prior fiscal year’s funding was incorrectly 
recorded in the current fiscal year as a reduction in EIA revenues, and the repayment of approximately 
$269,000 related to current fiscal year’s funding was not recorded in the current year, but was instead 
recorded in the following fiscal year when the repayment was made. Correcting adjustments were 
recorded by the Department once the information was brought to their attention.  The impact of the 
adjustments increased EIA revenues by approximately $87,000 for the year ended June 30, 2015. 
 

Criteria: The Department should record revenues only when they are both measureable and available. 
 
Cause: In estimating the reserves for the patient receivables, the Department applied a collection rate to patient 

receivables based on historical collection rates; however, patient receivables outstanding as of June 30, 
2015 were comprised of unpaid balances that had accumulated over a number of years and thus, the 
collection rate on those receivables was much lower than the overall historical collection rate.  It was 
estimated that most of the receivables were uncollectible. 

 
The amount due from another state entity was written off when no written documentation was 
available to substantiate the amount due.  Negotiations surrounding this amount were held, but 
ultimately the other state agency declined to pay due to the lack of written documentation.   Ultimately, 
the Department decided that this receivable was uncollectible. 
 
The EIA revenues were initially recorded on a cash basis rather than a modified accrual basis due to 
historical treatment (i.e., the repayments of unexpended funds were recorded in the fiscal year in which 
the repayments were made). 

 
Recommendation: The Department has a process for reviewing patient receivables that includes evaluating those 

receivables for collectability; however, we recommend that the Department consider modifying its 
calculation of the allowance for doubtful accounts in order to apply a collection rate that is appropriate 
for the uncollected balances instead of one based on the overall collection rate for all billings. 

 
We recommend that the Department have written contracts or agreements with other state agencies to 
ensure collection of payments for services rendered.  In addition, we recommend that the Department 
investigate any amounts due from other state agencies that are over 90 days old and determine if those 
balances will be collected. 
 
We recommend that the Department record the repayment of unexpended EIA funds as a payable and 
reduction in EIA revenues in the year of allocation or include the repayment on the payables closing 
package remitted to the Office of the Comptroller General. 
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SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS 
 
SCHEDULE OF FINDINGS AND RESPONSES 
 
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2015 
    
 
2015-001: VALUATION OF RECEIVABLES AND REVENUE RECOGNITION (CONTINUED) 
 
Response: The Department of Disabilities and Special Needs has reviewed and concurs with the findings and 

recommendations as stated in item “2015-001: Valuation of Receivables and Revenue Recognition.” 
Accordingly, the Department will implement the following corrective actions effective immediately: 

 
1. The Department will modify its current methodology of calculating the allowance for 

doubtful accounts for patient receivables from one based on the aggregate collection rate for 
all accounts to a method based on an analysis of pertinent historical data for collection of each 
age category or class of accounts receivable.   The Department will continue to pursue patient 
receivables that are outstanding. 

2. The Department will implement the necessary procedures and safeguards prior to the 
provision of services for other state entities in order to enhance collection of payment for 
services rendered. 

3. The Department will analyze all unexpended EIA fund balances at each fiscal year-end and 
make all necessary accounting entries to record unused balances as deferred revenue in the 
book of record.   
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Independent Auditor's Report 
 
 
To the Members of the 
South Carolina Public Employee Benefit Authority 
Columbia, South Carolina 
 
 
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the State of South Carolina 457 Deferred 
Compensation Plan and Trust (the Plan) which comprise the statements of net position available for benefits as 
of December 31, 2014 and 2013, and the related statements of changes in net position available for benefits for 
the years then ended, and the related notes to the financial statements. 
 
Management's Responsibility for the Financial Statements 

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in 
accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America. This includes the 
design, implementation, and maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation 
of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. 
 
Auditor's Responsibility 

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits. We conducted our 
audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America. Those 
standards require that we plan and perform the audits to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the 
financial statements are free from material misstatement. 
 
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the 
financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor's judgment, including the assessment of 
the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those 
risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity's preparation and fair 
presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the 
circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity's internal 
control. Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of 
accounting policies used and the reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by management, as 
well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements. 
 
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our 
audit opinion. 
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Opinion 

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial 
position of the State of South Carolina 457 Deferred Compensation Plan and Trust as of December 31, 2014 and 
2013, and the respective changes in financial position for the years then ended in accordance with accounting 
principles generally accepted in the United States of America. 
 
Other Matters 

Required Supplementary Information 

Accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America require that management’s discussion 
and analysis on pages 3 through 4 be presented to supplement the basic financial statements.  Such information, 
although not a part of the basic financial statements, is required by the Governmental Accounting Standards 
Board, who considers it to be an essential part of financial reporting for placing the basic financial statements in an 
appropriate operational, economic, or historical context. We have applied certain limited procedures to the 
required supplementary information in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States 
of America, which consisted of inquiries of management about the methods of preparing the information and 
comparing the information for consistency with management's responses to our inquiries, the basic financial 
statements, and other knowledge we obtained during our audit of the basic financial statements. We do not 
express an opinion or provide any assurance on the information because the limited procedures do not provide us 
with sufficient evidence to express an opinion or provide any assurance. 
 
 
 
Columbia, South Carolina 
June 19, 2015 
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State of South Carolina 457 Deferred Compensation Plan and Trust 
Management’s Discussion and Analysis 
As of and for the years ended December 31, 2014 and 2013 
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This discussion and analysis of the financial performance of the State of South Carolina 457 Deferred 
Compensation Plan and Trust (the Plan) provides an overview of the Plan's financial activities as of and for the 
years ended December 31, 2014 and 2013.  It is intended to be a narrative supplement to the Plan's financial 
statements. 
 

Using this Financial Report 

Because of the long-term nature of a deferred compensation plan, financial statements alone cannot provide 
sufficient information to properly reflect the Plan's ongoing plan perspective.  This financial report consists of two 
financial statements and the notes to the financial statements. 
 

The Statement of Net Position Available for Benefits reports the Plan's assets, liabilities and resulting net position 
where Assets - Liabilities = Net Position Available for Benefits at the end of the Plan's year.  It can be thought of as 
a snapshot of the financial position of the Plan at that specific point in time. 
 

The Statement of Changes in Net Position Available for Benefits reports the Plan's transactions that occurred 
during the year where Additions - Deductions = Change in Net Position Available for Benefits.  It can be thought of 
as a recording of events that occurred over the specified time period of a year and supports the changes that have 
occurred to the prior year's Plan net position value on the Statement of Net Position Available for Benefits. 
 

The notes to the financial statements are an integral part of the financial statements and include additional 
information not readily evident in the statements themselves. 
 

Plan Highlights 

The following Plan highlights occurred during the years ended December 31, 2014 and 2013: 
 

 There were 23,774 and 24,431 participant accounts at the end of the 2014 and 2013 fiscal years, respectively, 
which is a decrease of 657 and 735 participant accounts, respectively. 

 

 Net position available for benefits increased by approximately $14 million during 2014 as compared to an 
increase of approximately $59 million during 2013.  This decrease in the change in net position available for 
benefits was primarily attributable to lower net investment earnings during 2014 than during 2013. 

 

 Net investment earnings decreased by approximately $36 million, or 43.25 percent, during 2014 as 
compared to net investment earnings during 2013.  This decrease was primarily due to the decrease in 
market gains from 2013 to 2014.  The S&P 500 and Dow Jones Industrial Average gained 29.6 percent and 
26.5 percent during 2013, respectively, compared to gains of 11.4 percent and 7.5 percent during 2014, 
respectively.  In addition, the majority of the Plan’s mutual funds distributed more share dividends during 
2014 than 2013.  These distributions increased the participant’s number of shares owned while decreasing 
the share price subsequent to the dividend date.  Dividend distributions are required by the IRS when the 
mutual fund incurs a realized gain on their investment.  Since the Plan is a tax deferred plan, this did not 
represent a taxable event to its participants.  

 

 Administrative expenses totaled just over $1.3 million during 2014, which represented an increase of 
approximately 1.91 percent from 2013.  This increase was primarily due to investment management and 
Plan administration fees, which generally increase proportionally with the total net position available for 
benefits.  During 2014 and 2013, Plan management elected to reimburse revenue sharing income of 
approximately $232,000 and $256,000, respectively, to participants in order to help offset their Plan 
administrative fees. 

 

 Benefit payments increased by approximately $5.8 million, or 8.95 percent, during 2014.  This increase is 
likely due, in part, to the maturing population of the Plan. 
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State of South Carolina 457 Deferred Compensation Plan and Trust
Management's Discussion and Analysis

As of and for the years ended December 31, 2014 and 2013

Summary comparative statements

Plan net position

Increase/ Increase/

(Decrease) (Decrease)

2014 2013 Amount Percent

Assets

Fixed income investments 525,818,373$   542,615,909$   (16,797,536)$    (3.10)%

Other investments 405,889,357     375,292,192     30,597,165        8.15 %

Receivables, net of allowance 6,438,642          6,253,743          184,899             2.96 %

Total assets 938,146,372     924,161,844     13,984,528        1.51 %

Total Plan net position 938,146,372$   924,161,844$   13,984,528$     1.51 %

Changes in Plan net position

Increase/ Increase/

(Decrease) (Decrease)

2014 2013 Amount Percent

Additions 

Net investment earnings 47,519,732$     83,733,631$     (36,213,899)$    (43.25)%

Contributions 37,933,763        40,541,195        (2,607,432)         (6.43)%

Revenue sharing income 231,858             255,675             (23,817)              (9.32)%

Miscellaneous income 94,300               108,129             (13,829)              (12.79)%

Total additions 85,779,653        124,638,630     (38,858,977)      (31.18)%

Deductions

Benefit payments 70,476,082        64,684,411        5,791,671          8.95 %

for notes receivable losses (7,547)                140,369             (147,916)            (105.38)%

Administrative expenses 1,326,590          1,301,671          24,919               1.91 %

Total deductions 71,795,125        66,126,451        5,668,674          8.57 %

Increase in Plan net position 13,984,528        58,512,179        (44,527,651)      (76.10)%

Beginning Plan net position 924,161,844     865,649,665     58,512,179        6.76 %

Ending Plan net position 938,146,372$   924,161,844$   13,984,528$     1.51 %

Increase (decrease) in allowance 

December 31,

For the years ended

December 31,

4
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State of South Carolina 457 Deferred Compensation Plan and Trust
Statements of Net Position Available for Benefits

December 31, 2014 and 2013

2014 2013

Assets

Fixed income investments, at fair value

Stable value fund 281,386,469$       275,677,817$       

84-month guaranteed investment contracts 244,431,904         266,938,092         

Other investments, at fair value

Mutual funds 342,475,920         319,052,855         

Target retirement funds 57,762,721           52,093,196           

Schwab self-directed brokerage account 5,650,716             4,146,141             

Notes receivable from participants, net of allowance 

of $5,020,476 and $5,028,023, respectively 6,438,642             6,253,743             

Total assets 938,146,372         924,161,844         

Net position available for benefits 938,146,372$       924,161,844$       

See Notes to Financial Statements
5
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State of South Carolina 457 Deferred Compensation Plan and Trust
Statements of Changes in Net Position Available for Benefits

For the years ended December 31, 2014 and 2013

2014 2013

Additions

Investment income 34,691,579$          25,520,925$          

Net appreciation in fair value of investments 12,828,153            58,212,706            

Contributions from participants 37,933,763            40,541,195            

Revenue sharing income 231,858                 255,675                 

Miscellaneous income 94,300                    108,129                 

Total additions 85,779,653            124,638,630          

Deductions 

Benefit payments 70,476,082            64,684,411            

Increase (decrease) in allowance for 

notes receivable losses (7,547)                     140,369                 

Administrative expenses 1,326,590              1,301,671              

Total deductions 71,795,125            66,126,451            

Net increase 13,984,528            58,512,179            

Net position available for benefits,

Beginning of year 924,161,844          865,649,665          
End of year 938,146,372$       924,161,844$       

See Notes to Financial Statements
6
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State of South Carolina 457 Deferred Compensation Plan and Trust 
Notes to Financial Statements 
December 31, 2014 and 2013 
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Note 1.  General Description of the Plan 
 
The following description of the State of South Carolina 457 Deferred Compensation Plan and Trust (the Plan) is 
provided for general information only.  Users of the financial statements should refer to the Plan Document for 
complete information. 
 
General: 
 
The Plan is a defined contribution plan which was established by the South Carolina General Assembly on May 11, 
1977 through Act 97.  Enrollment in the Plan began in August 1980, and the first contributions were made in 
September 1980.  The South Carolina Deferred Compensation Commission (the Commission), established in 
Chapter 23 of Title 8 of the State of South Carolina (the State) Code of Laws, was the trustee of the Plan through 
December 31, 2013.  Effective after December 31, 2013, the Commission was abolished and all of the functions 
and duties of the Commission were devolved upon the Board of Directors of the South Carolina Public Employee 
Benefit Authority (PEBA). 
 
In September 2009, the Commission selected Great-West Retirement Services (Great-West) as the third party 
administrator for the Plan effective January 1, 2010. 

 
Approximately 482 South Carolina public sector entities (the employers) have employees who participate in the 
Plan.  These entities include state agencies, counties, municipalities, colleges and universities, and special purpose 
districts. 
 
Eligibility: 
 
Under Plan provisions, any employee who elects to participate in the Plan is eligible.  Contributions to the Plan are 
made through payroll deductions from their total compensation subject to certain limits.  At December 31, 2014 
and 2013, there were 23,774 and 24,431 participant accounts in the Plan, respectively.  
 
Contributions: 
 
For the years ended December 31, 2014 and 2013, participants could elect salary deferral contributions to reduce 
their compensation by not less than $10 per pay period and not more than 100% of their compensation; not to 
exceed the maximum contribution allowed by the IRS, which was $17,500 for 2014 and 2013.  An election must be 
made in dollar increments per pay period. For participants age 50 or older, the IRS allows a catch-up contribution 
of $5,500 per year for a maximum contribution of $23,000 for 2014 and 2013.  A separate catch-up contribution is 
allowed in the last three years preceding a participant's year of retirement, not to exceed twice the annual limit 
($35,000 for 2014 and 2013).  Participants are not allowed to make both catch-up contributions in the same year.  
Amounts contributed on a pre-tax basis by participants are deferred, subject to the limitations above, for federal 
and state income tax purposes until benefits are paid to the participants. 

 
Effective January 1, 2009, the Plan was amended to provide for matching contributions at the discretion of the 
employer.  This amendment permits employers to make contributions to the Plan on behalf of each employee who 
is a participant and who is active during the Plan year at an amount to be determined by the employer. 
Contribution limits are the same whether the contribution is made by the employee or by the employer. 
 
Effective January 1, 2011, the Plan was amended to provide for Roth contributions.  This amendment permits 
employees to contribute to the Plan with after-tax dollars. 
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State of South Carolina 457 Deferred Compensation Plan and Trust 
Notes to Financial Statements 
December 31, 2014 and 2013 
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Note 1.  General Description of the Plan, Continued 
 
Participant accounts: 
 
Each participant's account is credited with the participant's salary deferral contributions, employer discretionary 
contributions and Plan earnings or losses, and charged with an allocation of third party administrator fees.  The 
third party administrator fee allocations are based on participant account balances. 
 
Vesting: 
 
Participants are vested immediately in both their employee and employer contributions plus actual earnings 
thereon. 
 
Notes receivable from participants: 
 
Participants may borrow from their retirement plan accounts provided the note is at least $2,500 and not more 
than the greater of 50% of their vested account balance or $50,000.  The notes are repayable in one to five 
years except for notes for the purchase of a primary residence which may be paid back over twenty years.  
Interest is charged at a fixed rate over the term of the note.  The note’s interest rate is established based upon a 
prime interest rate plus an additional 2%, as listed in the Wall Street Journal on the last business day of the 
month prior to origination.  Interest rates charged on participant notes ranged from 5.25% to 10.25% for the 
years ended December 31, 2014 and 2013. The participant is charged a $50 issuance fee at the initiation of the 
note and a quarterly maintenance fee of $6.25 throughout the year. 

If a participant fails to repay a note at maturity or fails to make a scheduled payment by the end of the quarter 
following the quarter in which the payment was due, the note plus accrued interest is considered to be in default. 
If a defaulted note was issued prior to January 1, 2002, or if the participant is no longer active, the note is written 
off of the Plan’s books.  Due to Internal Revenue Service (IRS) recordkeeping regulations, if the defaulted note was 
issued after January 1, 2002, and the participant is still active, the note remains on the Plan’s books. Management 
believes it is unlikely that such notes will be repaid since they have been reported to the participant and the IRS as 
withdrawals from the Plan.  Therefore, management has recorded a 100% reserve for such notes. 
 
Payment of benefits: 
 
Participants may withdraw the present value of funds contributed to the Plan upon severance of employment 
from a participating employer, attainment of age 59½, or due to financial hardship, which requires approval of 
Great-West on behalf of PEBA.  In the event of a participant’s death, the participant’s beneficiary would be entitled 
to the present value of funds contributed to the Plan.  Participants may take a rollover from the Plan in order to 
purchase service credit in a defined benefit governmental plan such as the South Carolina Retirement System. 

Participants may select various payout options including lump-sum payments or installment payments for the 
following: a fixed period of time, a fixed dollar amount until the account is exhausted, or payments throughout the 
participants' life expectancy or joint life expectancy with a spouse. 
 
Reclassifications: 
 
Certain items in the 2013 financial statements have been reclassified to be consistent with the 2014 presentation.  
Such reclassifications had no effect on the Statements of Net Position Available for Benefits or the Statements of 
Changes in Net Position Available for Benefits. 
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Note 2.  Summary of Significant Accounting Policies 
 
The financial statements of the Plan have been prepared in conformity with accounting principles generally 
accepted in the United States of America (GAAP) as applied to governmental units.  The Governmental Accounting 
Standards Board (GASB) is the accepted standard setting body for establishing governmental accounting and 
financial reporting principles. The following are the significant accounting policies used in preparing the 
accompanying financial statements of the Plan. 
 
Basis of accounting: 
 
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the 
United States of America, including all applicable effective statements of the GASB and the accrual basis of 
accounting. 
 
Use of estimates: 
 
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United 
States of America requires PEBA to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets, 
liabilities, and the changes therein and disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities.  Actual results could differ 
from those estimates. 
 
Investment valuation and income recognition: 
 
The Plan's investments are stated at fair value. If available, quoted market prices are used to value investments. 
Mutual funds and the Schwab self-directed brokerage account are valued at the net position value of shares 
held by the Plan at year end.  Notes receivable from participants are valued at their unpaid balances plus 
accrued interest less an allowance for amounts deemed uncollectible by management.  Units of target 
retirement funds are stated at fair value as provided by their issuer, State Street Global Advisors, based on 
quoted market prices of the investments held in the collective trust fund.   
 
The fair value of the Stable Value Fund is determined as of the close of trading on each valuation date.  Short-
term securities with a maturity of 60 days or less are valued on the basis of amortized cost, due to their 
relatively short reset.  Fixed income securities in the underlying account are normally valued on the basis of 
quotations from brokers or dealers or pricing services, which take into account appropriate factors such as 
institutional-size trading similar groups of securities, yield, quality, coupon rate, maturity, type of issue, trading 
characteristics and other market data. 
 
Management considers all 84-month guaranteed investment contracts (GICs) to be “nonparticipating contracts” 
as defined in the GASB Codification Sec. I50, Investments.  84-month GICs are nonnegotiable and have 
redemption terms that do not consider future market rates.  Management has reported the 84-month GICs 
using a cost-based measure, under the assumption that the fair value of those contracts is not significantly 
affected by the impairment of the credit standing of the issuer or other factors.  The reported balance at 
December 31, 2014 and 2013 represents contributions received, plus interest credited less applicable charges 
and amounts withdrawn. 
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Note 2.  Summary of Significant Accounting Policies, Continued 
 

Investment valuation and income recognition (continued): 
 
Purchases and sales of securities are recorded on a trade-date basis. Investment income is recorded on the 
accrual basis. Dividends are recorded on the ex-dividend date.  Net realized and unrealized gains and losses on 
investments are included in the net appreciation in fair value of investments as reported on the statement of 
changes in net position available for benefits. 
 
Administrative expenses: 
 
All direct expenses of maintaining the Plan are paid from the Plan’s net position. 
 
New accounting pronouncements - adopted: 
 
Effective for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2014, the Plan adopted GASB Statement No. 65, Items 
Previously Reported as Assets and Liabilities. This statement establishes accounting and financial reporting 
standards that reclassify, as deferred outflows of resources or deferred inflows of resources, certain items that 
were previously reported as assets and liabilities and recognizes, as outflows of resources or inflows of 
resources, certain items that were previously reported as assets and liabilities. 
 
Subsequent events: 
 
These financial statements have not been updated for subsequent events occurring after June 19, 2015, which 
is the date these financial statements were available to be issued. 
 
Note 3.  Investments 
 

The Plan’s investments are subject to various risks.  Among these risks are custodial credit risk, credit risk, 
concentration of credit risk and interest rate risk.  Each one of these risks is discussed in more detail below. 
 
Custodial credit risk - Custodial credit risk, as it relates to investments, is the risk that in the event of the failure 
of the custodian, the Plan will not be able to recover the value of investments or collateral securities that are in 
the possession of the third-party.  The Plan’s investment securities are exposed to a minimal level of custodial 
credit risk as they are held in segregated trust accounts with the custodian but in the name of the Plan. 
 
Credit risk - Credit risk is the risk that an issuer or the counterparty to an investment will not fulfill its 
obligations. The credit risk of a debt instrument is measured by nationally recognized statistical rating agencies 
such as Moody’s Investor Services (Moody’s), Standard & Poor’s (S&P), and Fitch Ratings (Fitch).  The Plan 
manages the overall credit risk of its fixed income investments by requiring the Stable Value Fund and 84-month 
GIC’s manager, Great-West Life & Annuity Insurance Company (the Company), to invest in accordance with 
PEBA’s approved Statement of Investment Policy (the Policy).   
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Note 3.  Investments, Continued 
 
The Policy lists the primary objective of the Stable Value Fund to preserve principal and provide a stable, 
competitive rate of return.  The Company is permitted to invest Plan assets in investment grade fixed income 
instruments, including those of the U.S. Government and its agencies, corporate bonds, and mortgage and 
asset-backed securities.  According to the Company’s contract with the Plan (the Contract), the Company must 
maintain or exceed an overall weighted average credit quality rating by Moody’s of “Aa2” (or equivalent of Aa2) 
within the Stable Value Fund at all times.  At the time of issuance, investments must meet or exceed the 
following Moody’s credit ratings; Commercial paper - P, Corporate bonds - A3, and Asset backed securities, 
agency-mortgage backed securities, agency-collateralized mortgage obligations, and commercial mortgage 
backed securities - Aaa. 

The primary objective for the 84-month GICs is to preserve principal while maintaining a rate of return 
comparable to other similar fixed income investments without market fluctuations.  Each 84-month GIC is 
backed by the financial strength of the issuing company, whose crediting must exceed an “A2” rating (or 
equivalent of A2) as measured by Moody’s at the time of issuance. The Company is expected to exercise due 
care and diligence in making investment decisions. 

Concentration of credit risk - Concentration of credit risk is the risk of loss attributed to the magnitude of an 
investment in a single issuer.  PEBA places no limit on the amount the Plan may invest in any one 84-month GIC 
issuer.   

The Contract dictates that amounts in the Stable Value Fund must be invested in accordance with the following 
concentration limits: 

 A minimum of 50% of the account assets must be invested in U.S. Treasury debt, agency-mortgage 
backed securities or collateralized mortgage obligations. 
 

 A maximum of 35% of the account assets may be invested in corporate bonds or asset-backed 
securities. 
 

 A maximum of 20% of the account assets may be invested individually in either corporate bonds or 
asset-backed securities. 
 

 No more than 15% of the account assets may be invested in corporate securities rated “A2” (or 
equivalent of A2) as measured by Moody’s. 
 

 No more than 5% of the account assets may be invested in any one corporate issuer (including asset-
backed securities).  For purposes of diversification, each asset-backed or non-agency mortgage-backed 
securities will be treated as a separate issuer. 

 
Interest rate risk - Interest rate risk is the risk that changes in interest rates will adversely affect the fair value of 
an investment.  The Contract limits the Stable Value Fund’s average duration to not exceed 5 years.  Duration is 
a theoretical measurement that gauges the sensitivity of a particular bond to changes in interest rates based on 
current prepayment speeds and scheduled interest payments.  The average duration at December 31, 2014 and 
2013 was 3.20 years and 4.00 years, respectively. The investment in guaranteed investment contracts and 
funding agreements is limited to a term of 84 months or less.   

Refer to Footnote 4, Stable Value Fund, and Footnote 5, 84-month Guaranteed Investment Contracts for tables 
summarizing the fixed income investments by their credit rating and future maturities. 
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Note 4. Stable Value Fund 
 
The Stable Value Fund (the Fund) is an investment option of the Plan in which bond securities are held as 
underlying investments in a segregated trust for participants.  The Company is the Fund manager for the Plan.  
All monies invested in the Fund are maintained and held separate and apart from the Company’s general 
account and any other investment account the Company may have.  In addition, the Company has assumed sole 
responsibility of providing wrap coverage in order to guarantee return of the participants' principal and accrued 
interest. 
 
This investment seeks to preserve principal value and provide a relatively stable rate of interest income.  The 
objective of the Fund is to achieve returns, which over time exceed the returns on bank savings accounts and 
money market funds.  The Fund invests in securities issued by the U.S. Government or one of its agencies, as 
well as high-grade corporate bonds, and mortgage and asset-backed securities. 
 
Quarterly interest rates are declared by the Company prior to each calendar quarter for participant accounts 
based upon factors such as the current yield of the investments held by the Fund and Fund expenses.  Once 
declared, the effective interest rates are guaranteed for the calendar quarter.  The quarterly effective interest 
rate declared each calendar quarter applies to all assets in the Fund regardless of the date of deposit.  Interest is 
credited to the participants’ accounts in the Fund daily, at a rate which compounds to the effective rate for the 
quarter. 
 
The total of all participant and unallocated Plan account balances in the Fund as of December 31, 2014 and 
2013 was $276,905,373 and $274,388,282, respectively.  The fair value of the Fund as of December 31, 2014 
and 2013 included interest and gains or losses on investments which had not been allocated to participant 
accounts as of the plan year-end. 
 
The following represents the Fund’s annual interest rate credited to participants for the quarters during the years 
ended December 31, 2014 and 2013: 
 

   1Q 2014 2.70%  1Q 2013 3.00% 
   2Q 2014 2.65%  2Q 2013 2.85% 
   3Q 2014 2.65%  3Q 2013 2.85% 
   4Q 2014 2.65%  4Q 2013 2.80% 

 
The following represents the fair value of the Fund’s underlying investments by fixed income sector: 
 
  2014   2013  
     (Reclassified) 
 Fixed Income Sector 
    Agency - Mortgage Backed Securities $ 150,638,004 $ 156,253,781 
    Agency - Collateralized Mortgage Obligations  11,717,679  7,904,906 
    Agency - Commercial Mortgage Backed Securities  17,795,156  11,230,382 
    Agency Securities  7,240,222  5,411,214 
    Asset Backed Securities  15,843,651  11,793,926 
    Non-Agency – Mortgage Backed Securities  19,928,073  18,916,338 
    Corporate Bonds  49,931,878  55,680,571 
    Cash and Equivalents  8,291,806  8,486,699 

        $ 281,386,469 $ 275,677,817 
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Note 4.  Stable Value Fund, Continued 
 
The following represents the fair value of the Fund’s underlying investments by their Moody’s Credit Rating: 
 
  2014   2013  
 Moody’s Credit Rating 
    Aaa $ 211,226,631 $ 204,203,728 
    Aa1  3,935,497  2,612,582 
    Aa2  2,858,348  3,695,813 
    Aa3  8,628,099  8,659,334 
    A1  10,860,298  12,467,204 
    A2  13,008,136  13,617,988 
    A3  7,854,731  11,249,495 
    Baa1  3,443,119  3,074,063 
    Baa2  826,197  132,127 
    P-1  8,291,806  8,486,699 
    Not Rated  10,453,607  7,478,784 
      $ 281,386,469 $ 275,677,817 
 
The following represents the fair value of the Fund’s underlying investments by their future maturities: 
 
  2014   2013  
   Maturities in Years 
    Less than 1  $ 11,337,867 $ 9,458,189 
    1 - 5  63,146,222  42,577,966 
    5 - 10  47,229,536  59,457,087 
    10 - 15  37,664,734  36,242,972 
    15 - 20  38,701,566  40,064,990 
    20 - 25  12,871,667  3,266,228 
    25 - 30  61,582,102  78,100,580 
    More than 30  8,852,775  6,509,805 
      $ 281,386,469 $ 275,677,817 
 
Mortgage backed securities and collateralized mortgage obligations make up the majority of investments with 
maturities exceeding 10 years.  The fair values of these securities are based on cash flows from principal and 
interest payments of the underlying mortgages and are subject to the credit worthiness of the individual 
mortgagors.  These securities are sensitive to prepayments, which are likely in an environment of declining interest 
rates, and thereby reduce the value of the security. 
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Note 5.  84-Month Guaranteed Investment Contracts 
 
84-month GICs are deposited quarterly with insurance companies who invest the funds in their general asset 
account.  The insurance companies provide a guarantee of principal and a guaranteed quarterly interest rate.  As 
such, the 84-month GICs are subject to credit risk associated with the individual insurance company issuer.  Each 
participant does not have access to or the ability to reinvest in the 84-month GIC until the 84-month maturity 
period is over.   
 
The following are the interest rate ranges by year for 84-month GICs based on the date purchased: 
 
  Rates in effect during year purchased                                                   
   2008        2009        2010         2011        2012        2013        2014       

 4.74-5.43% 4.26-5.00% 2.90-3.95% 2.00-3.00% 1.65-2.25% 1.30-2.05% 1.75-1.85% 
 
The following represents a summary of each 84-month GIC issuer, Moody’s credit rating, and future maturities: 
 
  Moody’s   December 31, 2014                                                              
  Credit      Maturities in years                                                              
   Rating     Less than 1     1 - 3         3 - 5          5 - 7         Total          
 
Metropolitan Life Insurance  
 Company    Aa3 $ 11,608,922 $ 35,166,053 $ -    $ -    $ 46,774,975 
New York Life Insurance Company  Aaa  6,732,865  -     -     -     6,732,865 
Hartford Life Insurance Company  Baa2*  6,213,321  -     -     -     6,213,321 
Great-West Life & Annuity 
 Insurance Company  Aa3  1,716,636  34,256,370  98,072,316  50,665,421  184,710,743 
          $ 26,271,744 $ 69,422,423 $ 98,072,316 $ 50,665,421 $ 244,431,904 

 
 
  Moody’s   December 31, 2013                                                              
  Credit      Maturities in years                                                              
   Rating     Less than 1     1 - 3         3 - 5          5 - 7         Total          
 
Metropolitan Life Insurance  
 Company    Aa3 $ 26,634,094 $ 48,491,792 $ -    $ -    $ 75,125,886 
New York Life Insurance Company  Aaa  -     6,942,541  -     -     6,942,541 
Principal Life Insurance Company  A1  5,021,321  -     -     -     5,021,321 
Hartford Life Insurance Company  A3*  -     6,485,678  -     -     6,485,678 
Great-West Life & Annuity 
 Insurance Company  Aa3  2,411,807  -      116,948,172  54,002,687  173,362,666 
          $ 34,067,222 $ 61,920,011 $116,948,172 $ 54,002,687 $ 266,938,092 

 
 * The Hartford Life Insurance Company maintained a Moody’s credit rating of Aa3 upon issuance of the 84-

month GICs with the Plan.  As of December 31, 2014 and 2013, its credit rating had been downgraded to Baa2 
and A3, respectively. 
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Note 6.  Mutual Funds and Target Retirement Funds 
 
The Plan's other investments are held by the custodian in pooled separate accounts.  The following represents the 
fair value of the Plan's units of participation: 
  2014   2013  
  Mutual funds 
   American Funds Europacific Growth Fund R6 $ 19,507,920 $ 18,197,516 
   American Funds New Perspective Fund R6  6,555,979  7,101,401 
   Fidelity Diversified International Fund  20,652,096  22,832,824 
   AllianceBern Small Cap Growth I  10,071,283  10,554,470 
   American Beacon Small CP Val Inst  7,484,265  8,362,740 
   TIAA-CREF Small Cap Blend IDX Inst  3,645,241  2,710,788 
   Munder Mid Cap Growth Fund Class R6  19,719,680  17,233,098 
   T. Rowe Price Mid Cap Value  41,979,924  35,868,550 
   Dodge & Cox Stock Fund  61,964,884**  55,874,399** 
   T. Rowe Price Growth Stock Fund  29,482,584  27,024,152 
   Vanguard Institutional Index Fund Plus  86,128,566**  78,953,156** 
   Pimco Funds - Institutional All Assets  469,998  60,210 
   Blackrock Inflation Protected Bond Institutional  4,271,373  3,796,766 
   Pimco Total Return-Institutional  30,542,127  30,482,785 
      $ 342,475,920 $ 319,052,855 

  Target retirement funds 
   State Street Global Advisors Aged Based Income $ 7,176,316 $ 7,451,869 
   State Street Global Advisors Aged Based 2010  8,526,354  9,577,230 
   State Street Global Advisors Aged Based 2020  21,489,702  18,487,969 
   State Street Global Advisors Aged Based 2030  13,209,105  10,858,470 
   State Street Global Advisors Aged Based 2040  6,723,455  5,563,172 
   State Street Global Advisors Aged Based 2050  637,789  154,486 
      $ 57,762,721 $ 52,093,196 
 
 **Denotes investment that exceeds 5% of the Plan's total assets at December 31. 
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Note 6.  Mutual Funds and Target Retirement Funds, Continued 
 
The following represents units of shares and share prices of other investments: 
 
   2014                         2013                       
     Share       Share   
   Shares         Price      Shares         Price   
 Mutual funds 
  American Funds Europacific Growth Fund R6  414,268.8469 $ 47.09  371,150.6425 $ 49.03 
  American Funds New Perspective Fund R6  180,655.2494  36.29  189,017.8600  37.57 
  Fidelity Diversified International Fund  599,480.2903  34.45  618,608.0737  36.91 
  AllianceBern Small Cap Growth I  213,873.0728  47.09  197,169.2509  53.53 
  American Beacon Small CP Val Inst  298,534.7028  25.07  307,566.7525  27.19 
  TIAA-CREF Small Cap Blend IDX Inst  195,036.9716  18.69  144,037.6196  18.82 
  Munder Mid Cap Growth Fund Class R6  460,632.5625  42.81  399,747.1120  43.11 
  T. Rowe Price Mid Cap Value  1,456,624.7051  28.82  1,193,628.9517  30.05 
  Dodge & Cox Stock Fund  342,460.9484  180.94  330,872.2627  168.87 
  T. Rowe Price Growth Stock Fund  567,518.4601  51.95  514,060.3386  52.57 
  Vanguard Institutional Index Fund Plus  456,479.5739  188.68  466,405.6947  169.28 
  Pimco Funds - Institutional All Assets  40,517.0690  11.60  4,984.2715  12.08 
  Blackrock Inflation Protected Bond Institutional  396,967.7509  10.76  352,204.6382  10.78 
  Pimco Total Return-Institutional  2,867,805.3521  10.65  2,851,523.3863  10.69 
 
 Target retirement funds 
  State Street Global Advisors Aged Based Income  449,643.8596 $ 15.96  483,887.5974  $ 15.40 
  State Street Global Advisors Aged Based 2010  515,187.5529  16.55  601,962.9164  15.91 
  State Street Global Advisors Aged Based 2020  1,162,233.7480  18.49  1,059,482.4642  17.45 
  State Street Global Advisors Aged Based 2030  690,852.7720  19.12  604,591.8708  17.96 
  State Street Global Advisors Aged Based 2040  346,569.8454  19.40  304,664.4031  18.26 
  State Street Global Advisors Aged Based 2050  42,098.2838  15.15  10,833.5203  14.26 
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Note 7. Investment Income 
 
During the years ended December 31, 2014 and 2013, the Plan held the following investments which generated 
investment income as follows: 
 
  2014   2013  
 Mutual funds 
 American Funds Europacific Growth Fund R6 $ 334,417 $ 224,632 
 American Funds New Perspective Fund R6  440,783  380,287 
 Fidelity Diversified International Fund  772,126  337,709 
 AllianceBern Small Cap Growth I  1,061,102  601,187 
 American Beacon Small CP Val Inst  905,817  721,754 
 TIAA-CREF Small Cap Blend IDX Inst  181,705  118,061 
 Munder Mid Cap Growth Fund Class R6  2,009,332  313,958 
 T. Rowe Price Mid Cap Value  5,343,678  1,713,584 
 Dodge & Cox Stock Fund  1,803,675  702,778 
 T. Rowe Price Growth Stock Fund  2,665,273  10,234 
 Vanguard Institutional Index Fund Plus  1,649,273  1,456,927 
 Pimco Funds - Institutional All Assets  21,492  1,453 
 Blackrock Inflation Protected Bond Institutional  116,499  108,769 
 Pimco Total Return-Institutional  1,489,056  980,989 
       18,794,228  7,672,322 
  
 Stable value fund  7,271,084  7,654,889 
 84-month guaranteed investment contracts  8,259,648  9,818,265 
 Notes receivable from participants  366,619  375,449 
      $ 34,691,579 $ 25,520,925 
 
Note 8. Net Appreciation in Fair Value 
 
During the years ended December 31, 2014 and 2013, the Plan held the following investments which generated a 
net appreciation (depreciation) in fair value as follows: 
 
  2014   2013  
  Mutual funds 
   American Funds Europacific Growth Fund R6 $ (834,790) $ 1,012,989 
   American Funds New Perspective Fund R6  (168,850)  1,686,799 
   Fidelity Diversified International Fund  (1,448,243)  1,271,496 
   AllianceBern Small Cap Growth I  (1,243,462)  4,207,159 
   American Beacon Small CP Val Inst  (544,227)  2,495,963 
   Jacob Micro GAP Growth I  -     1,134,076 
   TIAA-CREF Small Cap Blend IDX Inst  (19,504)  559,831 
   Munder Mid Cap Growth Fund Class R6  (174,940)  1,499,330 
   Munder Mid Cap Growth  -     2,504,051 
   T. Rowe Price Mid Cap Value  (1,508,412)  7,185,149 
   Dodge & Cox Stock Fund  4,081,060  15,781,497 
   T. Rowe Price Growth Stock Fund  (302,269)  7,402,759 
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Note 8. Net Appreciation in Fair Value, Continued 
  2014   2013  

   Vanguard Institutional Index Fund Plus  8,979,862  17,922,694 
   Pimco Funds - Institutional All Assets  (42,855)  (1,099) 
   Blackrock Inflation Protected Bond Institutional  (27,289)  (439,204) 
   Pimco Total Return-Institutional  (65,524)  (1,643,015) 
        6,680,557  62,580,475 
  Target retirement funds 
   State Street Global Advisors Aged Based Income  273,118  367,614 
   State Street Global Advisors Aged Based 2010  375,203  532,794 
   State Street Global Advisors Aged Based 2020  1,128,501  2,118,524 
   State Street Global Advisors Aged Based 2030  759,362  1,600,150 
   State Street Global Advisors Aged Based 2040  367,183  1,020,061 
   State Street Global Advisors Aged Based 2050  26,328  25,682 
        2,929,695  5,664,825 

  Stable value fund  3,230,795  (10,420,497) 
  Schwab self-directed brokerage account  (12,894)  387,903 
      $ 12,828,153 $ 58,212,706 
 
Note 9.  Schwab Self-Directed Brokerage Account 
 
Effective January 1, 2010, participants have the option to invest in a self-directed brokerage account. The self-
directed brokerage account is offered through Charles Schwab & Co., Inc. and allows participants to select from 
numerous mutual funds and other types of securities, such as stocks and bonds, for an additional fee or fees.  As of 
December 31, 2014 and 2013, the balances invested in the Schwab self-directed brokerage account were 
$5,650,716 and $4,146,141, respectively. 
 
Note 10. Plan Termination 
 
Currently, there are no intentions to terminate the Plan.  However, the State reserves the right to terminate, 
suspend, withdraw or amend the Plan at anytime. 
 
Note 11. Tax Status 
 
The Plan is a deferred compensation plan and trust under Section 457 of the IRC, and as such, is exempt from 
federal and state income taxes.  Amounts of compensation deferred by employees participating in the Plan are not 
subject to federal income tax withholding, and the compensation is not includable in taxable income until actually 
paid or otherwise made available to the participant, his beneficiary or his estate. 
 
Accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America require plan management to evaluate 
tax positions taken by the Plan and recognize a tax liability (or asset) if the Plan has taken an uncertain position 
that more likely than not would not be substantiated upon examination by the Internal Revenue Service. 
Management has analyzed the tax positions taken by the Plan, and has concluded that as of December 31, 
2014, there are no uncertain positions taken or expected to be taken that would require recognition of a 
liability (or asset) or disclosure in the financial statements. 
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Note 12. Risks and Uncertainties 
 
The Plan invests in various investment securities. Investment securities are exposed to various risks such as 
interest rate, market, and credit risks. Due to the level of risk associated with certain investment securities, it is 
at least reasonably possible that changes in the values of investment securities will occur in the near term and 
that such changes could materially affect participants' account balances and the amounts reported in the 
statements of net position available for benefits. 
 
Note 13. Commitments 
 
Effective November 1, 2014, PEBA entered into a new agreement with the investment advisor that runs through 
October 31, 2015, which requires an annual fee of $85,000, payable in twelve equal monthly installments. The Plan 
will share the cost pro-rata with the State of South Carolina Salary Deferral [401(k)] and Savings Profit Plan and 
Trust, based upon Plan assets under management. 
 
Effective January 1, 2015, PEBA entered into a new agreement with the Plan administrator that runs through 
December 31, 2017, which requires an annual fee of 0.10 percent of total Plan assets, assessed to participant 
accounts on a quarterly basis. 
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•:• Agency Organizational Structure 
State law establishes the South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs (DDSN) as 
the state agency responsible to plan, develop, coordinate and fund services for South Carolinians 
with severe lifelong disabilities including: 
• Intellectual Disabilities and Related Disabilities 
• Autism 
• Traumatic Brain Injury 
• Spinal Cord Injury and Similar Disability 

DDSN is governed by a seven member commission appointed by the Governor with the advice and 
consent of the Senate. Commission membership is transitioning to the new requirement of members 
being appointed from each of the state's new seven Congressional districts. The commission is the 
agency's governing body and provides general policy direction and guidance. The state director is 
the agency's chief executive officer who has jurisdiction over all programs and services operated 
directly by the department and through contracts with providers and other agencies. 
DDSN provides 24-hr · -' ---L' ---- c __ :_.J; •• :...1.·-1- ... : .. i. +i.~ -~n+ ~~- ... i ... v ""'vere disabilities in 
the regional centers i1 :e, and Hartsville. 
DDSN also provides DDSN Annual Accountability Report through contracts 
with its statewide net Fiscal Year 2012-2013 'e Disabilities and 
Special Needs board . Other qualified 
community providers 
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•!• Agency Organizational Structure 
State law establishes the South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs (DDSN) as 
the state agency responsible to plan, develop, coordinate and fund services for South Carolinians 
with severe lifelong disabilities including: 

• Intellectual Disabilities and Related Disabilities 
• Autism 
• Traumatic Brain Injury 
• Spinal Cord Injury and Similar Disability 

DDSN is governed by a seven member commission appointed by the Governor with the advice and 
consent of the Senate. Currently a commission member is appointed from each of the state's six 
Congressional districts, and one member is appointed from the state at-large. However, this will 
change to a seven member commission with a member appointed from each of the state's new seven 
Congressional districts. The commission is the agency's governing body and provides general 
policy direction and guidance. The state director is the agency's chief executive officer who has 
jurisdiction over all programs and services operated directly by the department and through contracts 
with providers and other agencies. 
DDSN provides 24-l-~··- -~n;..1~ ... +;.,i ,.., .. A f'IW ;n,fo,;r1n<>l<! m1th thP. mn~t r:nmnlex _ severe disabilities in 
the regional centers ille, and Hartsville. 
DDSN also providt DDSN Annual Accountability Report , through contracts 
with its statewide m Fiscal Year 2011-2012 are Disabilities and 
Special Needs boa ;e. Other qualified 
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•:• Agency Organizational Structure 

The South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs (DDSN) is the state agency that 
plans, develops, coordinates and funds services for South Carolinians with severe life-long 
disabilities including: 

• Intellectual Disabilities and Related Disabilities 
•Autism 
• Traumatic brain injury and spinal cord injury and similar disabilities 

DDSN is governed by a seven-member commission appointed by the Governor with the advice and 
consent of the Senate. A commission member is appointed from each of the state's six 
Congressional districts, and one member is appointed from the state-at-large. The commission is the 
agency's governing body and provides general policy direction and guidance. The state director is 
the agency's chief executive and has jurisdiction over the central administrative office located in 
Columbia, SC, five regional centers and all services provided through contracts with local agencies. 

DDSN provides 24-hour residential care for individuals with more complex, severe disabilities in 
regional centers, located in Columbia, Florence, Clinton, Summerville, and Hartsville. DDSN 
directly oversees the operations of these facilities, each of which is managed by a facility 
administrator. 

DDSN provides services to the majority of eligible individuals in their home communities, through 
contracts with local service-provider agencies. Most of these agencies are called Disabilities and 
Special Needs boards, serve every county in South Carolina and are the local, single point of entry 
into the state's organized disability service delivery system. Local DSN boards are created by state 
statute and county ordinance. While they are not local state agencies with state employees, they are 
public entities, governmental bodies in nature and combine the best aspects of public and private 
organizations. DSN boards provide a consistent level of services statewide; yet encourage local 
initiative, volunteerism and pride in service delivery. Local flavor and community preferences are 
present, yet services are provided at a consistent level of quality statewide. 
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contractual compliance, personal outcome measures, consumer/family satisfaction measures, quality 
management, and other quality enhancement activities. 

•!• Agency Organizational Structure 
The South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs (DDSN) is the state agency that 
plans, develops, coordinates and funds services for South Carolinians with severe life-long 
disabilities including: 

• Mental retardation and related disabilities 
• Autism 
• Traumatic brain injury and spinal cord injury and similar disabilities 

DDSN is governed by a seven-member commission appointed by the Governor with the advice and 
consent of the Senate. A commission member is appointed from each of the state's six 
Congressional districts, and one member is appointed from the state-at-large. The commission is the 
agency's governing body and provides general policy direction and guidance. The State Director is 
the agency's chief executive and has jurisdiction over the central administrative office located in 
Columbia, SC, five regional centers and all services provided through contracts with local agencies. 

DDSN provides 24-hour residential care for individuals with more complex, severe disabilities in 
regional centers, located in Columbia, Florence, Clinton, Ladson, and Hartsville. DDSN directly 
oversees the operations of these facilities, each of which is managed by a facility administrator. 

DDSN provides services to the majority of eligible individuals in their home communities, through 
contracts with local service-provider agencies. Most of these agencies are called DSN Boards, serve 
every county in South Carolina and are the local, single point of entry into the State's organized 
disability service delivery system. Local DSN Boards are created by state statute and county 
ordinance. While they are not local state agencies with state employees, they are public entities, 
governmental bodies in nature and combine the best aspects of public and private organizations. 
DSN Boards provide a consistent level of services statewide; yet encourage local initiative, 
volunteerism and pride in service delivery. Local flavor and community preferences are present, yet 
services are provided at a consistent level of quality statewide. 
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a foundation of health, safety, and financial integrity. QA/QI activities such as: licensing, 
contractual compliance, personal outcome measures, consumer/family satisfaction measures, quality 
management, and other quality enhancement activities. 

•:• Agency Organizational Structure 
The South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs (DDSN) is the state agency that 
plans, develops, coordinates and funds services for South Carolinians with severe life-long 
disabilities including: 

• Mental retardation and related disabilities 
• Autism 
• Traumatic brain injury and spinal cord injury and similar disabilities 

DDSN is governed by a seven-member commission appointed by the Governor with the advice and 
consent of the Senate. A commission member is appointed from each of the state's six 
Congressional districts, and one member is appointed from the state-at-large. The commission is the 
agency's governing body and provides general policy direction and guidance. The State Director is 
the agency's chief executive and has jurisdiction over the central administrative office located in 
Columbia, SC, five regional centers and all services provided through contracts with local agencies. 

DDSN provides 24-hour residential care for individuals with more complex, severe disabilities in 
regional centers, located in Columbia, Florence, Clinton, Ladson, and Hartsville. DDSN directly 
oversees the operations of these facilities, each of which is managed by a facility administrator. 

DDSN provides services to the majority of eligible individuals in their home communities, through 
contracts with local service-provider agencies. Most of these agencies are called DSN Boards, serve 
every county in South Carolina and are the local, single point of entry into the State's organized 
disability service delivery system. Local DSN Boards are created by state statute and county 
ordinance. While y are public entities, 

governmental brn DDSN Annual Accountability Report >rivate organizations. 
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a foundation of health, safety, and financial integrity. QA/QI activities such as: licensing, 
contractual compliance, personal outcome measures, consumer/family satisfaction measures, quality 
management, and other quality enhancement activities. 

•:• Agency Organizational Structure 
The South Carolina Department of Disabilities and Special Needs (DDSN) is the state agency that 
plans, develops, coordinates and funds services for South Carolinians with severe life-long 
disabilities including: 

• Mental retardation and related disabilities 
• Autism 
• Traumatic brain injury and spinal cord injury and similar disabilities 

DDSN is governed by a seven-member commission appointed by the Governor with the advice and 
consent of the Senate. A commission member is appointed from each of the state's six 
Congressional districts, and one member is appointed from the state-at-large. The commission is the 
agency's governing body and provides general policy direction and guidance. The State Director is 
the agency's chief executive and has jurisdiction over the central administrative office located in 
Columbia, SC, five regional centers and all services provided through contracts with local agencies. 

DDSN provides 24-hour residential care for individuals with more complex, severe disabilities in 
regional centers, located in Columbia, Florence, Clinton, Ladson, and Hartsville. DDSN directly 
oversees the operations of these facilities, each of which is managed by a facility administrator. 

DDSN provides services to the majority of eligible individuals in their home communities, through 
contracts with local service-provider agencies. Most of these agencies are called DSN Boards, serve 
every county in South Carolina and are the local, single point of entry into the State's organized 
disability service deliverv svstem. Local DSN Boards are created bv state statute and county 
ordinance. While they are public entities, 
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DDSN is governed by a seven-member commission appointed by the Governor with the advice and 
consent of the Senate. A commission member is appointed from each of the state's six 
Congressional districts, and one member is appointed from the state-at-large. The commission is the 
agency's governing body and provides general policy direction and guidance. The State Director is 
the agency's chief executive and has jurisdiction over the central administrative office located in 
Columbia, SC, five regional centers and all services provided through contracts with local agencies. 

DDSN provides 24-hour residential care for individuals with more complex, severe disabilities in 
regional centers, located in Columbia, Florence, Clinton, Ladson, and Hartsville. DDSN directly 
oversees the operations of these facilities, each of which is managed by a facility administrator. 

DDSN provides services to the majority of eligible individuals in their home communities, through 
contracts with local service-provider agencies. Most of these agencies are called Disabilities and 
Special Needs (DSN) Boards, serve every county in South Carolina and are the local, single point of 
entry into the State's organized disability service delivery system. Local Disabilities and Special 
Needs (DSN) Boards are created by state statute and county ordinance. While they are not local state 
agencies with stat ; in nature and combine 
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service recipients and to review and monitor services that are rendered. Consumers and family 
members participate in customer satisfaction surveys and face-to-face interviews to measure 
quality and responsiveness of services. This information is utilized in policy development and 
planning of service delivery. 
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directly oversees the operations of these facilities, each of which 1s managed by a facility 
administrator. 

DDSN provides services to the majority of eligible individuals in their home communities, 
through contracts with local service-provider agencies. Most of these agencies are called 
Disabilities and Special Needs (DSN) Boards, serve every county in South Carolina and are the 
local, single point of entry into the State's organized disability service delivery system. 

Local Disabilities and Special Needs (DSN) Boards are created by state statute and county 
ordinance. While they are not local state agencies with state employees, they are public entities, 
governmental bodies in nature and combine the best aspects of public and private organizations. 
DSN boards provide a consistent level of services statewide; yet encourage local initiative, 
volunteerism and pride in service delivery. Local flavor and community preferences are present, 
yet services are provided at a consistent level of quality statewide. 

Consumers and family members play a critical role in the service delivery system and in 
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Local Disabilities and Special Needs (DSN) Boards are created by state statute and county 
ordinance. While they are not local state agencies with state employees, they are governmental 
bodies in nature and combine the best aspects of public and private organizations. DSN boards 
provide a consistent level of services statewide; yet encourage local initiative, volunteerism and 
pride in service delivery. Local flavor and community preferences are present, yet services are 
provided at a consistent level of quality statewide. 

Consumers and family members play a critical role in the service delivery system and in evaluating 
the effectiveness of that system. Each DSN Board and regional residential center is required to have 
a documented process for consumers and families to participate as advocates for service recipients 
and to review and monitor services that are rendered. Consumers and family members participate in 
customer satisfaction surveys and face-to-face interviews to measure quality and responsiveness of 
services. This information is utilized in policy development and planning of service delivery. 
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DDSN provides 24-hour residential care for individuals with more complex, severe disabilities in 
Regional Centers, located in Columbia, Florence, Clinton, Summerville (near Charleston), and 
Hartsville. DDSN directly oversees the operations of these facilities, which are managed by a 
facility administrator. 

DDSN provides services to the majority of eligible individuals in their home communities, through 
contracts with local service-provider agencies. Most of these agencies are called Disabilities and 
Special Needs (DSN) Boards, serve every county in South Carolina and are the local, single point of 
entry into the State's disability service delivery system. 

Local Disabilities and Special Needs (DSN) Boards are created by state statute and county 
ordinance. While they are not local state agencies with state employees, they are governmental 
bodies in nature and combine the best aspects of public and private organizations. DSN boards 
provide a consistent level of services statewide; yet encourage local initiative, volunteerism and 
pride in service delivery. Local flavor and community preferences are present, yet services are 
provided at a consistent level of quality statewide. 

Consumers and family members play a critical role in the service delivery system and in evaluating 
the effectiveness of that system. Each DSN Board and regional residential center is required to have 
a documented process for consumers and families to participate as advocates for service recipients 
and to review and monitor services that are rendered. Consumers and family members participate in 
customer satisfaction surveys and face-to-face interviews to measure quality and responsiveness of 
services. This information is utilized in policy development and planning of service delivery. 
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SC DEPARTMENT OF DISABILITIES AND SPECIAL NEEDS 
GLOSSARY OF FREQUENTLY USED TERMS 

              
 
►ABLE ACT (Achieving a Better Life Experience Act):  The ABLE Act amends Section 529 
of the Internal Revenue Service Code of 1986 to create tax-advantaged savings accounts for 
individuals with disabilities.  These tax-advantaged savings accounts can be used to cover 
qualified disability expenses such as, but not limited to, education, housing and transportation.  
The bill supplements, but does not replace, benefits provided through private insurances, the 
Medicaid program, the Supplemental Security Income program, the beneficiary’s employment 
and other sources. 
 
►Accessible:  Activity or place capable of being reached by individuals with disabilities. 
 
►Accommodation:  A change or adjustment to the home, work or community environment 
which permits an individual with a disability to have access and fully participate in daily living 
and community activities. 
 
►Activities of Daily Living (ADL):  Tasks essential to performance of routine self-care 
functions, such as dressing, bathing, eating, toileting, and transferring. 
 
►Adaptive Behavior:  Ability of an individual to meet the standards of maturation, learning 
and personal independence that are expected based on normative standards for age, cultural 
background, and experience through skills or the ability to adjust ones behavior necessary to 
compensate for health, motor or sensory deficits. 
 
►Advance Directives:  A written document stating how a person wants medical decisions to be 
made if he/she loses the ability to make them for themselves.  It may include a Living Will and a 
Durable Power of Attorney for health care. 
 
►Advocate:  Person who has been designated by an individual or an individual’s legal 
representative to speak on the individual’s behalf and help the individual understand and make 
informed choices in matters related to identification of needs and choices of supports and 
services. 
 
►Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA):  Federal legislation which guarantees equal 
opportunity for individuals with disabilities in public accommodations, employment, services 
and telecommunications. 
 
►Appeal:  An appeal is a request for a review of a decision to a person or institution with the 
authority to judge, adjudicate on, or determine claims or disputes. 
 
►Assisted Living:  A type of living arrangement in which personal care services such as meals, 
housekeeping, transportation, and assistance with activities of daily living are available as 
needed to people who still live on their own in a licensed setting.  In most cases, the "assisted 
living" residents pay a regular monthly rent.  Then, they typically pay additional fees for the 
services they get. 
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►Assistive Technology (AT):  Any item, piece of equipment or product that is used to assist, 
maintain or improve functional capabilities of an individual. 
 
►At-Risk Child (ARC):  An eligibility category which includes children from age three (3) (36 
months) to age six (6) whose diagnosis of an intellectual disability or a related disability remains 
unclear.  It may still be too early to confirm a diagnosis of an intellectual disability at this age 
range since developmental delays evidenced during the preschool years may still not be good 
predictors of later cognitive and adaptive functioning. 
 
►Authorization to Release/Obtain Information:  The form which consumer/legal guardians 
must sign to give permission for Case Managers or providers to release/obtain confidential 
information about them to/from other agencies or professionals. 
 
►Autism Spectrum Disorder:  Abnormal or impaired development in social interaction and 
communication, as well as markedly restricted, repetitive and stereotyped patterns of behavior, 
interests and activities. 
 
►Baby Net:  South Carolina's IDEA Part C interagency early intervention program for infants 
and toddlers under three (3) years of age with developmental delays or conditions associated 
with developmental delays.  SC First Steps to School Readiness is the Baby Net lead agency 
until July 2017 when it moves to the South Carolina Department of Health and Human Services 
(DHHS).  Children may be eligible for Baby Net if they are learning or developing slowly.  Early 
Intervention services are based upon the child’s needs and may include physical therapy, 
occupational therapy, speech therapy, assistive technology, special instruction and/or case 
management. 
 
►Behavioral Health:  The mental/emotional well-being and/or actions that affect emotional 
wellness.  Behavioral health problems include substance use disorders; alcohol and drug 
addiction; and serious psychological distress, suicide, and mental disorders. 
 
►Caregiver:  A person who helps care for someone who is ill, disabled, or aged.  Some 
caregivers are relatives or friends who volunteer their help.  Some people provide care giving 
services for a cost. 
 
►Case Management:  A service provided by a case manager including the assessment, 
planning, referral and linkage to community services and supports. 
 
►Case Record:  The file in which providers keep all relevant information concerning a 
consumer.  The Case Management case record is considered to be the primary record for 
consumers served by DDSN.  All information as required by the Case Management Standards 
must be maintained in this record.  Other records are also maintained by each service provider.  
When the primary case record becomes too big or contains massive information, it can be purged 
and a back-up file started to retain the information. 
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►Case Open Date:  The date an applicant is screened in for DDSN services and first chooses a 
Case Management provider.  Once the case is “opened”, as signified by the case open date, the 
process to establish eligibility for DDSN services begins. 
 
►Centers for Medicaid and Medicare Services (CMS):  Federal agency within the U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services responsible for administering the Medicare and 
Medicaid programs.  CMS assures that states properly administer national health care programs, 
establish policies for paying health care providers, conduct research on the effectiveness of 
various methods of health care management, assess the quality of health care facilities/services 
and take enforcement actions as appropriate. 
 
►Certificate of Medical Necessity:  A form required by Medicaid/Medicare authorizing the use 
of certain durable medical items/equipment (DME) prescribed by a physician.  This form is to be 
completed by a doctor or the doctor's employee.  The provider of the DME will coordinate with 
the person’s doctor to see that all the necessary information is submitted to Medicare.  A change 
in prescription and/or a change in the person’s condition require that an updated certificate be 
completed and submitted. 
 
►Choice:  Having the power, right, and liberty to make a decision.  Choice will be offered to all 
individuals/legal guardians when being served by DDSN.  Choice will be given when selecting 
services, providers, residential setting, place of employment, and in any other area of an 
individual’s life.  Choices are offered regarding DDSN services within available resources and 
from a list of qualified providers.  The qualified provider list consists of organizations or 
agencies that are qualified to provide DDSN-funded services to service recipients.  This 
Qualified Provider List includes names of providers, types of services offered, types of 
disabilities served, ages served and counties in which the services are provided.  All providers 
listed may not offer services for all ages or in all counties.  Each organization on this list must 
meet the federal, state, and DDSN requirements for quality and safety to become a provider of 
DDSN supports and services. 
 
►Circle of Support:  A group of people chosen by the consumer and/or family, who assist the 
consumer to develop, implement and monitor the Plan.  Members of a Circle of Support usually 
include family, friends, co-workers, neighbors, church members, teachers, the Case Manager and 
others who know or work closely with the consumer.  The Circle members agree to meet on a 
regular basis to help the consumer identify and achieve personal aspirations and goals.  Members 
of the Circle participate because they care about the individual and want to work together to help 
overcome obstacles and open doors to new opportunities. 
 
►Civil Rights:  The protections and privileges of personal liberty given to all citizens by law 
(i.e., rights that are specifically guaranteed by federal and state laws and that are equally 
available to each individual). 
 
►Claim:  A claim is a request for payment for services rendered to an eligible program 
participant or beneficiary. 
 
►Community Inclusive Residential Supports (CIRS):  The CIRS residential service model 
promotes development and independence in people with disabilities by working with staff 
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members, the individuals, and families to create a customized plan to transition from a 24-hour 
supervised setting to a semi-independent living arrangement.  Persons with disability are the 
focus – they choose where they live, with whom they live, and which support staff work with 
them in their new home. 
 
►Community Residential Care Facilities (CRCF):  A facility licensed by DHEC which offers 
room and board and provides/coordinates a degree of personal assistance for two (2) or more 
individuals, who are at least 18 years old, and who are not related to the licensee.  It is designed 
to accommodate individual residents' changing needs and preferences, maximize residents' 
dignity, autonomy, privacy, independence and safety, and encourage family and community 
involvement.  It offers a beneficial and protected environment specifically for individuals who 
have mental illness or intellectual disabilities.  A CRCF offers the opportunity to live in the 
community in a homelike environment under the supervision of qualified, trained caregivers.  
There are private CRCFs (“Boarding Homes”) in many communities.  DDSN also contracts with 
qualified providers to operate CRCFs. 
 
►Community Training Home I Model (CTH I):  A licensed residential setting offered by 
DDSN where personalized care, supervision and individualized training are provided, in 
accordance with a service plan, to a maximum of two (2) people living in a private home  
Caregivers are employed by or independently contracted with contracted qualified providers. 
 
►Community Training Home II Model (CTH II):  A residential setting offered by DDSN 
which offers the opportunity to live in a homelike environment in the community under the 
supervision of qualified and trained staff.  Care, supervision, and skills training are provided 
according to individualized needs as reflected in the service plan.  No more than four (4) people 
live in each licensed residence. 
 
►Competency:  Has to do with an individual’s ability to understand critical information and to 
make decisions for himself or herself.  The following describes different categories or 
competency: 
 

● Competent to stand trial:  This type of competency is determined through 
Criminal Court and implies that an individual understands charges that are made 
against them, has an understanding of right and wrong, and is able to assist in 
their own defense. 

 
● Legally Competent:  This type of competency implies that an individual is 

qualified and able to make decisions on their own regarding their well-being in 
areas such as residential placement, financial, medical, etc.  All individuals, 
including those with intellectual disabilities, automatically become legally 
competent at the age of 18, unless declared legally incompetent through Probate 
Court. 

 
● Legally Incompetent:  This type of competency is determined through Probate 

Court and implies that an individual is not qualified or able to make important 
decisions regarding their well-being on their own.  Individuals who are declared 
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legally incompetent must have a legal guardian appointed to oversee their 
wellbeing and make decisions on their behalf. 

 
►Competitive Employment:  Employment in which an individual is compensated at or above 
the minimum wage and is employed on a full-time or part-time basis in an integrated and 
competitive labor market. 
 
►Confidentiality:  A guarantee that personally identifiable information about an individual or 
family remains private and may only be shared among agencies with the written permission of 
the individual/legal guardian. 
 
►Conflict Free Case Management (CFCM):  Medicaid providers of home and community 
based services (HCBS), which include waiver services, or those who have an interest in, or are 
employed by a provider of HCBS must not provide case management or develop the person 
centered service plan.  A potential conflict of interest exists in assuring and honoring free choice, 
overseeing quality and outcomes, and the fiduciary relationship when the same entity helps 
individuals access services and provides those services.   
 
►Conflict of Interest:  A real or seeming incompatibility between one’s private interest and 
one’s public or fiduciary duties. 
 
►Conservator:  A person appointed by a judge to look after the money of an individual who 
cannot look after it himself/herself.  The conservator might handle the Social Security Income 
and checking account of an individual, as well as any money the individual might earn or inherit.  
The same person can be both a guardian and conservator. 
 
►Consumer:  The individual with an intellectual disability or related disability, Autism 
Spectrum Disorder or Head and Spinal Cord Injury who is served through DDSN.  Other terms 
are also used to refer to the consumer such as:  person, individual, primary customer, client, etc. 
 
►Consumer Choice:  Right of the consumer, legal guardian, or responsible party to choose 
supports and services from a range of service options to meet the diverse and personalized needs 
of an individual.  The degree to which individuals have choice must go beyond the range of 
service choices and include opportunities for individuals to decide when, where, how and who 
will provide supports and services. 
 
►Continuing Care Retirement Community (CCRC):  A private housing community that 
provides different levels of care based on what each resident needs over time.  This is sometimes 
called "life care" and can range from independent living in an apartment to assisted living to full-
time care in a nursing home.  Residents move from one setting to another based on their needs 
but continue to live as part of the community.  Care in CCRCs is usually expensive.  Generally, 
CCRCs require a large down payment and charge monthly fees. 
 
►Direct Services:  Active services provided to the individuals. 
 
►Dual Eligible:  An individual meeting eligibility criteria for both Medicaid and Medicare 
programs. 
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►Due Process:  The idea or principle that all laws and legal proceedings as well as agency 
policies and procedures must be fair and fairly enforced.  Specifically, the right of all persons to 
receive the guarantees and safeguards of the law and judicial process.  In the DDSN service 
delivery system, this means that people receiving services have the right to receive guarantees 
and safeguards concerning services funded by the State and Federal government.  Examples of 
DDSNs internal mechanisms for due process are Human Rights Committees, service level and 
eligibility determination appeals and employee grievance rights. 
 
►Durable Medical Equipment:  Purchased or rented items such as hospital beds, ventilators, 
oxygen equipment, seat lift equipment, wheelchairs, and other medically necessary equipment 
prescribed by a health care provider that is suitable and appropriate to be used in a person’s 
home. 
 
►Early Intervention (EI):  Provides an array of family-focused, in-home services for children 
with an intellectual disability or related disability from birth to age six.  Early Interventionists 
help families understand their child’s development and assist in providing therapeutic 
intervention and special instruction services.  Early Intervention services are provided in the 
child’s own home or in the child’s natural environment. 
 
►Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis and Treatment (EPSDT):  A comprehensive child 
health program funded by the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) through the 
Medicaid State Plan to children under the age of 21 years to reduce the impact of childhood 
health problems by identifying, diagnosing and treating health problems early. 
 
►Education of All Handicapped Children Act (EHA):  Landmark 1975 legislation that 
required education for all students with disabilities and introduced the terms Individualized 
Education Program (IEP), Least Restrictive Environment, Free Appropriate Public Education, 
and the multi-factored Evaluation to Education. 
 
►Employment First:  Assumes that individual integrated employment at or above minimum 
wage is the preferred outcome for working age adults, regardless of disability.  This assumption 
should be the foundation for assessment and planning for individuals receiving services through 
DDSN. 
 
►Empowerment:  Education and practices aimed at transferring power to or strengthening 
individuals and groups. 
 
►Family Support Plan (FSP):  Plan of care form used for children age three (3) to their sixth 
(6th) birthday receiving Early Intervention services. 
 

►Fee for Service Medicaid:  Referred to often as “regular Medicaid” where a beneficiary can 
go to any provider that takes Medicaid.  The provider charges a fee for each service and, in 
turn, bills Medicaid directly for each service rendered. 
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►Financial Manager:  The agency in each county that is responsible to manage and 
disseminate all funds for consumers. 
 
►Free Appropriate Public Education (FAPE):  The requirement, introduced by EHA of 1975, 
which requires schools to provide an education relevant to the needs of students with disabilities 
at no cost to families.  The courts have generally stated that appropriateness does not mean 
optimal, only that the student is progressing at a reasonable rate. 
 
►Funding Bands:  The funding system used by DDSN to finance most services provided to 
individuals.  
 
►Guardian Ad Litem:  A Guardian Ad Litem is a person that is the guardian for an individual 
who is involved in a trial or hearing.  The way the law works, the judge has to assume that a 
child, an individual with an intellectual disability or a related disability, or a person in jail needs 
a temporary guardian to speak for them.  The Guardian Ad Litem may not actually be needed, 
but the individual is entitled to one.  The Guardian Ad Litem can be very useful for making 
phone calls and checking on court schedules.  The Guardian Ad Litem’s job ends when the trial 
or hearing is over. 
 
►Habilitation:  Maintaining and/or increasing an individual’s skills. 
 
►HASCI:  The acronym for Head and Spinal Cord Injury, as in the DDSN HASCI Division 
and HASCI Waiver. 
 
►High-Risk Infant (HRI):  A DDSN eligibility category which includes children from birth to 
36 months of age who are at a substantially greater risk for a developmental disability than the 
general population due to their genetic, medical or environmental history. 
 
►Health Insurance Portability & Accountability Act (HIPAA):  A law passed in 1996 which 
is also sometimes called the "Kassebaum-Kennedy" law.  This law expands your health care 
coverage if you have lost your job, or if you move from one job to another.  HIPAA also protects 
you and your family if you have: pre-existing medical conditions, and/or problems getting health 
coverage, and you think it is based on past or present health.  The HIPAA Privacy Rule provides 
federal protections for personal health information held by covered entities and gives patients an 
array of rights with respect to that information.  The HIPAA Security Rule specifies a series of 
administrative, physical, and technical safeguards for covered entities to use to assure the 
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of electronic protected health information. 
 
HIPAA also: 
 

• limits how companies can use your pre-existing medical conditions to keep you 
from getting health insurance coverage; 

• usually gives you credit for health coverage you have had in the past; 
• may give you special help with group health coverage when you lose coverage or 

have a new dependent; and 
• generally guarantees your right to renew your health coverage. 
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HIPAA does not replace the states’ roles as primary regulators of insurance. 
 

►Health Maintenance Organizations (HMO):  A type of Medicaid/Medicare managed care 
plan where a group of doctors, hospitals, and other health care providers agree to give health care 
to Medicaid/Medicare beneficiaries for a set amount of money from Medicaid/Medicare every 
month.  Beneficiaries must get his/her care from the providers in the plan. 
 
►Home and Community-Based Service (HCBS) Waiver Programs:  Home and Community 
Based Service Waiver programs are the Medicaid alternative to providing long-term care 
services in institutional settings.  If a person qualifies, each person chooses whether services are 
provided in their homes and communities versus in an institutional setting.  States may offer a 
variety of services to people under a Home and Community Based Service Waiver program.  
These programs may provide a combination of both traditional medical services (i.e. dental 
services, skilled nursing services) as well as non-medical services (i.e. respite, case management, 
and environmental modifications).  DDSN operates four Home and Community Based Service 
Waiver programs:  The Intellectual Disability/Related Disabilities (ID/RD) Waiver, Community 
Supports (CS) Waiver, Head and Spinal Cord Injury (HASCI) Waiver, and the Pervasive 
Developmental Disorder (PDD) Waiver. 
 
►Home and Community Based Settings Final Rule (Commonly Referred to as the Final 
Rule):  In January 2014, the Centers for Medicare/Medicaid Services (CMS) issued the new 
Final Rule for Home and Community Based Settings which more clearly defines the definition of 
community inclusion.  This rule, which went into effect in March 2014, requires states to 
transform their service delivery systems to be more community inclusive and rely less on 
segregated service settings.  The rule applies across all populations served in CMS Home and 
Community Based Service systems, including the elderly, those with physical disabilities, mental 
illness, intellectual and related disabilities, and people with Autism Spectrum Disorder. 
 
►Hospice Care:  A special way of caring for people who are terminally ill, and for their family.  
This care includes physical care and counseling.  Hospice care is covered by Medicaid or under 
Medicare Part A (Hospital Insurance). 
 
►Human Rights:  Human rights are international moral and legal norms that aspire to protect 
all people everywhere from severe political, legal, and social abuses.  Examples of human rights 
are the right to freedom of religion, right to freedom of speech, the right to be treated with 
dignity and respect, etc. 
 
►Human Rights Committee:  The role of a Human Rights Committee is to safeguard and 
protect the rights of people receiving services and to ensure that they are treated with dignity and 
respect in full recognition of their rights.  S.C. Code Ann. §44-26-70 (Supp. 2010) relating to the 
rights of people receiving services from DDSN requires that each DDSN Regional Center and 
DSN Board establish a Human Rights Committee.  Contract service providers may either use the 
Human Rights Committee of the local DSN Board or establish their own Committee.  DDSN 
Autism Division operated programs, may utilize an existing Human Rights Committee of a DSN 
Board or of a Regional Center or it may establish its own Committee.  The regulations governing 
Intermediate Care Facilities for Persons with Intellectual Disabilities require the establishment of 
a specially constituted committee which functions as a Human Rights Committee to review, 
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approve, and monitor programs to manage inappropriate behavior and other programs that 
involve risk to protection and rights.  Policies and procedures of this directive are applicable to 
these specially constituted Committees.  (DDSN Directive 535-02-DD:  Human Rights 
Committee) 
 
►Impairment Related Work Expense (IRWE):  Certain expenses for things an individual 
with a disability needs because of his/her impairment in order to work which may be deducted  
from gross earnings when determining eligibility for SSDI or SSI. 
 
►Inclusion:  The process of including individuals with disabilities in the activities and 
environments of other people without disabilities. 
 
►Independent Living:  Living in one’s own home or apartment in the community.  
Independent living does not mean that an individual is completely independent in all Activities 
of Daily Living and/or community living skills.  Supports and services may need to be in place 
for some individuals in order to live independently in the community. 
 
►Individual Family Support Plan (IFSP):  The service plan process/completed service 
document for a child aged birth to three (3) years and his/her family when receiving Early 
Intervention services.  The planning process involves a joint effort between parents and 
specialists.  The written document lists the early intervention services a child needs in order to 
grow and develop and services the family needs to help the child grow and develop. 
 
►Individual with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA):  An updated version of the Education of 
All Handicapped Children’s Act (EHA) which required the statement of needed transition 
services as part of the IEP in 1990. 
 
►Individualized Education Program (IEP):  The written plan documenting eligibility, 
programs and services for special education students. 
 
►Integration:  In the disability context, the process of including individuals with disabilities in 
the environments, activities and social networks of other people.  Sometimes used 
interchangeably with the term “inclusion”. 
 
►Intellectual Disability:  A condition with an onset during the developmental period in which 
an individual demonstrates significantly below-average intellectual functioning (a valid IQ of 70 
or below), and has concurrent deficits in adaptive functioning in at least two areas:  
communication, self-care, home living, social/interpersonal skills, use of community resources, 
self-direction, functional academic skills, work, leisure, health and safety. 
 
►Intermediate Care Facility for Individuals with Intellectual Disability (ICF/IID):  An 
institution (or distinct part of an institution) that is primarily for the diagnosis, treatment, or 
habilitation of people with intellectual disabilities or with related conditions; and provides, in 
protected residential setting, ongoing evaluation, planning, 24-hour supervision, coordination 
and integration of health or rehabilitative services to help each individual function at his/her 
greatest ability.  (Note: An institution is defined as an establishment that furnishes (in single or 
multiple facilities) food, shelter, and some treatment or services to four or more individuals 
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unrelated to the proprietor).  An ICF/IID primarily provides health-related care and services 
above the level of custodial care to people with an intellectual disability or a related disability but 
does not provide the level of care available in a hospital or skilled nursing facility. 
 
►Life Planner:  The role of a Life Planner is to help identify a person's life expectations, set 
goals, and develop a plan of action to achieve those goals.  All Life Planners must undergo 
specialized training, demonstrate competency in a variety of skills and meet other DDSN 
qualifications to be placed on an approved list of providers.  A Life Planner may be independent 
(contract with DDSN) or agency-based (work for a local board or provider organization).  
Individuals and/or family members choose a Life Planner from a list of options and there is no 
cost to the individual or family for the service. 
 
►Least Restrictive Environment (LRE), also referred to as Least Restrictive Setting:  An 
environment in which services are delivered with minimum limitation, intrusion, disruption or 
departure from typical patterns of living available to individuals without disabilities; which do 
not subject an individual or others to unnecessary risks to health or safety; and which maximize 
the individual’s level of independence, productivity and inclusion in the community. 
 
►Legal Guardian:  A person appointed by a judge to look after an individual who cannot look 
after himself/herself (i.e., who is legally incompetent).  The guardian makes all decisions and 
signs all documents for the individual concerning any medical treatment or placement.  If an 
individual has a legal guardian, documentation from the court should be obtained, if available, 
for the individual’s file.  For children under age 18, their parent(s) are considered to be the legal 
guardian unless the parents’ rights have been terminated or the parents are deceased. 
 
►Level of Care (LOC):  An assessment of an individual’s disability and treatment needs 
required for Medicaid reimbursement.  The Level of Care assessment must demonstrate that an 
individual requires the degree of care provided in an institution. 
 
►Long-Term Care:  A variety of services that help people with health or personal needs and 
activities of daily living over a period of time.  Long-term care can be provided at home, in the 
community, or in various types of facilities, including nursing homes and assisted living 
facilities.  DDSN offers long term care  services through four different Home and Community 
Based Waiver programs (for example, services provided in the home/community such as 
residential habilitation, day program services, personal care, nursing services, respite, etc.) and in 
facilities (Intermediate Care Facilities for Individuals with Intellectual Disabilities  (ICF/IID). 
 
►Mainstreaming:  A term that was used widely in the 1970’s to refer to the practice of placing 
students with disabilities in the regular education curriculum.  This term lost favor when it was 
found that many students were being placed in regular classes without needed supports. 
 
►Medicaid:  A federal health care program generally serving eligible low income individuals 
whose income and assets are below specific levels.  In South Carolina, DHHS determines 
eligibility for Medicaid.  An individual applying for Medicaid as a Social Security Income (SSI) 
recipient in South Carolina must apply at their local Social Security office.  Generally, an 
individual who is approved for SSI in South Carolina will automatically receive Medicaid.  
Applications for all other coverage groups may be filed in person or by mail.  Applications may 
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be filed at out-stationed locations such as the county health departments, community health 
centers, most hospitals and the county Department of Social Service offices.  The South Carolina 
Medicaid program offers different ways for its members to receive healthcare services.  The 
choices are either managed care or fee-for-service. 
 
►Medicaid Managed Care Organizations (MCO):  A Medicaid MCO operates much the 
same as a Health Maintenance Organization (HMO), as care is furnished through a network of 
providers (primary and specialty), hospitals, pharmacies, etc.  Services rendered are authorized 
by the MCO to ensure appropriate care management, disease management, and care 
coordination.  MCOs require members to choose a Primary Care Physician (PCP) who serves as 
the primary point of contact.  Members are expected to contact their PCP first before seeking 
treatment elsewhere.  The PCP may diagnose and treat the problem, or refer the member to a 
specialist within the MCO network.  The process for authorizing services within the MCOs may 
be different for each plan. 
 
►Medicaid Targeted Case Management (MTCM):  An available Medicaid covered service 
that helps individuals in gaining access to doctors, social services, educational resources, jobs 
and other services.  Anyone who is Medicaid eligible and meets one of the following categories 
may qualify for MTCM:  individuals with intellectual and related disabilities, at-risk children, 
adults with serious and persistent mental illness; at-risk pregnant women and infants; individuals 
with Psychoactive Substance Disorder; individuals at-risk for genetic disorders; individuals with 
Head and Spinal Cord Injuries and similar disorders; individuals with sensory impairment, and 
adults with functional impairments.  A Case Manager provides these services. 
 
►Medicare:  A federal insurance program serving most individuals 65 and older and 
individuals with disabilities regardless of income if they are eligible for Social Security 
Disability Income. 
 
►Medical Homes Network Programs (MHN):  The Medical Homes Network (MHN) health 
care delivery model is a primary care case management program.  A MHN is comprised of a 
Care Coordination Services Organization (CSO) and enrolled primary care physicians (PCPs).  
Only PCPs may contract within the MHN as all services are coordinated through the CSO and 
PCP, and claims for the services rendered are paid by DHHS.  A MHN, like a Managed Care 
Organization (MCO), offers enhanced benefits beyond what is offered under traditional fee-for-
service Medicaid. 
 
►Mental Health Services:  Services provided to individuals with serious mental illness.  Public 
mental health services are provided through the South Carolina Department of Mental Health 
(DMH) and local Mental Health Centers and private practitioners. 
 
►Natural Supports:  Supports that are non-paid which will help an individual to achieve 
personal goals or needs as identified on the Plan.  Natural supports may include people such as 
family members, friends, church members, neighbors or community organizations.  Natural 
supports may also be any location or event in the natural environment from which an individual 
may benefit or participate in such as community parks, civic events, etc. 
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►Needs Assessment:  Activities to obtain and review information for the purpose of 
determining a person’s personal goals and needs in order to develop an accurate and effective 
Support Plan.  Needs assessment is based upon a systematic evaluation of the relative strengths 
and weaknesses of the person/legal guardian’s environmental, economic, psycho-social, medical 
and other circumstances.  Needs assessment is an ongoing process and should incorporate both 
formal and informal assessment.  Formal assessment is a specific standardized assessment tool 
which is completed with a person at least annually.  Informal assessment is an ongoing 
assessment of a person’s personal goals, needs and satisfaction through observation, site visits 
and personal interviews with the person/legal guardian and direct care professionals throughout 
the year. 
 
►Non-reportable:  Any activities of the Case Manager which do not fall within the core job 
functions as defined in the Case Management Standards, but are still important, relevant 
activities in providing quality person-centered services for individuals and families. 
 
►Nursing Home:  A residence that provides a room, meals, and help with activities of daily 
living and recreation.  Generally, nursing home residents have physical or mental problems that 
keep them from living on their own.  They usually require daily assistance. 
 
►Nursing Facility:  A facility which primarily provides to residents’ skilled nursing care and 
related services for the rehabilitation of injured, disabled, or sick persons, or on a regular basis, 
health related care services above the level of custodial care to those other than intellectually 
disabled or a related disability individuals. 
 
►Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability Insurance:  The Social Security programs that pay for: 
 
(1) monthly cash benefits to retired-worker (old-age) beneficiaries, their spouses and 

children, and survivors of deceased insured workers (OASI); and 
 
(2) monthly cash benefits to disabled-worker beneficiaries and their spouses and children, 

and for providing rehabilitation services to the disabled (DI). 
 
►Olmstead Decision:  A 1999 decision by the U.S. Supreme Court concerning two women 
from Georgia who played a major role in the expansion of consumer-directed services in South 
Carolina as well as other states.  Because of this decision, all public entities are required to 
administer their programs “in the most integrated setting appropriate to the needs of qualified 
persons with disabilities.” 
 
►Ombudsman:  An independent governmental official who receives complaints against 
government (and government-regulated) agencies and/or its officials from aggrieved individuals; 
who investigates these complaints; and who, if the complaints are justified, makes 
recommendations to remedy the complaints. 
 
►Person Centered Planning:  In Person-Centered Planning, the gifts and positive abilities 
instead of the weaknesses and inabilities of an individual are the focus.  Person-Centered 
Planning focuses on developing connections within the community to provide supports for the 
person.  Services and supports are developed for the person based on their needs, wants, and 
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desires instead of “fitting” the person into current services and programs.  Supports developed 
during Person-Centered Planning help the person to: 

• Set their personal goals 
• Meet new people 
• Try new things 
• Contribute to and be supported by their community 
• Have who and what is important to them in their everyday life 
• Stay healthy and safe 

 
A Life Plan is developed as a result of the person centered planning process.  Life Plans are 
shared with all service providers at the consumer’s discretion and providers are expected to assist 
in meeting the identified goals in the Life Plan. 
 
►Personal Outcomes:  Life priorities, personal preferences, goals and desires as defined by 
individuals for themselves in all areas of life.  The Council on Quality and Leadership (CQL) 
developed the Personal Outcome Measures assessment tool to help identify what individuals’ 
personal outcomes are and if their outcomes are being met by the agencies and individuals 
supporting them. 
 
►Plan for Achieving Self-Support (PASS):  A Plan for Achieving Self-Support (PASS) allows 
a person with a disability to set aside otherwise countable income and/or resources for a specific 
period of time in order to achieve a work goal.  Any person who receives SSI benefits, or who 
might qualify for SSI or any person receives SSDI (or a similar benefit) and could qualify for 
SSI, may be able to have a PASS.  There is no limit to the number of successful PASS plans a 
person may use in a lifetime. 
 
►Power of Attorney (POA):  An important legal document which gives a designated person 
broad powers to make legal decisions for an individual in a variety of situations.  There are many 
different types of Power of Attorney to include the following: 
 

● Durable General Power of Attorney:  A legal document which gives a 
designated person broad powers to handle another’s property during his/her 
lifetime, which may include powers to mortgage, sell, or otherwise dispose of any 
real or personal property without advance notice or approval.  Other subjects 
discussed in a Durable General Power of Attorney are:  stock and bond 
transactions, commodity and options transactions, banking, estate and trusts, 
claims and litigation, personal and family maintenance, division of social security 
and other governmental benefits, retirement plan transactions, tax matters, etc.  A 
Durable General Power of Attorney does not authorize anyone to make medical or 
other health care decisions. 

 
● General Springing Power of Attorney (upon disability):  A legal document 

which gives a designated person broad powers to handle property, tangible or 
intangible, without prior notice or approval if an individual becomes disabled or 
incompetent. 
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● Medical Power of Attorney:  This legal document gives a designated person the 
authority to make any and all health care decisions for an individual in accordance 
with his/her wishes, including religious and moral beliefs, when the individual is 
no longer capable of making decisions for himself/herself.  Because "health care" 
means any treatment, service, or procedures to maintain, diagnose, or treat 
physical or mental conditions, the medical power of attorney has the authority to 
make a broad range of health care decisions.  This person may consent, refuse to 
consent, or withdraw consent to medical treatment and may make decisions about 
withdrawing or withholding life-sustaining treatment.  This person may not 
consent to voluntary in-patient mental health services, convulsive treatment, or 
abortion.  A physician must comply with a medical power of attorney's 
instructions or allow the individual to be transferred to another physician. 

 
►Protection and Advocacy (P & A) for People with Disabilities:  Established in 1977 as the 
protection and advocacy system for the State of South Carolina, P&A is a member of the 
National Disability Rights Network (NDRN) and is mandated by state and federal law to protect 
the rights of people with disabilities in South Carolina.  NDRN is the nonprofit membership 
organization for the federally mandated P&A Systems and Client Assistance Programs (CAP) for 
individuals with disabilities.  Collectively, the P&A/CAP network is the largest provider of 
legally based advocacy services to people with disabilities in the United States.  P&A is a 
private, non-profit South Carolina corporation governed by a volunteer board of directors.  As 
required by federal law, P&A is independent of all agencies which provide treatment or other 
services to people with disabilities.  P&A offers a variety of programs to assist people with 
disabilities. 
 
►Provider:  An organization or agency paid to provide a service for a consumer.  In the DDSN 
service delivery system, providers are approved and placed on the Qualified Provider List (QPL) 
from which consumers choose.  Services may also be provided to consumers by agencies and 
funding outside the DDSN service delivery system. 
 
►Psychological Evaluation:  An evaluation of an individual’s intellectual functioning and 
adaptive behavior. 
 
►Qualified Provider List (QPL):  A list of agencies which are approved to provide services 
within the DDSN system.  The current procedures for how to become a qualified provider and a 
current list of qualified providers is available on the DDSN website. 
 
►Reasonable Accommodation:  Adaptations or modifications of the environment, equipment 
or materials to be in compliance with ADA and IDEA which make it possible for an individual 
with a disability to fully participate in an activity. 
 
►Rehabilitation:  Restoration of an individual’s functional status to a former state or condition. 
 
►Related Disability:  Severe, chronic conditions which are found to be closely related to an 
intellectual disability or which requires treatment similar to that required for individuals with an 
intellectual disability (e.g. cerebral palsy, epilepsy, etc.).  Onset of a related disability must be 
before the age of 22. 
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►Reportable:  Any activities of Case Managers which fall within one of the core job functions 
as defined in the Case Management Standards.  These core job functions are the only activities 
that, when reported to DDSN via service notes, may be reimbursed by Medicaid for provision of 
targeted case management services. 
 
►Section 504:  A section to the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.  A federal civil rights statute 
designed to eliminate discrimination of the basis of a disability in any program or activity 
receiving federal financial assistance. 
 
►Section 8 Housing:  Refers to housing subsidized to low-income individuals by Housing and 
Urban Development (HUD). 
 
►Self-Advocacy:  The ability and opportunity to speak on behalf of one’s own interests. 
 
►Self-Determination:  The ability and opportunity for individuals to make choices and to act 
on the basis of their personal choices. 
 
►Self Direction:  A different way of supporting people with disabilities where the voice of the 
person with a disability is the most important one for us to listen to and to respect when it comes 
to that person making choices about his/her life.  Self-direction gives a person with a disability 
more control in planning for and running his/her own life.  This can be hard work because more 
control means more responsibility.  A person is responsible when he or she makes good 
decisions that keep him or her happy, healthy, and safe.  This may take the help of family and/or 
friends.  The choices a person makes are often based on the things that are most important to him 
or her.  Self-direction helps a person find a comfortable place in the community where he/she 
can live, work, and play in ways that he/she chooses as right.  Directing one's own services, such 
as in consumer-directed services, is an important piece of self-direction. 
 
►Service Agreement:  A form that consumers/legal guardians sign during the intake process 
which signifies their request for services and their agreement to have DDSN obtain and review 
any relevant records for the purpose of determining eligibility for services.  By signing this form, 
consumers/legal guardians consent to have additional evaluations completed if necessary to 
determine eligibility. 
 
►Service Authorization:  In FY17, a form which Case Managers give to chosen providers as a 
way of informing that they have permission or ‘authorization’ to begin providing a service for an 
individual.  Authorizations also inform providers of the frequency and duration of services they 
are approved to provide.  In FY18, the approval/authorization of services included in service 
plans will be transitioned to a DDSN centralized group of staff in the Waiver Administration 
Division. 
 
►Service Note (SN):  Narrative, chronological documentation in a case record that describes 
activities provided by a Case Manager. 
 
►Similar Disability (SD):  South Carolina Code of Law does not define a similar disability, but 
does stipulate that a similar disability is not limited by early age of onset, is not a condition that 
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culminates in death or worsens over time, is not dementia resulting from chronic disease or 
alcohol/drug use, and is not a neurological disorder related to aging.  Muscular dystrophy, 
Multiple Sclerosis, Cancer, Parkinson’s disease and other similar disabilities. 
►Skilled Nursing Care:  A level of care that includes skilled tasks that can only be performed 
safely and correctly by a licensed nurse (either a registered nurse or a licensed practical nurse). 
 
►Social Security Administration (SSA):  The agency that oversees the provision of Social 
Security Disability Insurance and Supplemental Security Income and related work incentives. 
 
►Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI):  An income support payment administered by 
the Social Security Administration that is provided to adults with disabilities or to children of 
parents who have retired or become disabled and have paid into Social Security.  SSDI is only 
paid to individuals whose income falls below Substantial Gainful Activity (SGA) after 
accounting for work incentives. 
 
►Special Needs Trust:  A legal and financial arrangement to safeguard resources for 
individuals with intellectual disabilities or a related disability.  This trust allows individuals to 
maintain resources without impacting their Medicaid eligibility. 
 
►Spinal Cord Injury:  An acute traumatic lesion of neural elements in the spinal canal, 
resulting in any degree of deficit in sensory, motor and life functions.  The deficit may be 
temporary or permanent. 
 
►State Funded Community Supports (SFCS):  Is an array of services offered and funded by 
DDSN to those who are eligible for DDSN services but are not currently eligible for a DDSN-
operated Home and Community Based Waiver. 
 
►Substantial Gainful Employment:  The amount of income an individual can earn after a trial 
work period and still receive SSDI payments. 
 
►Supported Living Model I (SLP-I):  Certified residential settings with services offered by 
DDSN which is similar to the Supervised Living Model II; however, people generally require 
only occasional support.  Staff is available 24 hours a day by phone.  SLP-I settings must be 
assessed by the provider and determined to be functional and safe prior to the individual’s entry 
and annually thereafter. 
 
►Supervised Living Program II (SLP-II):  Residential settings with services offered by 
DDSN which are appropriate for people who need intermittent supervision and supports.  They 
can handle most daily activities independently but may need periodic advice, support, and 
supervision.  It is typically offered in an apartment setting that has staff available on-site or in a 
location from which they may get to the site within 15 minutes of being called, 24 hours daily. 
 
►Supplemental Security Income (SSI):  An income support payment administered by the 
Social Security Administration that is provided to children with disabilities and adults who are 
disabled and whose income and assets fall below a prescribed level after accounting for Social 
Security work incentives. 
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►Support Plan:  A form which is completed annually with a consumer to document the 
personal goals and needs that have been identified by the person/legal guardian through a formal 
assessment process.  The Support Plan identifies a person’s priority goals and needs, the services 
and supports necessary to address the needs, the frequency and duration of services, who will be 
responsible for carrying out specific aspects of each goal or need, and the timeframe identified 
by which a goal or need should be met.  Support Plans are completed by the Case Manager and 
are considered the primary plan for a person receiving services.  Some service areas, such as 
Residential and Day Program, also complete a plan with each consumer; however, these plans 
are specific to the program area and must complement and support the overall goals as identified 
on the Support Plan written by the Case Manager. 
 
►Supported Employment (SE):  Supported Employment services consist of paid employment 
for persons for whom employment at or above the minimum wage is unlikely, and who, because 
of their disabilities, need intensive ongoing support to perform in a work setting.  Supported 
employment services are provided in a variety of settings, particularly work sites, in which 
persons without disabilities are employed.  Supported employment includes activities to sustain 
paid work including training and supervision.  When supported employment services are 
provided at a work site in which persons without disabilities are employed, payment will be 
made only for the adaptations, supervision and training required by the recipient as a result of 
their disabilities, and will not include payment for those supervisory activities rendered as a 
normal part of the business setting.  Supported Employment services are generally provided by 
or through the South Carolina Vocational Rehabilitation Department.  DDSN also provides 
individual and group employment service options. 
 
►TTY:  A teletypewriter (TTY) is a communication device used by people who are deaf, hard 
of hearing, or have severe-speech impairment.  A TTY consists of a keyboard, display screen, 
and modem.  Messages travel over regular telephone lines.  People who do not have a TTY can 
communicate with a TTY user through a message relay center (MRC).  An MRC has TTY 
operators available to send and interpret TTY messages.  MRCs can be located in local telephone 
directories. 
 
►Ticket to Work and Work Incentives Improvement Act of 1999 (TWWIIA):  Enacted to 
increase opportunities for individuals with disabilities to work.  Title I of the act provides access 
to employment training and placement services, and Title II of the act provides health care 
supports for working individuals with disabilities. 
 
►Time-Limited Eligibility:  A short-term eligibility status that is given to individuals (usually 
young children) for whom a diagnosis of an intellectual disability or a related disability is 
suspected, but cannot be confirmed.  Time-limited eligibility is assigned to individuals who test 
within the range of an intellectual disability or a related disability, but who may experience 
factors which confound test results, calling into question the validity of the results.  If the 
potential exists for these factors to abate or resolve in the future so that more valid test results 
can be obtained, a time-limited eligibility status will be assigned.  Time-limited eligibility 
prevents the potential of assigning a premature or incorrect diagnosis of an intellectual disability 
or a related disability to an individual, but it also allows an individual with suspected intellectual 
disabilities or a related disability to receive appropriate services until a firm diagnosis can be 
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made.  Time-limited eligibility may also be assigned to an applicant to the HASCI Division 
whose condition may be improving such that long-term eligibility cannot be determined. 
 
►Transitioning:  The process of moving from adolescence to adult roles in which a child 
reconciles their needs, interests, and preferences with adult norms and roles. 
 
►Transition Planning:  The process of helping students and their families plan services to help 
them reach career goals and adult living objectives related to their needs, interests and 
preferences.  The IDEA requires transition planning activities documented in the IEP for students 
aged 14 and older.  The Individual Transition Plan (ITP) is also known as the “Statement of 
Needed Transition Services.” 
 
►Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI):  An injury to the skull or brain caused by an external 
physical force.  The injury may produce a diminished or altered state of consciousness resulting 
in impairment in cognitive abilities or physical functioning, as well as behavioral and/or 
emotional functioning.  It does not include strokes or aneurysms. 
 
►Vocational Rehabilitation (VR) Services:  A federal and state program that provides a range 
of services to individuals with disabilities, typically to achieve a particular career goal and 
competitive employment.  VR services are administered by the South Carolina Department of 
Vocational Rehabilitation. 
 
►Work Incentives:  A number of Social Security Work Incentives that allow an individual to 
exclude part of their income to maintain eligibility for SSI or SSDI.  Includes PASS, IRWE’s, 
Student Earned Income Exclusion, and extended eligibility for Medicaid. 
 
►Workers Compensation:  Insurance that employers are required to have to cover employees 
who get sick or injured on the job. 
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ABA Applied Behavioral Analysis 
ADA Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 
ADL Activities of Daily Living 
ANE Abuse, Neglect and Exploitation 
APS Adult Protective Services (DSS) 
ARC At-Risk Child 
ASD Autism Spectrum Disorder 
AT Assistive Technology 
BCB Budget and Control Board 
BCBA Board Certified Behavioral Analyst 
BSP Behavior Support Plan 
CAT Consumer Assessment Team 
CBA Curriculum Based Assessment 
CCR Contract Compliance Review 
CDC Centers for Disease Control 
CDR Center for Disability Resources 
CDSS Consumer Data Support System 
CI Critical Incident 
CIRS Community Inclusive Residential Supports 
CLTC Community Long Term Care 
CM Case Manager 
CMS Case Management Supervisor 
CMS Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services 
CP Cerebral Palsy 
CPIP Comprehensive Permanent Improvement Plan 
CPS Child Protective Services (DSS) 
CRCF Community Residential Care Facility 
CRIPA Civil Rights of Institutionalized Persons Act 
CSW Community Supports Waiver 
CTH Community Training Home 
DD Council Developmental Disabilities Council 
DDSN Department of Disabilities and Special Needs 
DHEC Department of Health and Environmental Control 
DHHS Department of Health and Human Services 
DMH Department of Mental Health 
DOL Department of Labor 
DSAL Day Services Attendance Log 
DSHR Division of State Human Resources 
DSS Department of Social Services 
EAP Employee Assistance Program 
EHA Education of All Handicapped Children Act 
EI Early Intervention 
EIBI Early Intensive Behavioral Intervention 
EPMS Employee Performance Management System 
EPSDT Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis and Treatment 
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FAPE Free Appropriate Public Education 
FOIA Freedom of Information Act 
FSP Family Support Plan 
FT Family Training 
FY Fiscal Year 
GAL Guardian Ad Litem 
GGC Greenwood Genetic Center 
HAP Housing Assistance Program 
HASCI Head and Spinal Cord Injury 
HCB Home and Community Based 
HCBS Home and Community Based Services 
HSA Human Service Assistant 
HIPPA Health Insurance Portability and Accountability 
HMO Health Maintenance Organization 
HR Human Resources 
HRM Human Resources Management 
HUD Housing and Urban Development 
HVAC Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning 
IA Internal Audit 
ICAP Inventory for Client and Agency Planning 
ICF/IID Intermediate Care Facilities for Individuals with Intellectual Disabilities 
ID/RD Intellectual Disability/Related Disabilities 
IDEA Individuals with Disabilities Education Act 
IEP Individual Education Plan 
IFSP/FSP Individual Family Support Plan/Family Service Plan 
IRWE Impaired Related Work Expense 
ISR Individual Service Report 
IT Information Technology 
LOC Level of Care 
LRE Least Restrictive Environment 
MCO Medicaid Managed Care Organization 
MHN Medical Homes Network Programs 
MI Mental Illness 
MMIS Medicaid Management Information System 
MTCM Medicaid Targeted Case Management 
NTD Neural Tube Defect 
OHR Office of Human Resources 
OT Occupational Therapy 
OT Overtime 
PASS Plan for Achieving Self-Support 
PCA Personal Care Aide 
PCP Person-Centered Planning 
PDD Pervasive Developmental Disorders 
PERS Personal Emergency Response System 
PKU Phenylketonuria 
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POA Power of Attorney 
PT Physical Therapy 
P & A S. C. Protection and Advocacy Organization 
QIDP Qualified Intellectual Disabilities Professional 
QPL Qualified Provider List 
RC Regional Center 
RD Related Disabilities 
Regions Midlands, Piedmont, Pee Dee, Coastal 
RESLOG Residential Service Log (Roll Book) 
RFP Request for Proposal 
SCS Service Coordination Supervisor 
SCI Spinal Cord Injury 
SD Similar Disability 
SE Supported Employment 
SECF Service Error Correction Form 
SFCS State Funded Community Supports 
SIG State Inspector General 
SIS Support Intensity Scale 
SLED State Law Enforcement Division 
SLP Supervised Living Program 
SN Service Note 
SNAP Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program 
SSA Social Security Administration 
SSDI Supplemental Security Disability Income 
SSI Supplemental Security Income 
STS Service Tracking System 
SURB Service Units Reporting and Billing 
TBI Traumatic Brain Injury 
TEFRA Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act 
TERI Teacher/Employee Retention Incentive 
TTY Teletypewriter 
TWIIA Ticket to Work and Work Incentives Improvement Act of 1999 
UR Utilization Review 
VR Vocational Rehabilitation Services 
VSP Voluntary Separation Program 
WCM Waiver Case Management 
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